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ABSTRACT
The Performance and Patronage of Baloch Culture Through Music (and Related
Arts) in the Eastern Arabian Peninsula
by
George Mürer
Advisor: Stephen Blum
This dissertation is a study of Baloch musical—and ritual—idioms as cultivated (and
variously innovated, embellished, patronized, and reconstructed) in the relatively
prosperous and cosmopolitan urban environments of the coastal Eastern Arabian
Peninsula—the third major concentration of Baloch population after Balochistan
and Karachi. Due to historical and geographic particulars, the origins of Peninsular
Baloch communities lie primarily in the Makran region that extends along the
Arabian Sea coast and across the political boundary separating Iran and Pakistan. If
musical activities play a significant role in orienting Baloch communities socially
and politically, what are the presentational strategies implied in the foregrounding
of specific performance genres and how do social dynamics structure the
relationships between performers, patrons, connoisseurs, poets, and publics?
Relying on data from a series of fieldwork residencies from 2014-2017 in Oman,
United Arab Emirates, Bahrain, Kuwait, and Qatar, I give close attention to the
internal diversity in values, outlooks, and expressive domains found within Baloch
communities as well as to relationships between Baloch and the other cultural
groups that contribute to the demographic make-up of the region.
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In addition to its focus on musical genres and aesthetics, this is a
multidimensional study of intellectual and literary activity. As cultural activism, the
patronage and promotion of musical idioms is central to preserving and amplifying
a traditionalist cultural consciousness as well as to framing impassioned
contemporary political expression. This dissertation contributes to extant studies of
Makrani Baloch music and culture and speaks to a growing interest in the political
and ethnographic character of Baloch society in the Gulf states, adding an in-depth
study of cultural performance to the handful of survey articles by distinguished
scholars (Jahani 2014, Peterson 2013, al-Ameeri 2003). This work also contributes
substantially to ethnomusicological scholarship on the Persian Gulf region as a
complex and highly interactive sphere of culture and can be counted as one of many
projects that address flows of culture that intersect in different ways across the
Indian Ocean.
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Note on translations and transliteration

Where I have quoted a translation from another source, I have credited the
translation as needed. New translations I have provided have all been done with
some degree of consulation with native speakers, in particular Yasin al-Balochi,
Hammal al-Balochi, and Fazal Baloch. In some cases, I went ahead and created a
translation and then went over it with one of these kind friends. In other cases, we
sat together and they guided me through the process of transcription and
translation. I have accordingly marked those translations respectively as CYB, CHB,
and CFB. Yasin and Hammal helped me with transribing and translating songs and
conversations that required a great deal of explication on their parts. Fazal weighed
in on translations I had done myself, helping to refine both the meaning and the
transliterations.
Transliteration has been a slightly tricky issue for this dissertation because
there are multiple ways of rendering languages typically written in the Arabic script
into the Latin alphabet, with a different range of preferences attached to each
language. In transcribing material from Baloch, Persian, Arabic, and Urdu, there
have been essentially two challenges: how to render sounds that are usually
rendered in English with multiple letters: sh, gh, ch... And how to render sounds that
do not occur in English, such as Arabic 'ayn and qaf, and specific t, d, and r sounds
used in Baloch. These challenges arise mainly because there are inconsistencies in
how these sounds are already commonly represented in English texts.
xix

I have rendered a sh sound with sh, and a ch sound with ch, although in
contemporary Baloch literary circles, it has become increasingly common to incline
towards a Latin alphabet and to render those as ś and c and to use the same accent
to indicate long vowels, eg. á. Below is the combined Arabic, Persian, and Urdu
alphabet with indications of how I have rendered each letter into a Latin alphabet.

ا
ب
پ
ت
ث
ج
چ
ح
خ
د
ذ
ر
ز
ژ
س
ش
ص
ض
ط
ظ
ع
غ
ف
ق
ک
گ
ل
م
ن
و
ه
ی
ے

a if initial, ā if medial or final
b
p
t
th if Arabic, s if Persian or Baloch
j
ch
h Persian or Baloch, ḥ if Arabic
kh
d
dh if Arabic, z if Persian or Baloch
r
z
zh
s
sh
s if Persian or Baloch, ṣ if Arabic
d if Arabic, z if Persian or Baloch
t if Persian or Baloch, ṭ if Arabic
dh if Arabic, z if Persian or Baloch
'
gh
f
q
k
g
l
m
n
w in Arabic or Baloch if a consonant, v in Persian if a consonant, ū
if a vowel
h
y if a consonant, ī if a vowel
ei
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ں
ڑ
ٹ
ڈ

in
d
t
d

I would point to one problem here with the transliteration of Baloch. When seeking
to render spoken Baloch, which I would extend to include orally transmitted texts
such as folk songs, one is not primarily looking for words rendered in a specific
script to be rendered in another script. The same can be said for regional colloquial
Arabic or Persian. My primary concern has been to distinguish between long and
short vowels. The nasalization of vowel (and final n) sounds and degrees to which r,
l, d, t, z, dh, and s sounds are palatalized, and to which h sounds are aspirated are so
variable according to regional vernaculars that privileging one over the other, or
constructing a detailed account of how each cited example would actually be
pronounced, are outside the scope of my agenda. My approach to transliteration has
been to simplify the representation of Baloch texts and to deemphasize the
dialectical variations that readers might find confusing or disorienting. I have had to
select a single form of certain words that encounter regional variation in
pronunciation, e.g. zahīrōk rather than zahīrōg or zahīrīg and lēwa rather than
leywah, leiwah, or lēva.
As for proper names and place names, I treat these as occurring in English,
without diacritic specifications, just as Iran, Iraq, and Libya occur, so Iran rather
than Īrān and Faqir Shad rather than Faqīr Shād. Some individuals have a preference
or at least a habit as far as rendering their own names in English (e.g. Mousa Fyrooz,
which could easily have been written Musa Firuz).
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Glossary

alīpa (Balochi variant of khalīfah): officiant at spirit possession ceremonies.
aslzāt: term in Balochi designating one who is a "purebred" Baloch in their genealogy.
banūr: bride.
barzanjī: account of the life of the prophet, often chanted in mālid settings.
bedū: a term designating a bedouin origin and cultural orientation in the Arabian
peninsula, in contrast to those who belong to the more heterogenous ḥaḍar sphere.
benjū: keyed zither, originally an experimental, modernized kōtō in Japan, standardized as
a common instrument among Baloch, Swahili, Sindhi, and Kachchhi musicians,
among perhaps others.
burz kanag: the acension into a climactic high register in the performance of Balochi shēr
or a zahīrōk.
chach: a kind of riddle.
chamag: vigorous movement of the shoulder in dances.
chīhal: an emotive portion of a shēr performance sequence delivered in a high register.
chōwgān: a ritual observance of the Zigri faith where the leader, a woman, positioned in
the center is encircled by participants who move rhythmical and respond to her
calls.
dammāl: an ecstatic devotional dance performed at Sufi shrines in India and Pakistan and
accompanied by vigorous drumming.
dānnī: literally "outsider," a Balochi term for individuals of non-Baloch origin.
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dapgāl: a section of a shēr performance delivered in a speech-like—as opposed to sung—
register.
dīwān: a social gathering with some pretense to import, generally among men.
dō chapī: a circle dance found in various parts of Balochistan, performed most often by
men and involving clapping, or in some cases sticks or swords.
dōdorōbīdag: a Balochi word used for traditional culture.
dōnelī: a pair of fipple flutes played together, with one providing a drone.
fann (pl. funūn): Arabic term for art, often used where the concept of music would be
limiting, problematic, or less prestigious.
ghazal: (a) a form of Persian poetry (also used for neighboring languages) with specific
formal and thematic connotations, and which is often sung (b) a Hindustani vocal
genre oriented towards fairly short performances of poems or poetic fragments.
golrīz: an accelerated vocal delivery during a shēr performance as the vocalization
transitions from speech to melodic singing.
guāt: a "wind" or spirit prone to inhabit human hosts.
guātī: a patient seeking treatment presumed to be inhabited by a spirit.
ḥaḍar: "settled," a designation for the chiefly coastal population of the Arabian Peninsula
who are historically settled in urban settings that, through patterns of settlement
and commerce, are of disparate geocultural origin.
hākim: an individual of high stature within a Baloch hierarchical tribal society.
halō/larō/ladō: a wedding song involving refrains and often vocables similar to the
syllables by which it is named.
henna bandān: the segment of a multi day wedding celebration where the bride is
beautified with henna.
inqilābī shēr: poetry celebration political resistance and insurgency.
jenīnū: a male dancer with a female presentation.
jinn: a spirit entity that exists apart from humans as a category of sentiment beings in a
Muslim cosmology.
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jins (pl. ajnās): literally "material" or "fabric," this is a term used for a sequence of three to
five notes (or two to four intervals) that are engaged in constructing maqāms and
spaces of modulation in art music as formally theorized in the Arab world.
joftī: a single reed double flute played across the south of Iran.
khalqa: a circle of performers who work together to provide singing, drumming, and
occasionally other kinds of instrumental performance for occasion where such
things are required.
kōmī shēr: modern nationalistic poetry.
lēb: the ceremonial interface between music and healing used to treat a guātī.
lēwa: a dance performed in a circle with music provided by an aerophone, skin drums, and
idiophones that may be related to a celebration or to a spirit possession event. It is
considered an emblem of at least partial African heritage and is considered as
combining East African and other (Arab, Baloch, Persian) features.
līkū: a kind of poetic couple and the melody with which these would be delivered,
associated with themes of travel and separation.
Lodi/Lori/Domb: an ethnic designation that connotes a low social status, a hereditary
knowledge of artisanal crafts including music, and a non-Baloch origin.
mālid: a ceremonial setting whose specialists employ chanting and frame drums, and
which oriented towards the veneration of important figures in Islam, in some cases
to mark important dates such as the Prophet's birth date, in others to serve a votive
function, and in others to treat spirit possession when the inhabiting spirits are
considered to be figures such as Abdelqadir Gilani.
maslak: a term for denominations within Islam.
mehfil: a celebratory gathering, often exclusively among males.
mīkwara/sūrīya: a multiday possession ceremony associated with practices thought to
have been transplanted to coastal Oman from various hinterland regions of East
Africa.
mītag: The village or urban neighborhood with which an individual Baloch expressly
identifies.
mugurmān: a large, footed drum used in Baloch and Sidi musical and ritual contexts with a
vivid East African association.
mulk: The specific region to which one is tied as location of one family and place of origin.
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mushaira: poetry-oriented literary gathering.
nadīnag: the central festive gathering during a Baloch wedding sequence.
nālsūr: a genre of sung narrative poetry where a singer intones long stretches of poetry in
a deep register while accompanied by a nal (flute).
navāhī: Persian word meaning "regional," used to designate music or other cultural
repertoires taken to characterize a particular region, in part informed by the
ethnolinguistic identity of its population.
nāzekar: vocalist who leads songs at Baloch weddings in Oman's Batinah region.
nāzenk: a kind of lullaby that envisions a noble future for a child, and similar songs
performed to praise grown individuals, such as a groom.
pahlawān: a singer specialized in epic narrative poetry.
panjag: the strumming pattern employed when playing the tambūrag.
qāri': The learned reciter who leads a mālid ceremony.
rāj: The homeland in its most inclusive sense, similar to Arabic watan, Persian vatan, and
Kurmanji welat.
salōnk: groom.
sardar: a tribal leader within the feudal organization of segments of Baloch society,
particularly in pre-modern periods.
sarguap: a professional attendant, consultant, and in some respects ritual specialist who
looks after the bride's presentation and well-being during the various phases of her
wedding and its preparations.
ṣawt: A term (lit. "voice" in Arabic) that designates an enticing song/composition, but has
come to denote more vividly a genre of popular song that Kuwaiti and Bahraini
sailors and pearl-divers would sing to entertain themselves at port, on land, or,
presumably at sea. It is accompanied by an oud (known locally as mkabbis in
Bahrain), vigorous interlocking hand clapping and drumming, and is especially
distinguished by heavily weighted syncopated accents that are spaced in a
drammatically uneven fashion.
sāz: the most broadly applicable Baloch term for music.
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shaykh (pl. mashāyekh): a term referring most broadly to an elder, often a communal or
tribal leader or a religious authority. In this text we encounter it also as a term for
historically venerated Sufi figures who in popular belief are still present as spirit
entities and often inhabit people and cause them distress because of their
uncontainable potency.
sheger: poetry sung as the basis for folk music among Baloch in coastal Eastern
Hormozgan province, Iran.
shēr: traditional epic narrative poetry performed by specialized singers (pahlawān) and
their accompanists.
sheperja: a spirit possession ritual involving drumming and dancing and nominally
oriented towards Chishti "saint" Fariduddin Ganjishekar, who holds popular
associations with African slave ancestry.
Simorgh: the name of a mythic bird who appears in a range of Persian poetry and is
ascribed mystical healing powers and consequently the name as well for a set of
hypnotic, climactic melodies played during guātī ceremonies.
sīpatt: a song praising the projected attributes of a new born (often male) child.
sōt: a Baloch genre whose name shares its derivation with the aforementioned ṣawt. Sōts
are popular songs sung by professional Baloch musicians to provide festive
entertainment.
suchkī: incense used especially in spirit possession rituals.
surōz: a partially open, partially skin belly double chamber upright fiddle that is perhaps
the most celebrated musical instrument among Baloch.
surōzī: a professional player of the surōz, most often of Lodi/Domb background.
tamāshā/līlarō/raqs al-Balūshī/daqqa Balūshiyya: terms for traditional Baloch wedding
dancing in the Batinah coastal province of Oman, all thought to originate in the
Baloch region that comprises Eastern Hormozgan between Bandar-e Abbas and
Jask.
tambīrag: Pronunciation of tambūrag in Jask vicinity but also the local variant which is
fretted by the player less as a drone than to support the singer with underlying
melodies and vamps.
tambūrag/tambīrag/setār: a three stringed lute used to produce a rhythmic drone
accompaniment for a range of Makrani Baloch musical genres.
zaffa: A wedding procession found in many variations throughout the Arab world.
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zahīrī: the rough equivalent of zahīrōk in Eastern Hormozgan.
zahīrōg/zahīrōk/zahīrīg: collection of Baloch melody types as well musical genre
associated with a deep longing.
zār: a complex of spirit possession ceremonies thought to have spread from roughly the
Horn of Africa region to settlements along the Nile and coastal regions of the
western Indian Ocean zone.
zekr: a characteristic formula, in Sufi devotional practice, that is rhythmically chanted to
place an acknowledgment God in the forefront of one's consciousness, and an event
constructed around the chanting of such formulas.
zīmar/zīmul: a term for the rhythmic melodic flow that forms sections of a shēr
performance.
zūbān: language, tongue, string on a benju on which the melody is played.
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Introduction

The term Baloch, in 2019, implies a geographically and linguistically inscribed
collectivity, a shared historical consciousness, a matrix of genealogical prestige and
ethical prescriptions, and a claim to territory and a collective struggle for the
recognition of this claim. Balochistan, the territory that is the site of this struggle
and at the center of contemporary narratives of the Baloch as a people, can be
loosely defined as comprising what today are governed as the Iranian province of
Sistan va Balochistan and the Pakistani province of Balochistan. The coastal Makran
region of Balochistan (or Makkurān as some prefer) straddles the current IranPakistan border. The sense of internal variation in culture and identity within
Makran is less marked by the East-West axis suggested by that political boundary
and more by contrasts between coastal versus inland communities and rural versus
urban populations.
Balochistan is also generally considered to include a small portion of
Afghanistan's far south along the Helmand River and from the perspective of many
Baloch extends well into the Iranian provinces of Kerman and Hormozgan, a
position whose logic is supported by the distribution of Baloch speakers and Baloch
culture. Baloch language is closely related to Persian, Kurdish, and Dimili (Zazaki),
grammatically closer to the latter two than to Persian, but more imprinted by
Persian (and Urdu and, of course, Arabic) vocabulary. The mobility and settlement
1

of Baloch in adjacent regions—notably the city of Karachi (technically part of
Pakistan's Sindh province) and the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) States of the
Arabian Peninsula's Gulf coast—is long established and of significant proportions.

Map 1: Balochistan, Makran, and Gulf/Arabian Sea region
The concept Balochistan—like that of Kurdistan1—is dependent partially on
a national sentiment of cultural-territorial cohesion and partly on the geographic
perceptions of outsiders with varying degrees of power (monarchs, governors,
colonists, cartographers, academicians...). In both cases, imposed political
Kurdistan in particular overlaps with other meaningful geographic constructs—
Armenia, Persia/Iran, Media, Mesopotamia, Tur Abdin, Iraq, Turkey, Syria, Ottoman
Empire.
2 Brahui's are an ethnic group who live alongside Baloch in parts of Balochistan and,
while distinct in their language and presumably their origin, are culturally,
genealogically, and politically intertwined with Baloch, in many cases identifying as
1
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boundaries and language regions are among the clearest bases for the delineation of
subsections (see Collett 1983: vi-viii), but unduly emphasizing either often means
disregarding other major forces of cohesion and division.
The experiences of Baloch living under Qajar, Pahlavi, and postRevolutionary Iranian governance have points of obvious difference with those of
Baloch living under British colonialism and post-partition Pakistani governance.
These differences will be alluded to from time to time over the course of this
dissertation but I shall not attempt to encapsulate them in a crystalized form.
From 1666 to 1840, concentrated in the northern portion of today's
Pakistani province of Balochistan, there was a centralized Baloch (or
Baloch/Brahui2) state called Kalat (Swidler 1992: 555). Anthropologist Nina
Swidler (2014) considers the colonial-era regional politics of the Baloch political
structure through this state of Kalat, which today remains enshrined in historical
memory as a testament to a significant period of Baloch statehood and self-rule. If
the former territory of the Khanate of Kalat accounts for a core zone where Baloch
society is articulated in hierarchical terms of tribes and tribal leaders, these lineages
and their institutions of prestige and rulership are far less pronounced in coastal
Makran. Makran will be of central importance to the following discussions owing to
its direct links with the musical repertoires, Baloch dialect, and origins of the
majority of the people with whom this dissertation is concerned.
If one sought to declare a Baloch capital, one would have to consider four
Brahui's are an ethnic group who live alongside Baloch in parts of Balochistan and,
while distinct in their language and presumably their origin, are culturally,
genealogically, and politically intertwined with Baloch, in many cases identifying as
a subset of Baloch.
2
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contenders, all of which fall on the Pakistan side: Quetta, Turbat, Gwadar, and
Karachi. Turbat is the largest city of the Makran region and its largest central node
of urban migration. Quetta is the current official capital of Balochistan province, but
in point of fact, Pashtuns outnumber Baloch in Quetta, which is most closely tied
with Kandahar in Afghanistan with respect to reciprocal cultural, economic, and
political traffic. Gwadar, once part of the Omani empire (until 1958), continues to
attract national and foreign investment (without benefiting the local Baloch
population), while retaining its importance as a metropole of coastal Makrani
culture. Karachi, while technically located in Sindh, is situated at an outlying
extreme of Balochistan a few kilometers from where the province begins and is
home to the largest concentration of Baloch anywhere in the world ("one tenth of
the world's Baloch population" by one reckoning (Slimbach 1996: 139)) and is the
only major metropolis claimed by Baloch as a prolific center of culture production.
The importance of Karachi will be foregrounded in subsequent chapters as
we consider the transnational configuration of human mobility and cultural and
intellectual exchange that exists between the Makran, the Gulf, and Karachi. At
present, we should consider the role of these cities as home to Baloch literary
movements that emerged in the mid-twentieth century. And Karachi bears the
distinction of being the site of a number of Baloch academies and publications.
Sabir Badalkhan (1992: 4) summarizes the numbers and distribution of the
world's Baloch population as follows: "A comparison of various facts and figures
points to a moderate number of Balochi speakers in the world, between 8 to 10
million: 7 million in Pakistan (4 million in Balochistan, 2 million in Sind, and one
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million in the Punjab); 1.5 million in Iran; 500,000 in Afghanistan; 500,000 in the
Gulf States and East Africa, and 38,000 to 40,000 in Turkmenistan." For his figure of
500,000 Baloch in the Gulf States, he cites Elfenbein's 1989 estimate (ibid. n3),
suggesting the number would have greatly increased by the present day, but such
demographic data is hard to come by.
The present study is concerned with the performance of Baloch culture
through musical practices among Baloch resident in the Arab Gulf states, and the
social infrastructures by means of which these patterns of performance are
facilitated, encouraged, and patronized. Of particular importance is the
relationship—cultural, sociological, and political—between the Peninsular
communities of Baloch and the social landscape of Balochistan, chiefly Makran. This
relationship speaks to prominent themes in the ethnographic study of culture—the
situating of the local in relation to the translocal, the transnational, the global, and
most broadly, patterns of economic and social reliance on networks of interregional
dispersion and mobility. From a perspective concerned with cultural performance
and often idealized constructions of cultural heritage and identity, these patterns of
geographic diffusion and expanding translocal networks compel us to revise our
understandings of the settings for Baloch culture and its outlooks.
The purpose of this dissertation is to conduct a broad inquiry into the
performance of Baloch culture in urban environments along the Persian Gulf coast
of the Eastern Arabian Peninsula. This region has seen consistent migration from
Balochistan for centuries and has thus long been an important site for Baloch
culture, intimately connected to Balochistan and adjacent regions of Baloch
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settlement. Centered on an ethnographic present, the basis for this study lies in
observations of musical and cultural activities in Baloch communities in five
nominally Arabophone nations—Oman, United Arab Emirates, Bahrain, Qatar, and
Kuwait—between 2014 and 2017. Throughout the writing process, I have been able
to incorporate new data through continued correspondence and monitoring active
social media forums, reinforcing my grasp on the continuity of practices and idioms
and shifts in circumstance. Several of my interlocutors have passed away since my
fieldwork period, as has Sultan Qaboos, ever a towering figure for the citizens and
residents of Oman. Throughout the four years during which my core fieldwork was
conducted, his poor health contributed to a great deal of anxiety regarding the
future of Oman.
My initial questions were: what is the significance of the Arab Gulf States as
sites for Baloch culture? To what extent do Baloch constitute a discernible
collectivity in the urban Gulf landscape? What agency do Gulf Baloch exercise on the
musical culture of Balochistan, particularly Makran? What sorts of musical and
cultural exchange take place between these essentially facing coastal environments?
And how might we fold these patterns of exchange into ongoing conversations about
the Indian Ocean, Arabian Sea, and Persian Gulf as coherent cultural areas?
Upon commencing my fieldwork it became immediately apparent that
different social settings, communities, and cultural idioms pointed to different
geocultural frames. If someone were to ask what kind of music—what genre or
performance context—best represents the Baloch communities of Muscat, Bahrain,
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or Dubai, it would be difficult to know where to begin without specifying a dynamic
multiplicity right off the bat. So I designed this project around a number of frames:
1. The circulation of musical genres and performers between Balochistan (most
especially the Makran region) and peninsular Gulf coast environments;
2. Baloch intellectual life as closely tied to South Asian literary milieus and political
movements;
3. Local urban peninsular Baloch communities advancing their own cultural
vernaculars;
4. Domains of musical and ritual performance that are cross-culturally resonant
among diverse and heterogenous coastal communities of the Arabian
Peninsula;
5. Infrastructures for designing and evolving musical practices oriented towards
cosmopolitan sites of urban Baloch community (especially Karachi);
6. The broader trans-Gulf community of contact between variegated cultural
settings and metropoles.
7. An unfolding global project of Baloch collective self-representation that
frequently looks to music as a potent vessel for promoting Baloch culture and
political rights.
Each of these frames ought to be considered against the backdrop of the others.
Through music and the concerns and social functions served by music, it is possible
to understand Baloch culture as standing apart from Arab, Persian, and Urdu
spheres and as uniquely intersecting with all three and more (for instance, East
African and American—coded as "Western"—musical and cultural idioms).
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0.1 The Origins of This Project: an Autobiographical Note
Prior to commencing fieldwork on this specific topic, I had worked mainly among
Kurds and Kurdish musical contexts, and had extensive experience documenting
musical performance in Iran, Afghanistan, Tajikistan, Egypt, Turkey, Iraqi Kurdistan,
Syria, Turkmenistan, Indonesia, Malaysia, Morocco, and Kuwait.
I first encountered Baloch music in 1995 when at college, through recordings
made and published by Jean During. I had developed an intense interest in music of
Iran, Central Asia, the Middle East, and North Africa during my high school years, as
an extension of an infatuation with American and European literary and
countercultural milieus. The music and culture of North Africa and the Middle East
are romanticized and fetishized in the music of Led Zeppelin and the Rolling Stones,
films such as Nicholas Roeg and Donald Cammell's Performance, and various
writings of William S. Burroughs, Brion Gysin, and Paul Bowles, invoked in the
conjuring of a self-serving aura of mystical import, of which I was in awe as a
youngster growing up in Philadelphia.
The early 1990s were marked by a transition to CDs as a widely available and
affordable means of music consumption and a new degree of exposure for former
Soviet territories, and by the end of high school I was spending my pocket money on
newly issued CDs of music from Tajikistan and Azerbaijan and on attending any
locally presented concert of Persian or Arab music. Though I majored in film, one of
the most influential courses I took while at college (Bard College '97) was an
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introductory course on Sufism,3 which provided an extremely valuable overview of
the geography, corridors of transmission, literary traditions, and theological
constructs of a domain that intersected in so many ways with the musical
repertoires I was in the midst of discovering.
In 1996, after my junior year, I enrolled in an intensive summer program in
Tajik at the University of Washington and then, immediately upon completing my
BA, I moved to New York and set about taking as many courses as I could in Persian,
Turkish, and Arabic as a non-matriculated student at Columbia and a continuing ed
night student at NYU. From 1999-2000, I spent an academic year studying in
Esfahan and Cairo, focusing on language training but also consumed by musical
interests. In the spring of 2001, while continuing to take Persian and Arabic classes
at Columbia, I tested the waters of ethnomusicology as an academic pursuit with a
field methods seminar4 for which my term project focused on performances of
Afghan music in New York City.
Subsequently, I took a day job as an editor at an independent press, where I
was able to specialize in titles devoted to politics and society in Iran and
Afghanistan, and I began a series of ethnographic documentary film projects that
grew out of my earlier travels and studies. Trips to Kurdistan in 1999 (Iran), 2000
(Syria), 2002 (Turkey), and 2004 (Turkey and Iraq) laid the groundwork for a longterm documentary film and research project tracking the evolution of North Kurdish
wedding music that I have continued to the present. I initiated other documentary
projects whose topics ranged from musical genres in Badakhshan to Hazara
3
4

Which I audited in fact and which was taught by Professor Lynda Clarke.
Taught by Chris Washburne.
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musicians navigating displacement from their home regions to musical life in
"liberated" post-Taliban Kabul to modern Tachelhit genres and their circuits in
Morocco, to interpretations of Hadrami Arab repertoires across the Indian Ocean. I
continued to study pertinent languages—Indonesian, Türkmen, Tachelhit, Kurmanji,
and take lessons on various instruments—setār, tanbūr, oud, zarb, and daf. Finally,
having made the acquaintance in 2004 of my now advisor Stephen Blum, I decided
to commit professionally to ethnomusicology as an academic pursuit.
While in Iran in 1999, some high profile kidnappings of foreigners in the
province of Sistan va Balochistan impelled the administrators at the school I was
attending (Dāneshkadeh-ye Gheyr Entefā'ī-ye Āmūzesh va Parvaresh-e Shahīd Ashrafī
Esfahanī) to strenuously discourage my visiting the region, which was at the top of
my very long list of places to visit. Nonetheless, I persisted in cultivating a strong
interest in the region and came to settle on circuits of Baloch musical practice as the
topic for my dissertation, noting that this would both complement my ongoing
research on contemporary Kurdish folk music and directly intersect with my
interests in music in the Indian Ocean region and Khorasan/Central Asia.
I narrowed the topic to Baloch music and culture in the Persian Gulf region,
both in Iran and on the Arabian Peninsula. I received a grant to conduct pilot
research in Iran on the gradation of musical culture from Bandar-e Abbas to
Chabahar across coastal Bashkard and Makran, but was unsuccessful in obtaining a
visa within the necessary time frame. My perfectly reasonable research aspirations
are always as tricky for a US citizen as are prospects for Iranian citizens seeking to
work in the US. I used the grant to conduct pilot research on Baloch music just
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across the Gulf in Oman—a topic I had become increasingly curious about since my
first brief visit to Oman in 2000. I wrote to the prolific Baloch scholar and folklorist
Sabir Badalkhan en route, and he was able to point me to a number of social media
acquaintances of his in Muscat, and thanks to him I hit the ground running. I would
have been incapable of imagining the volume of Baloch speakers in Muscat or their
active dedication to ensuring that Makrani Baloch music—both traditional and
contemporary—maintains a constant presence in the city. I arrived with a solid, if
self-administered, orientation in Makrani Baloch, which I rapidly expanded over my
first two research trips and continued to improve thereafter. I also had the benefit of
twenty years of regular listening to recordings made by Jean During, Sabir
Badalkhan with Anderson Bakewell, and a variety of Iranian researchers working in
conjunction with Iranian institutions, both private and governmental. In addition, a
range of academic publications, particularly those of Sabir Badalkhan (e.g. 1992,
2000a, 2001a and b, 2008a and b, 2009), Jean During (1989, 1990, 1997),
Mohammadreza Darvishi (1373/1995, 2009), Mustafa Yousef Shawqi (1994), and
Dieter Christensen et al. (2009), served to orient me before my arrival.
I situate my research on Baloch culture in the Arab Gulf states alongside my
other projects as part of a broad, multifaceted endeavor to understand the
cultivation of musical practices and aesthetics in the present era of intensive
globalization, expanding reliance on (and engagement with) technological and
media savvy, and urgent needs for redefined and revised expressive vernaculars. As
a sense of continuity in cultural heritage, historical consciousness, and social
identity becomes—for many—increasingly precarious and unstable, musical
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innovation with acute attention to the social power of aesthetic experience
represents a central thrust in prominent currents of cultural activism.

0.2 Positionality
Following Abu Lughod (1991: 138-140), I need to acknowledge that in this work,
there is an implied narrative of my immersion into the midst of peninsular Baloch
communities and subsequent resurfacing with a wealth of impressions with which I
can fashion a portrait of a historical present as a dynamic and interactive cultural
landscape. However, this inevitable premise speaks more to my status as an
outsider than to the readership I project. Of the scholars whose significant
contributions I draw upon and of the scholars with whom I hope to forge a dialogue
through my findings and interpretations, many are Baloch, others Iranian or Gulf
Arab. I, a privileged outsider, am looking at multiple community formations who
often regard one another as social others and may at times frame one another
within matrices of ideological bias.
It is virtually impossible for me to abandon the objectifying idea of culture,
but it is something that I understand as a teleology—something hoped to be
embodied and preserved—rather than as a fixed, enveloping sphere of social
identity and historical and environmental consciousness that is externalized
through habitual performances of codified repertoires. The fact that, in the contexts
upon which I am casting my gaze, "habitual performances of codified repertoires"
are explicitly identified as part of a valorized culture raises all kinds of questions
that have helped guide my thinking. I have also been conscious that I may be looked
12

upon as a means to assist in this valorization of Baloch culture, in furthering its
reach and boosting its signals.
As one aspect of this dissertation is concerned with social relations, not only
as legible structures and patterns but as performative domains, I ought also to
address here the relationships that I have developed with individuals who have
been sources of information, encouragement, and assistance, as well as objects of
my observation, reflection, and analysis.
The term friend is one I am comfortable using loosely without deliberating
over the parameters of reciprocity established by Aristotle in his Nicomachean
Ethics. I have developed some ideas of the motivations and objectives of many of
those who have participated in or otherwise assisted my research. For some, I am an
impermanent fixture in their world and a highly mobile agent. For others, there is a
mutual expectation that a long-term relationship will be maintained. Ultimately, my
research objectives were received as validating Baloch culture, identity, and—to a
certain degree—nationalist claims. In some quarters this elicited a great deal of
interest—even personal investment—in my project. In other cases, where the
window into the actual feelings of my subjects towards what I was doing may have
been too opaque for a confident reading, a sense of duty, of stewardship, and indeed
of citizenship (human, Muslim, Baloch, or any configuration of these) may have
prompted a high degree of cooperation. Still others, with whom I was not in direct
contact, were reportedly slow to accept any assurances that I was not a CIA agent.
My presence, overall, was not predicated on a claim to being uniquely
qualified to apprehend the nuances, textures, and structuring of Baloch culture and
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the production of meaning in Baloch society. I began this research well-versed in
published scholarship but as one only at the beginning stages of acquiring Baloch
language and understanding perspectives and cultural orientations shared or
contested within Baloch communities. I approached this work with the twofold aim
of (a) furthering the attention given to Baloch cultural repertoires in historical,
social, and geopolitical context and (b) expanding my personal, highly comparative
purview of investigation into broad (inter)regional circuits of musical culture and
their ethnographic dimensions. Obvious as it may be, I should acknowledge that
long-entreched, global imbalances of access and privilege have been instrumental in
empowering me to realize my enthusiasm for constructing this dissertation project
with abundant support and minimal obstruction (apart from bureaucratic obstacles
to working in Iran or Pakistan-controlled Makran).
The ongoing struggle of Baloch in Pakistan and Iran is acutely present in
Baloch community contexts, whether conceptualized as separatist or more broadly
as serving the objective of claiming basic human rights and self-determination and
access to resources seen as plundered by the dominant states. Even without direct
links to the armed insurgency undertaken by different Baloch groups, Baloch
civilians and particularly activists and intellectuals are routinely terrorized, often
abducted or murdered, sometimes by groups whose identities are obscured, other
times directly by the security services of Iran and Pakistan. The aggression of these
state actors and the ongoing effort to confront them and appeal to a sense of justice
emerge as central themes in Baloch literary and cultural forums and I take these
events and the meaning they hold for individuals and communities very seriously.
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At the same time, I cannot pretend that my perspective is not detached from the
kind of emotional urgency that animates circles of friends and relations for whom
the social and political reality of events unfolding in Balochistan have dire
consequences. It would not be possible in this dissertation to offer a probing, wellrounded report of exactly what has been happening, particularly in Pakistancontrolled Makran, during the period I was conducting fieldwork, but it is my aim to
alert the reader to the shadow cast over the lives of individuals and communities by
the frequent violence and repressive tactics that serve to assert state control over
the territory of Balochistan.

0.3 Location, Structure, and Methods of Fieldwork
In order to research this topic, I spent a total of six months between October 2014
and May 2017 in the five Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries—excluding
Saudi Arabia—of the peninsular side of the Persian Gulf: Oman, United Arab
Emirates (henceforth UAE), Bahrain, Qatar, and Kuwait, and was recurrently based
in Muscat, Oman. Throughout my four fieldwork residencies—two that lasted a
month each and two that each lasted two months—I operated in close contact with
diverse Baloch-speaking communities in each location. My aim was to contrast these
different environments as sites for the production, performance, and patronage of
Baloch culture, literature, and above all music and to observe the degree of
connectivity and interaction between these different community settings. "Baloch
community" in this dissertation takes on both the sense of "imagined communities"
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(Anderson 1983) that appeal to a sense of national unity or intellectual, cultural, and
political forums, as well as the more everyday sense of aggregations of Baloch who
live together as part of an urban landscape in which discrete communities can be
discerned on the basis of various criteria.
Domestic circumstances determined that the period of my fieldwork did not
extend into an uninterrupted two-year stretch, which is commonly ideal for an
ethnographic project such as this. I should emphasize that drawing out the
fieldwork over four years allowed me to observe shifts, patterns, and developments
over a larger time frame, and my research did not begin and end with my physical
presence in my field sites. I had acquanted myself with Baloch music and the
literature published on it for twenty years prior to commencing this work and
remained in contact with a large numbers of my interlocutors during the intervals
where I was back in the US and after I turned to writing right up to the present.
These interactions take the form of personal correspondences and also consist in
my being privvy to ongoing conversations, debates, and collective efforts
maintained by Baloch intellectuals and cultural activists on social media. Today, so
often ethnographic study concerned with human interactions must comprise digital
as well as flesh-and-blood domains. My aim is to cultivate a music-oriented
ethnographic practice that encompasses a broad but intimate and fine-grained
perspective on the Indian Ocean and Persian Gulf regions as cultural arenas, much
as I am looking at Baloch culture and arts through the lens of Peninsular
communities.
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For my fieldwork, I have made use both of a multi-sited approach, with
research conducted in five countries, and of an intentionally bounded frame in
which a great deal of off-stage activity and interaction is discernible through
inference, direct narration, and various kinds of repercussions. The spheres of
engagement and exchange in which many of my research subjects participate
extend to Balochistan, to Karachi, to Tehran, to Stockholm, and elsewhere, but the
better portion of what I glean of activities that take place beyond the narrow sights
that I have set, I learn from those present—in a fixed or transitory capacity—in my
field sites.5
In this sense, my focus has several complementary dimensions: comparative
perspectives on milieus that contrast with one another—for instance ways in which
Baloch communities in the different field sites differ on the basis of size, community
engagement, and the political environments that contrast from one Gulf State to
another; points of distinction between communal spheres of cultural activities that
are extremely localized versus those that extend fluidly across national boundaries
and between cities; and, above all, weighing the extent to which Baloch communities
throughout the cities and towns of the Eastern Arabian Peninsula have achieved a
self-contained circuit of culture production against the nodes of close intersection of

It might be useful to distinguish between primary data that comes from fieldwork
interactions and the kinds of information and documentation that I access through
social media that serve to (a) illustrate the extent to which my interlocutors and
their communities use social media to interact and transmit various kinds of
mediated artifacts and (b) allow me to continue to reinforce and further
contextualize observations, impressions, and discerned patterns collected within
the fixed temporal and spatial confines delineated by my fieldwork sojourns.
5
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these communities with Baloch cultural and political life in Balochistan and the
adjacent regions of coastal Hormozgan and Sindh (specifically Karachi).
My strategy was to spend time in social circles that differed and thus did not
overlap as well as to trace the role of individuals and smaller cohorts in connecting
communities, whether these were located in separate cities or merely, for instance,
in separate parts of Muscat. I spent a good deal of time immersed in the life rhythms
of various households, both with the object of improving my spoken Baloch and for
the purpose of maintaining easy going, friendly, informal relations with a number of
individuals and families who had taken an interest in my research and who were
thus prone to host me, encourage me, share with me, and, in important ways, assist
me. Thus anchored to certain focal points—individuals, families, social groups, I
endeavored to observe and document musical and ritual performances whenever
they arose. These were of several kinds: the arrival and residence of any
distinguished musical performer from Balochistan, which would invariably result in
performances, both formal and informal; poetry evenings arranged by literary
associations; leisure gatherings convened by groups of friends and relations;
weddings; Baloch culture day performances; and spirit possession ceremonies.
In a paper given at the International Council on Traditional Music conference,
Kay Kaufman Shelemay (2013) made a well-formulated case for the benefits of what
she called "longitudinal research in ethnomusicology," by which she meant framing
the musical and cultural lives of communities through sustained contact over time.
This is hardly a novel concept but she illustrated admirably the value of such an
approach. For my part, I have found much benefit in focusing on the same circuit of
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Kurdish music making and associated complex of genres and idioms emanating
from Southeastern Turkey over now 18 years. Even in the context of this
dissertation, I feel that it was to the advantage of the perspective I was developing
that, for various logistical purposes, I had to break up my fieldwork periods over the
course of four years, which allowed me to observe several years' worth of
developments and shifts in political and economic climate. Here, however, I would
like to advocate as well for a complementary "latitudinal" approach, by which I
mean conscious consideration of simultaneous spheres, some vividly intersecting,
others not, sounded at varying depths, so that communities, cultural orientations,
and performance vernaculars can be more fully situated not only in a general
historical present but also in a field of intensive mobility and interaction in which
ideas, concerns, and often difficult-to-articulate affective tendencies perambulate
and collide in wide circulation. The geographic area with which I am concerned in
this work is recognized as a constellation of sites for interregional encounter and
exchange. In the jet age, and now the internet age, a consciousness of simultaneous
spheres of social and cultural activity is more than ever part of the experience and
worldview of individuals and communities.
Social media has played a recurrent role in my research and I refer to it
repeatedly. Social media platforms such as Facebook and Whatsapp were integral in
my making initial connections with people in the field, in coordinating meeting
points and staying abreast of events and people's schedules, in understanding how
extensive the social and in some cases professional interconnections were between
people I encountered even across multiple national boundaries, and for following up
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my face to face meetings with questions, greetings, and other kinds of productive
exchange. Facebook, Instagram, Whatsapp, and YouTube are crucial means for
people to circulate music, poems, news, documentation of cultural performances
and current affairs, providing a window for my interlocutors (and me) into life in
Balochistan, often virtually in real time.
Scrolling through my Facebook feed can be deeply upsetting as a result. Many
of my friends and relations, American or other, tend to post pictures of children and
pets, humorous memes, adorable kittens, or heartfelt ruminations regarding various
political and social issues. My hundreds of Baloch Facebook friends, many of whom
are individuals located in Balochistan whom I've never met personally, likewise
exchange a wide array of content, all too frequently including images of mutilated
bodies of Baloch civilians, alongside footage of spontaneous demonstrations, violent
roadside interrogations, announcements of detentions and disappearances, and
other incidents captured by civilians in a terrain sheathed in a blanket of media
blackout.
I can never question the need that people feel to share these images. One of
the fundamental tenets of social intercourse among Baloch, enshrined in the
etiquette of greetings, is the circulation of news that might be of any value or
consequence (Pehrson 1966: 73). After exchanging a number of opening greetings
that all amount to asking "how are you? how are things? how is your family?" [Jodh
e? Wash e? Dad e? Barabar e? Mulk chon e? Chok chon a? Mardum a?], a brief lull is
almost always broken shortly by "dige hal kan" ["give more news"]. These
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exchanges are formulaic but they also represent a permanently open pathway for
delivering essential

Fig. 0.1, Facebook post regarding missing persons in Balochistan

information. In addition to sharing personal views, political sentiments, and cultural
matter, social media platforms provide indispensible forums for the circulation of
vital documentation pertaining to the conflict in Balochistan—from news reporting
to video recordings or incidents that would otherwise be suppressed or go
unreported.
Audio-visual documentation has played a crucial role in my research method.
Except where prohibited or understood to be intrusive, I generally filmed all
interviews, demonstrations, and performances, allowing me to scrutinize them after
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the fact and often discuss them with interlocutors, who often offered badly needed
assistance in making out what was said, recited, or sung in key sequences.
Audio-visual documentation also allows for a completely different mode of
presentation of the topics addressed in my dissertation. As a rule, when I conduct
research on various cultural milieus and their associated musical (and ritual) genres
and idioms, aside from any written analysis I might undertake, I prepare
documentary films through which I seek to maximize the extent to which
practitioners speak for themselves and through their arts, while simultaneously
exerting my own agency in framing and ordering these representations in ways
whose logic and objectives are quite different from those of a conventional article or
monograph. What I was able to observe and document myself has in many cases
been framed, reframed, and annotated through a focused discussion with a wide
range of Baloch interlocutors.
One challenging aspect of this project has been the fact that it is virtually
impossible to measure with precision the Baloch population of various locations or
the percentage of Baloch linked to various home regions (e.g. Makran vs. Sarhadd,
Eastern vs. Western Makran, Gwadar vs. Turbat vs. Saravan vs. Mand vs. Pasni vs.
Buled vs. Dasht). I write therefore based on my impressions. It is obvious to me that
the Makran region of Balochistan is the most prominently represented in the
personal backgrounds of Baloch—both citizens and temporary residents—in
Muscat. I base this conclusion on the regularity with which this position has been
verbally confirmed to me in different ways, the available historical perspective, and
evidence found in language use, familiarity with specific types of music, and
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belonging to well known tribal groups anchored to specific territories. I draw
demographic conclusions chiefly from non-statistical sources in a set of
circumstances where hard, reliable demographic data is difficult to either collect or
locate. Compiling records that highlight ethnic and socioeconomic lines of
distinction might well meet with some opposition on the part of local governments,
who might regard such efforts as both recklessly provocative and tantamount to
espionage.
There are a few particular areas where demographics are of consequence.
First, the issue of how to frame Baloch migration to the peninsula apart from
military recruitment efforts and resulting vocations into which Baloch have been
absorbed is very much a demographic one, as it suggests that people, families,
individuals be conceptualized in blocks and as moving in patterns.
Secondly, it is of some consequence to recognize different kinds of cultural
knowledge, expressive engagement, and arts practice in terms of the basic volume of
individuals who can be ascribed specific competencies and spheres of activity. For
instance, the number of Baloch who write poetry—however imprecisely
quantified—contrasts significantly with the number of Baloch who play the surōz
(upright open chamber fiddle). There are very few surōz players of wide renown
(the two most celebrated surōzīs alive at the time of my fieldwork passed away in
2018 and 2020). There are many, many active Baloch poets, and among them
dozens certainly who are considered luminaries of contemporary poetry.
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0.4 General Contributions of Research
There has been growing interest in Baloch in the Gulf from scholars concerned with
history in Oman and the Gulf (Peterson 2007, 2013; Lutfi 2018; Valeri 2013) or in
Baloch studies (Jahani 2014, al-Ameeri 2003). Baloch represent a significant if often
overlooked population in Oman, the UAE, Bahrain, Qatar, and Kuwait. At the same
time, those whose research is sited in Balochistan and Karachi and whose focus is
Baloch culture, history, politics, language, arts, folklore, and/or literature very often
have cause to refer in their work to the existence of Baloch communities in the
Peninsular states mentioned above (During 1989, 1997; Jahani 2010; Badalkhan
2001a).
In this work, I have endeavored to create a multi-faceted, in-depth study
whose perspective looks outward from the Gulf States as much as it zooms in on
Baloch communities of the eastern Arabian Peninsula. As often as Balochistan looms
in the foreground from the perspectives afforded by my field sites, the outlooks
framed by my research are truly global in many respects while accounting as well
for communities who are equally Baloch and peninsular in social and cultural
orientation.
This rather complex and dynamic configuration of perspectives will be of
interest to those who are broadly concerned with the culture and demographics of
the Persian Gulf region and the arena of cultural exchange defined by the Indian
Ocean littoral, whether explicitly concerned with musical (and ritual) practices or
with other types of interaction and encounter. Already, recent work on the Indian
Ocean slave trade (Suzuki 2013, Hopper 2015) and cultural performances among
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Gulf citizens of African (slave) ancestry (Sebiane 2007, 2014) has necessarily
contained explicit consideration of the Baloch role in the slave trade while also
drawing attention to the enslavement of Baloch and the importing of slaves from
Makran to the Arabian Peninsula (Suzuki 2013:211-213; Hopper 2015:203-204).
The interface between Baloch and Bantu—among other—African cultural
genealogies in communities and their ceremonial idioms in Oman, the UAE, and
neighboring countries is an extremely complex topic.
It is my hope that my research will enrich not only the growing fields of
Indian Ocean studies and Persian Gulf studies but also less area-specific domains,
such as scholarship concerned with notions of transnationalism, cultural geography,
locality, citizenship, and diaspora. This dissertation is also one of many studies (e.g.
Goodman 2005; Hongur 2014) examining how nationalism and nationalist struggles
on the part of stateless groups are articulated through music and poetry.
Sections of this dissertation contribute directly to specific ongoing threads
and conversations. For instance, in Chapter Four, I aim to contribute to a growing
scholarly awareness of (a) the extent of cultural interactions across the Persian Gulf
between Iran and the Arabian Peninsula, and (b) the extent to which Baloch culture
extends across Southern Iran well beyond the confines of "Balochistan" as
understood by non-Baloch Iranians.
Chapter Five draws extensively on extant scholarship on spirit possession
rituals, ecstatic south Asian Sufi practices, and the tarīqah-based Sufi ritual practices
in Iran and Iraq to show how these uniquely intersect in Makrani Baloch culture and
further intersect with the specific demographics of Muscat, revealing a cultural
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consciousness that spans multiple ethnolinguistic milieus, and foregrounding the
imprint not only of diverse African cultural orientations but also of collective
historical experiences of diverse Africa communities subjected by the Omani empire
and other mercantile structures to centuries of interregional slave trade.
In Chapter Nine, I interrogate theoretical categories of scene employed in
scholarship concerned with subculture and popular music while engaging with a
unique cultural vantage point through which modern Baloch idioms are forged in
Muscat, helping to constitute a thriving youth culture. Cultural studies and sociology
as fields often intersect with ethnomusicology in taking a strong interest in the
expressive interventions and habits of youth demographics, often framed within a
clear center-periphery (or mainstream-countercultural, or conformist-rebel)
dialectic of social ideology. Herein lie archetypal dimensions to so many domains of
contemporary culture production and cultural performance throughout the world.
Circles of young musicians and the younger (and most devoted) subsets of their
audiences constitute one of a number of such milieus that I have identified for
ethnographic study, as I believe these illuminate sets of issues more complex than
those typically expressed in concepts such as subculture.
While this dissertation is designed around a succession of frames, if I am to
state at the outset a single argument that I hope to advance, it should consist of two
parts: (a) that in this day and age, an in-depth consideration of Baloch music—folk
or popular—in the Makran region needs to encompass activities that extend to the
Arab Gulf states (a fact that has been alluded to in a number of works, but never
addressed head on) and (b) while numerous scholars have shown great interest in
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understanding Baloch as part of the social-cultural landscape of the Gulf coast cities
of the Arabian Peninsula, culture production and cultural practices need to be
examined in some depth to get a keener sense of this presence.
Although doctoral dissertations and studies of comparable scope are devised
around a single argument that is painstakingly presented through a succession of
chapters, I advocate for studies that seek to tackle dense cultural circuits with
multiple nodes and layers of historical context, and to think of cultural identity in
terms of both an unbounded fluidity and a specificity that resists totalizing instincts.
There are numerous Baloch dialects, linguistic and musical, but the languages
engaged within Baloch community—and by extension musical (and ritual)—
settings may equally be Brahui, Persian, Urdu, Arabic, Swahili, or English (if we
confine ourselves to Oman and the Arab Gulf States—otherwise we'd need to go on:
Turkmen, Swedish, Sindhi....).
The centrality of audio-visual documentation to my methodology is an
extension of my conviction that filmic idioms need to be afforded a less peripheral
role in ethnomusicology and similar domains of scholarship. Ethnomusicologists
who do not use audio-visual documentation and who do not attend to YouTube and
various social media platforms as resources for information and audio-visual
documentation and as crucial forums for social interaction and cultural expression
are quite rare today. Nonetheless, audio-visual materials are seldom employed
beyond their uses as illustrations, tools for analysis, and mnemonic aids, all of which
purposes could be realized much more fully, in my view. As a presentational
medium, audio-visual artifacts tend towards didactic or entertainment functions,
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but their potential use for, in, and as scholarship has barely begun to be explored.
The extent to which I have relied upon recordings here and can furnish them to
augment the written dissertation points in this direction.
0.5 Overview of the Structure of the Dissertation
Each of the main chapters of this study focuses on circuits, settings, and contexts for
music performance and consumption among Baloch in Oman and the Arab Gulf
states, foregrounding in each case a different orientation and situating the domain
of musical culture in relation to specific geographic spheres, social registers, and
cultural frameworks.
Chapter One introduces my research topic in some depth, giving detailed
background for the field sites, their geography, historical context as community
settings, and political climate, and surveying the theoretical terrain underlying the
discussions that take place throughout the dissertation.
Chapter Two serves to introduce key genres and musical concepts
understood as important to prevalent strains of Makrani Baloch cultural
performance. These discussions help orient subsequent discussions of musical form
and communal setting in the various Baloch contexts foregrounded in subsequent
chapters.
Chapter Three addresses the social fabric, prominent cultural identities, and
arts milieus of the coastal cities of the Arabian Peninsula, above all those falling
along the Persian Gulf coast. These particulars are situated within patterns of transIndian Ocean mobility and paint a broader backdrop against which Baloch
communities and their spheres of cultural performance ought to be considered.
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Chapter Four highlights the presence of Baloch groups and their nodes of
musical engagement in a trans-Persian Gulf cultural ecology. Two defining features
of the coherence of cultural practice and identity across the Gulf are a gradation in
culture and language extending from Balochistan westward along Iran's southern
Gulf coast and the various routes for commerce and exchange between Iran and the
coastal Arabian Peninsula. We focus on the Baloch communities of the coastal
Batinah region of Oman and their particular ties to the western (qiblāī) Baloch
cultural zone (roughly defined as eastern Hormozgan province, Iran) pointing to a
distinct circuit of trans-Gulf cultural idioms and contexts.
Chapter Five is concerned with the culture of spirit possession ceremonies
as a point of convergence between Baloch and non-Baloch populations (the latter
most prominently Omanis of Arab and East African heritage). This perspective
places contemporary society in the Persian Gulf, coastal Oman, and Makran within
the western Indian Ocean region and its history of interregional encounter and
exchange.
Chapter Six is concerned with ways peninsular Baloch look to musical
specialists brought from the Makran to reproduce idealized textures of traditional
life. While Baloch citizens of Oman, Bahrain, and UAE may in some cases be
competent amateur performers of traditional music genres, the most important
traditional repertoires require highly-skilled and profoundly knowledgeable
hereditary artists. Traditional performance settings are increasingly rare in Makran
and have to be purposively reconstructed when transposed to the urban milieus of
the Arab Gulf states. Situating Baloch citizens of the Gulf states as patrons,
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connoisseurs, and above all, cultural activists, this chapter emphasizes the tight-knit
connectivity between Baloch communities in Oman and the UAE and the Makran
region of Balochistan.
Chapter Seven highlights the degree to which literary activity that takes
place among Baloch poets and their literary associations across the Gulf forges a
transnational sphere that binds Oman and the Arab Gulf states to Balochistan and
Karachi. In this formulation, the aesthetic contours of both music and poetry are
much more open to the impact of surrounding cultural milieus, particularly those of
modern urban south Asia. Additionally, here, while Baloch citizens of the Arab Gulf
states continue to serve as patrons and benefactors, the Gulf also operates as a safe
haven for voices of Baloch nationalist expression whose writings would pose a far
greater threat to their authors were they resident in Pakistan or Iran. This chapter
emphasizes a modern, urbane, politically conscious outlook inherently open to
permeation from relevant external spheres.
Chapter Eight takes the keyed zither called benjū—a mid-twentieth-century
invention—as emblematic of spheres of modern musical innovation and
transurbanism. The most widely played instrument for the core spectrum of
unambiguously Baloch musical genres, despite the more hallowed stature of the
surōz, the benjū is closely linked with Makrani Baloch communities in Karachi and
represents an interface between autonomous spheres of urban Baloch cultural
production and orthodoxies of musical organization cultivated across the major
cities of the North Indian cultural zone. A survey of the way different musicians—
professional and amateur—engage with this instrument in various settings across
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the Arab Gulf states illuminates spheres of transmission and current trajectories of
Baloch musical aesthetics and the restructuring of established genres and idioms.
Chapter Nine concentrates on Baloch communities in Muscat whose direct
orientations towards Balochistan have either faded or are currently in a state of
revival, and who are cultivating local musical idioms that reflect their Gulf
environments. Here varying degrees of assimilation into or conversant engagement
with local peninsular Arab culture combine with shifting encounters with cultural
flows—Iranian, East African, South Asian, American/global—to create emergent
styles and repertoires. This chapter situates currents of Baloch cultural production
against the backdrop of the post-maritime Gulf city, with Muscat and its localized
scenes as the primary focus.
Having designated a succession of frames as integral to an understanding of
the world in which Baloch communities of the Gulf are active participants in
musical, literary, ritual, and political contexts, I conclude with some thoughts about
how Baloch expressive culture relates to cultural flows and territorial consciousness
in the Indian Ocean region and beyond.
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Chapter One: A Survey of the Terrain
Brian Spooner, writing on Baloch in geocultural perspective (2013a: 13), sets forth
the concepts of locality and translocality in this way: "Locality is location in sociocultural context, and translocality is the changing relationship between social life
and geographical space, the cultural significance of the way geographical
perceptions change according to social interests." Spooner suggests an economic
analysis of this distinction:
Locality is determined mainly by investment and the social interests
resulting from investment. Communities grew into cities in locations
where there was sufficient soil and water to support investment in
irrigation engineering and agricultural development. Long-distance
trade between cities increased their investment potential. The Baloch,
like other 'tribal' peoples in the arid zone, formed from some of the
people who did not find a place in the urban social dynamic.(Spooner
1)
Translocality arises as part of processes of urban migration:
as translocality has accelerated under globalization, the people
without investment have been forced into political and economic
dependence on the cities, but the new city-based governments
responsible for them continue to leave them without investment."
(Spooner 1)
In the dynamics of translocality in which Baloch based in the GCC states are
implicated, a social and economic investment in multiple sites binds people and
places across geographic divides and draws our attention to the mobile agents who
travel between them.
Even if the story of Baloch participation in intercontinental circuits of
imperial governance and commerce is an old one, today the intertwining narratives
of Baloch as a fixture of urban Gulf society and of Gulf Baloch as a powerful force in
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broader domains of Baloch society are clearly inscribed on intersecting frames of
cultural and social performance. The following chapters construct and identify
seven of these frames as centered around specific geographic relations, social
contexts, and conceptions of music and ritual as cultural performance.
While I endeavor to present a kind of bird's eye view of the Baloch populations
of the Arab Gulf States, my direct focus is on the dynamic interplay between community
formations, sub-collectives, and practitioners that results in and guides cultural
performance. In cultural context, "practitioner" must be understood to include
specialists in the performance of musical and ritual genres; the individuals who
patronize them; the literary and intellectual voices that are woven in and out of the
music that is popularly consumed; participants whose presence is essential for musical
settings and events; active listeners and viewers of mediated artifacts; and active
custodians of knowledge of the repertoires, canons, genres, idioms, and other literary
and folkloric categories that comprise Baloch culture as a domain of performance
accorded a meaningful stature.
In observing any social phenomenon, it is useful—and commonplace—to ask,
what are the power relations at play here? By necessity such considerations will recur
in my discussion of the circumstances surrounding manifestations of Baloch culture and
identity in social context. Many of the actors under discussion here—particularly those
with demonstrable economic and social capital—incline towards the obscuring of
blatant social hierarchies and dynamics of unequal power. This is clearly ideological and
in many respects utopian—a utopian response to a collectively experienced set of
dystopian conditions.
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My most central concern is the meaning ascribed to aesthetic contours and the
narratives of geographic encounter—"cognitive mapping" (Jameson 2012: 472-476)—
that are become legible in the process of tracing this meaning-aesthetic relationship.
Each of the seven key frames I have identified helps us to place circuits of geographic
encounter in relation to aesthetic values and constructs of genre, idiom, and vernacular.
The intersection of GCC-based Baloch communities with global visions of Baloch
identity is woven throughout this study as I foreground in turns a nuanced gradation in
cultural, linguistic, and aesthetic features along the facing sides of the Persian Gulf (Ch.
4); spirit possession ceremonies as sites of convergence for communities of different
ethnolinguistic backgrounds (including Baloch) established through processes of
historical trans-Indian Ocean mobility (Ch. 5); an embodied consciousness of Makrani
Baloch traditional culture (Ch. 6); the politics of Baloch cultural performance in the
context of South Asian poetic and musical modernism (Ch. 7); a transnational urbanism
and the importance of Karachi represented in the emergence of the benjū as a
prominent means for interpreting Baloch musical repertories and reimagining their
textural-timbral character (Ch. 8); and the cultivation among Peninsular Baloch of
distinctive local urban music genres (Ch. 9).

1.1 The Field Sites
The environments in which the data and documentation for this study were
collected were Muscat and Batinah (Barka, Sohar, and Liwa), Oman;
Manama/Muharraq, Bahrain; Dubai/Sharjah/Umm al-Qiwin and al-Ain, UAE;
Kuwait City, Kuwait; and Doha, Qatar. This plurality of field sites was necessitated
by the parallel existence of different Baloch communities and spheres of interaction
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and musical, ritual, and cultural activity, and by the fluid mobility and interactions
between members of discrete communities in other, overarching community
formations—communities of cultural connoisseurs, literary activists, and Baloch
nationalists. Of these sites, I devoted a significantly greater amount of time and
attention to Muscat than to the others, owing to the volume and diversity of cultural
activity on the part of its extremely large Baloch community. Baloch are likely the
most numerous subset of Omanis in the sense of an ethnic minority. Yet neither
Baloch nor the Omani government are interested in promoting a dynamic in which
the label "ethnic minority" is part of the equation.
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Map 2: The field sites (cities and towns labeled)
I begin here by sketching a portrait of the various sites mentioned above,
contrasting their socioeconomic climates and progressively honing in on their
political temperaments as places of Baloch settlement. The region as a whole is
oppressively hot through much of the year, with a stretch of pleasant temperatures
during the mid-winter months of the Northern hemisphere. Kuwait tends towards
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dry desert heat, making even 120F temperatures in midsummer somewhat
bearable. Oman and the UAE can be so humid and hot that for the unacclimated, it is
difficult to be outside for even a short period without feeling in danger of
overheating. One year in July, I had the misfortune of being assigned the last
available room in a youth hostel in Dubai and found that the air conditioner had
broken down. Throughout the night, perspiring in surreal torrents that completely
drenched the sheets, I was forced to take a cold shower every fifteen minutes.

Fig. 1.1, Muscat, Oman, 2015
Southern Oman, however, has a cool midsummer rainy season known as the
kharīf (autumn), and for that period has an extremely un-desert-like character,
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appearing as if covered in a bright green layer of soft moss. The rest of the region,
while varying drastically from season to season in temperature levels, maintains a
more consistent appearance.
Muscat is visually striking as an almost uniformly white city, spilling in
pristine clusters across the dark, jagged hills and mountains that follow a significant
portion of Oman's coastline along the Gulf of Oman/Makran. Old Muscat houses the
Sultan's palace and royal guard and is the site of two forts dating from the sixteenth
century, when they were built by the Portuguese and named after two brothers,
both military commanders and both legendarily Baloch. Nearby Matrah comprises
the harbor, its corniche, and its souq and backstreets, hemmed in by Jebel Matrah.
Today's Muscat grew up around and radiated from these twin walled municipalities
of Muscat and Matrah. Seeb and Barka used to be the first towns north along the
coast. Between and around these points a dozen or so newer districts have flooded
the habitable crooks and clearings and in some cases the dusty hinterland extending
away from the coast.
Historian J.E. Peterson writes of early twentieth-century distinctions
between the "intramuros" and "extramuros" portions of each settlement. The rulers
and most established merchants and important foreign emissaries would reside in
comfort and security within the walls, while "many of the houses outside the walls
tended to be of barasti (palm frond) construction" and "were always the worst to
suffer in times of political unrest or natural disaster" (Peterson 2007: 22). Peterson
further specifies that "the names of the Extramuros quarters often reflected the
occupations of their inhabitants: al-Dalalil (brokers or middlemen); al-Madbaghah
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(tannery), al-Nisasil (weavers), al-Hinna (selling of henna), and al-Safafir
(coppersmiths)." (ibid.)
In his description of this period, Peterson is very explicit as to the
prominence of the Baloch population of Muscat and Matrah:
Although by tradition Muscat was originally occupied by the Arab
Bani Wuhayb tribe and Matrah by the Arab Bani Hasan tribe, neither
tribe no longer [sic] comprised the majority in either town even by
the turn of the 20th century. Baluch formed probably the largest
proportion of the populations, followed by people of black African
descent. (ibid.)
Even before the dramatic expansion of Muscat and resettlement of the residents of
its old towns, "the fishing suburbs such as Kalbuh, Sidab, Haramil, al-Bustan, and
Qantab contained sizeable numbers of Baloch." (ibid.) The settlement by Baloch
extends far back, at least to several centuries prior to the period discussed here by
Peterson, but sources bearing precise data are hardly in abundance. Thus, when
opinions vary as to the percentage of Oman or Muscat with Baloch heritage, at times
even positing a majority, the range falls between projections of past volumes of
Baloch migration that are neither provable nor preposterous and what can be
observed among Omanis today as far as name, language, and externalized sense of
identity, heritage, and family history.
Muscat, as a historical port and as the seat of the Sultan (excluding the
period—1832-1856—where the Sultan reigned from Zanzibar), was geographically
far more condensed and confined that it is today. The last four decades, however,
have been marked by rapid modernization, newfound affluence, and dramatic urban
expansion. Matrah, Old Muscat, Jibroo, and Sidab were all distinctive quarters of the
old city as it perched overlooking its natural harbors in the 19th and early 20th
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centuries. While each of these sections continues to be associated with heavy
concentrations of Baloch inhabitants, Jibroo is the one best known as a Baloch
quarter. In fact, it was so densely populated behind its walled enclosures that it
developed a reputation as its own lawless zone, known for criminal activities and
eruptions of violence (cf. Bream and Selle 2008: 17).
One of the late Sultan's urban renewal projects, beginning around 1985, was
to claim about two thirds of Jibroo for royal and municipal administrative facilities
and move the corresponding inhabitants to generously subsidized housing in the
then new suburban expanses of first al-Khoudh, al-Hail, Amarat, and Wadi Hattat
and more recently Maabelah. These are all significant annexes to the original
geography of the city, which hugged the coast, nestled among the barren hills and
ridges of igneous rock that characterize the coastal geology of Oman from Muscat
eastward almost to Sur.
Wadi Hattat and Amarat are districts located inland and cut off from the rest
of Muscat by Jebel Matrah, whose steep inclines cars and other vehicles must climb
and descend to commute between the coastal city and these inland areas. There is
concern among some Muscatis that these sections have been built on a flood plain
without any reasonable provisions to protect their residents and residences from
flash flooding should it occur in an all too likely severe weather event (interview
with Noora al-Meer, May 6, 2017). Isolated and precariously situated, Wadi Hattat
and Amarat have a reputation for being somewhat rugged socioeconomic
environments, with Amarat even being dubbed "Chicago" at one point in a
comparison with a tough American "inner city" environment (ibid.).
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A number of celebrated Baloch intellectual figures (e.g. Abdelmajid Gwadari
and Hanif Sherif) have resided in the decentralized and affordable relative seclusion
of Wadi Hattat. Real estate in the heart of Muscat today is both scarce and expensive,
while Maabelah is the site of a frenzy of ongoing construction as the city expands
northwards and inland with houses often built and inhabited before water reaches
them.

Fig. 1.2, Maabelah, Oman, 2015
Seeb, the first town along the Batinah coast that extends towards the UAE
and the Straits of Hormoz, has gradually been absorbed into Muscat's urban sprawl,
which now has reached the next town, Barka, which increasingly attracts Muscatis
who need more affordable housing than can be found in Muscat. To a certain degree,
much of the Batinah coastline can be considered at this point to be part of the
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greater Muscat metropolitan area, and the activities of Muscat's industrial shipping
port are in the process of being shifted to Sohar, which has been undergoing a major
transformation in scale, infrastructure, and economic importance. The coastal towns
of Batinah, long a major region of Baloch settlement, include, extending northwest
from Muscat: Seeb, Barka, Saham, Suwayq, Sohar, Liwa, and Shinas. Across the
Oman/UAE border, Kalba and neighboring towns and villages along the Makran Gulf
Coast of UAE are virtually continuous with the Batinah coastline, particularly with
respect to their Baloch communities.
In the expansion and renovation of urban Muscat, the garden city model is
chiefly applied to areas being groomed for diplomats, expats,6 and tourists, like
Medinat Sultan Qaboos, parts of Qurum, The Wave, and a number of coastal resorts
like Sifaat. Prosperous Baloch have access to these places, frequenting the resorts,
bars, and marinas.
With real estate so precious in Muscat, it is worth remarking upon that the
public housing in Khoudh and Maabelah to which former residents of Jibroo were
relocated would fetch very high prices from buyers or renters based on the spatial
dimensions of the properties and their location. This is one of the many gestures
Muscat's Baloch have received that suggests some modicum of privilege rooted in a
historicized aura of social capital. It heightens perceptions that, in being provided
I should flag this extremely loaded term as a widely subscribed concept that belies
a racist-classist disposition to biopolitically differentiate (see Ong 1999:217)
between largely white European and North American (or at least middle class)
resident professionals and their families on the one hand and the low wage guest
laborers who come from various locales in the Global South—chiefly North Africa,
the Horn of Africa, South Asia, and Southeast Asia. If the linguistic discrimination is
casual and subtle, the discrimation in terms to socioeconomic stature and legal
rights is obviously acute.
6
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with social housing, these Baloch are afforded rentier economy privileges that
Mandana Limbert (2010: 11-16) and Bradford Garvey (2019: 231) aptly observe are
not generally afforded Oman's citizenry. Omani Baloch citizens repeatedly
emphasized to me the extent to which their housing and especially the unbiquitous
pristine white four wheel drive vehicles all depended on borrowed credit that could
collapse at the drop of a hat.
The contrast between Oman and the UAE is stark, even if they are historically
intertwined and geographically interlocked.7 Two distinctive features of the UAE,
which consists of seven independently governed emirates of varying size and
economic stature, are its openness to a vast spectrum of international commerce
and the drastic outnumbering of Emirati citizens by foreign residents at any given
moment (approximately 12 percent Emiratis compared with 50 percent South Asian
resident workers, the remainder coming mainly from Europe, North American,
Africa, the Middle East, Iran, and Southeast Asia). This ratio presents a much wider
gulf in favor of the foreign nationals than one finds in Kuwait (30 percent citizens),
Saudi Arabia (data is murky but at least 50 percent), Oman (well over 50 percent),
or Bahrain (46 percent). In some senses, the UAE and Qatar are bitter rivals and
pursue similar agendas, vying for position as regional centers for media production,
aestheticized modernity, and cultural institutions. Whereas, in Oman, Baloch form a
varied but pronounced and visible portion of the population, particularly in coastal
urban centers (but also in Buraimi), the various ethnolinguistic groups present in
Buraimi, Oman and al-Ain, UAE are essentially a single urban entity; as mentioned
above, Oman's Batinah coastal region extends culturally into the UAE; and Oman's
Musandam peninsula is completely severed from the rest of Oman by a large portion
of the territory of the UAE.
7
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UAE and Qatar meld into a polyphony of cultural orientations integrated into the
local economy and catered to by entrepreneurial forces.
Oman has also invested in cultural institutions, most importantly the Royal
Muscat Opera House, opened in 2012, which is understood above all as an extension
of Sultan Qaboos's highly cultured and magnanimous person. Oman is in a constant
state of updating itself, of remodernization expressed in infrastructure,
telecommunications and the tech sector, and the proliferation of ever bigger and
newer shopping centers.

Figs. 1.3 and 1.4, Doha, Qatar, 2016, and Dubai, UAE, 2015
The UAE and Qatar however, are unabashed in their overtures to the hypermodern,
a domain in which they compete on a global scale. Futuristic skylines and state of
the art attractions, from Abu Dhabi's heritage village and gargantuan Sheikh Zayed
mosque to Dubai's now old news indoor shopping mall ski slopes, are part of an
obvious branding strategy, and what Cameron Hu (2015: 146) calls, "a rapid
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proliferation of anomalous and hyperbolic forms for which the term 'building' is
often unsatisfactory." Hu provides a list of some of these "forms": "immense manmade islands and land reclamations, indoor ski runs, the world's tallest skyscrapers,
underwater hotels, life-sized replicas of the ancient and modern wonders of the
world, and a host of whole, self-contained cities: industrial and logistical free zones,
'Internet Cities,' 'Media Cities,' and 'Golf Cities'" (ibid).
These ostentatious aspects of the Emirates' urban landscape are star set
pieces while the vast expanses of industrial areas and laborers' quarters are like
backstage warrens of engine rooms and mechanical pulleys upon which the glitz
and spectacle depend. This interlaced dichotomy has attracted a great deal of
attention among journalists as well as academics. At the same time, the reduction of
the UAE to a caricature of opulence, intrigue, and exploited foreign labor
understandably grates on many (e.g. al-Mutawa 2018), as there are many
dimensions to its social landscape and the role it plays as a site of culture
production.
Until the recent explosion of urban hypermodernity, the UAE and Qatar were
much less developed as centers of commerce and sites of urban culture than the
port states of Bahrain and Kuwait, whose weathered surfaces reveal more vivid
textures of historical layering. Despite an abundance of new structures—recently
constructed museums, cultural centers, and shopping complexes—in Kuwait and
Bahrain, both possess a sturdy urban core architecturally dominated by buildings
and residential and commercial districts dating from the mid-twentieth century or
earlier. Both also occupy positions as centers for distinctive domains of music
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practice long recognized across the Arab world. Kuwait, in particular, has
transitioned from its image as a point of intersection between peninsular Bedouin
and composite coastal-maritime cultural idioms to a kind of hub for urban
peninsular Arab genres and genre experimentation—with subsets of the community
of active musicians and music connoisseurs engaging intently with canonical
repertoires and revived vintage recordings from Cairo, Istanbul, and Baghdad
alongside evolving popular music trends anchored in mid- to late-twentieth century
Jeddah, 'Aden, and Mukalla.

Fig. 1.5, Kuwait City, 2013
Bahrain is well known for its heritage of pearling and maritime trade, which is
closely linked to local social identities as well as performance practices. It is also
infamous as a getaway for Saudis who crave vices severely forbidden in the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, chiefly drinking and prostitution, and this partly defines
the atmosphere of downtown Manama. And Bahrain, a Shi'a majority country with a
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wealthy and autocratic Sunni royal leadership, has long been the site of intermittent
strife and rebellion arising from the unassuaged grievances of its Shi'i underclass.
There is a heavy police and military presence in a number of Shi'i neighborhoods,
with armored vehicles and checkpoints enforcing a regulated flow of people and
goods amid efforts to thwart the smuggling of arms to insurgent elements among its
citizenry.
While ideologically aloof from Bahrain's Shi'i/Sunni communal-sectarian
fissure, Bahrain's Baloch community is deeply implicated in the government's
interests both in bolstering the volume of Sunni adherents among its citizenry (held
to be one reason that Baloch are encouraged to immigrate to Bahrain and have been
rather seamlessly granted citizenship) and in suppressing the sporadic uprisings
and instances of insurgent violence (as recruits to almost every domain of Bahrain's
security apparatus). In 2011, according to individuals—friends and acquaintances—
who had been beneficiaries, there was a major amnesty where a large number of
resident Baloch were granted citizenship, for strategic reasons (this was the
political moment dissent on the part of Shi'a in Bahrain coincided with region-wide
"Arab Spring").
Of the Arab Gulf States, Bahrain is the most decrepit and visually stuck in the
past. Muharraq, the smaller of Bahrain's two main islands, represents the old town
portion of the Manama metropolitan area. Its uniform vista of low, old buildings
crammed together along winding alleys presents a much less stark contrast to South
Iranian urban landscapes across the Gulf than do the more sanitized, affluent
appearances of the other Gulf cities.
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Baloch are spread throughout Muscat, and there are many conspicuously
Baloch-dominated neighborhoods, owing to the volume of Baloch citizens and
residents in the city. In Bahrain, Qatar, and the UAE, this is much less the case, and
Baloch social aggregation occurs more in habits of convening than in residential
patterns, making Muscat, Batinah, and Quriyat (a collection of towns and villages
along the coast east of Muscat, a few of which are mainly Baloch) fairly unique cases.
The reputation of Baloch among the citizenry of Oman is a complex matter
and this is true in other ways for the neighboring countries. Baloch have a certain
amount of visible access and influence within structures of political, legal, and
military power, while remaining somewhat marginal to both a unified sense of
national peninsular Arab identity and prevailing codes of morality, piety, and social
decorum. At the same time, the Baloch households who are most professionally and
politically integrated into the state and social infrastructures are extremely adept at
keeping up the necessary appearances and taking into careful consideration the
values, expectations, and preferences of Omani society. And yet when reoriented to
Baloch community rhythms and social circles, they can be seen as acting against this
same core, pushing boundaries, and operating completely outside of established
norms and ideologies. These Baloch contrast with Mashkatī Baloch communities
that are situated a bit more apart and unto themselves within the urban landscape
of Muscat, and neither feel pressure to make symbolic concessions to social norms
outside their own community envelopes nor appear explicitly inclined to
circumvent Omani moral values and social prescriptions.
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Oman today claims a regional stature marked neither by economic
dominance nor military bluster but instead by a kind of neutrality, maturity, and
reserve that inspires the trust and admiration of a remarkable array of international
actors, chief among them the US, Iran, Saudi Arabia, UAE, and Yemen. Oman has
emerged as an ambassador and ombudsman facilitating tricky negotiations between
the US and Iran and has been doing its part to try to deescalate the crisis that has
devastated neighboring Yemen in the wake of a joint Saudi-Emirati campaign of
military aggression seeking to reinstate the ousted Yemeni leadership.
Thus the reserve that marks Omani society is both residual from the
conservative atmosphere under the late Sultan Qaboos's father and predecessor,
Sultan Said bin Taymur, and also reflects a national character currently promoted by
the leadership, one which is warm and inviting, friendly and wholesome, but also
strongly discourages conflict and expressions of social or cultural tribalism.
Literary circles and spheres of political and cultural activism bring together
individuals across existing lines dividing Baloch communities according to lineage,
region, and kinship, but the organization and leadership of these cohorts is informed
to some degree by pre-existing ties and allegiances that proceed from these
groupings. There is thus a very dynamic interplay between notions of Pan-Baloch
nationalism and internalized delineations of loyalty and solidarity based around
known affiliations, to mardum, mulk, and mitag (discussed in 1.2), whether these
might refer back to rural or urban Balochistan. The most common pattern for Baloch
in Muscat whose families have arrived recently is to maintain strong ties to both
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rural and urban communities in Makran. Non-citizen guest workers are at least
temporarily subsumed into the social universe of their sponsors.
The Baloch populations of these coastal peninsular environments intersect
with a complex array of economic and political processes and represent a myriad of
social milieus. Baloch have long been employed as soldiers (al-Ameeri 2003, Nicolini
2004, 2006, 2007, 2008a and b, Petersen 2013) by the monarchies and empires of
the Eastern Arabian Peninsula. Oman has been the most prolific case, with the
cooperation between Baloch and a succession of Sultans being a core component of
military enterprises in East Africa and Balochistan as well as in Oman, where today
between 10 and 30 percent of the population is said to be of Baloch heritage (up to
60 percent according to some casual commentators, which is mainly plausible if we
are extremely inclusive as to the extent of Baloch ancestry needed to be considered
of Baloch heritage).
Baloch intellectual and scholar Ahmed Yaqoub AlMaazmi has pointed out to
me in our numerous discussions that the tendency to portray Baloch as a "warrior
race" whose roles as residents of the Arabian Peninsula can be reduced to military
vocations is symptomatic of a tendency to periodize regional history by considering
first and foremost successions of dynastic rule and military events, without taking
into account the many other domains of human existence that guide the circulation
of populations and of cultural and linguistic identities. It is not a simple matter to
research these other domains, but AlMaazmi observes that poetry and other literary
artifacts are often excellent indicators, even if poets are often as attracted to military
exploits as historians are. AlMaazmi, in a paper subtitled "De-soldiering Baloch
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History in the Arabian Peninsula" (2018), finds a broad tendency to disparage this
overemphasis on links between Baloch and military vocations. Looking to the
present, it is certainly the case that Baloch occupy many positions within the armed
forces, security forces, and royal guards of Oman, Bahrain, and Qatar for instance,
but they are very well represented in many, many other professions, from
telecommunications, to trading, to infrastructure development, water transport,
academia, medical practices, and professional musical spheres (including the
performance and instruction of orchestral music and refined Arab art music genres).
In seeking to make sense of how much emphasis should be placed on the
reputation of Baloch as loyal, dependable soldiers when historicizing their presence
in the states of the Eastern Arabian Peninsula, I will largely take my cues from
personal interactions over the course of my fieldwork, what people have told me
about their personal family histories and the general composite impressions that
have resulted. I am inclined to conclude that the military vocation has often played a
significant role in the processes through which Baloch have been awarded
citizenship in the states.
As we look at the constant movement over time between Iran and Pakistan
on one side and Oman, UAE, Bahrain, Qatar, and Kuwait on the other, with the
exception of military contexts in which Baloch have been actively recruited to serve
peninsular rulers, there is little in the way of clear means or incentive to distinguish
between Baloch and other groups. For instance, Yacoub Yusuf al-Hijji describes the
effects of the decline of the pearling industry and the explosion of an oil economy on
Kuwaiti society and culture. One impact was that, even if there were maritime
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endeavors to be profited from, potential local laborers vastly preferred working in
the oil industry to the danger and physical demands of seafaring and thus the dhows
owned by Kuwaiti captains and merchants were sold "to traders in other parts of
the Gulf to be adapted for engines and put to whatever uses their new owners saw
fit" (al-Hijji 2010: 132). A clue to these other uses follows a page later: "While the
last Kuwaiti short-distance trading nakhoda, Yusuf Al-Hashil, embarked on his final
voyage in 1965, there are still today numerous motorized dhows from the ports of
Iran and Pakistan lining the creeks of Dubai and Sharjah, for example" (ibid. 133).
Of the significant Baloch population of Oman, a portion has been settled long
enough to have adopted the language and social dispositions of Arab Omanis in the
local contexts where they reside, which is chiefly along and near the coastline of
Oman. Of those who have retained Baloch language and custom, we may distinguish
between longer settled communities whose Baloch language has become a
specifically Omani variety and is often supplanted to a large extent by Arabic, and
who tend not to concern themselves with the political struggle of Baloch in
Balochistan; and those who, being first or second generation Omanis, have kept
close ties with kin in Balochistan and are anxiously attuned to political events
unfolding in Balochistan. I will refer to these two categories as local and
transnational Baloch, respectively, although in many cases this distinction is murky.
Baloch who have become Omani citizens in recent years but who maintain ties with
Balochistan are by and large of a high socioeconomic standing relative to the vast
majority of Baloch in Balochistan, and they are in a position to sponsor visas and
short term residencies in Oman for Baloch workers as drivers, cooks, laborers, and
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servants—and as musicians. At any given moment, most especially in Muscat, there
is a substantial number of Baloch non-citizen guest workers whose residencies are
processed quite differently from those of other South Asian guest workers. There
are also sponsored Baloch visitors who are guests and relations of Omani citizens
and are in no sense guest laborers.
For each Gulf State, the situation is slightly different, depending on the size,
influence, and history of each Baloch community. In Doha, for instance, there is
much less of a pronounced distinction among Pakistani guests workers, whether
Baloch, Pashtun, Sindhi, Mohajer, or Punjabi, as their residences tend to be
concentrated in certain neighborhoods like Abdelaziz. In Muscat, a Baloch guest
worker is received as coming from Balochistan, as Oman is at times reluctant to
grant work visas to Pakistani nationals.8
Omani citizens generally fall into the following ethnic and religious categories:
Sunni Arab, Ibadi Arab, Zanjibari (Sunni of acknowledged African heritage), Baloch,
Lawati, 'Ajam (Persian), and Jebeli. The history of Oman openly accounts for this
diversity but all are encouraged by official policy to embrace a Pan-Omani identity
and the Arabic language, without restriction on religious practice or habitual
manifestations of ethnic and cultural identity.
This benevolent stance conveniently reinforces gentle restrictions that may
This phenomenon deserves its own study, a tricky matter since such policies are
predictably opaque in their mechanics. My fundamental basis for this assertion is
hearsay from my interlocutors, many of whom had resident employees of Pakistani
nationality from Balochistan. There certainly numerous non-Baloch Pakistani
workers in Oman, but I have no reason to doubt the general premise that Oman at
times restricts the volume of guest workers of a certain nationality while granting
exceptions for Baloch citizens who actively seek to employ Baloch from their home
regions. Again, this would make for an illuminating study.
8
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be applied in response to explicitly problematic political dynamics. For instance,
while Oman is a religiously tolerant society, Wahhabi activity is regarded with
suspicion and in general there is a pervasive anxiety about interference from Saudi
Arabia and Iran, especially during the final stretch of the late Sultan's rule, when he
was ill and a successor had yet to be determined.
In terms of sectarian divides in the Gulf region between Sunni, Shi'i, and Ibadi
communities, Baloch generally fall firmly within the Sunni division. However, the
senses in which these divisions are emphasized are always articulated within some
kind of historical framework that reflects ongoing political dynamics. In Kuwait and
in Iran, there are substantial Baloch Shi'i communities and today, for non-Shi'i
Baloch, there is an underlying political narrative to this gravitation of political
groupings of Baloch to Shi'i practice, a narrative essentially bereft of any theological
dimensions, but which points to coming under the sway of the Iranian government,
or politically organized communities that are supported by the Iranian government.
Among the majority of Baloch who are identified on the surface as Sunni
Muslims, a stark division exists between those who present themselves as pious,
observant Muslims, and those who feel that they have been ascribed a Sunni Muslim
label out of convenience, as Baloch historically—and traditionally—in the eyes of
many, have not engaged to any great degree with organized religion outside of
community spheres where spirit possession-oriented beliefs and different currents
of mysticism have taken hold.
Zigrism is a particular movement that is both framed as Muslim and
vigorously rejected by vocal groups of orthodox Muslims as a heresy and/or
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apostasy because of its Mahdist tenets. According to Sabir Badalkhan, before a
succession of waves of vicious persecution, Zigris accounted for half the population
of Makran (Badalkhan 2008a: 294). While some sources (e.g. Pastner and Pastner
1972: 233) cite the Indian Seyed Mohammad Jaunpuri (1443-1505) as the figure
responsible for introducing Zigrism to Makran, furthermore portraying him as the
Mahdi himself, Badalkhan (2008a: 298-299) finds that this belief is not commonly
held among Zigris, many of whom, even among the elders, are unfamiliar with
Jaunpuri. Badalkhan (2008a: 297-300) lists a number of views he has encountered
specifying the historical identity of the Mahdi. One of these that he finds to be quite
prominent holds that the Mahdi was a descendent of fifteenth century Sufi and poet
Shah Nimatullah Vali whose further descendent, known as Chirag Hudadat, is
remembered as having taught the distinctive Zigri prayers and ritual observances to
communities in Makran.
Especially owing to the aforementioned persecution, Zigris as a community
keep a low profile in many contexts. While the focal centers of their worship in
Balochistan—Kuh-i Murad close to Turbat and a number of other nearby sites—are
places where overt gatherings and observances are held and Zigris are
concentrated, in other contexts their numbers may not be apparent. However, a
large number of Lodis and professional musicians more broadly are Zigris, and in
my own research sojourns I have encountered many who volunteered their Zigri
affiliation. The 1906 Balochistan District Gazetteer cites links between certain
family lineages and Zigrism while Badalkhan (2008a: 296) notes that it is common
for Zigri and Sunni identities to be claimed separately my closely related members
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of the same family, even siblings. Overall they are considered a minority of
unspecified size, and the attitudes I have encountered towards Zigrism are generally
positive. I personally did not find any hostile sentiments being voiced towards Zigris
on any basis. In fact, expressions of Baloch patriotism are predisposed towards a
favorable stance towards Zigri communities because, while the actual religious
movement is relative modern and arrived in Balochistan in approximately 1504, the
practices, such as chowgan, are held to be remnants of a much older, authentic
Baloch culture than is known to many urban Baloch. Since many musicians—
including those who are specialists engaged for guātī ceremonies (Sultana
1991:213)—are Zigri, Zigrism emerges as a religious confession subscribed to by
some of the most revered purveyors of traditional Baloch culture (we shall take one
example in chapter seven).
Most Baloch, even if not particularly religious, would avoid offending the
sensibilities of the dominant currents of their local surroundings by positioning
themselves as anything other than Muslims. Some however—particularly among
those most engaged with the politics of Baloch nationalism—virulently decry
religion as a force for social discord with no rational basis. In certain cases, these
voices are inspired by thinkers within the Baloch political spectrum who follow a
Marxist ideology. In others, there is more of a sense of a personal reaction to a
contemporary landscape torn asunder by lawlessness and violence, with Jihadist
groups—believed to be acting at the clandestine behest of the ISI and Pakistani
military— the frequent perpetrators of violence that targets Baloch activists,
intellectuals, and politicians and otherwise sows terror in local rural and urban
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communities. Baloch intellectuals and activists generally would greatly prefer to be
based in Balochistan, but are driven into exile by violent attacks or by an
overwhelming sense of danger. One such intellectual figure, who was closely
affiliated with the Baloch Academy in Quetta, was shot in the face in an attempt on
his life by an unknown assailant on a motorbike. He fled Pakistan, and now divides
his time between the UK, where his brother, another celebrated Baloch writer, lives,
and Muscat, where they have family. Even those who have fled Balochistan in fear
for their lives periodically arrange for stealthy, discreet visits to their home villages
when circumstances allow. In my conversations with the intellectual mentioned
above, it was clear that he has very little patience or sympathy with religious
frameworks, as he sees them as sources of authority aimed at deranging rationality
and humanism and promoting violence and extremism, and his own traumatic
experiences have convinced him of his position.
1.2 Patterns of Baloch Settlement in Muscat
The persistent association of Baloch with military vocations in Oman refers to a
number of specific events in which Baloch soldiers played a role—from the
resistance to Portuguese rule and the building of the Miran and Jalali forts that
overlook Old Muscat's waterfront to service in the Bu Sa'idis' armed forces with the
expansion to East Africa and Gwadar (itself part of Balochistan) to intensive
recruiting to aid the Sultan during the Jebel Akhdar and Dhofar uprisings to the
present day where Baloch continue to hold positions in the Royal Guard, the
military, and the ROP (Royal Omani Police). Again citing Peterson: "The first modern
organized army unit in Oman, established in 1921, was entirely Baluch in
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composition and the demand for manpower to combat an insurrection in Dhufar
during the 1965-1975 period led to a steady recruitment of Baluch soldiers until the
early 1970s" (ibid 79).
But as suggested above, fishing, trading, handicrafts, and many other
professions defined the economies of Muscat and Matrah. Many of the shops in the
souq of Matrah today are run by Baloch. Baloch tailors are numerous, as are hair
stylists and specialists in wedding apparel, meeting demands of Muscat's enormous
Baloch population, to speak only of a few occupations that bridge the present with
earlier periods.
The Baloch term mītag, like the Indonesian kampung, equally refers to village
and neighborhood. It is a place with which, through belonging, one might feel more
familiar than with other places. Among Baloch in Muscat, it is used in a more narrow
sense than to refer to large neighborhoods such as Khoudh, Hail, Maabela. Rather,
within these and other sections with large Baloch populations, a mītag,
corresponding to the Omani Arabic harah, refers to one's neighborhood of a few
blocks' radius where residents share the same grocer, the same coffee shop, the
same mosque.
Individuals and families may reside quite apart from any mītag formation,
living away from relatives or even other Baloch, but in such cases whatever the
circumstantial justification, there is often an expression of the sentiment that living
closer to one's extended family and to people from one's own mulk would be ideal.
The distinction here between mītag and mulk is important. Mulk will instantly be
understood in many contexts to mean Balochistan, though it is the term rāj that
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corresponds directly to Arabic watan, Persian vatan, and Kurmanji welat. A Baloch
will ask an unfamiliar Baloch, where is your mulk (tai mulk kuja int)? And the
answer will be a city, district, or village, depending on the degree of specificity that
the responder intuits is required or appropriate.
Thus, mītag can refer to where one is currently settled and mulk refers to a
defining point of origin. Other terms of importance are mardum and chok. Mardum
means people or person (one can say ay share mardum e—he is a good person,
unlike in Persian, where mardum is exclusively plural). When one speaks of one's
mardum, or inquires after another's mardum, in the most general sense one is
enquiring after the people in his or her life, the people he or she feels close to. Chōk,
meaning child or children, also carries the meaning, like the word tarwa (children)
in Tachelhit, of nuclear family—one's spouse and children, one's household of core
dependents. There is a conservative tendency not to enquire directly after the
spouse of a friend or acquaintance. Between the scope of chōk and that of mardum,
there is a larger immediate family consisting of parents, brothers and sisters,
cousins and aunts and uncles. In inquiries and greetings, these will be referred to
directly (how is your father?) or understood as part of mardum.
For a perspective on the terms mulk and maitag (I prefer the spelling mītag)
grounded in the social landscape of the Makran region of Balochistan, we can look to
Ugo E. M. Fabietti's monograph Ethnography at the Frontier, based on fieldwork in
the 1980s and 1990s, where he writes:
Until now I have called "oasis" what the Baloch call mulk, a term taken
from the Arab legal vocabulary meaning "property," "rule." A mulk is
in fact, juridically speaking, the complex of the cultivated area on
which various individuals exercise their property rights. The limits of
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a mulk are not rigorously defined in terms of space, and the name of a
specific mulk is that of the "nearest" village. Maitag-e-mulk is thus the
name of the "oasis" of the village in which I stayed longest. The notion
of mulk does not however indicate a place consisting only of cultivated
fields and palm trees. The mulk is always criss-crossed by a grid of
canals that carry water to the crops according to a complicated
mechanism of divided water resources founded on four different
"systems," adopted in as many periods of the year. [...] After a more
attentive consideration of the term maitag, we discover that it is
employed to indicate, as well as village, a nomadic encampment. This
may sound odd, because among peoples with a strong tradition of
mobility, the "village" and the "encampment" also remain sharply
distinct. [Fabietti 2011: 17]
What strikes Fabietti as "odd" here isn't nearly so odd when viewed from the setting
of urban Muscat, since the mītag refers to where an individual and his or her close
kin reside, have established themselves permanently or temporarily, while mulk
refers not only to a point of origin but to a terrain over which they have symbolic
and/or actual ownership claim, with Balochistan itself being the collective mulk
claimed by the Baloch collectivity. Of course, the lower the social status of the
speaker, the more one can infer that when they say mulk they also mean the land
that, along with its landowners, has a claim over them.
In the social rhythms and discursive geography of adult males, I would add to
the mulk and the mītag the term jaegah, which literally means place but
corresponds most directly perhaps to an American English slang usage of the word
"spot"—the place to which one habitually repairs in the interest of unstructured
camaraderie beyond the confines of ones own household. Most often then a jaegah
is a coffee shop. In Oman and elsewhere in the Arab Gulf states, the term "coffee
shop" is used for a non-franchise establishment with chiefly outdoor seating, either
on a street or appended to a gas station, where tea and small sandwiches—often
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chicken tikka, falafel, or lamb—are served, sometimes along with other options such
as nescafé, soft drinks, and fresh fruit and vegetable shakes. The ultra-casual term
jaegah is employed when Baloch men come to use them as habitual afternoon and
evening meeting places, sort of makeshift social institutions that can be compared
with Egyptian (q)ahwas (coffeehouses) and Iranian chaikhānehs (teahouses) or the
"local" (i.e. bar or pub) in Anglophone Europe.
Unlike these other, somewhat comparable kinds of establishment, music is
not typically played either live or via recording at these coffeeshops.9 Nonetheless,
they serve as points of social intersection in ways that speak to the social and
communal geography of Baloch Muscat.
In public life in Muscat, Baloch converse in Arabic or Baloch (or Urdu or
English or Persian or even Swahili10) as the situation calls for, whether at the
workplace, corner store, shopping mall, waterfront promenade, commercial district,
marina, Zanzibari restaurant, coffeeshop, gas station, administrative office, airport,
oilfield, souq, gym, bank, university, or mosque. Private life is characterized by
different degrees of openness—from the interiority of an individual to the intimacy
of a household to the frequent interface among larger configurations of relations,
community members, and friends. Private life thus conceived is a sphere where not
only Baloch language but Baloch culture is a reliable presence. Having the television
I have noted some institutions serving this function, either coffee shops or small
mishkek (kabab) stalls where the regulars will gather in the evening to watch
football on a television procured and set up outdoors for the purpose. These
happened to be catering to a zanjibārī—Swahili speaking—Omani clientele.
10 I do not mean to imply that these languages are known to all Baloch. Knowledge
of Urdu, Persian, and Swahili would be predicated in each case on some family
background of long term residency in Pakistan, Iran, or East Africa (typically
Tanzania).
9
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on constantly when at home is common, and Baloch language broadcasts—or Urdu
broadcasts that are relevant to cultural and political goings on in Balochistan and
Karachi—are favored more often than not.
1.3 The Gulf Metropolis, Indian Ocean Networks, and Notions of Cultural
Citizenship
Throughout the second half of the twentieth century, intellectual and ideological
movements flourished among the educated strata of Baloch society in urban centers
whose character was largely defined by Pakistan's social, political, and economic
environment. Meanwhile, particularly towards the end of the twentieth century,
Muscat, Dubai et al., Manama/Muharraq, Doha, and Kuwait City loomed nearby as
radically different urban environments that were nonetheless home to an
entrenched Baloch middle class (what in the past might have been more aptly
termed merchant class). The metropolis of the Gulf, situated between the prosperity
of the "first world" and cultural and linguistic affinities with various currents within
the "Global South," is essentially a product of the state of global trade in fuels and of
jet age, post-maritime revisions to the historical networks of trans-Indian Ocean
trade and mobility.
In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the complexity of trans-Indian
Ocean trade derived from the ever-shifting particularities of both commodities in
demand and the merchants and authorities overseeing and regulating the trade. We
shall necessarilly need to consider the slave trade and the pearling industry in some
detail further along. Historian Willem Floor amply illustrates the intricacy and flux
of pre-twentieth century maritime commerce when he remarks on the range of
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mercantile networks for which the southern Iranian port of Bushehr served as a key
node:
Certain trade developments also helped bolster Bushehr’s preeminent
position. By the 1860s, there was an upswing in trade of the Persian
Gulf in general and Bushehr in particular. In fact, trade with India
quintupled between 1845 and 1865, while between 1861 and 1865 it
tripled. This was among other things due to the cotton crisis in
Bombay which led to a 100-fold increase in the export of cotton from
Persia. Also, export of opium via Batavia to China gained in
importance. Another change was that the role of Java sugar increased
significantly in the 1850s and thereafter, a trend enhanced by the
export of opium by these same sugar entrepreneurs. This was due to
the Armenian connection in that Armenian merchants in Java sent
sugar to family members and/or co-religionists in Bushehr. This
development gained such momentum that the Dutch government
even established a consulate in Bushehr in 1868. (Floor 2014: 185)
Accordingly, studies focused on the social history and fabric of the "dhow
world" (e.g. Sheriff 2010) of the western Indian Ocean are often particularly
concerned with culturally heterogeneous coastal environments—Swahili East
Africa, 'Aden and Hadramawt, Muscat, Sohar, the Persian Gulf, Makran, Gujarat,
Mumbai, and the Malabar coast.
Sumit K. Mandal refers to the long-standing Arab populations of Indonesia,
Malaysia, and Singapore, "Creole Arabs" or, with greater specificity "Creole
Hadramis" (Mandal 2018: xviii, xxii). Mandal finds that for people who he thinks can
be most objectively termed "Creole Hadramis," assigning an "Arab" designation
feeds into matrices of prestige and belonging and the racialized schemata of
colonialists (Mandal 1-4). Mandal's analyses follow a logic guided in part by the
particulars of the eastern end of the Indian Ocean and historical trans-settlement
patterns from the southern Arabian Peninsula. We might ask however, why the term
"creole" has not been applied to Baloch or any populations in Gulf/Arabian Sea
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coastal regions where mixed ancestry has led to the interweaving of linguistic and
cultural vernaculars. As Suzuki (2013: 211) observes, in cases where British colonial
officials intervened in the captivity of slaves in the eastern Arabian peninsula,
Ethnicity was generally defined by the officers compiling the reports
(rather than by the slaves themselves), who judged a slave’s ethnicity
on the basis of his or her appearance and the language he or she
spoke. One hundred and four cases were designated ‘‘Baluchi’’—6.4
percent of all cases included in the database (25.5 percent of all cases
mentioning ethnicity)— and eleven ‘‘Negro.’’ The remaining cases
referred to ethnicity in terms such as ‘‘dark complexion but not from
Africa,’’ ‘‘Persian Makran Negroid complexion,’’ ‘‘very Negroid
Baluchi,’’ ‘‘Swahili Baluchi,’’ ‘‘Makrani,’’ ‘‘Persian,’’ ‘‘looks like slave,’’
and ‘‘not like Negro.’’
Different localities inspired different tendencies among colonists in promoting racial
and ethnic categories, but also—in the present—provoke different strategies
towards fostering a sensitive awareness of actual social landscapes and social
relations.
Anthropologists and ethnomusicologists increasingly think in terms such as
"cultural citizenship" (Rosaldo 2013, Ong 2013) to consider the ways individuals
and communities of different cultural orientations "belong" to such cosmopolitan
locales as listed above apart from just washing up on each other's shores. Both Ong
and Rosaldo are concerned with this belonging as part of a fraught equation of
unequal power relations, with Ong (2013: 80) emphasizing "the cultural practices
and beliefs produced out of negotiating the often ambivalent and contested relations
with the state and its hegemonic forms that establish the criteria of belonging within
a national population and territory." Indian Ocean sites offer extremely multivalent
configurations of these dynamics and relations. Consequently, studies such as
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Andrew J. Eisenberg's 2012 article on "Hip Hop and Cultural Citizenship on Kenya's
Swahili Coast," in which he shows how competing articulations of Mombasa's
identity are situated in a variegated urban morphology through music and cultural
(and subcultural) ambience, are growing in number.
The case of Baloch in Oman and the other Gulf States is remarkable in the
extent to which their cultural practices and domains of performance can be easily
differentiated from those of other groups while rigid social barriers are neither

Fig. 1.6, Dhow yard, Sur, Oman
sought nor maintained. To consider Baloch from the perspective of "cultural
citizenship," we ought to take note of the extent to which Baloch citizens make these
peninsular nations sites of Baloch cultural citizenship. This entails sustaining an
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intact Makrani Baloch sphere of cultural belonging while simultaneously creating its
double—a Peninsular Baloch cultural citizenship, one in close dialogue with a
versatile assimilation of Peninsular Arab social outlooks and codes of conduct.
Engseng Ho (2017) advocates thinking in terms of Inter-Asia as a way of
bridging the long durée of long distance interaction and exchange with a globalized
age. Centuries old relationships between cities and societies continue to play a
guiding role for particular spheres of mobility and commerce today. Having
observed that "Asia is a good place for starting to break the 'local =
past/global=present' lockstep of space and time assumed by globalization," Ho
(2017: 908) points out that looking backwards, historians can pinpoint earlier and
earlier moments that were important thresholds to an emergent globalization.
Looking at the Indian Ocean as an expanse traversed by mobile populations, like
Hadrami Arabs, Bantu-speaking African groups, Javanese, and Baloch, there are
usually identifiable waves where transsettlement (and forced migration) peaks at
one time or another only to subside and peak again, leading to old communities that
have long assimilated to their surroundings existing alongside newer communities
whose ancestral languages and compound perspectives are more vividly part of
their social and cultural world, with varying degrees of contact and cohesion with
discrete groups of common origin.
As one illustration of the spatio-historical mechanisms of Inter-Asia, Ho cites
one of his students whose dissertation centers on Baloch as interregional "portfolio
merchants" whose legacy has been the constitution of a "polythetic Baloch dunya"
(Lutfi 2018: 92-104). Specifically, Ho points somewhat obliquely to a prominent
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local Bahraini independent Baloch scholar and cultural activist who I have come to
know through my fieldwork: "Ameem Lutfi recently interviewed a Baluchi
policeman in Bahrain who collects poetic ballads of folk-hero Baluchi mercenaries
from medieval Gujarat and colonial East Africa, a diaspora of armed men ready to
serve for a wage across continents and centuries, down to the present" (ibid. 909).
This characterization of the "policeman"—Faqir Shad11—and the content of the
texts to which he devotes a stupendous amount of time and effort serves here as a
spatialized imagining of regional economies and transcultural connectivity. This
kind of macro perspective can be refined by looking at the Baloch genre of sher and
remarking upon the fact that, by necessity of historical fact, the geographic scope of
its narratives extends in specific cases to Gujarat and East Africa, and the exploits of
its warrior heroes (when in fact "warrior heroes" are portrayed) are often
embedded in historical confrontations between competing empires.
Certain ethnoliguistic groups, in a dynamic mercantile-military-imperial
arena such as the Indian Ocean, have settled at various points into specific roles—or
have come to be most visibly associated with certain roles in popular tradition. In
the case of the Baloch, this role is above all that of the loyal armed mercenary
(pirate, soldier, police/security/intelligence officer). When Ho invokes Tamil
"coolies" who labor in Gulf cities today, sending home money for their sisters'
dowries, he is making a valid generalization based on the types of work and visas
and durations of stay a particular demographic receives based on the demand and
He ought to be recognized by name for his contributions to compiling,
transcribing, painstakingly annotating, and making publically accessible Baloch oral
literature.
11
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policies of these host societies. In the case of Baloch, however, long settled on the
Peninsular Gulf coast through continuous waves of migration across a narrow
waterway, this is not a guest laborer equation but rather an ongoing expansion of
offshore communities that in many cases become their own onshore communities as
they become decoupled from ties to a specified mulk (home region) and mardum
(kin, community of affiliation) in Balochistan.
While Persians and Baloch have maintained a fluid presence on both sides of
the Gulfs, Noora Lori (2019) points out that with the rise of Arab nationalism and
the emergence of Saudi Arabia and Kuwait as powerful states wielding peninsular
Arab genealogies as claims to power, the Trucial States—today's United Arab
Emirates—came under pressure, partially from from the British, to revoke
passports issued to Baloch, Persians, and South Yemenis, or "Adenis" (Lori 81-82).
Individual emirates had been responsible for issuing those passports, and Baloch
had positive relationships with those emirates. The emerging concept of a United
Arab Emirates put new pressures on those relations, mainly exerted from within by
the larger, oil-rich emirate of Abu Dhabi (Lori 82-83). Throughout the Gulf, it is
virtually impossible to disentangle Persian and Arab genealogies, while Baloch as a
group remain both distinct and firmly established. At the same time, once firmly
established in peninsular environments, Baloch of means and stature make use of
their ties to their home regions, turning to them as sources of labor.
The highly developed infrastructure for imported labor in place in the afluent
Arab Gulf States (all the nations comprising the Arabian Peninsula with the
exception of impoverished and war-ravaged Yemen) is called kafala, and represents
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a vivid system of culturally and racially hierarchal transnational exploitation. Aihwa
Ong, focusing on Chinese spheres of transnationalism in Asia and beyond, offers an
apt encapsulation of this phenomenon when she writes (1999: 217):
This unequal biopolitical investment in different categories of the
population results in the uneven distribution of services, care, and
protection; while some subjects are invested with rights and
resources, others are neglected outright.
More directly adressing the kafala system as implemented in the Gulf in his
study of Indian workers in Bahrain, Andrew M. Gardner (2010: 89) observes,
In one sense, the kafala12 can be conceived as a system for managing and
controlling the flow of labor to the petroleum-rich states of the Arabian
Peninsula. Through an examination of the practical and everyday
experiences of this system, I have sought to portray the kafala in terms of the
power it channels and codifies—a system that not only manages the flow of
transmigrants to the island, but also one that seeks to manage and control
these foreign workers during their time on the island.
It is part of the peculiar privilege extended to Baloch in these environments
(especially Oman) that the flow of Baloch migrant labor, while overseen
bureaucratically by the respective states, is mostly managed by Baloch citizens.
Taken as a whole, Baloch in the Gulf states—resident non-citizens and citizens—
operate according to social patterns and cultural agendas that are not automatically
apparent or decipherable to non-Baloch. We might even cast the transnationally
oriented Gulf Baloch citizenry in the light of Ong's assertion (217) that
globalization has induced a situation of graduated sovereignty,
whereby even as the state maintains control over its territory, it is
also willing in some cases to let corporate entities set the terms for
constituting and regulating some domains. Sometimes weaker and
less-desirable groups are given over to the regulation of supranational
This term is used in the Arab Gulf states and Lebanon to refer to sponsored
foreign labor, typically cheap and unskilled, with kāfil being the term for the
sponsoring person/entity.
12
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entities. What results is a system of variegated citizenship in which
populations subjected to different regimes of value enjoy different
kinds of rights, discipline, caring, and security.
Consideration of Baloch communities in the Gulf cities should include an
acknowledgement of the fact that today, Baloch represent a full range of social strata
and economic roles, from impoverished temporary laborers to service personnel to
entrepreneurs, managers, and consultants to wealthy landowners. An awareness of
the past history of Baloch in the Arabian Peninsula cannot possibly be reduced to
bands of soldiers being recruited at times of imperial conquest or crisis. Again,
multiple Baloch friends have stressed to me how unfortunate they find this
essentialization of Baloch as soldiers or mercenaries (Ar. mortaziqah). In the case of
Oman, there is a long period where Baloch were as much internal as external to the
empire and the symbiotic relationship between Makrani Baloch and Omani Arab
rulers has survived the recession of Oman's trans-Gulf, trans-oceanic sphere of
governance. Lutfi (2018), mentioned above, concentrates on Bahrain, where Omani
Baloch turned during successive periods of economic crisis in Oman. The concept of
mercenary is much more aptly applicable to Baloch recruited to the Bahrain and
Emirati armed services than to Oman's large and historically layered Baloch
population.
With a range of powerful forces of cohesion—from the nationalist cause to
regional and tribal allegiances to a shared patriotic devotion to Baloch culture and
identity, the obvious stratification of social status and wealth among Baloch is often
counterweighted by a measure of proximity and intimacy that binds together
individuals across such social divides through mutual interests, especially cultural
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and literary forums. As I circulated as a researcher through various Baloch circles
from city to city and Gulf state to Gulf state, I was hosted time and again by poets
and cultural activists to whom I'd been newly connected at my previous site. It was
impossible for me to predict in each case whether my lodgings as a guest of a new
host would be a workers' encampment with six men to a room and outdoor washing
facilities, the floor of a store room at an auto scrapyard, a cramped apartment in an
apartment building, or a palatial villa. In one case, my host (who I'd known for
several years) turned out to be without fixed lodgings and it took some phone calls
for him to find us some bedding and a rooftop shack to sleep in. In many cases, the
seclusion of industrial areas and peripheral no man's lands dotted with makeshift
accommodations affords greater privacy and leeway for boisterous (and musicoriented) socialization than do affluent residential environments, thus appealing to
a cross section of (male) society as sites for evening sociality while wealthier Baloch
hosting poetry and music oriented gatherings often open their doors to poor, often
young, non-citizen Baloch who share their passions. This habitual conviviality
among men of vastly different means and social standing contrasts markedly—in
my experience—with patterns of socialization in urban Iranian and Gulf Arab
milieus.
Those Baloch Gulf citizens whose stature enables them to perennially
renegotiate space (whether defined as physical, cultural, bureaucratic, legal) for
Baloch as a plurality of communities in Oman, UAE, Bahrain, Qatar, and Kuwait are
also those from whom the bounty of patronage flows. As patrons, benefactors, and
cultural advocates, they open pathways for poetic, cultural, and political expression.
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They have the means and the authority to clear spaces in a densely urbanized,
cosmopolitan, globalized, and often hypermodern landscape for the construction
and reconstruction of traditional settings marked by modes of narration and
aesthetically inscribed repertoires.
The role of wealthy patrons in providing the means for performers and
participants of lesser means to convene for such occasions bespeaks not only topdown social hierarchies and traditional structures but also the internal complexities
and interdependence of a Baloch society transposed to a new local and translocal
environment. When an individual is in a position to enable a performance of
traditional Baloch music, wealth may be inseparable from pedigree (name, tribal
distinction), but in a more concrete—but not unrelated—fashion translates into
mobility and visas (for Makrani musicians); event space and decoration (including
dazzling lighting and expensive printed banners); and food and drink. Singers and
instrumentalists possess a much rarer form of wealth—the service they enact as
skilled performers and custodians of uncommon forms of knowledge is understood
as oriented towards something higher than their patron-masters, providing access
to an embodied experience that transcends the immediate frame of their
surroundings.
1.4 Baloch Identity through History, Language, and Expressive Culture
Signifying difference and belonging, ethnicity is a largely unscientific concept that is
nonetheless central to the social framing of cultural activity and the cultural
perception of social organization. Fredrick Barth, in positing social organization as
an avenue of conceptual inquiry, observes that "the critical focus of investigation
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from this point of view becomes the ethnic boundary that defines the group, not the
cultural stuff that it encloses" (Barth 1998: 15, italics in original). But how to
separate the two? In this study I am concerned with Baloch as a heterogeneous
collectivity integrated in diverse ways into an even more vividly heterogeneous
social and cultural topography. A sense of collective selfhood and nationhood is a
recurring theme in "the cultural stuff" which is enclosed by boundaries of variable
fixity.
The frequent grouping of Baloch in a Northwestern Iranian language group
with Kurds and Zaza conveniently reinforces one version of their history that
locates the historical origins of Baloch in the vicinity of today's Aleppo. At the same
time, Baloch are considered culturally part of—or at least adjacent to—South Asia,
hardly surprising when taking into account the location of Balochistan and the
organological overlaps between music in Balochistan and neighboring Sindh and the
extent to which contemporary Baloch popular music takes cues from popular Indian
and Pakistani genres.
The Baloch language itself today needs to be situated within its particular
environs. An understanding of a language based solely on its etymological and
syntactic genealogy is incomplete.13 There have been many studies of Baloch
language practices that attend precisely to the extensive interchange between
Baloch and neighboring groups (speakers of Persian, Pashto, Brahui, Saraiki, Urdu,
E.g. Tajik as spoken in Dushanbe is in part defined by its lexicon in which an
amalgamation of Persian, Arabic, Uzbek, and Russian words is relied upon to
construct even the most basic everyday utterances, while Tajik, unlike the Persian
spoken in Iran, Herat, and Kabul, often employs Uzbek syntactic tendancies such as
resituating prepositions as postpositions—man Tojikiston ba raftagi am.
13
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Arabic, Sindhi, Punjab).14 Here we are concerned principally with music, but never
in a vacuum apart from other considerations—linguistic, political, literary, social,
demographic, geographic, and historical.
Sabir Badalkhan (2013) has sketched out two popular oral traditions
accounting for the path of historical migration that led Baloch to settle in what is
known today as Balochistan. One claims that they moved from Yemen and are thus
culturally related to peninsular Bedouin Arabs. The other, the most prominent,
asserts that the original homeland of Baloch is in the approximate location of the
city of Aleppo, an idea that acknowledges their close linguistic relations with Kurds.
Still others hold that, despite inevitable minglings with diverse migrant populations,
Baloch are essentially the indigenous people of the Makran region (Breseeg 2001:
90). Given the incorporation into the Baloch nation of the Brahui ethnolinguisitistic
group—Brahui (or Brahvi) is a Dravidian language unrelated to Baloch save for a
great deal of close contact—some have mused that perhaps Brahui represents the
language of the indigenous culture of Balochistan and Baloch the nomadic arrival
from Northwest Iran. The British officially called the Khanate of Kalat the "Brahui
Confederacy" (Swidler 1992: 555).
While it seems accepted that prior to being largely confined to Balochistan,
Baloch were a nomadic pastoralist people, ranging widely, Breseeg (2001: 91-92)
notes that when British orientalists try to paint a version of history where Baloch
have settled in Balochistan rather recently (the eleventh to fourteenth century C.E.),
this has signaled a position that Baloch don't have a much more historically rooted
14

See for instance Baranzeni 2003, Axënov 2003.
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claim to the territory conceived as Balochistan than the British themselves who
arrive several centuries later.
Baloch cultural identity is anchored in both language and a history of gradual
sedentarization precipitated by conditions beyond their direct control. Nonetheless,
a major part of Baloch consciousness and identity, as attested to by the rich variety
of Baloch cultural expression, is located in the physicality of the spatial landscape of
Balochistan to which the Baloch have now long been tethered, and where they can
point to a considerable history of self-governance, one that was more centralized
and consistent than, for instance, any of the Kurdish fiefdoms that were allowed to
operate within the Ottoman, Safavid, and Qajar empires. The Khanate of Kalat
served as a unifying force for Baloch while the nine princely Kurdish states
underscored and exacerbated divisions among Kurds.
Urban sites of Baloch culture have gained prominence, whereas to speak of
Baloch culture as it existed in the past tends to imply rural perspectives and life
rhythms. As Tim Farrell writes in examining the metaphoric content of Baloch
language texts,
Baloch is a language that traditionally has a nomadic, agrarian, and
seafaring context. Recently it has also had a considerable urban
context. Despite its increasing urban setting, Baloch society remains
largely high-context, and while there are low-context,
decontextualizing trends, there is also considerable focus on social
structure, status and social cohesion. Attitudes to language reflect
these values. (Farrell 2008: 109, emphasis in original)
Farrell attributes this distinction between high- and low-context to Edward T. Hall,
for whom it refers to the degrees to which a complex, detailed, shared worldview is
implicit in verbal interchange, the degree to which context and meaning are implied
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and subtexts are generated with minimal explication. This is important when
considering not only music and poetry and the extent to which they retain their core
meaning when shifted from rural to urban and then expatriate contexts but also the
role of a rural Baloch lexicon in preserving a sense of a complete Baloch language
and culture and kindling the memory of a more cohesive and intact Baloch society
and lifestyle. Again quoting Farrell, "A good poetic metaphor has its roots in Baloch
culture, as the affective impact of such cultural figures is greater." (ibid. 122)
The poverty and instability that afflict the countryside of Balochistan
continuously drive migration to large towns and cities, such as Turbat, Gwadar,
Quetta, Karachi, Chahbahar, Iranshahr, Zahedan, Bandar-e Abbas, Minab, and
Kerman. Nonetheless, for many Baloch who have settled in a big city, inside or
outside Balochistan, ties to an ancestral village and surrounding countryside—both
emotional and social—remain strong.
Ghani Pahwal, a Baloch writer and intellectual living in the Yemeni quarter of
al-'Ain, UAE, made the case to me that the word Baloch signifies neither an ethnicity
nor a territory but a collectively shared ideology that is rooted in the progressive
perfection of lived values, drawing freely on the best traits of all peoples with whom
the Baloch have been in contact, whether Persians, Arabs, Indians, East Africans, or
"Westerners" (interview, al-'Ain, April 23, 2017). Describing the prestige attached to
the Rind tribe, Mohammad Sardar Khan Baluch writes (1977: 77), "Amīr Chakar was
once questioned as to the speciality of a true Rind. He is said to have replied that the
man who possesses the best of character and culture (Irkān); a conception similar to
the ideal of the Arab virtues expressed in the terms mura'ah, courage, loyalty and
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generosity. As such, the Rinds established a permanent code of conduct for
posterity." Here otherwise timeless virtues associated with traditional Baloch
cultural values are both historicized and collectively personified in one famed
lineage.
Brian Spooner (2013a:19) characterizes Balochistan as "a refuge area for
people who lost their place in the resource-rich citied areas to the west, north and
east, a 'shatter zone' where people from different cultural backgrounds worked out
a common modus vivendi, similar to the territory of the Kurds (cf. Barth 1953) and
the Pashtuns." Spooner extends this process to the "Baloch political system," which
he asserts is "well adapted to these conditions," possessing "a structure like an
agglutinative language, made up of varying strings of modular components," an
observation that essentially agrees with Pahwal's proposition. The notion of a
distinctive Baloch territory and cultural identity and character is amplified in
Spooner's perspective, as "the historical marginalization of the area in relation to
the major trade routes and city networks of Islamic civilization was exacerbated by
the encroachment of the British and the Russian imperial interests which in the
nineteenth century isolated the Baloch and the Afghans, and later the Kurds, from
the rest of the Islamic world to an even greater degree." Coastal Makran, the portion
of Balochistan culturally marked by coastal life and seafaring modes of subsistence,
is central to another set of relations, very different from the one Spooner outlines
above.
Several types of sources concerning Baloch language, history, and culture
predate the modern era of ethnographic study. First, there are examples of Persian
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poetry, notably Ferdowsi's Shahnameh, that are consulted for clues as to the extent
to which the ethnonym Baloch was current prior to recent centuries. Secondly, there
are several bodies of Baloch poetry, ranging from the orally transmitted pahlawani
shēr (epic poetry) to the more literary works of Mullah Qasim and Mullah Fazel,
whose œuvres reflects a deeper engagement with Persian and Arabic literary styles
and textual orientations.
Then, of course, we have the orientalist scholarship that sprouted up during
the era of European colonial imperialism, which gave rise to works on Kabyle and
Tamasheq language and culture by such French researchers as General Adolphe
Hanoteau (1976) and works on Baloch language and culture by British writers such
as Major George Gilbertson (1923) and Major Edward Mockler (1877). It is
interesting to note the consistent military framework accorded these discussions of
Baloch language, something that persists up to the 1980s with Major Collette's A
Grammar, Phrase Book and Vocabulary of Baluchi (As Spoken in the Sultanate of
Oman) (1986), which is unabashedly designed to enable British officers to
communicate with their Baloch subordinates.
Through such sources, we can glimpse the terrain inhabited by the Baloch in
the context of Persian, Omani, and British empires. In particular, there is an
enduring notion of Baloch as fighters, attested to in both epic poems narrating the
exploits of Baloch heroes and the historical uses to which Baloch were put as
soldiers, something clearly recognized by the British, as Major Gilbertson lays bare:
Just one more word: Drop your Oxford intonation when you seek to
speak Balochi. We mean drop it for the time being, not for good. It is
priceless, and as we are all well aware has won empires for us! But it
cannot be used when speaking Baloch. Listen to your henchman
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Friday, and note how he fills his mouth with every word.[...]Great
games have been played on this frontier. A much greater game than
any of them will be played here shortly. So much is inevitable, unless
human nature is to belie itself. Some 900,000 Baloches are behind us
at this moment. Make it a pleasant duty to keep him there. (Gilbertson
1923: xii)
Whatever plans the British military had for Baloch as allies in their "great games,"
the political and economic administration of Balochistan has consistently revolved
around mining its resources and taking advantage of the coastline of the Makran as
a strategic military and commercial entrepôt, all with minimal input from or benefit
to the local Baloch populations. This pattern of exploitation and exclusion has led to
a nearly continuous armed insurgency that has spiked and receded repeatedly over
the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, while remaining central to Baloch cultural
texts.
1.5 The Baloch Political Struggle
As with Kurds in Turkey, the extent to which Baloch citizens privately accept an
Iranian or Pakistani nationality or identity and feel at home in the larger state
formation and put any degree of stock in its rulership and military, economic,
legislative, or judicial structures is far from one dimensional. Even more complex
are the many cases of Baloch citizens of Oman and other peninsular nations who
maintain close ties with Balochistan and keep atuned to its local politics. It is
unlikely that a given individual, regardless of personal political stance, would
disavow the ideal of Baloch autonomy or their conversance in a Pakistani or Iranian
social landscape or again their place within the fabric of a Gulf society. To describe
the objectives, factions, historical phases, campaigns, and localized events that
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consititute this ongoing conflict would necessitate a book of its own and indeed
there are a few (Dashti 2017a; Harrison 1981; al-Balushi 2013). We should at least
review some general aspects of the current situation facing Baloch in Iran and in
Pakistan.
The Iranian state-run media regularly report on the triumphs and sacrifices
of the Iranian military and police forces as they work to stem the flow of narcotics
across Iran's porous borders with Afghanistan and Pakistan. It is widely reported
that ethnic Baloch armed smugglers (qāchāqchīs) are central to crossboder
smuggling operations, using unmanned camel caravans monitored from a safe
distance to transport cargos of opium and heroin. Less widely reported are the
measures taken to control Baloch political resistance. Naseer Dashti writes,
A special security force in the name of Mersad has been deputed to
harass the Baloch population indiscriminately. This force based in
Kerman and Zahedan has carried out kidnapping, torture and killings
of Baloch political and social activists. A new military base "Rasoul-eAkram" has been established in Zahedan. Mersad forces operating
from the "Rasoul-e-Akram" base have clear instructions to execute
"bandits" (a term usually used by Persians for the Baloch nationalists
and resistance fighters) whenever they are captured. (Dashti 2017a:
98)
At the time of writing, open conflict is concentrated most acutely in Pakistan, where
there is an active insurgency that accelerated in 2006, with the killing of Nawab
Akbar Bugti.
While there are many factions purporting to represent the cause of Baloch
independence in Pakistan, and each has its supporters, two of the most significant
entities in their visibility and the support they command among Baloch in the Arab
Gulf states are the Baloch Students Organization and the Balochistan Liberation
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Army. The first is much more of an intellectual, ideological entity, the second an
armed faction, one of several with different bases of operation, tribal affiliations in
their founders and leadership, and ideological orientation.

Fig. 1.7, Balochistan flag pendent, Kuwait City, 2017
The struggle itself combines seeking to publicize the human rights abuses of the
Pakistani government and its extensions; organizing a semblance of leadership
under which the Baloch populace can unite; retaliating against state aggression
against Baloch communities and leaders; and in some—often controversial—cases,
using armed means to attack and disrupt the infrastructure constructed for mining
Balochistan's resources—the newly laid roads and pipelines and the Chinese-funded
development of the port of Gwadar to ever greater industrial proportions. Killings of
Chinese nationals have drawn ire from the Pakistani government and created bad
publicity for the Baloch freedom fighters.
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There is a certain amount of disagreement over the extent to which armed
tactics are effective, with positions depending on what targets are deemed
legitimate. Meanwhile, crafting a vision of a cohesive Baloch society has remained of
paramount importance to intellectuals, including the considerable number in
Muscat and throughout the Gulf region.
1.6 Literary Circles of Baloch Cultural and Political Activism
The partition of India and Pakistan as the decisive outcome of independence from
British colonialism dealt a tremendous blow to Baloch hopes for self-determination,
particularly in the form of an independent state. There had been signs that the
princely state of Kalat would be permitted to maintain its autonomy, but the army of
of the new state of Pakistan invaded, claiming the territory, in 1948 (Sylvia 2011:
52). Almost immediately, the highly educated poet Mir Gul Khan Nasir veered away
from writing in Persian and Urdu and started writing and publishing in Baloch
(Jahani 1996: 106).
Jahani summarizes in detail the period in which Baloch literary activism took
hold and we should review the chronology, the geography, and the themes and
stylistic trajectories that governed these developments, as they laid the foundation
for the literary and political activities of the contemporary Baloch organizations in
the Eastern Arabian Peninsula that we shall be looking at.
Jahani identifies Gul Khan Nasiri, Azat Jamaldini, and Muhammad Hussain
Anka as three poets of principal importance in enshrining nationalist themes in
modern poetic form. She points to the earlier role of Yusuf Ali Khan Magsi in the
1930s in striving to mobilize Baloch towards a national unity founded not only on
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independence from colonial rule but also on the abolition of the social hierarchy
prevalent throughout much of Balochistan where sardars lorded over local
populations in feudal structures, with the sardars and the colonists cooperating in
mutual complicity. This lingering sentiment Jahani illustrates with a verse by Azat
Jamaldini where he characterizes the sardars as parasites, predators, and ultimately
traitors:
ač rājā kaššān sardārān
e gurk u nawwāb u xonxwārān
e dang janoken siyah mārān
e qawm baloče gaddārān
We will pull the sardars out of the community,
these wolves and nawwabs and bloodsuckers,
these biting black snakes,
These traitors to the Baloch nation
(Jamaldini quoted in Jahani 1996: 124)
Javid Haider Syed (207: 94) emphasizes that Baloch resistance literature advocates
not only a struggle against colonialism but "education for boys and girls, [the] end of
the Sardari system, [and] political and economic reforms." Literacy among the
Baloch population was a major priority in the early twentieth century. Anka made
especially vital contributions to the establishment of a Baloch language press that
adopted a standardized Arabic-Urdu Baloch alphabet (Syed 2007: 85-86).
The Baloch Academy in Quetta, established in 1961 (Spooner 2013a: 4), is the
most firmly established institution of this kind and produces a large volume of
major publications. While it was established by and receives support from the
Pakistani government, many within its directorship, administration, and sphere of
literary, scholarly, and cultural activity are activists who are frequently targeted
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with violent attacks, which typically go unsolved and are blamed on criminals,
jihadists, and Baloch nationalist extremist factions; many Baloch assume these are
merely unofficial assassins guided and supported by the ISI and Pakistani military.
The attack on Jan Mamad Dashti, mentioned above, is one such example both of
violence directed towards a Baloch academician and of the mystery in which such
attacks are shrouded and the interpretations—official and popular—of the agency
and instrumentality of the attack.
Much of the literature that has been produced in Balochi is explicitly
nationalist in content. Common themes are the glorification of the
deserts and mountains of Balochistan and the bravery, pride, and
honour of the Baloch people, often exemplified by semi-mythic heroes
such as Mir Chakar or Mir Hammal. Common too are calls for
Balochistan's freedom from colonial rule and from the state of
Pakistan. Oppression on the part of Baloch tribal chiefs is often
criticized and a new social order demanded. A socialist revolution is
seen by many Baloch authors as the only way to create a just social
system in a free Balochistan. (Jahani 1996: 114)
Baloch literary associations and cultural activism must be contextualized as
part of an essentially anti-imperial Baloch independence movement in which a
broad reform of Baloch society is implied and often explicitly imagined. The extent
to which these imaginings are given credence in Balochistan is severely limited by
poverty, instability, and state repression—accompanied by low levels of literacy—
both in Pakistan and in Iran. At the same time, we need to consider the economic
evolution of the Gulf States of the Arabian Peninsula, which already had strong
cultural and political ties to Baloch in the Makran region of Balochistan.
Of the principal Baloch cultural organizations active in the Eastern Arabian
Peninsula, the earliest to be established was The Baloch Club in Bahrain. Conceived
of in 1969, it was inaugurated in 1973 with a donation of chairs and a refrigerator.
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While it was formed by a small number of individuals, it attracted attention by
staging volleyball matches against Baloch teams from Qatar and Kuwait in public,
open air areas, and word of its activities spread through Bahrain's sizeable Baloch
population. At one point, in the late 1970s, the Baloch Club hosted bingo nights to
generate revenue to cover its overhead costs. However, the Bahraini authorities
banned bingo games and also proclaimed that members of the police forces could
not hold positions at the club, which was problematic as many position holders at
the club were on the police force. By the mid-1980s, the Club hosted occasional
performances by singers from Balochistan, the first instance being a two-day New
Year's celebration featuring renowned singers Abdul Sattar, Shafi, and Mohammad
Wali.15
The Baloch Club in Bahrain has facilities that the other Baloch organizations
lack. It was ultimately able to purchase the building in which it is now housed, a
privately owned four-story building with a large single room cupola in the roof
serving as a music school. On the first floor is a gym that brings revenue to cover the
overhead costs, with a variety of spaces throughout the upper floors—a library,
classrooms, an event hall, meeting rooms and offices, and a room designated for the
collection of donations for clothing drives to alleviate poverty in Balochistan. Official
support from the monarchy was granted with the Emir Isa bin Salman al-Khalifa
presenting the Club with a plaque marking the Club's twenty-fifth anniversary in
1998. By contrast, the Baloch organizations in Oman, the UAE, and Qatar have not
All information pertaining to the Baloch Club was collected through a series of
visits to the club and meetings with its members and also through a documentary
about the history of the club produced by the club.
15
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received an official status, even though Baloch enjoy good relations with the
governments of each of these states. The reasons for this are largely subject to
conjecture, but it is safe to say that internal power dynamics as well as foreign
policy are significant in each case.

Fig. 1.8, Baloch Club, Bahrain, 2015
BAM (Balochey Adabi Majlis, or the Baloch Literary Council) was founded in
Muscat in 1988, growing out of an organization whose initial purpose was to collect
charitable donations for poor Baloch in Balochistan. Such work remains an
important activity among Baloch in the region, who often collect money to help with
education and to cover the costs of hospitalizations of impoverished individuals in
Balochistan.
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As concerns the performance of a Baloch identity, the Omani authorities are
very clear that they don't want any kind of public sense of a separate Baloch
nationality in Oman, even as Baloch citizens are extremely free in the private lives
they lead. Part of this surely proceeds from an effort to maintain a national cohesion
but another major issue is Oman's relationships with the governments of Iran and
Pakistan. Pakistan in particular has been known to complain to Omani authorities of
overt displays of Baloch nationalism in Oman. Oman is unique in maintaining close
relations with the US, Saudi Arabia, Iran, Yemen, India, Pakistan, and all the Gulf
States when tensions between many of these are at extreme levels.
These are the primary explanations for the disallowance of an officially
functional Baloch cultural organization in Oman. Members of BAM often suspect
that in actuality, an official status would be possible if only there was a more
concerted and coherent effort on the part of the Baloch community. Indeed the lack
of unity among Baloch in Muscat is greatly lamented by many and we shall return to
this important subject when we consider the ideological dimensions of cultural
performance. Ismail Mumtaz, a Baloch cultural activist based in Bahrain who spends
a significant amount of time in Muscat, heard that there was a Swahili cultural
association in Muscat and he used this as evidence that it would be possible to
organize to apply for official recognition for BAM. However, someone else with
whom I raised this question pointed out that the Swahili cultural association and its
activities were organized by and hosted at the Tanzanian consulate.
In the UAE, the Baloch Cultural Council (BCC) operates openly but has no
official recognition nor does it have any facilities beyond what its members can
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secure for any given event. In general, its sphere of operations comprises the
Emirates of Sharjah, Ajman, and Umm al-Qiwin, all of which have large Baloch
populations and which could easily be mistaken for outlying urban sprawl
surrounding metropolitan Dubai.

Figs. 1.9 and 1.10, Baloch poets in Kuwait City in Baloch and Kuwaiti attire,
2016
In Qatar, the Balochey Labzank Karwan (Baloch Philological Society) is small but
quite active. It is essentially a cipher of poets, with any available Baloch musicians
absorbed into the fold. In Kuwait, while there are many Kuwaitis of Baloch heritage,
often bearing the family name al-Balushi, the number of culturally active Baloch
speakers is quite small in comparison with the other states we have discussed.
However, between the members of all these organizations and communities there is
a tremendous amount of interaction.
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1.7 Narratives of Locality and Temporality
Studies of the Indian Ocean region through history often seek to underscore the
extent to which the Indian Ocean region represents an "inter-regional arena" of
cultural exchange (Bose 2002: 368), but equally important is the impact of a
cognitive spatial frame on local communities and their perspectives. The concept
"local" implies a continuity in cultural outlook and practice, rooted in an enduring
(or very gradually shifting) ecological and social texture. Thus "local" and
"traditional" have a kind of natural linkage.
The term "post-traditional societies" was proposed by S. N. Eisenstadt (1972)
partly in response to now long obsolete social typologies along the lines of
"primitive, folk, and urban societies." Although these divisions may no longer be
considered viable, one must still contend with how communities, individuals, and
their cultural idioms view themselves on temporal—in some cases explicitly
traditional to modern—continua. A periodization of human history that promotes
the traditional and the modern as segments is generally grounded in a fictitious
construct— that the present has a vitality that marks it as distinct from the past and
that the past has a depth that is lacking in the present. But the terms traditional and
modern continue to be resonant insofar as the former signifies an embrace of
continuity and the latter signifies an embrace of rupture, or, in some contexts
tradition is decried as oppressive and modernity is decried as marked by corruption
and loss. I think the case can be made that Baloch historical and cultural
consciousness displays tendencies that can be aptly termed "post-traditional,"
owing to the extent to which a proximity to a remote sphere of "traditional"
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existence is invoked and enacted by the largely urbanized, expatriate, and
cosmopolitan Baloch communities of the Arab Gulf States in many domains of
cultural expression. As will be discussed in Chapter Six, the pertinent term used by
intellectuals to encapsulate a sense of traditional, authentic Baloch cultural integrity
is dōdorobīdag.
Politically, Baloch depend on a sense of heritage to assert their cohesion and
collective nationhood. They also imbue shifts towards an ever more globalized
worldview with the power to potentially transform international paradigms of
governance, territorial adminstration, and global justice.
As Eisenstadt (1972: 1) writes,
Traditional society was viewed as a static one with little
differentiation of specialization as well as low levels of urbanization
and literacy. Modern society, in contrast, was characterized as having
thorough differentiation, urbanization, literacy, and exposure to mass
media. In the political realm, traditional society was thought to be
based on a "traditional" elite ruling by virtue of some Mandate of
Heaven, while modern society rested on the forms of political
legitimation and held rulers accountable in terms of secular values
and efficiency. Traditional society had been conceived, above all, as
being bound by the cultural horizons set by its tradition, and modern
society as being culturally dynamic, oriented to change and
innovation.
Eisenstadt quickly goes on to critique these assumptions, but we can pause and
reflect on several points. Firstly, representations of "traditional" life today are
heavily mediated, acutely so among Baloch in the Gulf cities, for whom images of
their homeland and its traditional material artifacts serve to reify a pre-modern,
pre-urban, unassimilated phase of Baloch cultural selfhood. Secondly, the
relationship between modernity and literacy is in fact extremely fraught. Part of the
objective of the mediated circulation of images of rural Baloch life is to bolster a
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faltering literacy. Spread over a variety of social media platforms, an enveloping
philological project comprises discussions in which terms for a wide spectrum of
environmental details, flora and fauna, implements and dwellings, agricultural and
hunting techniques, and games and performance arts in their regional variations are
preserved, debated, and annotated. An expansive literacy is needed to comprehend
tradition and history as inseparable from one another and from identity. These
forums become repositories for images, words, actions, and things that are Baloch,
that belong to Balochistan, that have Baloch names, that are not beholden to Urdu,
English, Arabic, or Persian words.
Urban Gulf society affords its Baloch citizens a cosmopolitan outlook and the
infrastructures necessary for becoming literate in Arabic and English—in addition
to Baloch and Urdu and/or Persian, with the result that some Baloch intellectuals
feel a newfound sense of responsibility to reinterpret the meaning and function of
"traditional" practices and historical knowledge into the linguistic-social registers
represented by English and Arabic spheres of communication and discourse (e.g. alMaazmi 2012; al-Balushi 2013, 2016; Dashti 2008).
The gendering of social interactions and public and semi-public spaces is one
domain where tradition is puzzled over, casting a kind of shadow of obligation to
cultural dogma over reason. The extent to which the reverence for traditional
Baloch culture is a shared value dampens overtures towards reform. As is the case
within Kurdish movements, there is the view that the cultural norms that have been
imposed by dominant groups (Arabs, Persians, Turks) are less egalitarian or
humanistic than those espoused by local communities who are thus justified in
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advocating for greater autonomy and recognition. Some Baloch tend to assert that
Muslim piety has been enforced and thus coercively entrenched within their midst,
where Baloch formerly did not subscribe to a framework of organized religious
doctrine.
This position is certainly not held by everyone. Questions of piety as a
guiding force in society become especially muddy when it comes to internalized
strucutres governing the visibility, participation, and access afforded adult women,
married or unmarried, outside of closed family spaces. Among Baloch households of
the Gulf, even those that appear to be sites of the most politically and socially
progressive attitudes observe fairly constraining conventions with respect to what
is a permissible and proper level of interaction between unrelated women and men.
This reflects back to a notion of individual and family honor among Baloch and also
even more specifically to a sensitivity surrounding the reputation of Baloch as a
collective now long established within this strip of Arab societies.
While an adherence to certain prescriptions is unquestioningly performed, it
is clearly a sticking point in the eyes of many men, especially those who occupy a
patriarchal position within their households but also pride themselves in cultivating
an active intellectual life informed by principles of reason and fairness. In general,
among the citizenry of the Gulf Arab States, social and professional inequality
between men and women stands in stark contrast to a more reasonable degree of
equality in access to education, especially through high school. In global perspective,
levels of literacy and education are high in this region. Accordingly, discussions of
politics and current affairs, especially for households with a pronounced stake in
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ongoing political developments, attract participation equally from men and women,
when they take place in mixed company, which in my observation tends to occur
chiefly at intimate family gatherings (that I as a guest from afar was permitted to
attend). In Balochistan (and Karachi), it is to the advantage of Baloch as a
theoretically unified whole to encourage maximum participation of women in
political and social affairs; otherwise the number of active, engaged adult Baloch
would be catastrophically reduced.
The relationship between the observation of traditional social guidelines and
gender performance relates to musical contexts in a number of ways, including the
separation of men and women at many celebratory occasions, notably weddings. At
such occasions, it is expected that women will want to dance, generally out of the
sight of men, while men are not to dance in a prolonged fashion and if they do, this is
considered highly effeminate (which doesn't have to be a negative thing). Thirdly,
culturally Baloch spheres of professional music making remain a chiefly male
domain, although that fact does not preclude the participation of Baloch women in
specific, often non-Baloch professional spheres of music making (e.g. North
Indian/Pakistani pop music, European-style orchestras, modern Arab ṭarab).
In this chapter we have taken a panoramic stock of the settings we shall be
looking at, the stakes of Baloch intellectual and cultural activism, and the geographic
and historical backdrop to Baloch life in the Arab Gulf States. In the next two
chapters, we will hone more closely in on musical (and ritual) genres and
performance contexts, first as part of understanding the aesthetics, repertoires, and
domains of specialization promoted and embraced as belonging to Baloch culture
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and identity, and then as a lens through which to consider the social and cultural
diversity and cohesion of the Persian Gulf/Gulf of Oman littoral societies.
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Chapter Two: Approaches to Makrani Baloch Musical Practice
As with spoken language, Baloch music varies from region to region. Because of the
specific historical patterns of migration from Balochistan to the Arabian Peninsula,
we are mostly concerned with musical genres and palates linked to Makran and the
coastal areas immediately to the west of Makran, and our discussions in this chapter
will be centered on these repertoires. When thinking in terms of "traditional" versus
modern idioms, we find that the latter are marked by a strong inclination towards
the current aesthetic norms of South Asian and Iranian popular music. "Traditional"
genres of the Makran region on the other hand are celebrated as distinctly Baloch in
their range of sonorities, approaches to intonation, characteristic groupings of
intervals, tendencies in melodic motion, texture, ornamentation, and expressive
rhythmic structuring.
The most extensive scholarly writings to deal with music in Baloch cultural
life come from Sabir Badalkhan and Jean During, and I should point out that both are
primarily concerned with the musical, ritual, and folkloric repertoires of the Makran
region. Badalkhan and During are very different figures and I have benefited
immensely from the work of each in different ways.
I encountered Jean During long before I began my scholarly pursuits through
his recordings and publications aimed at a general public. During (1989; 1990;
1996; 1997; 2008; 2017) has long maintained an interest in music in Iran and
Central Asia as a fine art that serves as an extension of religious belief and spiritual
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practice. He seeks to understand musical genres and their texts and textures as part
of a shared cosmology he attributes to localized communities across the Muslim
world that are explicitly engaged in mysticism and the esoteric dimensions of music,
poetry, and ritual. During is sensitive to many of the problems and nuances of this
approach and anchors his work in his direct interface with practitioners, the canons
from which they work, and the contexts in which their practices are situated.
Nonetheless, in idealizing these practices as he documents and otherwise
internalizes them (he is an accomplished player of various instruments including
the surōz), During tends to cordon off the portion of the human existence of his
protagonists that is directly engaged with music and expressions of spirituality from
socioeconomic and geopolitical contexts in which these subjects are situated. He is
mainly concerned with descriptions of prominent features of repertoires he finds
extraordinary and with cataloguing techniques, melody types, canonic texts, or
verbalized spiritual-philosophical concepts. During's broad comparative
perspective, taking in musical practices local to Kurdistan, Balochistan, Khorasan,
Badakhshan, and urban Iran, Azerbaijan, and Turkestan (the Central Asian cities of
Uzbek, Tajik,16 Qaraqalpak, Kazakh, and Uighur settlement), has been greatly
inspirational for me as an ethnographer.
Sabir Badalkhan (1994; 2000a and b; 2001 a and b; 2002; 2005; 2008a and
b; 2009; 2015 [with Carina Jahani]) has focused much less on the configurations and
effects of melodic, timbral, and rhythmic components of musical idioms, and equally
Of course, Tajiks are a Persian-speaking population I have included in this short
list of otherwise Turkic speaking groups. A logical definition of Tajik as an
ethnonym/linguistic designation would be Persian-speaker/Persian-as-spoken in
Turkestan.
16
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has given very little attention in his publications to the guātī-dammālī context,
which is central to During's interest in Baloch music. Badalkhan has written
extensively on multiple dimensions of historical, social, and literary meaning
surrounding Baloch repertoires, from epic poetry to song forms like zahīrōk and
līkū. He has written extensively on the content of the shēr tradition of epic poetry
and its performance context and has addressed at length themes of origin for the
Baloch as a nation and the subgroup of Baloch society consisting of hereditary
artisans (Luris/Lodis) from which a large portion of Baloch folk and popular
musicians are drawn.
Specific genres of music are delineated according to the occasions for which
they are considered appropriate or desirable and the kind of effect they are
intended to produce within those contexts. Rather than provide here a broad
overview in which Baloch folk music genres are set alongside one another as
occurring in different occasions and as cultivated in different regions, I refer the
reader to Sabir Badalkhan's Garland Encyclopedia of World Music entry on
Balochistan (2000a). As we proceed, we shall encounter and consider a number of
genres. Here we begin with two fundamental concepts that are relevant to a range of
Makrani Baloch music: zahīrōk and panjag. The way these come into play in musical
structures varies according to whether the setting calls for a festive aura, the
induction of a trance state, the evocation of longing and despair, or the dramatic
contours of a epic narrative.
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2.1 Zahīrōk and Panjag: The Foundations of Baloch Musical Kinesis
Zahīrōk, a term meaning simply "burning with longing," connotes a kind of
emotionally charged melodic stream that forms a distinctive domain of vocal and
instrumental performance in a variety of Baloch music genres. The instruments—
apart from voice—likely to be used in the performance of a zahīrōk are the surōz
(open-chamber upright fiddle), nāl (end blown flute), dōnelī (fipple flutes played in a
pair), rubāb (double-chamber skin-bellied short-necked lute),17 or the benjū
(recently adopted keyed zither). Of these, the surōz is the most closely linked with
the domain of professional, hereditary master musicians. The highly resonant
sonority of the surōz18—owed to the acoustic design of the instrument's chamber
and the presence of sympathetic strings—is striking, as are its capabilities as a
fretless string instrument for producing variable increments of intonation that recall
the strained, anguished pitches idiomatic to vocal interpretations of zahīrōks.
Both Sabir Badalkhan and Jean During discuss the concept of zahirōk as
central to the aesthetic composition and organization of Baloch melodic repertoires
and thus to sung poetry and dance airs. During (2017) posits zahīrōk as the best
Baloch equivalent to the maqam, dastgah, and rag systems of neighboring cultural
spheres. This equivalency is less grounded in any canonical tradition of modal
The rubāb is prominent mostly in the Sarhadd region of Balochistan, in places like
Zahedan, which are themselves close to Sistan and the domain of the rubāb as a
commonplace instrument throughout much of Afghanistan. It is also played in
Sarawan. While contemporary musicians profess to play zahīrōks on the rubāb,
generally there are other, more local terms with which they have made their usage
of zahīrōk interchangeable, terms such as da'ū and sarmaqām (correspondence with
Zahedan-based Baloch rubāb player Faroogh Rahmani, July 25, 2018). Sabir
Badalkhan paints the zahīrōk idiom as specific to Makrani Baloch culture.
18 Also known as gheychak or sorūd, especially in the portion of Balochistan
controlled by Iran (Darvishi 2009 vol. 1: 364-365).
17
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typology or melodic prescription19 than in the basic premise that the different
zahīrōks have names that imply sets of scale degrees, moods, and complexes of
melodies and characteristic approaches to melodic motion and contour, amounting
to bodies of knowledge that are orally transmitted between musical specialists. The
names of specific zahirōks may also indicate an association with a particular
instrument, region, performer/composer, or even the portion of the night to which
they are considered best suited (Badalkhan 2009: 235-236). In other cases, as with
motk20—mourning songs or jintirey—"while grinding by millstone" (ibid), their
names specify performance context (ibid).
Within the communities that are the focus of this study, zahīrōk is often cited
as a powerful expressive domain with distinctive properties and qualities, but a
more systematic knowledge of how different zahīrōks might be identified is the
domain of specialists—professionals who are more often than not hereditary
musicians. Stephen Blum writes, "With respect to the general musicological problem
of 'melody types,' analysis of the circumstances of music making in Khorasani cities
provides an essential control over any usage of the concepts 'type,' 'model,' or
'framework' in the analysis of Khorasani music" (1978:25). How musical idioms are
Canonical traditions, such as they exist (in Iran, Azerbaijan, Baghdad, Delhi, etc.),
are generally attempts—in many cases quite recent—by individuals or cohorts to
distill a logical and authoritative representation of a prestigious domain of
performance and composition practice.
20 I found that motk is occasionally indicated as a zahīrōk while Badalkhan (2009:
232) refers to it as a parallel phenomenon: "Several other heart-breaking zahīroks
and motks [dirges] also recount this event." At the same time Badalkhan groups
sarbāney with other zahīrōks where it is also somewhat interchangeable with līkū,
which is similar in feel and mood to zahīrōk but has slightly different regional and
textual connotations (ibid, 226). This doesn't necessarily strike me as an obstacle to
classification as much as a structural weakness in any project aimed at developing
rigid typologies within this varied, communal, and highly expressive domain.
19
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to be typologized is bound to the contexts within which they are performed but also
to discernible habits of indicating and honoring explicit or implicit typologies.
Baloch music practice varies so markedly from region to region as well as from one
social setting to another that it is difficult to envision a cohesive, unified inventory of
zahīrōks, melodies, and rhythms, even in the Makran region.
Zahīrōks are partially distinguished as sets and sequences of intervals, but
more importantly as repertoires of melodies and melodic-rhythmic patterns,
organized into different registers of melodic kinesis and emotional intensity. A
Makrani benjū player, Ustad Alim, hosted a gathering at his humble residence in an
industrial outskirt of Doha while I was visiting. At one point, Alim berated a
drummer who had tried to speak of zahīrōks as a kind of scale (haptsōr), declaring
that scales are orderly sequences of notes, whereas a zahīrōk is a wave, even a
restless seascape of surging waves.21 Other manners in which this same benjū player
sought to distinguish and typify zahīrōks as belonging to a general phenomenon and
yet as distinct from one another was contingent on the specificity of context. For
instance, while he linked the innate character of a zahīrōk to its paths of melodic
We might reflect on the fact that despite Ustad Alim's intention to draw a line
between Baloch and Hindustani conceptualizations, where he uses the Arabic
derived term mawj for wave, the term tarang ("wave" in Hindi-Urdu) is used in the
names of a variety of instrumental technologies including the bulbul tarang by
which keyed zithers in India that are closely related to the benjū are known, but also
sets of pitched tabla drums (tabla tarang) and tuned bowls of water (jal tarang—
"waves of water"). The extent to which tarang as a musical concept has been
theorized orally or in literature is unclear, although jal tarang, apparently a much
earlier instrument than either of the other two examples, may be the original model.
Furthermore, Amy Catlin-Jairazbhoy (2006: 9-10) gives examples, among the Sidi
communities of Gujarat that she studies, of mawj being employed to refer
simultaneously to waves (and thus narratives of historical mobility by sea) and
pleasure—an association that is colloquially borne in Urdu by the term mawj.
21
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motion and its tonal hierarchy, which inform how it is played and the effect it has on
listeners, a more crucial consideration he pointed to was its suitability for conveying
the precise emotional contours needed for epic narrations. The singer of such epic
narrations is known as a pahlawān and is accompanied by a fiddler known as surōzī
as well as, typically, a tambūrag player who supplements his own tambūrag
strumming, which may be disrupted by various dramatic aspects of his performance
even where a continuous panjag is needed. The pahlawān's voice and that of the
surōz operate in tandem, producing a range of emotive melodic articulations of
varying intensity, most prominently in the zahīrōk segments.
Sabir Badalkhan (2009: 233) gives a concise overview of Baloch terms
describing aspects of structure and motion in a zahīrōk performance:
Every zahīrok has a beginning section called a "picking up" (çist
kanag) and a rising section called a "carrying up" (burzā barag). Once
the zahīrok has reached its "peak" (burzī), the pahlawān and/or surozī
must "bring it down" (er ārag) in a prescribed manner in order to
conclude or "kill" (kuşag) the zahīrok.22
Thus Badalkhan describes an arc, from opening to close, for a zahīrōk sequence, one
which mirrors the contour in dynamics and intensity that is repeatedly employed in
a performance of Baloch shēr (epic poetry) over the course of many hours, with the
climactic burzī section corresponding to the vocal register known as chīhal in the
pahlawān's performance, easily contrasted with the spoken (dapgāl) and vaguely
melodized (gālrīz) segments of his narration.
As I cautioned in my note on transliteration, it may be noted that Professor
Badalkhan indicates different vowel values than I do for specific words. I should of
course defer to him but there are some discrepancies nonetheless such as his giving
zahīrok where I give zahīrōk, or his giving suroz where I would give surōz. It is
impossible for me not to hear the o's in each case as long.
22
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Musicians and listeners often dwell on the descent from upper to lower
registers as a particularly expressive and captivating aspect of zahīrok performance.
The climbing to the upper zone, like a rollercoaster making its mechanical ascent,
may merely be a transition from the bedrock of leisurely, atmosphere vamping23 to
a pitch of impassioned anguish. But despite general ideas about the dynamic arcs
and interplays between different pitch ranges, the performance of a zahīrōk,
particularly on the surōz is a spacious, highly nuanced exploration of a emotional
terrain that engages melodic utterances of varying lengths, pitch ranges, and levels
of intensity, whose character and affect depend in part on which pitches are
ornamented or lingered upon.
Specialists in instrumental performance I have encountered reason that
there are about 36 zahīrōks (perhaps less a precise enumeration than an auspicious
number) of which perhaps ten are commonly performed, and about six are
particularly iconic. Jean During reports musicians asserting the existence of
anywhere between 20 and 300 discernible zahīrōks, though he himself settles on
fifteen as worthy of discussion and prominently employed and acknowledged by
musicians and listeners (During 2017).
While Badalkhan acknowledges the belief that there are up to 200 zahīrōks
(2009: 236), he gives in his dissertation the following list of zahīrōks: baluchi, kurdi,
jahlawani kurdi, shahr kurdi, sarhaddi, bashkardi, rodbari, zirkanikki, medi, begami,
There is a clear parallel between indefinitely repeated patterns centered around
the pitch of tonal repose and the way David C. Fossum identifies the abundant,
chiefly open string, casual dutar strumming woven through Türkmen songs and
instrumental pieces and known as kakuw as something that establishes the gait of a
musical performance and certain aspects of its intervallic character, but also serves
a filler, a point of return, and a "framing motive" (Fossum 2010: 89-90).
23
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janozami, balluke zahirok, jintire zahirok, ashrap-i durra, tat, salat, gorobam, zill,
gurr, kiblai, kukkar, and jadgal (Badalkhan 1994: 64). A provisionary list of the most
iconic six zahīrōks could be ashrap-i durra, baluchi, bashkardi, kurdi, sarhaddi, and
kiblai.
The names of many zahīrōks (e.g. bashkardi, kurdi, sarhaddi, rudbar, baho
dashtiyari, kichi, qeble (During 2017: 4-5)) refer directly to the names of specific
regions with specific ethnolinguistic frames of identification. Of course, Persian
dastgāhs, āvāzes, and shobehs likewise often contain toponyms, but in neither case
is a piece necessarily understood as coming from the place suggested in its name.

Fig. 2.1, Surōzī Baqi from Gwadar in Muscat, 2014
Nonetheless, the names are evocative of an expansive Baloch geography, one
that extends well beyond the provincial boundaries that serve to delineate
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Balochistan in the logic of the political geography of Iran and Pakistan. In linking
zahīrōks to the performance of poetry, the surōzī Baqi does point to bashkard as
used for poetry from Bashkard while Ashrap-i Durra is suited for the shēr narrating
the eventful epics of Chakar and Gwaharam or Balach or Bibagr. For Hani u Shey
Murid, Baqi lists baluchi, kurdi, and tat as possible—or likely—zahīrōks, illustrating
that a shēr performance will engage multiple zahīrōks and does not follow a set
correspondence between narrative or personage and zahīrōk but rather the
character of specific zahīrōks is suited to certain content.
One point of general comparison with Hindustani rāg performance is the
quality of zahīrok being highly expressive and expository so that in shēr and sōt
performances a zahīrōk may seamlessly congeal into a more thematic melodic
framework as in the transition from alap to gat,24 marked by the establishment of a
beat cycle, percussively articulated, usually by a set of tabla but for instance in the
case of rāg performances by Shivkumar Sharma on santūr, might be articulated by
striking of the santūr without drum accompaniment—in either case an affixing (jor)
of a recurrent melody (gat) to a beat cycle (tāl).
The transition in the Baloch case would be from zahīrōk to what Baqi calls
nokta (or, I suspect, relying less on my own ears nogdag25) and would similarly be
marked by the entrance of a panjag (rhythmic drone strumming pattern) played on
This is an extremely general comparison, since there is no sense in which a Baloch
shēr performance is anchored to the persistent reiteration of a fixed melody like a
gat.
25 Nogdag as defined by Barker and Mengal (1969: 527): "Mode of singing a line of
verse at a higher and more intensified pitch"—in the context of our conversation
Baqi was clear that he was talking about a transition from a zahīrōk played
unaccompanied on surōz to a sung section with an underlying panjag.
24
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a tambūrag (three string long necked lute, also known as sētār or tambīrag). The
playing of such patterns is a vital feature of shēr performance as well as sōt (songs
sung for general entertainment) and guātī pieces (sung and instrumental airs with a
repetitive, trance-inducing quality used to alleviate afflictions associated with spirit
possession).
The term panjag has clear cognates in the terminology employed by other
communities of the greater region with respect to their long neck lute strumming
varieties. Among dōtār players of East Khorasan, Iran and Hazara dambūra players

Fig. 2.2, Baloch writer Ali Juma Zamurani and guest with tanbūrag, Kuwait,
2017
of central Afghanistan, panjah, simply means a strumming of the hand—panjah
broadly means "claw," but not of the ultra-sharp or pincer variety, which would be
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chang. Panjah-e por—"full strum"—refers in either case to employing all five fingers
in a way that maximum sound is produced, by striking vigorously but also by
keeping the fingers loose so they drag across the string in a disunified cluster
producing a dense succession of sounds rather than a single multistring chime. The
alternating of full strums with single finger mini-strums creates dense, rhythmically
dynamic patterns that are central to the art of playing lutes in multiple musical
milieus of this greater region.
The range of panjags is well established in the playing of the tambūrag, with
the most common panjags consisting of repetitive strumming patterns that During
(1990:215) notates in 4/8, 3/8, 6/8, 5/8, and 7/8 (or 3/8+ 4/8). There are many
more panjags, including several that have a distinctly syncopated feel. Baqi
generalizes that approximately seven different panjags will typically be employed
over the course of a shēr performance.
Apart from cycles conceptualized around groupings of strokes, three other
dimensions to panjags are essential:
(a) The accent patterns articulated by up and down strokes (as well as by the force
of the strokes). For instance During (1990:215) differentiates between what he
identifies as a 3/8 and a 6/8 panjag using the premise that the 3/8 panjag is
strummed down up down, down up down, while the 6/8 panjag is strummed down
up down, down down up. In Persian, Hadrami, and Kurdish musical milieues it is
extremely common to articulate beat cycles (6/8, 4/4, 2/4, 3/4 etc.) but in my
experience, in Baloch music, a panjag is a panjag, not a meter.
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(b) Accordingly, the difficulty of definitively distinguishing between a 3/8 and a 4/8
panjag emerges for During as an area of notable interest. In some cases, a rubato
feel creates the impression of wavering between the two (During 1989: 107); in
others (During 1990: 220-224), the surōz and the tambūrag can be heard playing
together but each impelling the listener to entrain to a different grouping of
stresses.
(c) The strumming patterns operate in conjunction with the fretting of the
tambūrag, which is often strummed in open fourths, but generally involves an
interplay between the strings being open, fretted in unison or fretted such that the
lower string leads by a half or whole step up to the same pitch as the upper string.
Essentially the tambūrag, while playing a rhythmic drone, is also playing pentatonic
ostinatos of extremely sparse melodic motion.
Zahīrōk and panjag are two prevalent features in Makrani Baloch music and
are closely associated with emotionally and cognitively engaging aspects of
performances. But what are the best terms in which to talk about settings for
musical performance and audition and other forms of participation without relying
principally on abstract archetypes?
2.2 The Baloch Wedding Sequence in Makran and Muscat
The traditional Makrani Baloch wedding sequence has been subjected to various
changes in recent years, especially among Baloch who have migrated to Oman and
elsewhere in the Gulf region. The following descriptions were furnished by a
Makrani Baloch woman who grew up in Dubai and now resides in Muscat, having
married a Mashkatī Baloch relative.
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A party of women from both households will go door to door inviting guests
and announcing the upcoming wedding celebration, an action known as dawata (a
word identical to the term for wedding celebration in Kurmanji).
The communal preparations for the wedding are called chōk. During a period
of three days leading up to the wedding known as johlbandī, the bride's face is kept
covered, no one can see her face except the sar guap, a professional traditional
beautician with a function and stature similar to that of a wedding planner in the US
today, but with more specialized knowledge—ritual, cosmetic, folkloric. The
braiding of the bride's hair prior to her wedding is called sar guap zīrī. The bride
(banūr) is kept in seclusion and carries a knife (hadīd) meant to defend against jinns
during the johlbandī period. The term chel is used for the forty days of morning after
the death of a family member or the forty days of seclusion after the birth of a baby.
The same term—and its associated verb chellag—is used for this shorter period of
seclusion that precedes a wedding. In part the idea is that these are periods of
extreme vulnerability—to jinns, to a jealous gaze— and thus women must seclude
themselves. For instance, no two women in chel may meet. The gold given to the
bride for ornaments during johlbandī and the zara money placed by guests on
tallags are all taken by the sar guap. Before, in Balochistan, the sar guap did
everything: dressing, henna, hairstyling; today her role is more symbolic and
traditional and henna, clothes, make up, jewelry, and hair are done by professional
specialists.
These manners of attending to the bride present one dimension to a wedding
that carries over from the Baloch mītag in Makran to the Baloch mītag in Muscat and
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yet is largely hidden from public view though well understood by all to be a part of
the marriage process.
The gatherings and sequence of days that mark a wedding consist of the
following:
Male guests and male members of the households hosting the wedding may
gather at what is known as a mardīnī mehfil (men's celebration) if one has been
arranged. In Muscat, if professional performers (singers, instrumentalists,
comedians, dancers) have been brought from Makran or are otherwise resident and
available, they would be hired for such an event, and indeed several such occasions
will be described in Chapter Three.
The following day is reserved for an emphasis on the johlbandī, the readying
of the bride, ensuring that she is in the optimum state for the wedding.
The day after this, there is a henna party (henna bandān), where the bride is
in the company of female guests and household members and is exquisitely
decorated with henna designs and the celebrations begin.
The wedding culminates in the uniting of the bride and groom (nadīnag) and
in the processional moving of the groom to the bride's parents' house. Professional
musicians are engaged on this last day and in many cases for the henna party,
although, as discussed in Chapter Three, most traditional women present make their
own music, or in some cases sing songs lead by male professional musicians, chiefly
drummers.
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2.3 Gendered Spaces and Dancing Publics
Essential to the development of music performance formulas at weddings in Muscat
has been the local understanding of private versus public spaces with respect to
gendered guidelines for visibility and interaction across different delineations of
familial intimacy. The current profusion of large ensemble Baloch wedding bands in
Muscat stands in contrast with professional performers brought over on sponsored
visits from Balochistan, as the former are prominently engaged for women's henna
parties and other segments of the wedding celebration sequence where women—
and not men—are expected to dance, and in front of other women and a small
number of highly privileged male members of the bride's household. At the same
time, these ensembles attract fans and enjoy an exalted status among adolescent
males who find their sound and their image resonant. These are perhaps twelvepiece ensembles consisting of lead vocalists; keyboard, guitar, and bass guitar
players; and an extensive percussion section including drum kit, congas, tabla and
dholak, frame drumes (tārāt), and the double-headed drums common to Omani
Arab, Baloch, and Swahili genres that occur in pairs of larger and smaller varieties
(Ar. rahmānī/kāsir, Bal. dhol/timbuk, Sw. chapuo/vumi). There is a rhythmic
layering of all parts, including melodic instruments and often call and response or
collectively chanted vocalization.
At the heart of the repertoire of this core wave of youth-dominated Muscat
Baloch wedding bands is a very "traditional" function: playing music of the
appropriate festive register and danceability for Baloch weddings, with their
intergenerational communal character, situated in a particular mītag, or in some
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cases in a rented venue to which the mītag is transposed, pointing always to the
flexibility needed to serve one or another mītag and set of hosts, understanding the
commonalities and differences among potential expectations.
Integral to the function of music that will be danced to is an understanding of
who will dance. I would identify a general range of possible dancing publics at
wedding events for which these groups have been engaged:
(A) Women present at the henna party or at the nadīnag. Any event where women
are present is in some sense closed (harīm), even if it happens to take place in the
public space of a mītag. In many cases the area where women are gathered will be
enclosed inside a decorated walled enclosure or tent. Other times, they are gathered
in full view but spatial and even perceptual boundaries are observed (it would be a
particularly grave offense on the part of an unrelated male to stare at, gesture to, or
photograph the women). Traditionally, in Makran, women sing and clap together,
sometimes accompanied by hired professional male drummers. In Oman, it is
common for the music to be provided either by the large dance-oriented Muscat
Baloch ensembles mentioned above or by amplified recordings of these same
groups.
At a wedding I attended in Liwa, Batinah, there were two simultaneous
components to the nadīnag. The men's gathering revolved around a dance
pattern/formation known as tamāshā or in Arabic as daqqa Balushiah, accompanied
by amplified singing, the habbūn (bagpipe), and kāsir and rahmānī drums. This
dance belongs to a sphere of Baloch culture that will receive greater attention in
Chapter Four.
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At the same time, there was a nearby tent, fully enclosed, in which the
women were celebrating. I could hear very clearly, at a loud volume, the music of a
full modern Muscat Baloch band emanating from inside, and shadows cast within
the illuminated tent told me that a large portion of the women were clustered
together and dancing. It was neither clear which band I was hearing nor whether
they were actually present in the tent. It turned out to be a studio recording, but this
was another example, to add to several weddings and a henna party that I attended,
to illustrate that as dance music, the repertoire of this band was cultivated for
women.
(B) Men at a mardīnī mehfil. At a secluded men's gathering, music is a
prominent focal point in the enjoyment and conviviality that might well extend to
dancing. At larger gatherings, men enjoy the music, usually provided either by
singers and instrumentalists brought from Makran or large local wedding bands, but
often without dancing being an ongoing activity as it is somewhat frowned upon in
Makrani Baloch social codes.26 The exceptions to this restraint (framed in Baloch as
lajj o mayar—"shame and hesitation" (Dashti 2012: 139)) are where men, on a
individual or small group basis, are momentarily overcome by the musical
performance and burst into an animated but short-lived dance, something that is
gratifying to the performers and hilarious to their friends; where small groups of
men, undaunted by any ways in which it might color their reputations, habitually
dance for prolonged periods at musical performances; and at more intimate
gatherings, where certain pieces invite dancing in a way that is framed more as a
The overarching code of conduct for Baloch is called Balochmayar (Breseeg 2001:
98).
26
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game or group activity, often where the line between music and comic buffoonery is
blurred.
(C) Feminized men at a nadinag or mardini mehfil. Here the boundary
between professional performer and attendee can be blurred. Feminized male
dancers, adorned in feminine festive regalia, are known as jenīnū (or colloquially by
the extremely pejorative term for effeminate homosexual man, baga). There is a
two-fold link that the role of the jenīnū upholds in context. Khodabaksh Mewal's
group has one or more jenīnū, brought from Pakistan as temporary residents as part
of the entourage, while at other weddings where various bands (al-Mayāsim, alMuna, Nawras) have performed I have observed one jenīnū (alluded to above) who
is engaged as a dancer as part of the overall package of contracted wedding
performance. In the case of Khodabaksh Mewal, the more senior jenīnū was a Baloch
man from Lyari, Karachi, while there was a junior jenīnū from Sehwan, Sindh (the
site of the dargah of Lal Shahbaz Qalandar) who was living in Khodabaksh Mewal's
compound at the base of Jebel Matrah. He didn't speak Baloch and his permission to
perform at weddings was confined to short spurts.
As a component in modern wedding performance, the jenīnū relates not to
the culture of Makran but to metropolitan Pakistan, above all to Karachi.27 But of
course, the culture of Karachi is well known in Makran, particularly eastern
Makran.28 At the same time, Unni Wikan has treated at length a domain of
In Pakistan and India, hijra and khusrā are other terms that are used for biological
men who adopt a feminine presentation and comportment and work as singers or
dancers (Nayyar 2000: 770-771; Natavar 2000: 492-493).
28 Ugo E. M. Fabietti (2011: 24) writes, describing the social space of the bazaar of a
small village in Makran, "The transvestites (bagha) on tour from Karachi
27
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transgendered performance and identity attached to individuals known as xaniths
in Batinah—men who publically and consistently adopt a feminized presentation
and comportment. Wikan has received a certain amount of criticism for her
interpretations and methodology (Wikan 1978, 1982; Carrier 1980). For my part, I
did not encounter usage of the term xanith and I should add that we could hardly
expect Wikan's observations from the late 1970s to carry through to today without
a wide range of changes and developments. Pascal Menoret (2014: 166-170), in his
study of urban male youth cultures and automotive rebelliousness in the Najd
region of Saudi Arabia, in seeking to interpret mukhannith (feminized, a term of the
same Arabic language root as xanith) social and sexual performance among young
males, considers long-standing social traditions of "homosocial romances" in
contemporary manifestations, and their cultural affinities with sexual roles
historically amplified within Ottoman and West, Central, and South Asian elite and
common eschelons of society, modern queer identities and their globalized spheres
of belonging, and the repressive, hypermoralized gender segregation and sexnegative constraints of Wahabi Saudi Arabia, without producing a confident reading
through which to explicate this acute dimension of the intimate, subversive circles
he is studying.

occasionally also appear in these parts, whilst in the provincial capital Turbat, some
thirty kilometers away, they can be encountered much more frequently. When I
tried to find out more about local sexual tastes, my friends laughed loudly and
appeared rather evasive. But on the whole I understood that the presence of these
individuals (and consequently their activity) was not considered all that
scandalous."
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Fig. 2.3, Wedding guests dancing at celebration featuring Makrani musicians.
Referring back to point B, I would reiterate that the phenomenon of men dancing
together in an expressive, affectionate, and often intimate manner in different
contexts invites a range of interpretations reading different registers of
homosociality versus homosexuality (or homosensuality). At the very least, there is
a consensus that certain men possess a disposition towards sensual and prolonged
dancing at weddings while others—often the majority of males in attendance—
exercise a notable degree of restraint. This restraint proceeds in part from a
principle of Baloch social decorum that holds that—except for certain manly,
regional folkloric dances (dō chapī, tamāshā)—men ought to refrain from dancing,
except for short bursts that are actually lapses in male decorum that attest to the
overpoweringly animating quality of a musical performance. Of course, real life
presents a great deal more nuance and complexity than a simple two-tone schema
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distinguishing men who are manly and refrain from continuous dancing from men
who are effeminate and crave the opportunity to dance for marathon stretches with
other men.
There are young men with an overtly feminine presentation, who, in
attending weddings, join the jenīnū professional dancer in dancing and posing
without wearing an ornate stage costume. An obvious conclusion that may be drawn
here is that, as with many other somewhat analogous nodes of social participation
throughout the world, weddings for some individuals provide a badly needed outlet
for self-expression and interaction that might not be otherwise met in daily life—
norms are inverted and restraints are lifted within a finite window of time. Spirit
possession ceremonies, as we shall discuss in Chapter Five, are another—if very
different—kind of outlet for individual social and emotional needs.
D) Transgenerational mixed participants at a nadīnag. Where dancing is truly
mixed, the male participants are elderly or have adopted a feminine role. Elderly
males, in my observation, will dance among and with women when the dance being
played falls under the lēwa rubrick. This occurs at open-air wedding festivities in
closely knit communities who have been settled in Muscat for generations and
remained concentrated in predominantly Baloch quarters such as Jibroo, Matrah, or
Wadi Hattat.
E) An important fifth category is not a dancing public but a listening public.
The wedding bands of Muscat, forging a compelling brand of electrified popular
music and fusing a range of styles and genres, tend to have a fairly devoted
following among their peers and teenage admirers, who will cluster outside even an
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enclosed women's henna party, being allowed to peek through the curtain if
appropriately positioned to give their attention exclusively to the all-male ensemble
without gazing at the women. There is a tension there between the extent to which
these young men could potentially encroach upon a private space and the ability
they evince to stop short of doing so.
The internal dynamics of a wedding event as a social space point to diverse
cultural forces that frequently collide, often as patterns and outlooks continuous
with dissimilar environments distributed across a fairly broad geographic expanse.
Naturally, Baloch musical practices, genres, and idioms are often in dialogue with
those of neighboring groups or of groups with whom Baloch have been in close
contact within their circuits of habitual mobility.
2.4 The Interface With Neighboring Musical Spheres
Despite a clear sense of an authentic Baloch music and musical aesthetic, a
substantial portion of Baloch music as practiced and learned today reflects an
assimilation to Hindustani (or broadly urban North Indian/Pakistani) musical
features. The vocabulary and musical concept categories of Hindustani music
pedagogy are often applied to Baloch music, even where it resists direct
acculturation to the urban popular/art/devotional musics of Sindh, Punjab, and
Northwest India. We can think in terms of comparisons with music in Afghanistan
here, where North Indian genres have made a similar impression on urban music
practice (Baily 1981: 2). However, in contrast with Baloch contexts that involve
Baloch settling in major South Asian urban centers such as Karachi or cultural
impositions upon occupied Balochistan, the advent of these practices to cities in
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Afghanistan (Herat, Kabul, Ghazni, Logar, Kandahar) is generally attributed to the
circulation of musical ustads from North India (ibid 34).
To my knowledge, there has yet to appear a thorough examination and
discussion of the relationship between Baloch and Sindhi musical idioms and
aesthetics although it is clear that—in organology and various melodic features—
there is a degree of close continuity. In both milieus, hereditary musicians typically
are conceived of in similar ways, with the Domb in Sindh reportedly being conferred
with a pronounced Baloch association.
There are certain ways in which people tend to distinguish in some general
or essentializing manner between Baloch and "Indian" music. While we should be
hesitant to try to distill such a distinction to a few token features, a common
assertion is that Indian music is more prone towards an ascending or arc-like
melodic contour while Baloch melodies typically start high and descend. These are
certainly oversimplifications but it is indeed a feature of Baloch, Persian,
Lori/Baktiari, Azeri and other musics found in and around Iran that a general
downward motion (forūd in Persian music theory) commonly gravitates towards a
resolution predicated on an implicitly assigned note of repose.
For the transmission of a basic understanding of notes as ordered pitches
that are conceptualized in relation to one another, like solfège in European
practices, musicians in the cities of the North Indian cultural zone have cultivated
the sargam convention of naming notes by means of a standard sequence of
syllables: sa ri ga ma pa dha ni sa. Veteran Baloch tabla player Jamil Magsi is an
elderly Baloch originally from Jiwani who had served as accompanist to some of the
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most celebrated urban Baloch singers of the 1970s and 1980s. Currently based in
Karachi, he was in Muscat for a period while I was there in 2015, giving informal
performances and affording me the opportunity to listen extensively to his opinions
and reminscences regarding many domains of Baloch music. He credits a musician
in Karachi by the name of Fatih Ali Nizar with asking why Baloch don't have a
documented tradition of musical pedagogy equivalent to the (classical) musical arts
framed as the shastriya sangit. In Jamil Magsi's telling, Fatih Ali Nizar thus proposed
a sargam system for Baloch music using the syllables: la ni di wa mi de ri da,
syllables that evoke standard Baloch musical vocables (laro, lado, wah) better than
the Hindustani sargam syllables from which they were clearly intended to stand
apart. Likewise the syllables for marking tāl (tin, dhin, na, ka, theka) were furnished
with Baloch counterparts, with Magsi giving the example of "di ja ta ka, di ja ta ka, di
ja ta ka" [...] for a rapid four-equal-beat cycle with primary stress on the first beat
and secondary stress on the third beat. The extent to which these Baloch systems
have actually been adopted and implemented is unclear, but I have found no
evidence that they have supplanted the Hindustani conventions among Baloch
musicians conversant in a syllable-based approach to representation and
transmission.
Magsi points to the shastriya sangit as comprising a comprehensive system of
thought, science, and spiritual understanding extending to many areas far beyond
simple identifications of the components of music as organized sound and also
including a full range of rhythmic and melodic constructs of varying degrees of
complexity, some of which are less commonly employed but nonetheless ascribed a
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stable place in the universe of musical knowledge. The question looms—for him and
others—of why Baloch lack an analogous reservoir of codified knowledge. This very
topic points to the extent of contact between Baloch society and the urbane world of
Hindustani music practice and culture. As we shall discuss in Chapter Five, many
Baloch regard the vast body of oral folklore that constitutes a large portion of
celebrated Baloch cultural heritage (dōdorobīdag) as precisely such a reservoir. Only
it is fragmented, regionally varied, and expressive of a much more rural worldview
and thus this contact is above all a function of urbanization, albeit an urbanization
inseparable from dire political and economic circumstances.
In general, the correspondences drawn between Baloch zahīrōks and panjags
and widely understood Hindustani categories that extend at least as far back as the
Nātyaśāstra are very direct and simple. Magsi identifies three important panjags:
rast panjag, panj panjagi, and sherwandi panjag and illustrates how they are
expressed in syllabic form. Expressed thus, these panjags can be correlated to tāl
cycles—invariably short ones, of three to seven beats typically. Magsi does show
that repeating groups of identical beat cycles can be combined into longer cycles if
there is a recurrent periodic extra stressed beat that marks this longer cycle.
It is clear that Jamil Magsi and other Baloch players of tabla and nāl are
trained to use the sargam and tāl syllables, count on their fingers and with their
hands in the prescribed Hindustani time keeping manner, and also to embellish
even the simple beat cycles using the urban Indian drumming idioms that favor
longer cycles with far more variation in timbre and density than is normal in the
strumming of the tambūrag.
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Younger performers, whether coming from Karachi or Turbat or elsewhere,
do not use these explicitly Baloch syllable systems but rather use the standard
Hindustani versions. For instance, Muslim Ammal, a popular Makrani singer (and by
extension harmonium and drum player) on a lengthy sojourn in Muscat relied on
the Hindustani tāl syllables to illustrate for me how Makrani Baloch rhythms
encounter many more variations, switch ups, and embellishments when played on a
double headed drum (nāl) than when they are played on tambūrag.
There is an acknowledged overlap or one to one correspondence between
certain Baloch zahiroks and certain rāgs, such as between the rāg yaman kalyan and
the zahīrōk bashkardī. Even so, as Muslim Ammal demonstrated to me, there is a
Baloch way and an "Urdu" way of rendering characteristic phrases employing this
shared tone species. In his demonstrations, a given "way" is distinguished on the
basis of vocables and texts used, melodic action, and vowel color and timbre
(interview, Fanja, Oman, October 27, 2014). Kurdī zahīrōk and puriya kalyan also
form an equivalence, as do bhairav and miānag. Musicians whose knowledge of
zahīrōks is limited and especially those whose grounding in musical knowledge is
oriented towards communities of musicians in Karachi do in some cases speak of
the zahīrōks bervi (bhairav) and kalyan, rather than using miānag and bashkardī,
respectively. Clearly, Baloch musical utterances are structured around melodies or
compositions and otherwise engage with the prescriptive structuring attributes of
zahīrōks and panjags. Where the songs intersect directly with urban Indo-Pakistani
styles, typically these are identified with the sung ghazal genre. Rashed Sabz
emphasized to me that an accompanist must be prepared to take a piecemeal
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approach to accommodating the songs and poems to be performed, looking to his
own resourcefulness where familiar conventions do not seem to exist, or consulting
other musicians considered knowledgeable.
Many of the professional musicians I encountered were versed in these
recently drawn correspondences between Baloch and Hindustani (and in some
cases arguably Sindhi or Punjabi) musical features, while I never came across a
tendency to correlate musical ideas to Iranian repertoires that are commonly
discussed in terms of dastgāhs and gūshehs, even among musicians whose place of
origin was physically situated in what is now the Islamic Republic of Iran. The
historical interactions between Persian and Hindustani spheres of musical practice
are of course abundant, as are the interpenetrations in formal and thematic aspects
of poetry produced in these adjacent realms.
In this study, however, the peninsular locales for the full spectrum of cultural
performance and social engagement discussed come with a varied but coherent
backdrop that is at once identified as a vital part of the "Arab world" and famous as
a highly interactive zone for interregional encounter. Before going into further detail
regarding the dimensions of musical culture among the Baloch communities of these
settings, we should consider Oman and the Arab side of the Persian Gulf a little more
closely.
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Chapter Three: Music and Society along the Coasts of the Arabian Peninsula
The sites of the research conducted for this dissertation are most easily grouped
together as the Arab Gulf states and are also interlinked as core member states—
along with Saudi Arabia—of the GCC (Gulf Cooperation Council). However, a few
considerations should be made of the broader geocultural worlds to which they
belong. In the following chapters, I will explicitly address the social milieus and
cultural performance contexts of Baloch communities in the Arab Gulf States. In this
chapter, I will sketch out some key aspects of the social, political, and cultural
environs with which peninsular Baloch communities interact.
The Gulf littoral includes Iraq, Iran, and a substantial tract of Saudi Arabia, all
of which should be taken into account for a complete picture of "the Gulf," and there
are actually two gulfs divided by the Straits of Hormoz: the Persian—or Arabian—
Gulf and the Gulf of Oman (also known as the Gulf of Makran). The littoral of the
latter comprises primarily Baloch-settled coastal regions of Iran and Pakistan, the
eastern coast of UAE, and Oman's coastline along the provinces of Batinah and
Sharqiyyah, with Muscat between them. Some Baloch diplomatically refer to the
combined two gulfs as mazan ur ("the great inlet") but this term is not in wide
usage. It is also worth considering southern Oman and coastal Yemen as a nearby
cultural zone long in interaction with the Gulf region and belonging to the same
Western Indian Ocean world of commerce and exchange. The sites I have selected
represent the core concentrations of Baloch on the Arabian Peninsula whose
communities in many—but not all—cases are closely interconnected.
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I consider Oman (and the Eastern UAE) to be more geoculturally defined by
the Gulf of Oman/Makran and the Arabian Sea than by the Persian Gulf. In part, this
is because Oman maintained a state of isolation throughout much of the twentieth
century, during a period when the Gulf states modernized and reinforced one
another politically and economically.
In coastal regions of the peninsula, a Bedouin heritage and cultural identity—
invariably embodied in the lineage of the national ruling family—stands in explicit
contradistinction to the concept of ḥaḍar (sedentary) society, an archetypally
heterogenous milieu that sprouts up and continues to expand wherever a port city
and commercial center is established, like Kuwait, Muharraq, Sharjah, Muscat,
Matrah, Sohar, Sur, Mukalla, Shihr, Aden, and Jeddah.
The binary ḥaḍar/bedū might be regarded as a false dichotomy—many
prominent merchant families are of distinguished Bedouin lineages, or it might be
regarded as outmoded, particularly in an era where the heterogeneous origins of the
citizenry stands alongside the voluminous presence of guest labor from across Asia
and Africa. In Dubai, the most acute division in terms of genealogies of Emirati
citizens falls between bedū and 'ajam/'ayam29—Persian, as an extremely large
portion of the Dubai's citizens are of Iranian ancestry (Kanna 2011: 144-45). It is
striking to see newly constructed residential sections of Dubai that are
architecturally dominated by traditional South Persian wind towers (bādgīr), a
phenomenon Lindsey Stephenson directly attributes to builders and communities
Kanna gives both 'ajam, the familiar Arabic term used to designate Persian, and
'ayam, the commonplace local pronunciation where the j sound is rendered a y
sound.
29
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from Bastak, a region of South Iran somewhat inland from Bandar-e Lengeh—the alBastakiyya district of Dubai is one where these are prominently on display
(Stephenson 2018: 176).
Curiously, depending on location, circumstances, and processes of
integration or non-integration, Baloch can be found variously to be constituents of
the historical ḥaḍar and bedū populations as well as contemporary guest labor
spheres in the Arab Gulf states. When considered alongside the Arabian Peninsula,
Balochistan is similarly marked by the contrast between interior, historically
nomadic populations who are often organized according to clear lineages, and
coastal settlements whose residents represent particular strains of Makrani Baloch
culture while often presumed to be of non-Baloch origins, or at the very least being
taken for non-aslzat—"pureborn"—Baloch (see Korn and Nourzaie 2018). Among
some Baloch, a perceived kinship in values, lifestyle, and material culture between
interior Baloch tribal groups and interior Arabian Bedouin society is a popular
theme.
Throughout this dissertation, we shall encounter the urban settings of cities
like Muscat, Manama, Dubai, and Doha as important sites for Baloch community and
culture, and above all for the performance of Baloch musical genres. In this chapter,
I consider the Gulf environment from a much less Baloch-centric perspective,
seeking to craft a picture of the region as a whole, marked by constant social,
economic, and political shifts over time.
Today, the ḥaḍar/bedū divide has become an increasingly vague concept
amid the demographics and life rhythms of the contemporary Gulf metropolis, but
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remains quite legible in prevalent musical genres and their implicit contexts. Among
genres of Gulf maritime music considered part of Kuwaiti heritage, Yacoub Yusuf alHijji (2010: 121-122) offers a description of sumrah (or samraḥ)—more an informal
evening event organized around music than a genre per sé, illustrating the mobility
and cultural heterogeneaity inherent to the concept ḥaḍar as commonly employed.
In Hijji's telling, sumrah was
performed during nights at anchor in a foreign port, whether Basra,
Matrah in Oman, Aden, Mombasa, Zanzibar, or Bombay. Mainly
celebratory and jovial in mood, the sumrah involved the playing of the
'ud (lute), drumming from various percussion instruments, and the
rhythmic clapping and melodic singing of the sailors, many of whom
would also be inspired to dance. Such celebrations were not confined
to the crew, but could draw in local onlookers and participants from
whatever port the dhow happened to be at anchor in.
Owing to mercantile histories and ongoing patterns of transsettlement,
certain cultural groups contribute markedly to musical life in the Arab Gulf States.
Like Baloch, Arabs from Hadramawt are vividly present in Gulf polities. One key
distinction between Baloch and Hadrami Arabs lies in processes governing
interregional mobility and transettlement for these groups. Baloch have radiated
incrementally from their core zone of habitation, spreading across the Gulf of Oman
and the Persian Gulf and along their shorelines, accompanying the Omani expansion
to East Africa, and are otherwise concentrated in pockets today in territories in
Iranian Khorasan and Turkemenistan that had been part of their historically
nomadic circuit of perambulation prior to forced settlement and rigid
administrative structures. Linda Boxberger (2002: 39) pinpoints the Arabic term
mahjar (geographic sphere of migration) as the concept that, among Hadramis, is
used to express the collectivity of sites to which Hadramis have continuously
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migrated, chiefly driven by commerce, around the Indian Ocean, Persian Gulf, and
Red Sea, from Cairo to Massawa to Zanzibar to the Comoros to Kuwait to Mumbai to
Hyderabad to Surabaya to Pare Pare to Guangzhou. Both Baloch and Hadramis can
easily be described as having established transregional networks, but of different
sorts.
As I survey topics like the performance of Gulf Arab cultural heritage, the
legacy of the Indian Ocean slave trade, and the evolution of modern media cultures
as centralized nodes of music consumption, two recurring points of emphasis that
shall emerge. First, Hadrami musicians, against the background of Hadrami
networks of trade and migration, serve as agents of interregional encounter and
thus as natural sources of inspiration for performers and publics in the Gulf. Second,
Kuwait City, owing to the particulars of its location and hsitory as a port cum
metropolis, is now a major, if often unsung, urban hub for Arab music, bridging
coastal peninsular societies with mashreqī (Iraqi, Syrian, Lebanese, Palestinian,
Egyptian, Turkish) worlds of institutionalized pedagogy and community-based
practice.
In addition to my fieldwork specifically engaged with Baloch communities
throughout the Gulf, I draw on interviews conducted in Kuwait in 2013, 2014, 2015,
2016, and 2017 with a range of participants in institutional and social circuits of
music production. These include habbān (bagpipe) player Mousa Fyrooz, bansūrī
(Hindustani flute) player Irshad, Kuwaiti record company RomCo director Ali arRoumi, faculty at the Higher Institute of Musical Arts Hamad al-Habad and Bassam
al-Balushi, ethnomusicologist and violinist Ahmad al-Salhi, 'adenī and yamānī
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(genres to be discussed) musicians Khaled Nouri, Bader Nouri, and Faisal Khaja, and
Rida al-Masri, an Egyptian music shop and café propetier, sound man, and producer
of informal live recordings, alongside other conversations and observances of
performances. These interlocutors and events help me to write of a complex present
that looks back to, celebrates, and also departs from earlier eras.

3.1 Histories of Transettlement
The social landscapes of the Arab Gulf states and Oman are marked by movements
of people over time. Coastal communities grew out of ports jointly settled by groups
from the sparsely populated interior and trans-Gulf flows from Iran and Balochistan.
Intensive trade with different parts of India, including Gujarat, Sindh, Kachchh, and
the Malabar Coast also contributed to swelling, heterogenous coastal societies.
The slave trade brought large numbers of captive individuals via maritime
nodes, most prominently Zanzibar and Kilwa. People who were enslaved and
brought to West Asia first came chiefly from the horn of Africa—a continuous
practice since the pre-Islamic era—then increasingly from Madagascar, and finally,
at the peak of the Indian Ocean slave trade, from interior regions of East Africa,
essentially the Great Lakes region (Sheriff 2010: 218-19; Hopper 2015: 30-33).
Without attempting to soften our perception of the slave trade as an abusive
practice, historians (Bishara 2017: 46-50, Hopper 2015: 82-91, Sheriff 2010: 22230) do urge us to see a much greater range of roles served by slaves in the Indian
Ocean region and many more degrees of individual power and agency depending on
these roles—and clearer pathways to manumission and liberty—than one sees in
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the institution of European-dominated TransAtlantic chattel slavery, which relied
on a more rigid dehumanization of the enslaved people. As Abdul Sheriff reminds us
(2010: 219), slavery is explicitly addressed in the Qur'an and, separately, the
Prophet Mohammad himself outlined moral principles regarding the treatment of
slaves even while accepting the practice: "'Do not cause pain to God's creation. He
caused you to own them and had He so wished He would have caused them to own
you.'"
Johan Mathew (2016:57-58) constructs a generalized account of how slaves
were exploited in various ways along various stages as they were brought to Oman
and then potentially sold onward:
Slave brokers in Sur and Muscat sent newly arrived slaves to harvest
dates on the Batinah coast of Oman. While working the date harvest,
the slaves would be taught Arabic, and their temperament and
capacity for labor would be ascertained. So, by the end of the harvest,
the brokers would have gained sufficient knowledge to appropriately
price their sales to other Arabs or Iranians. Slave labor was needed to
harvest dates, but the harvest was simultaneously an integral
component of the slave trade. Imagine a slave carrying tusks of ivory
from the great lakes to the coast of East Africa, then serving as a sailor
aboard a dhow crossing the Arabian Sea, then picking dates on the
Batinah coast, and finally serving as a shepherd in the mountains of
Oman.
On top of every other possible facet of individual circumstance, enslaved Africans
were subject to processes of becoming Arab, becoming Muslim, becoming Baloch,
becoming Persian, and acclimating to the hard labor rhythms of diverse
environments in some cases coastal, maritime, in others inland, agricultural or
pastoral.
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Map 3: Route and proportions of the Indian Ocean slave trade 1500-1900
Slaves from diverse parts of continental and maritime Africa and their
descendants are strongly associated with a wide variety of musical and ritual
practices that have a distinctive presence within coastal societies on both sides of
the Gulf(s) and along the Arabian and Red Seas. Certain types of ceremony (zār,
nūbān, mīkwara, katmiri, and tambūra) and song and dance genres (lēwa, amba,
mdēma, rīma) are considered cultural practices from the Horn of Africa and coastal
to interior East Africa essentially transplanted to the Arabian Peninsular, Iraq, Iran,
and Balochistan. Other practices—mālid, guātī lēb—appear to merge currents from
different directions. These practices are all born of mobility and encounter, without
clear boundaries between wholesale transposition and hybridization/creolization
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or clear evidence that the terminologies and forms manifested in their current
iterations extend back further than fairly recent periods, e.g. the age of Omani
empire and European colonialism. In general, prevailing narratives cannot escape
ideologies of race, social hierarchy, Muslim/non-Muslim and native/foreign
dichotomies, and general tendencies towards 'asabiya/ta'assub (useful Arabic
terms—used in Persian as well—for strong sentiments of group solidarity and
belonging with the second emphasizing resulting forces of bigotry).
Certain genres and idioms are stereotypically regarded as African, but vast
portions of the cultural heritage more broadly claimed by peninsular coastal
societies are virtually inseparable from communities of labor, which have in large
part consisted of slaves of diverse African origin and their descendants. For
instance, while pearl diving was a vocation occupied by Peninsular Arabs, Baloch,
and Persians as well as free and enslaved men from various regions of Africa,
Matthew Hopper, surveying a wide array of accounts from the height of pearl
demand and production, concludes, "Enslaved divers from Africa became a common
sight by the late nineteenth century and were universally regarded as the region's
best and most valued divers" (Hopper 2015: 82). This was a time when the "pearling
industry was the largest source of employment in the region" (ibid.). British
diplomat and "explorer" Bertam Thomas, writing in 1931, offers his imperial
perspective:
Slavery in Arabia is, generally speaking, "domestic"—a comparatively
innocuous kind, which I have already remarked upon, and which has
no counterpart in modern Europe, and certainly bears no
resemblance to slavery in the European conception of the word. But
the slave who is pearl-diver and to a lesser extent date-cultivator, that
is to say, the slave of these parts, very largely belongs to that other
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category which affords points of contact which affords points of
contact with our own methods of two centuries ago. (Thomas 1931:
237)
Anne K. Rasmussen (2012: 89) comments on the extent to which distinctive
local complexes of music conceptualized as Omani traditional arts are held to be the
exclusive provinces of communities of African heritage. Festival showcases that
promote such practices are designed and overseen by Arab (and in some cases
Baloch) Omanis, prompting performers to feel "managed and manipulated by
mostly unspoken hierarchies of class, caste, and power in ways that were insensitive
to the hierarchies of excellence that they themselves perceived and maintained
through performance" (ibid.).
Scott Reese (2019: 112-13) sketches an important set of often overlooked
dimensions to peninsular populations of diverse African origin in his historical work
on society in Aden: categories (Akhdam and Jabarti) for premodern imported labor
that speak to long entrenched relations between coastal Yemen and the Horn of
Africa; onward movement of liberated African slaves (Sidis) from 'Aden to India
where they joined the large Sidi communities that are found from Karachi to Kerala;
and the widespread use of generic or misleading terminology such as the term
"Sudani" (a catchall for "Black African" in Arabic for centuries) for the large
numbers of Somalis whose names make their geolinguistic origins perfectly clear.
In their 1994 article, "Women of the Zar and Middle Class Sensibilities in
Colonial Aden," Lidwien Kapeijns and Jay Spaulding reconstruct a remarkable
sequence of events through surviving correspondences with colonial authorities
where a group of men, including Arabs, Somalis, and Indians, petitioned for the
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banning of the zār spirit possession ceremony on the grounds that it fostered
immorality, superstition, and unbelief as well as being the source of disruption to
the calm and dignified ambience of pious, respectable life. The signatories
represented themselves as the crème de la crème of Adeni society. This was in 1924,
and over the next ten years, the women most directly affected by the requested ban,
which had been enacted, got together and counter-petitioned the authorities on
various grounds to repeal it. These were ten zār mamas, apparently with roots in
the Horn of Africa, and over the course of their succession of written appeals,
drafted with the aid of a local Jewish lawyer, they gave a remarkable range of
compelling reasons, each representing a different angle and strategy, as to why they
ought to be allowed to practice zār. They presented the zār ceremony in turn as
their sole means of livelihood; as a legitimate form of medicine; as a kind of
theatrical art; as something far more innocuous than other vices present in the city;
and as a kind of private party for which they unfailingly obtain the needed license.
They succeeded in having the ban lifted for five days, until the original group, now
consisting of 125 imams, qadis, officials and merchants, managed to have the ban
reinstated, declaring that the practitioners were not property owners in Aden, nor
were they natives, but Ethiopians and other foreigners intent on wreaking havoc
(Kapteijns and Spaulding 1994: 1-19, also discussed in detail in Reese 2018: 12228). This episode represents the radically different social and moral spaces different
contingents—identified on the basis of class and authority, ethnic background,
language, or religious community—can inhabit in a single coastal settlement.
Kapteijns and Spaulding (ibid., 20) write that:
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The zar women, in their petitions, showed great awareness of their
gender, their poverty and their class background, their lack of male
providers and protectors, and their cultural similarity to the other
lower class people of Aden. Their voices, as mediated by the scribes
and interpreters, sound persistent, assertive, and confident of both
their place in Aden's cultural melting pot and their right to British
justice.
While narratives of Gulf history and Western Indian Ocean empire can easily
omit mention of Baloch or other groups, such as Hadrami Arabs, and refer instead
merely to Arabs, Africans, and Persians, Baloch bear a relationship with multiple
major discrete population blocks in the region. For instance, in Matrah, which now
represents Muscat's historic waterfront corniche and its backstreets, Baloch were
concentrated in a residential quarter shared with a sizeable community of Shi'a
Indian merchants known as Lawatis. Baloch occupied positions in the Sultan's
military throughout the period when Oman reigned over a long strip of coastal East
Africa and managed holdings in the interior, with Omani interests intensely invested
in the trades in ivory, spices, and slaves. The significant subset of Baloch of at least
partial African ancestry are largely descended from African slaves serving Baloch
either in the Makran region or in Oman (or in coastal East Africa). After the official
abolition of the maritime slave trade from Africa, the late waves of slaves imported
to Oman came not from East Africa, but from Balochistan, as not to be detected by
aggressive British patrols policing the waters between East Africa and the Arabian
Peninsular (Hopper 2015: 203-206; Mathew 2016: 55-59).
Hideaki Suzuki (2013) has undertaken a study of hundreds of records
compiled by British colonists overseeing the manumission petitions submitted by
individuals enslaved on the Arabian Peninsula well into the mid-twentieth century.
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Suzuki finds that not only are Baloch well represented among slaves, but the
abduction of individuals in Balochistan for the purposes of acquiring and marketing
slaves remained common during this late phase of the Indian Ocean slave trade
networks (214-215). British diplomat and "explorer" Betram Thomas, writing in
1931, reports witnessing an indignant Baloch slavetrader—a "notorious Baluchi
buyer and seller of the sons of Adam"—come before the Sultan of Oman to complain
on the restrictions placed on his trafficking, asking that his grievance be addressed
within twenty days before he returns to Balochistan (1931: 147-148). As a British
official, Thomas also encountered cases where, in Kalba, in the Trucial Coast, now
the United Arab Emirates, and in Khasab, local Shaikhs used various deceptive
tactics to conceal the presence of individual Baloch slaves from the British
authorities (201-202; 238-239).
To this day, there is a population of Baloch in Kenya and Tanzania who retain
a Baloch identity, while largely having assimilated Swahili language and culture.
However, continuous intermarriage among Baloch, with East African Baloch often
marrying Baloch from the Gulf or Balochistan, has meant that the Baloch language in
still intermittently present and in use in East African Baloch society.30 Abdelaziz
Lodhi reports large, intact farming communities of recently migrated Baloch in East
Africa (Lodhi 2013). Meanwhile, Baloch have cultivated close relationships with the
Arab populations of the peninsular territories where they have settled, in many
This statement is informed by the ongoing research of Emirati Baloch scholar
Ahmed Yaqoub AlMaazmi, who is currently working on Baloch in Tanzania. He also
reports that Baloch in Tanzania increasingly circulate songs and news from
Balochistan and Gulf Baloch communities through the digital interfaces afforded by
smartphones and social media.
30
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cases adopting local Arab language, culture, and social norms completely. As we
shall discuss throughout this dissertation, Baloch in the Gulf equally valorize Baloch
music as a distinctive domain quite apart from neighboring spheres, and fluidly
engage with regional musical cultures in which they converge and meld with these
other groups—East Africans, Peninsular and Middle Eastern Arabs, Iranians, and
South Asians.
3.2 Attitudes Towards Music in Muscat and the Gulf Cities
The concept music is difficult to define with any precision.31 In the Arabaphone
societies of the Gulf region terms relating to the English word music include the
Greek-derived cognate mūsīqā32 and other terms, such as ṭarab—musically induced
aesthetic transport, ghinā'—song, ālah—melodic instrument, and raqs—dance. The
associated spheres of peformance and composition represent to some a source of
social virtue and laudable creative agency and to others a force of social corrosion
that acts on self-abasing dispositions and other human weaknesses. A common
anxiety is that musical pleasure engenders powerful obstructions to a pious, sober,
virtuous existence. Within Muslim societies, these two positions frequently coexist,
with one overpowering the other at various points. At times, the two positions align
with sharp divisions between conflicting outlooks in a given milieu.

One might offer something unwieldy yet hopelessly vague like "a sonic experience
produced and guided by some set of expressive intentions and received with some
degree of consciousness of pitch, tempo, and timbre."
32 Globally speaking, music is hardly a uniformly articulated or applicable concept.
However within the societies oriented by Arabic and Persian textual traditions,
there is a fundamentally overlapping concept of music shared with European
milieus that similarly root their framing of a general domain of arts and pleasure in
the Greek concept.
31
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In Kuwait, debates surrounding music and which forms, if any, are
permissible are ever present among the citizenry, usually along lines of religiosity.
As Youssif A. Al-Hassan discusses in his doctoral dissertation (2011: 17-18), these
debates tend to focus on music education, which represents an institutionalized
form of musical inculcation imposed on the nation's surface and inserted into the
midst of Kuwaiti society broadly conceived. Outside household and community
contexts, the debates take place in the public and governmental spheres, for
instance in heated parliamentary deliberations, and in polls taken by national
newspapers such as the Kuwait Times (ibid.)

Fig. 3.1, Kuwaiti habbān player Mousa Fyrooz at music shop. Kuwait, 2014
A Kuwaiti habbān (bagpipe) player of East African (in his words, "Zanjibari")
ancestry and Bushehri Persian speaking Shi'a parentage, complained to me about
his shifting circumstances. He identified three fronts on which growing constraints
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were encroaching upon his livelihood. While the sound of the habbān remains
popular as a festive idiom reserved primarily for weddings, wedding hosts
increasingly prefer that a DJ provide music for the larger portion of the weddings
with a live habbān player only showcased for about fifteen minutes during, for
instance, the grand entrance procession (zaffa). This dramatically decreases the sum
of money a performer can expect to be paid to appear at a wedding. Secondly, while
habbān remains one of the arts promoted during national festivities (hala febrayer),
as a sphere of professional activity it bears a certain stigma in the eyes of the state.
Accordingly, when the grown son of this performer joined the police force of Kuwait
City, he was not allowed to continue performing in his father's ensemble, which
ultimately was reduced to just the father playing habbān with accompaniment
provided by an electronic rhythmic box, or a portable, preprogrammed keyboard.
Finally, reportedly under the influence of his first wife, who he said has increasingly
been drawn to spending her time at the Hussaynia,33 his other children are no longer
willing to either participate in their father's habbān performances or even to listen
to them live or on recording. Thus, shifts in the economy, state ideologies, and
popular surges in religiosity (in which he directly implicated his wife among other
community members) all conspire to marginalize the habbān in Kuwait. And we
must bear in mind the strong Iranian association this instrument carries in Kuwait,
just as in Iran, the instrument is an emblem of South Iranian/Gulf culture. 34
A space for Shi'a Muslim religious commemorations that is separate from a
mosque.
34 The instrument is featured prominently in a state-produced music video
commemorating the shooting down of an Iranian civilian passenger plane by the US
military in 1988. Gulf Iranians, childern and adults, many visibly of African heritage
33
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The bases for constraints placed upon music as a social practice and a form of
popular entertainment are generally found in passages in the Qur'an, the Hadiths,
and the opinions of respected ulama and legal scholars. The textual treatments of
the subject are often general, even vague, and therefore demand rigorous
interpretation. The breadth of possible situations to which such traditions and
commentaries are applied (music as a courtly art, as a popular entertainment, as an
iconic dimension to devotional practice) makes it unrealistic to summarize all the
debates and positions held on this unwieldy matter.
Shifting our gaze to Oman in particular, according to Khalid bin 'Aissa bin
Saleh as-Suleimani (1432/2011: 95), the Ibadi doctrine (espoused by a large portion
of Arab Omanis as well as by Oman's rulers since the twelfth century) represents
one of the most severe branches of Muslim thought with respect to its censure of
musical activity such as song (ghinā') and the playing of instruments (ālāt). Ibāḍī
readings of the pertinent ayahs of the Qur'an come via prominent authorities of
various periods, many of whom lived in another major Ibadi center—Mzab,
Algeria—rather than in Oman, a prime example being the 19th-century shaykh
Muhammad bin Yusef bin 'Aissa bin Saleh Atfīsh (ibid., 51, fn. 87). A much more
thorough discussion of Ibadi consensus in Oman regarding the permissibility of
music and what constitutes music, in particular from the perspective of Suleimani in
the above cited text, can be found in Bradford Garvey's 2019 dissertation on praise
poetry, cultural performance, and the State in Oman (Garvey 2019: 333-337).
are shown at work and at play, in a seaside atmosphere of tight knit community,
until they witness the horrifying spectacle of a plane carrying men, women, and
children plummeting from the sky in a cascade of burning wreckage.
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As with the Bu Sa'idi sultans, restrictions placed upon musical practices
during the rule of Sultan Said bin Taymur (r. 1932-1970) would have been less a
reflection of his personal religiosity than of the approach he took to exercising
control over the population. At the urging of conservative religious authorities,
musical practices were condemned and even outlawed. Meanwhile social attitudes
regulating the embrace of various musical and ritual contexts often proceed directly
from the collective mores of a given community—imposed from within, rather than
from without.
The late Sultan Qaboos revised the stance of his predecessor (and father),
however, and is widely known for his personal love of music, and reportedly
harbors a particular fondness for the oud and the pipe organ. When the Royal
Muscat Opera House opened in 2011, one of a series of inaugural concerts was an
organ recital. Subsequent performances staged at the Royal Muscat Opera House
range from Madrasi Carnatic violinist L. Subrahimian to pop singers from Iraq and
Tunisia or Malian star Habib Koite to, of course, any number of actual operas.
Anne K. Rasmussen (2012: 76) finds that Omanis are proud of their late
Sultan (something I can confirm) and count the Royal Muscat Opera House as part of
his vision and as one of his major achievements and gifts to the country. Other
related achievements include the national orchestras and traditional music
ensembles whose creation he supported (ibid). However, Rasmussen encountered a
fair amount of ambiguity regarding the Opera House, providing views expressed in
quotations such as, "'I like opera but we are not an opera country,'" and "'where is
the place for the Omani musician at the Opera House?'" (ibid., 77). Rasmussen does
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point out though that the orchestras established in accordance with the late Sultan's
wishes consist of Omanis as opposed to "ringers," as one might expect in
neighboring countries (ibid., 64). A Baloch interlocutor in Muscat told me that at one
point, in keeping with one of the many stereotypes about Baloch in Oman, Baloch
accounted for the majority of members of the Royal Oman Symphony Orchestra.
Furthermore, according to the same interlocutor, the local Ibadi authorities
strenuously opposed—on religious grounds—the establishment of the orchestra
and the Opera House. She reports that popular protests were staged demanding that
the Opera House be converted into a school for Qur'anic recitation and that, in 2005,
there was a foiled attempt by Ibadi extremists to attack the Muscat festival with
explosives.
Other institutions Sultan Qaboos has supported over the course of his rule
include the Oud Hobbyists' Association and the Omani Center for Traditional Music
(OCTM)—the latter opposed as well by Ibadi authorities. The Omani Center for
Traditional Music was established in 1983, and was, as Anne K. Rasmussen and
Majid al-Harthy observe (2012: 24), a groundbreaking institution—"for its time
perhaps the most significant musical initiative in the Arab World."35 Under the
directorship of a succession of prominent Omani researchers, the OCTM sponsors
and oversees a great deal of ethnographic documentation and archiving. Its
publications are often in part concerned with the important distinction between
"arts" (funūn) and "music" (mūsīqā). Many of the practices continually surveyed in
Their point is well taken, but it would seem unfortunate to disregard other
initiatives such as Schéhérazade Qassim Hassan's years of documenting and
archiving music throughout Iraq (in addition to her work in the Gulf and Yemen).
35
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the research published by the OCTM and by other scholars like Dieter Christensen
fall outside the designation of music, whether out of respect for a religious function
or because, as communal endeavors, they revolve around vocal arts/texts and the
use of drums and idiophones and do not employ musical instruments understood as
being of dubious function (such as wind or string instruments). Majid al-Harthy
(2010: 182) estimates that the term funūn came into usage in the 1980s with the
aim of elevating "the status of 'songs and dances' from their historically socially low
reputation to a scientific and artistic high class." This usage also offers a convenient
alternative to the increasingly globally widespread term "music," which continues to
specify activites frowned upon by conservative Muslims.
Looking at the breadth of an Omani arts heritage sketched out in publications
and festival performances, there a number of principal domains that intersect
unambiguously with the concept music and its accumulated connotations. These
include: an oud-based tarab genre found in Sur; a variety of dances (e.g. bar'a,
sharah) found in Salalah and other locations in coastal Dhofar that can be
reasonably conceptualized as bearing close kinship with neighboring musics in
southeastern Yemen (Mahra and Hadramawt), and which are often accompanied by
flute, oud, or electronic keyboard as well as singing, drumming, and clapping; and
lēwa, a dance/melody/drumming complex that has strong associations with both
coastal East Africa and Oman's Makrani Baloch population. Looking closer, among
Baloch communities we find a range of festive dances—accompanied by singing and
aerophones—that are deeply entwined with South Iranian and Swahili musical
genres local to zones of contact between those groups and Baloch.
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Baloch, as a long settled population, often have internalized a demeanor
commensurate with conservative Omani (Ibaḍī and Shafī'ī Sunni) attitudes towards
music and social comportment, but Baloch arriving in a continuous flow from
Balochistan tend to be oriented towards three very different cultural spheres
(Iranian, Baloch, and Indus valley), all of which harbor an abundance of musical
practices straddling sacred and profane contexts (and often complicating the divide
between them). Even among Baloch in Muscat, I have encountered individuals beset
by an internal conflict between embracing music and becoming what Baloch friends
call mutawwa (a force of pious vigilance, and in Saudi Arabia, the name for the
religious police).
3.3 Coastal Affinities: Hejaz, Hadramawt, the Gulf Coast
Where today life for citizens of the peninsular Gulf states is characterized by a lack
of hardship and an abundance of creature comforts in comparison with current
social and economic conditions in nearby Iraq, Syria, Iran, and Yemen, the inverse
would have been true in the pre-oil years. As Mubarak Amr al-'Ammari writes of
Bahrain in the 19th century, "religious sentiments were prevalent among the
populace in the absence of amusements and pleasures" (al-'Ammari 1991: 39; my
translation).
The rhythms of the modern metropolis and a binding international
infrastructure for commerce and synchronized modernization took hold in the oilrich Gulf and Saudi Arabia over the course of the mid-twentieth century. Preexisting cosmopolitan, maritime outlooks in Jeddah, Kuwait, and coastal Yemen
provided a backdrop for urban cultures of music performance and consumption that
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inevitably gave rise to local recording and music distribution industries and circuits
of performers whose evolving repertoires took into account regional and local tastes
and demands.
In the early 1970s, Kuwait emerged as the site of a formidable cassette
industry, geared not only to the large and wealthy domestic market but also aiming
to serve as a recording/distribution hub for the entire peninsula. Founded in 1973,
RomCo was foremost among the various emerging local companies. The first artists
RomCo took on by redistributing their extant recorded oeuvres were the HadramiYemeni singers Mohammed Jum'ah Khan, Abu Bakr Salim Ba'l Fagih, and Abdarrab
Idris and the Hejazi-Saudi singer Mohammed Abdu.
The initial inventory thus established set the tone for their entire list as it
expanded, demonstrating very clearly a triangle of coastal urban concentrations of
active music production comprising Hadramawt, Kuwait, and Jeddah. The poorest of
the three socioeconomic milieus—Hadramawt—also produced the most iconic
performers, who often went on to settle in Kuwait or Jeddah (or both, successively,
as in the case of Abdarrab Idris). Despite the prestigious lineages of Hadrami
merchants and religious ulama' who have established communities across the
Indian Ocean, from Mombasa and the Comoros to India to Guangzhou and cities
throughout the Malay Archipelago, Hadramis in Kuwait are generally counted as
poorly paid domestic servants and laborers, a set of conditions that Abdullah
Mohammed al-Ajmi explores in his 2007 dissertation (al-Ajmi 2007). To my
knowledge, while Kuwaiti musicians have located skilled musicians among South
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Asian laborers and enthusiastically embraced them as musical collaborators,36 the
Hadrami musicians who find their way into these same circles arrive in Kuwait as
sought-after professional musicians, such as Abud Khwaja.
Kuwait City—in its established role as a center for Arab music—draws
together infrastructures explicitly intended to embrace a Pan-Arab project, the
prestige of representing the Gulf-based "sea arts" (funūn bahriyyah) as highly
cultivated repertoires, and spheres of distribution and performance that locate
Kuwait as a hub for the peninsular wing of urban Arab popular music, a place of
deep musical knowledge, not only of Gulf culture, but of Hadramawt and Hejaz.
3.4 The National Stage Versus Community Settings
Each Gulf state maintains a division between private and public (i.e. state
sanctioned) spaces for social commerce and cultural activity. For citizens, these are
currents of interaction that typically serve very different functions. For guest
laborers and white collar expatriate guest workers, the state sanctioned public
spaces provide an opportunity to intersect with the citizenry and pay homage to the
state in a fashion that might smooth one's relations with the state and its citizenry to
some modest but useful degree, even if that merely amounts to a feeling of slightly
greater intimacy and integration with an otherwise insular or exclusive host society.

As in the cases of Moeen, a Pakistani singer and harmonium player who recorded
and performed with the late celebrated Kuwaiti singer Yousef al-Mutrif, and Irshad,
a Pakistani flute player who works with a startling array of Kuwaiti musicians
representing different genres from 'adenī and yamānī (Irshad frequently
accompanies Yousif al-Mutrif's son, Mutrif al-Mutrif) to chic contemporary global
folk.
36
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In Kuwait, the dīwāniyya is a crucial social institution whose myriad
functions cannot be overstated. The dīwāniyya is a space in the home, generally with
a separate entrance that leaves the rest of a private residence completely secure and
private while all male gatherings, also called dīwāwīn (plural of dīwāniyya), are held.
In his dissertation on the dīwāniyya culture, James Clyde Allen Redman (2014:6890) takes the credible position that a major function served by the dīwāniyya (as a
physical space and as an infrastructure for focused social intercourse) is to offer a
space for forging paths of access to state resources, as Kuwait represents a rentier
economy that offers citizens access to a tremendous amount of wealth while lacking
the bureaucratic structures to effectively oversee any thorough distribution or even
to provide any clearly documented understanding of who is entitled to what (or
how much) and by what means one might access one's entitlements.
One distinction held by Shi'a in Kuwait lies in their access to a range of other
spaces for focused social, political, and pious intercourse: the Huseiniya and the
mosque, where gatherings, if large, may be seen as mobilizations against the state
(Louër 2008: 170). There are a Baloch Shia mosque and Huseiniya in Kuwait's
Jabriya neighborhood—the fact that a portion of Kuwait's Baloch citizens had
become Shia over time was a source of distrust37 towards them among Sunni Baloch
interlocutors I spent time with during my fieldwork who essentially considered
themselves bidūn (stateless) though the bureaucracy regarded them as Iranians.

I did not interpret this as religious ta'asob on their part; the Iranian government,
for centuries, long before Iran was an Islamic Republic, has pressured Baloch to
embrace Shiism, meaning that those who have become Shia are viewed by others
has having capitulated to hostile external forces.
37
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In Oman, the word dīwān is also commonly used, but is less suggestive of
political or economic alliances. Baloch—as individuals and as community
formations—engage with the concepts dīwān/dīwāniyyah in particular ways but it is
important to understand the crucial role these loose institutional frameworks play
in organizing informal musical gatherings in the Arab Gulf States generally, and
above all in Kuwait, where far more groundwork for musical pedagogy and the
public consumption of music has been laid than in any of the other states.
With the rapid modernization of Kuwait following the explosion of oil wealth,
the ruling elites steered ideations of a cultured and cohesive, newly reoriented
national identity in two directions, both of which had consequences for
infrastructures for musical pedagogy and performance. Firstly, the overarching idea
of modernity carried with it the sense that being literate in European culture was a
worthy—if not necessary—pursuit. Secondly, the climate of Pan-Arabism, acutely
articulated in terms of music and arts especially in the wake of the 1932 conference
in Cairo, was one in which Kuwait was an active participant, far more so than Qatar,
Bahrain, UAE, or Oman, none of which had quite the sense of metropolitan culture
that was developing in Kuwait. Music was introduced into school curricula, with
some opposition, mostly on religious grounds, and stand alone, state sponsored
institutions for musical education were established. The most prominent of these
(the Higher Institute of Musical Arts or HIMA) was directly inspired by its namesake
in Cairo and across the board, instructors in Arab maqām practice were imported,
chiefly from Egypt, but from Palestine and Lebanon as well. The curricula also
included European common practice training on instruments such as violin and
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piano. By 1972, Kuwaiti "sea arts" genres had been added (Al Hassan 2011: 43). The
major forums for the exposition of the talents of young Kuwaitis that had been
honed through the music curricula were the annual National Day celebrations.
While the environments of both National Day celebrations and settings for musical
education are essentially characterized by a tone of empowerment, they each
represent some form of control over how people engage in expressive idioms in the
service of a state vision. As Deiter Christensen (2007: 5) has observed,
In 1985, the governor of Sohar, by order of a Ministry, established a
“Firqah sha‘bīyah…” that would henceforth represent Sohar at
national and international events. A selection of musicians from all
parts of the province was made and routinely updated ever since. This
list included performers of razh,ah, ‘ayyālah, wahhābīyah and initially
also women members of a ghinnāh nisā’ group, but the Belūsh, ‘Ajam,
mixed-gender ghinnāh nisā’, lewah and mālid were not considered
suitable to represent the province. All those arts—the ones that were
not recognized, i.e. patronized by the authorities —have reported a
dramatic drop of invitations also in the private sphere.
Such nationwide festivities are common to Kuwait, Oman, Bahrain, the UAE,
and Qatar. Common too among several of these are more museum-like settings for
the performance of national cultural heritage. The Mohammed Bin Faris house in
Muharraq, Bahrain, whose namesake is renowned as one of several primary
innovators of the Gulf ṣawt genre, is a prime example. In Kuwait, small-scale
festivals celebrating maritime heritage and "sea arts" are held along the waterfront.
Both national festivals and general state-sponsored efforts to promote national
heritage have been the subject of work by Anne K. Rasmussen (2012), Majid alHarthy (2010, 2012), and Laith Ulaby (2009), the first two focusing on Oman and
Ulaby on the Gulf more broadly. Al-Harthy has written a masters thesis explicitly
concerned with Sultan Qaboos' vision for the role of music in Oman's national
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renaissance, while Rasmussen (2012) has examined Oman's National Day festival,
the Muscat festival, the Salalah tourism festival, and Royal Muscat Opera House all
as sites for fashioning an inclusive, engaged, and culturally assertive public sphere.
Of interest to each of these scholars is the intersection of peninsular culture and
circuits of Indian Ocean mobility and cultural interchange.
The individual arts and genres (and their and their performers' historical
particulars) get a much closer look in the work of Gulf -based scholars such as
Yousef Dowkhi (1984), Mubarak Amr al-Ammari (1991), Lisa Urkevich (2015), 'Isa
Jassem al-Malaki (1999), Mustafa Yousef Shawqi (1994), Mosallem al-Kathiri
(2005), Jum'a Khamis ash-Shidi (2008), and Hamad al-Habad (2014), and through
ethnographic projects undertaken by scholars based elsewhere such as Poul
Rovsing Olsen (2002), Issam al-Mellah (1998), Dieter Christensen and Salwa
Shawan Castello-Branco (2009), Ali Jihad Racy (1999), and Schéhérazade Qassim
Hassan (1980). Today, arts troupes (firqāt, khalaq) are the primary agents engaged
in the upkeep of these national treasures, generally considered traditional arts.
These troupes are not modern inventions however—they have roots in
neighborhood associations in coastal seafaring communities and in ensembles
maintained to meet the demands of festive and ceremonial settings that require
professional specialists. To this day, there is a curious interplay between the service
of performing musical or ritual genres as showcased heritage and the settings in
which such performances are embedded within the rhythms of community life.
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Fig. 3.2, Firqat Almas performing "sea arts" at a celebration of maritime
heritage, Kuwait, 2014
Today, Dīwāniyya culture affords a social space for a range of musical activity, which
need not be tailored either to the self-branding mechanisms of a nation-state or to
the perennial expectations that a community perform its own socially efficacious
traditions. As mentioned above, the institution of the dīwāniyya takes its most acute
form in Kuwait. Here musical arts, often contemporary explorations drawing on a
deep connoisseurship of vintage recorded artifacts, are central to diverse, though
often intersecting communities of aficionados and performers. Cairene and Ottoman
Turkish genres have their avowed devotees, as do new trends toward incorporating
post-tonal improvisation and bossa nova-inspired textures into oud performances.
The greatest momentum, in my observation, belongs to the complex of genres
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popularly attributed to musical cultures in coastal Hadramawt, Yemen where the
port cities of Mukalla and Shihr have long been in constant contact with ports in
India and East Africa. Musicians such as Mohammed Jum'ah Khan, Ali al-Hambashy,
and Abddarrab Idris, all found among the recording artists mentioned above whose
lists laid the foundation for labels such as RomCo and An-Nazaer, inspired Kuwaiti
musicians to embrace a particular current of urban Arab ṭarab that combined local
Hadrami musical features with cosmopolitan popular music trends emanating from
Egypt and elsewhere while remaining open to Indian film music as yet another
source of inspiration. Today, Hindustani alap, qawwali style vocalization, and
drumming techniques inspired by tabla technique have all become recognizable
features of the twin genres of 'adenī and yamānī, the former more subdued,
sentimental, and suitable to passive audition with its emphasis on nuanced solos
(fawāṣil, sing. fāṣil) on the violin or the oud, the latter more raucous and with far
greater youth appeal with dynamic surges in drumming and spontaneous dancing
and other forms of audience participation very much at the forefront of a given
performance. Dīwāniyya -style settings for these genres vary, from elite salons, to
intimate dīwāwīn, to crowded but still essentially private samrahs and jalsāt,38 even
to cafes maintained as informal music salons.

Terms for lively music-fueled gatherings that take place in the evening to latenight.
38
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Fig. 3.3, Youths at a yamānī samrah, Khiran, Kuwait, 2013, note Hadrami
hairstyle and manner of wearing kuffiya
Social delineations for these events and the genres for which they provide contexts
are far from static. For instance, in his dissertation on ṣawt in Kuwait and Bahrain,
Ahmed al-Salhi (2016: 39) writes that
[...] in the samra gathering that is described as maḥfūfa, the number of
musicians and attendances are limited, and does not include clapping
or dance. In samra maḥfūfa, the repertoire of ṣaut is wider and more
varied than that of the public samra, which is based mostly on the
tunes that are popular amongst listeners.
However, in my experience, a samrah devoted to the yamānī genre will often be
maḥfūfah precisely because of the degree of boisterousness surrounding the
clapping and dancing and general camaraderie—there is a certain guarantee of
intimacy and privacy required for people to shed all of their social inhibitions and
pretenses to respectability and proper decorum.
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I am touching on a range of contexts for performance and audition that
deserve to receive much closer attention elsewhere, but my aim is to sketch out the
general contours of musical life in urban Gulf settings and its broadest geocultural
orientations as a backdrop for my major concern—the place of Baloch culture and
identity within this multidimensional environment. A general observation I will
offer—and have already intimated above—is that Baloch, coming from a cultural
setting where vocal and instrumental music performances are present in profusion,
readily adapt to almost any musical context into which they find an entree, led
either by pure enthusiasm for the arts or by a quest for professional opportunities.
They are in a position to adapt easily because they lack the social restraints that face
large portions of the citizenry of Kuwait, Qatar, Bahrain, the Emirates, and Oman,
largely on the basis of religious sensibilities. A further, complementary
generalization, however, is that where Baloch may be expected to be wellrepresented in local European-style symphonic orchestras and circles of Arab ṭarab
enthusiasts, they are underrepresented as part of the cultural fabric of the region
when it comes to national day performances and other settings foregrounding
"traditional" —or unabashedly reimagined—national cultural heritage. The levels of
identitarian specificity that can be expected, from narrow to broad designations,
include national—e.g. Kuwaiti, sea-faring in lineage, and trans-oceanic (i.e. broadly
Indian, Persian, and/or African). Baloch would never be an option, except in
instances of remarkable interventions on the part of Baloch, as we shall encounter
in Chapter Seven. Today, it would be futile to resist thinking of any of these growing
cities—Kuwait City, Doha, Manama/Muharraq, Dubai/Sharjah/Ajman, Muscat—as
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multicultural, cosmopolitan urban centers. Accordingly, this theme is aggressively
woven into strategies for self-promotion as commercial centers or tourist
destinations.
3.5 Musical Cosmopolitanism as an Ethos
Richy Nedjat-haiem (writing in an unpublished paper) sees Dubai as a center for a
new form of pan-Arabism, one that supplants the intuitions of Nasser-era panArabism that posited Egyptian culture as the cultural lingua franca of Arabs
everywhere with a vision of omnidirectional convergence and mingling drawn from
all over the Arab world. Egypt's (or Cairo's) looming stature may remain intact but
is increasingly situated alongside competing voices from Morocco, Lebanon, Iraq,
Saudi Arabia, and the Gulf states. Kuwait, long a site for expressions of a pan-Arab
ideology, is better understood today as harboring cultures (essentially subcultures)
of deep connoisseurship preoccupied with disjunct specificities that defy any sense
of pan-Arab unity.
Both Kuwait and the UAE—and increasingly Oman—are distinguished as
sites where the broader Arab world's love affair with Indian, Latin, and American
popular music culture39 takes on great proportions in both local circles of music
practitioners and media platforms like serial broadcast talent competitions. In these
peninsular urban settings, South Asian and American (or "Western") culture
represent not only a mediated consciousness of global flows but an extension of
substantial resident populations of South Asians and "Western" expats. If the

K-Pop hasn't become established as a dominant current.... yet. But mark my
words....
39
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enthusiasm of subsets of the citizen population for these cultural streams is
completely incongruous with the social boundaries upheld between peninsular
citizens and these resident non-citizen populations, it is not incongruous with the
cosmopolitan texturing of these urban environments with which the citizen
population really has no choice but to identify. Communities of musicians,
comprised of individuals who are typically eager to expand the scope of their
musical nuance and technique, either hone in on the integrity of authenticated
tradition—the purists—or wholeheartedly embrace an ethos of eclecticism and
synthesis. But typically, once enshrined as bounded expressions of Kuwaiti heritage,
neither Bedouin nor ḥaḍar frames offer sufficient room for innovation, and so
Baloch and Hadrami cultural idioms become hosts for colonies of colliding
currents—from India, from East Africa, and from Europe and the US. A major
distinction must be drawn between the Hadrami and Baloch contexts insofar as the
latter do not extend beyond Baloch community settings, regardless of their scale,
whereas the presence of genres identified with Hadramawt proceeds from the
popularity of these genres among Kuwaitis (and increasingly, Qataris, Saudis, and
Omanis).
Naomi Sakr (2013: 35) points to a perception that "Gulf-owned transnational
media outlets, by advancing a form of cultural globalisation, have the potential to
provide the Gulf region with an effective antidote to cultural imperialism on the part
of giants like Disney and Viacom." Citing an ArabAd article from the late-nineties,
Sakr reports, "the UAE's Minister of Information, Shaykh Abdullah (bin Zayed) Āl
Nahyan, has said that the best way to deal with incoming material that conflicts with
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Gulf values and beliefs is to ensure that Gulf media output is of such quality that it
can provide an attractive alternative" (ibid). How does this regional mediascape
contribute to the evolution of Kuwaiti spheres of creative musical practice such as
'Adeni and Yamani? Musicians, extensively trained in Arab maqām practice (some in
Cairo as well as Kuwait) and often in aspects of European "common practice," have
no immediate access to a gharana infrastructure for learning Hindustani modes of
musical performance. However, a Kuwaiti colleague reports that, as a youth, he
would always find pockets of broadcasting on local television devoted to extended
raga performances. By the time of my first visit to the region in 2000, the regional
circulation of Bollywood products through movie theatres (where available) or on
cassette had been dramatically augmented by broadcasts of MTV Mumbai while
today, talent competitions like Dil Hai Hindustani (Urdu for "Indian at Heart") are
consumed alongside locally produced varieties, from Oman Star to the much more
international, pan-Arab Shaklak Mish Gharib (the name means essentially, "You look
familiar").40
Coupled with the presence of musically gifted guest laborers—mainly from
Pakistan—willing to participate in music-oriented dīwāniyah culture, and the
accessibility of globally promoted South Asian music stars like Nusrat Fateh Ali
Khan and the Sabry brothers, these regional broadcasting patterns provide a deep
rooted orientation that enables Kuwaiti musicians to modernize vintage peninsular
This is a talent competition show produced in Dubai where contestants from
across the Arabic-speaking world must compete in embodying iconic singers—from
Oum Kalthoum, Nazem al-Ghazali, and Abdel Halim Hafez to Dalida, Edith Piaf,
Tarkan, and Lionel Richie, reproducing as faithfully as possible their particular
styles and inflections.
40
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repertoires already known for incorporating the Hindi film music hits of the midtwentieth century.
It is curious that while there is no shortage of research evaluating the
experience and non-citizen status of South Asian laborers in the Gulf states,
scholarship concerned with broadcast media is primarily focused on the geopolitical
and ideological interface between Muslim-Peninsular Arab governance and the
global reach of "Western" media and cultural values (Sakr 2013, Meizel 2010) with
scant attention to powerful Asian nodes of media dissemination, and thus of
economic, cultural, and political influence, the infrastructure for which has been laid
in part by what Ned Bertz (2015: 122) calls "Indian Ocean regional networks of film
circulation."
Having surveyed some core issues surrounding the social and political
environments in which music is produced and experienced in both the Makran
region and the coastal cities of the Arabian Peninsula, we shall continue our
itinerary in the following chapter with an examination of Baloch circuits of mobility
and cultural performance as a significant trans-Gulf phenomenon, constituting
bridges and conduits that are not always acknowledged in analyses of the Gulf
region and its social topography.
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Chapter Four: Constructing a Trans-Gulf Perspective
Akram, Saleem, and I sat in Saleem's small, dimly lit apartment, watching Dr. Hanif
Sherif's 2014 film Kareem, an allegorical road picture set in Makran but filmed in
Oman. The cast consists of Baloch actors based in Oman and Bahrain, several of whom
served other roles in the film's production (such as cinematographer). In the film, the
passengers of a public minibus are forced to contend with three of their number who
are prone to outbursts that, while suggesting mental illness, are also symptomatic of
the day to day political realities of Balochistan. Much of the film is comedic in tone, but
it opens and closes with a dreamlike ambience of detached hopelessness.
While the smartly asphalted roads with their brightly painted lane dividers
might have been a giveaway that the film was not actually shot in Balochistan,41 part
of the satisfaction I detected in Akram and Saleem as we watched was owed to the fact
that one could make a film in Oman and easily pass it off as taking place in
Balochistan. Of course, countless Hollywood films contain sequences that take place in
Iran, Iraq, or Afghanistan but were shot in Morocco or Mexico, but in those cases, a
great deal hinges on the ignorance of the audience. Here in Oman, Akram pointed out
to me, the jagged rocky gulf coast—its very geological character—is an exact mirror
of the coast of Makran, while the flat, monotonous, arid interiors are likewise identical.
As the waterways themselves are too wide to see the facing shores, there is a
reassurance in knowing that here—in climate, landscape, flora, and fauna—is the
same as there. And despair too in knowing that here is not at all the same as there.

There is a rapidly expanding profusion of newly paved roads in Balochistan
thanks to Chinese investment but this was not being represented in the film.
41
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On either side of the Persian Gulf and the Gulf of Oman, the coastline
alternates as one moves from the mouth of the Arabian Sea towards the Straits of
Hormoz between long stretches of rocky, volcanic natural ramparts and a parched
but arable shoreline with abundant groves of date palm in sight. On the Arabian
side, greater Muscat marks the dividing point between these two zones. Where the
coast is less rocky and more habitable, naturally it is marked by the densely
populated, continuous settlement that characterizes Batinah. Moving towards the
Musandem Peninsula, after Kalba and Fujairah in the UAE, the barren rocky terrain
resumes. On the other side of Muscat is Quriyat, a collection of small towns
extending inland from a modest strip of natural harbors. The coastline extends
without a major population center till Sur, a major port town with a particularly rich
history of connectivity with the ports of Oman's former holdings in East Africa.
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One can see on a map that Arabian and Iranian ports more or less across
from each other can be paired on the basis of proximity: Muscat (Oman)-Chahbahar
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(Iran) and Gwadar (Pakistan), Sohar (Oman)-Jask (Iran), Khasab (Musandem
Peninsula, Oman)-Bandar-e Abbas (Iran), Dubai (UAE)-Bandar-e Lengeh (Iran),
Manama/Muharraq (Bahrain)-Bandar-e Kong (Iran), Kuwait City-Bushehr (Iran).
There are ferry services from Kuwait to Bushehr, a new ferry from Muscat to
Chahbahar has been announced, and the economy of Khasab is certainly bolstered
by constant stealth runs made by Iranian smugglers, with a legal ferry to Bandar-e
Abbas also in operation. It would be quite a stretch, however, to suggest that from
Muscat to Kuwait, the cultural particulars of the facing coastline of Southern Iran are
faithfully mirrored in direct correspondence. Nevertheless, in patterns of Baloch
settlement, the tract of coast that extends from Muscat to the Musandem Peninsula
does give a fairly pronounced sense of symmetry—especially evident in language,
musical practices, and personal histories—with the transition in cultural
environment from Makran to Eastern Hormozgan.
In seeking to understand the presence of Baloch culture within landscapes
that are unbounded by simplistic administrative and ethnonational designations, we
need to consider the entire coastal region of Southern Iran in all its layered
complexity as part of the core area of distribution for Baloch population and culture.
The Persian Gulf coast of Iran, like neighboring Makran with which it is continuous,
comprises small coastal settlements, major port towns, and a varied hinterland, all
with their own nuanced cultural particulars. Some features of the major port towns
include: a fair amount of migration from elsewhere in Iran; a mixed ancestry on the
part of much of the population reflecting long histories of trade and population
exchange (whether mercantile or directly related to centuries of slave trade) with
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parts of Africa and India;42 and near continuous movement across the Persian Gulf
between Iran and the Arabian Peninsula.
Willem Floor, surveying nineteenth- and early twentieth-century accounts of
the cultural demographics of Bandar-e Abbas, finds Baloch depicted as the third
largest group in residence, after Arabs and Persians, neither of which, as he points
out, are monolithic categories in that region (Floor 2011:13). Floor goes on to
complicate this picture by citing sources that use such terms as "a large admixture
of Arab, Baluchi and Negro blood in every stratum of society" (ibid., 14) to
characterize the citizens of Bandar-e Abbas. One source cited by Floor asserts, "The
better class of merchants are of Persian origin, but among the lower classes Negro,
Arab, and Baluch blood predominate"(ibid., citing a 1914 British consular report43).
Floor also cites a report describing the local language of Minab, the first major town
to the east of Bandar-e Abbas, as a mixture of Arabic, Persian, and Baloch (ibid.,
265). We should note here a tendency to conceptualize as stable categories the
endogenous Persian and the exogenous "Negro"/African, Arab, and Baloch.
This pattern of equating southern Iran with Persian + (Arab + African +
Baloch) has encouraged the notion that many idioms in the domain of cultural
performance are hybrid in nature or have been transplanted relatively intact from
elsewhere and undergone some gradual molding to the particulars of their new
environment. Today more than ever, the Gulf as a natural feature represents a gulf
To point to Africa and India as monolithic entities on one hand and as atomic
components of the ancestry of a given citizenry is quite common and yet bespeaks
questionable, essentially racial categories, even if historical routes and flows are
well-established.
43 Report for the Official Persian Year March 21, 1913 to March 20, 1914 on the
Trade and Commerce of Bunder[sic] Abbas by Captain H.V. Biscoe.
42
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in diplomacy, political ideology, standards of living, and economic cooperation. But
even the geopolitical tensions and spirit of bitter rivalry in which Iran and Saudi
Arabia are locked fail to dispel a certain sense of regional unity born of constant
interaction across the Gulf with various points along each shoreline engaged in
different ways. As Lindsey R. Stephenson eloquently puts it in her abstract for her
dissertion on trans-Gulf labor flows from Iran to the Arabian Peninsula in the early
portion of the twentieth century, "As much as political forces sought to regulate
movement and identities by invoking legal boundaries between the eastern and
western shores of the Gulf, they contended with forces undeterred by such
structures; namely the global capital that pulled people to the western side and local
actors who already knew the way" (Stephenson 2018: iii).
The idea of Persia as Persian, the Arabian Peninsula as Arab, and Balochistan
as Baloch sits uneasily with the widespread notion of the Gulf region as a coherent
cultural zone. It is extremely common for Persian, Arabic, and Baloch (and often
Swahili or other Bantu) words to exist for the same thing, which might be peculiar to
the Gulf littoral. One of my Baloch friends in Muscat told me a number of stories of
goings on in Makran that necessitated the intervention of a kind of skilled detective
known as a pādgīr, someone who is able to extract an uncanny amount of
information concerning someone's identity just by studying their footprint in the
dust or sand. Bertram Thomas reports the existence of precisely this role by the
Arabic name qaffar in Seeb, a coastal Omani town that has essentially become
incorporated into Muscat. Thomas (1931: 130) describes the qaffar as "a genius
who can identify every living creature on his beat by merely gazing at the ground,
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for man goes unshod." In both settings, the pādgīr/qaffar serves a vital function in
identifying the culprit(s) in the investigation of various crimes and transgressions,
as Thomas and my Baloch friend attested with their various anecdotes.
4.1 Cultural Gradations Along the Facing Gulf Coasts
Historical examinations reveal that the population of Arabic language and heritage
found in varying degrees of concentration along the Gulf coast of Southern Iran
represents numerous communities with distinct genealogies, social outlooks, and
geographic backgrounds. Shahnaz Razieh Nadjmabadi for instance points to Bandare Lengeh as a major site of settlement for the Qawasim and to Khuzestan as a center
of settlement for the Banu Ka'b, two Arab groups that are understood to comprise
cohesive "tribal" groupings (Nadjmabadi 2009: 130-133). It is difficult to offer a
concise overview of this motion and distribution since the movements across the
Gulf have taken place over long periods of time, in both directions, and the language
and customs of contemporary populations don't necessarily reveal whether their
ancestors had at one point or another adopted either Persian or Arabic language or
identity. The spoken vernaculars of both sides of the Persian Gulf are specific
variations of Persian, Arabic, and Baloch as well as related but distinct local
languages such as Koroshi, Rudbari, and Kumzari.
In his 1889 article on the historical interface between groups known as Arab
and 'Ajam,44 Ignac Goldziher makes it clear that Iranian groups often became
absorbed into large Arab tribal formations as clients, becoming Arabized in the

'Ajam is a term used in Arabic to denote non-Arab—especially Persian—
neighboring populations.
44
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process of assuming the role of 'Ajam among Arabs (Goldziher 1889 (2006): 102109). Among Persian-speaking Iranians today, many are proud to claim descent
from Arab tribes and bear names such as Qasemi, not to mention the prestige
afforded to anyone who is able to claim descent from the lineage of the Prophet.
Baloch have freely absorbed large numbers of people of non-Baloch origin, including
Brahuis who are generally able to claim dual belonging as Baloch and Brahui.
The social implications of such diversity in lineage and origin remains a
sensitive, often fraught matter. Goldziher writes that
if one wished to speak of the mawali [clients appended to Arab tribes]
in the most derogatory way they were called tails (dhanabāt) and fins
(za'ānifa) or intruders (dkuhlulun, sing), of whom one expects less
courage and honor than of the real members of a tribe fighting for its
honor and glory, and whom one is even inclined to suspect of treason
to the most sacred duties of the tribe because of their alien origin
(2006: 102).
I can give an example of a similar stance towards Baloch of non-Baloch origin I
encountered in a Gulf city when speaking with an acquaintance whose family had
come from western Iranian Balochistan. He said of Baloch of African heritage that
they are not to be trusted because, without any true loyalties to a major Baloch clan
or tribe and generally possessed of negligible means and thus susceptible to any
opportunity for meager financial gain, they often serve as the eyes and ears of the
Iranian state. He painted a picture of an elderly Black woman spending much of her
time out in public observing interactions and absorbing the talk at the market to
report on later.
There are specific regional groups and identities found along the Gulf coast
provinces, such as Bastaki and Dashtestani, in whose culture is often read a
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gradation between zones. For instance, music and dance idioms and wedding
customs peculiar to the Dashtestan region, which is located in the interior of
Bushehr province, between the coast and the Zagros mountains, have a great deal in
common with their coastal counterparts, as well as with Lori and Qashqa'i idioms, as
Iranian researcher Maryam Sharifi illustrated to me with her collection of field
recordings (July 2015).
Eastern Hormozgan is historically a major Baloch-speaking territory, whose
population sometimes refer to themselves as Kiblai ("Western") Baloch. This group
has a distinctive dialect, characterized by, among other things, a tendency to
pronounced an "f" sound where other Baloch groups use an initial "w," giving for
instance fesh for wash ("good," "nice"). Mohammedreza Darvishi describes the
region comprising Minab and Bashagerd as a "site of the convergence of two
cultures," which he specifies as the "culture of West Balochistan and the culture of
East Hormozgan" (1373/1995: 63). Willem Floor (2010:8) finds documentation
designating distinct neighborhoods of the important south Iranian coastal trade
entrepôt Bandar-e Lengeh as Rudbari, Minabi, Bastaki, and Balochi, with
communities settling from those regions and groups as well as Kahnuj and
Bashakerd.
In the interest of identifying current musical practices that truly extend
across the Gulf, the bagpipe known variously as habban, habbuneh, ney anban, and
qirbah with its associated repertoires presents a particularly good example. Many of
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Kuwait's most prolific habban players, such as Mousa Fyrooz45 and Fadl Kankoni
(Urkevich 2015: 150), claim origin in Iran. While Mousa Fyrooz was born and
raised in Kuwait, his connection to Iran is not a distant genealogy. He grew up
bilingual in Arabic and Persian, in a Shi'a household in central Kuwait, and from the
point where he committed himself to a musical vocation centered around the
habbān, he has depended on access to Bushehr, Iran for all of his instruments and
accessories. However, in comparing his repertoire and his general conceptualization
of the role of his music with that of Sa'id Shanbehzādeh, a ney anbān player from
Bushehr who has pursued an international career as a touring performer, the latter
displays a much fuller range of familiarity with various genres of music closely
associated with Bushehr, such as sharveh and yazleh, while Mousa Fyrooz limits
himself to festive genres played at weddings for the sake of dancing and processions
(zaffa). This means that Mousa Fyrooz's repertoire is more strictly trans-Gulf, while
Sa'id Shanbehzādeh engages with idioms that overarch a coastal and hinterland
divide. For one thing, Mousa Fyrooz's repertoire is purely instrumental, while
Shanbehzādeh incorporates songs that offer greater context and more explicit
textuality. Dances such as khamīrī are part of habbān repertoire on both sides
(Sabetzādeh 1385/2006: 5; al-Malaki 1999: 119).
Shanbezadeh,46 whose grandfather was Baloch, has always shown a
willingness to engage with themes of cultural contact in which his repertoire can be
All information pertaining to Mousa Fyrooz was collected during several
interviews with him in Kuwait in February 2014.
46 Information about Sa'id Shanbehzadeh comes from a series of conversations in
New York on October 4, 2015, as well as from a talk he gave at Asia Society on
December 6, 2013.
45
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situated and has recently entered into a partnership with Stockholm-based Baloch
singer Rostam Mir Lashari, who works to present a globalized vision of Baloch
culture. These collaborations have enabled Rostam Mir Lashari to foreground the
longstanding connections between culture and musical practices along the coastline
extending from the Makran to Bushehr and Khuzestan.47
Iranians have at times criticized or made light of Sa'id Shanbehzadeh for
playing up his Africanness (going bare chested on stage and dancing around while
playing his bagpipe), and indeed the first of his North American performances to
feature Rostam Mir Lashari was at the legendary Apollo theater in Harlem in 2016
before which he grew his hair out in a Don King-style Afro. At the same time, he has
long collaborated with jazz musicians and openly decries the tendency to expect him
to represent a regional folklore among other imaginings of essentialized Iranian or
Gulf culture.48
One problem that Shanbehzadeh points to with the very idea of presenting
folkloric repertoires from Bushehr is that, according to him, the singing and
instrumental performance by featured musicians represents about 15% of the
music, the crucial other 85% being provided by the public assembly of participants
at a given occasion. Key performance genres, in his view, cannot faithfully be
Rostam Mir Lashari spent a portion of his life living and working in Minab,
Hormozgan before moving to Sweden.
48 Shanbezadeh's openness to the uses people find for him is a defining aspect to his
career as a performer and to his public persona. In October, 2015, he took part in a
mammoth art installation by Laurie Anderson in collaboration with a Chadian
former Guantanamo detainee whose larger-than-life likeness was being live
streamed from Abijan as he received a feed of the audience meandering through the
installation, a cavernous darkness illuminated by a disco ball and enlivened by a
prerecorded soundtrack of voice and electronic music that Shanbezadeh interacted
with live, wandering around himself in his longi playing the ney anbān.
47
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reproduced in a vacuum. Accordingly, we must think both in terms of discernible
musical features and overall social and physical contexts when linking domains of
performance across the Gulf. At the same time, there are certain general ideas or
premises that carry through from one community and region to another, albeit with
pronounced differences. We should note a possible link between the term
shervand/sherwand used by Baloch and sharveh, which, according to
Mohammedrezā Darvishi, is pronounced sharvand in Bandar-e Abbas and Minab in
accordance with the particularities of local dialects (1373/1995: 36).49 Darvishi
notes,
As a matter of fact, in a vast region in Southeastern Iran [...] we
confront a certain type of music which is present in the historical and
cultural memory of the residents. In each region this abstract type is
represented in a special manner and manifests itself with different
titles such as Kurdi (Baluchistan: Iranshahr and Bampur), Sharvend
(Hormozgan: Minab and Bashāgard) and Biābāni (Kerman: Kahnuj).50
The interrelation between these different types is especially
manifested in the cadences of songs. (My translation.)
Darvishi concludes that, "the oral culture of the people of Minab and 'Bashāgard'
(Bashgard) is actually a bridge between Baloch and Hormozgani culture."
Furthermore, he finds that the sharvend of Minab bears a close resemblance to the
Baloch zahīrōk (ibid.).

In thinking of the relationship between the terms sharveh and shervand, or of the
centrality of the pahlawān to the most elevated of Baloch oral arts, we might look to
Ahmad Tafazzoli's entry on fahlaviyāt in the Encyclopedia Iranica. Tafazzoli
identifies fahlaviyāt as quatrains sung in Pahlavi in Northwestern Iran (greater
Medea, comprising Esfahan, Rey, Azerbaijan, Hamadan, and Mah Nahavand)
(Tafazzoli 1999). The term pahlawān seems etymologically related to this sphere.
The fahlaviyāt genre was sung in idioms or styles such as oroman (believed to be
related to Hawraman) and sharva (related to sharveh) (ibid).
50 Pronounced Giāvānī by my interlocutors in Batinah.
49
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Here is but one sense in which we can speak of a gradation along the coast of
Southern Iran. For from a linguistic and musical standpoint, the Baloch of Eastern
Hormozgan whose culture I encountered in Batinah are both a distinct subset of
Baloch (in some cases called Korōshī) as a larger group and a kind of link binding
the culture of Makran to that of the Persian Gulf coast.
In their article on the Koroshi language, Nourzaei, Jahani, and Anonby (N.D.:
4-6) describe the Korosh as having a great deal in common with Makrani Baloch,
especially in the southern portion of the territory through which they are
distributed, while in the northern zone of their concentration they have long been in
close contact with Qashqa'i society and culture, adopting their dress, wedding
customs, and much of their vocabulary. Here we will not attempt to survey the
Persian, Arabic, and Baloch dialects of Southern Iran, or pay any close attention to
the languages of their Lori and Qashqa'i neighbors. However, the scholarly
preoccupation with mapping out and comparing the linguistic milieus of Southern
and Southeast Iran continues to gather momentum (e.g. Korn 2015, Motallebi and
Sheibanifard 2014, Barbera 2005).
As we have touched on before, the toponyms distributed throughout the
classificatory terminology used to distinguish different zahīrōks include a number of
the regions west of Iran's Sistan va Balochistan province that have their own
dialects, musical styles, and cultural identities (e.g. Rūdbar, Bashokard, Kibla'ī). At
the same time, this terrain is hardly characterized by fixed demographic
demarcations. For example, according to a Baloch from nearby Koh-e Mubarek, the
Baloch population of Minab is dramatically increasing year by year because of
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demand for employment among rural and small town Baloch communities further
east.
4.2 Distinctions Between Baloch Communities in Coastal Oman
"And who are you?"
A small bearded Arab had hopped into my office like a flea.
"Gunpowder," he said.
"I was mustering my company for taking them to our western outpost
where they were to protect the oil company against the evil Turki.
I must have mis-heard him.
"What is your job?" I tried again.
"Gunpowder."
In this peculiar way began my association with Gunpowder Joe, medical
orderly extraordinary. He bore the title as an honorific; it was really his
pronunciation of the old military term "compounder" for dispenser or
medical orderly. He turned up with a huge laundry basket packed with
rolls of cotton wool, splints, and bottles of nostrums for loosening or
consolidating the bowels. (Allfree 1967: 30)
Such is the unabashedly colonialist prose style that enlivens Warlords of Oman, a
memoir of military service in Oman and the Trucial Coast written by P.S. Allfree in
1967 and recommended highly to me by Shaykh Jan Mohammed Hatem al-Balushi
as a testament to his family history.
Shaykh Jan Mohammed Hatem is officially the Shaykh of the al-Balushi tribe
of Oman, a title he has inherited from his father and grandfather. As Mohammed
Reza Pahlavi modernized Iran, regions where tribal rule persisted were pressured
in some cases and forced in others to integrate into the governing structures of the
monarchy. Nominal tribal and regional rule did continue, as in the case of the
Qashqa'i (Beck 1991: 9), but strong displays of resistance on the part of Baloch in
Hormozgan led to conflict with the result that the leadership went into exile in a
region extending across the border between today's Oman and UAE.
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From Kalba, UAE to Barka, along the length of Oman's Batinah coastal plain,
Baloch from Eastern Hormozgan—considered the western extremity of Makran—
have settled as a major block of the population. As wards of the Sultanate, this group
came to play an important role in the suppression of the Jebel Akhdar and Dhofar
uprisings (1954 -1959 and 1963-1976 respectively). This role primarily consisted of
actively recruiting Makrani Baloch—especially from Gwadar and neighboring parts
of Eastern Makran—as soldiers to serve in the Sultan's army, generally under the
direct leadership of British officers, which explains why probably the most thorough
grammar and vocabulary of the Makrani dialect of Baloch was written by Major N.
Collette expressly for the purpose of training English speakers to communicate with
Makrani Baloch-speaking subordinates in military contexts in the Sultanate of
Oman.
A crucial wave of Baloch from the Jask vicinity are depicted by Allfree as "the
followers of an Iranian chieftain who had rebelled against the Shah and fled for
asylum to Oman, where they had settled and built up a considerable living for
themselves by smuggling, slaving, and gun-running."(Allfree 1968: 119) The
chieftain was Shaykh Jan Mohammed Hatem's ancestor, and Allfree goes on to
describe his great great uncle and grandfather:
The heirs to the rebellious chieftain were two youngish men of
startling flamboyance called Mirza and Jan Mohammed. Mirza, the
elder, was tall and handsome and theatrically grand. When he spoke it
was as one possessed of ancestral wisdom and priestly knowledge;
every movement and gesture was a study in grave significance; he
was soft spoken, darkly dressed, and inscrutable. Jan Mohammed was
like Errol Flynn. He had sweeping black mustachios and flashing eyes
and teeth. He dressed himself up like a film sheikh, white robes,
flowing headgear and crossed bandoliers and three or four guns and
pistols stuck into belts. He seemed to swoop, eagle-like, rather than to
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walk, and his speech was all a dazzle of ivory and braggadocio. He was
on the whole less impressive than Mirza—he lacked Mirza's
calculated portentousness. But he was the finer spectacle. (ibid. 119120)
These events bolstered the geographic distribution of Baloch in Oman as
found to this day, with Baloch from around Jask living in large numbers in Batinah
(Sohar, Shenas, Liwa, Saham) and Baloch from the heart of Makran concentrated
above all in Muscat, Seeb, Barka, Quriyat, and Buraimi but also living in Salalah. A
legendary commander in the aforementioned conflicts, Khodabaksh, still lives in
Salalah, which had been the seat of the residence of the late Sultan Qaboos's father,
Sultan Said bin Taymur, at the time of the Dhofar rebellion. Nearly eighty,
Khodabaksh recently declared to an acquaintance that he stands ready as ever to
serve his Sultan at arms should the need arise.
Shaykh Jan Mohammed Hatem, at present a university student in Kuala
Lumpur, maintains three residences: one in Muscat, one in Sohar, and another in
Kalba (UAE), where his great uncle, the aforementioned Mirza, had settled. Though
young, he is entrusted with helping any Omani who identifies as Baloch, or more
specifically who identifies as part of the al-Balushi "tribe"—a formation encouraged
by the state—navigate social conflicts or legal disputes. He also is a representative
of the Baloch as an Omani collectivity. That said, he doesn't appear to have a great
deal of direct connection with the majority of Baloch in Muscat, who do not consider
themselves as belonging to a Baloch Omani "tribe." His position of import is most
pronounced among Baloch in Batinah, where his family lineage has had a consistent
presence.
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When introduced to the warm, hospitable Shaykh Jan Mohammed Hatem, I
found him to be a very open and inquisitive person, but also guarded, clearly out of
necessity. For someone in his position, the social and political dynamics of Baloch in
Oman pose some complex challenges. Accordingly, while he is as active as anyone
sharing all manner of digital content with trusted friends and acquaintances, he
does not participate in network-based social media platforms on which he would be
forced to position himself within or apart from the social and political stances of
specific sets of people.
It was easy to draw a distinction between Shaykh Jan Mohammed Hatem and
many Baloch in Muscat insofar as the latter fall into camps of local Baloch
communities with a particular Mashkatī Baloch dialect and transnational Baloch
communities who have retained the language, outlook, family connections, and
other habits of their Makrani origin, while Jan Mohammed Hatem's lifestyle in
virtually all discernible details is that of an Arabophone Omani. There is of course a
substantial portion of Omanis of Baloch ancestry who have lost their Baloch
language and customs, and who are very likely in general to identify as belonging to
the al-Balushi tribe of which Shaykh Mohammed Hatem is the acknowledged leader.
Despite this public image however, I quickly came to realize that Shaykh Jan
Mohammed Hatem is fluent in both Makrani and Kiblai/Giovani51 Baloch dialects,
which are very different from one another. This range of language usage is common
throughout much of the Batinah region, where long established Baloch communities

Spoken in Baloch communities native to the eastern portion of what today is
Iran's Hormozgan province.
51
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continue to use their ancestral dialect at home and have at least some proficiency in
Makrani Baloch as well as complete fluency in Arabic.
Shaykh Jan Mohammed Hatem proved to be actively tuned into an array of
Baloch musical milieus—he is an avid listener with a fascinating electronic archive
stored on his phone and various social media accounts. It became clear that specific
individuals play a key role in keeping him abreast of recordings in circulation but his
position also keeps him in the loop among an extremely broad pool of individuals
representing diverse communities. Aside from informally recorded clips of
musicians in Balochistan, such as one of a child surōzī belonging to the household of
Rasoolbaksh Zangeshahi, he had at his finger tips numerous examples of amateur
Baloch musicians in Oman, and of special interest to me, examples from Batinah and
Salalah, as well as examples of Baloch culture in Eastern Hormozgan, Iran.
Shaykh Jan Mohammed Hatem, while a bit cautious in addressing the core
crises that dominate Baloch politics, displays a great deal of concern for Baloch in
Balochistian, wondering aloud if the tide will ever turn in their favor.
4.3 Baloch Culture and Music Performance in Bātinah
While it is only in specific settlements in Batinah that Baloch are a majority of the
population, they are a long-standing and well-known presence. For instance, in her
observations concerning the embroidered and dyed mask-like burqa worn by
women in Batinah, Unni Wikan reports that in Sohar, across communal boundaries,
it is believed that the origins of this item lie in Makran, where it used to be far more
current than it is today (Wikan 1982:107).
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In their study of the musical life of Sohar (here meaning essentially all the
towns of upper Batinah, for instance Sohar, Sallam, Liwa, and Shenas), Dieter
Christensen, Salwa el-Shawan Castelo-Branco, and Khalfan al-Berwani devote a
small but reasonably in-depth portion of their discussions to local Baloch wedding
customs, with a particular emphasis on men's wedding dances accompanied by
drumming and a piercing aerophone. The perspective presented draws extensively
on Christensen's earlier fieldwork in the mid 1980s and early 1990s, affording a
sense of ongoing shifts in how common these practices are, which instruments are
used, and the degree of integration of performers and wedding guests.
The form of dancing they describe they identify as raqs al-Belushi in Arabic
and laro (or lilaro) in Baloch. A little over ten years after the most recent portion of
their research, I found this same dancing very much central to wedding festivities
though my interlocutors tended to call it daqqah Balūshīyyah in Arabic and
tamāshā52 in Baloch. Two points of inconsistency between their observations and
mine concern the facts that (a) they indicate that the use of the qirbah (bagpipe) has
faded, while in my experience it has not, and (b) they find that a format with
musicians performing on a stage has disrupted the earlier tendency for musicians to
converge with dancing wedding attendees in the main space of the wedding, usually
a vast, illuminated open air lot between houses. At a wedding I attended in Liwa, a
town along the coastal tract of Batinah between Sohar and Shinas, there was no such
stage, nor was there amplification apart from a battery operated megaphone.
It may be worth noting that the word tamāshā—which means "spectacle" in
Persian—is used to denote a "dance event" at festivities in Northern Pakistan
(Schmid 2000: 795) and a bawdy vernacular theater show often featuring erotic
dance in India, particularly Maharashtra (Morcon 2013: 79).
52
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My perspective was bound to be different, however, because I was narrowly
focused on Baloch communities and their practices. I should be clear here that I
barely scratched this surface and a great deal more work could—and should—be
carried out among Baloch communities in Batinah. However as my host was the
shaykh, I believe I got a fairly reliable oral inventory of musical practices among
Baloch in this region.
4.4 Three Points of Continuity and Gradation
Iranian linguist Mousa Mahmoodzahi writes of "dialects placed at the isoglosses of
Persian and Balochi such as the Roodbari dialect"(2003: 404). This observation
aptly applies to the geography of musical practices as well. In this section I look at
three examples of musical idioms that can equally be considered as located on the
arc of gradation from Gulf to Makrani Baloch culture on the Persian and the
Peninsular sides. The first two belong to the communities of Baloch from the Jask
vicinity concentrated in upper Batinah, the third is a modern trend towards urban
songs that clearly belong to the wider aesthetic sphere of Gulf Arab ṭarab but sung
in Persian or Baloch.
(a) Shegher/Zahīrī
The bardic form of sung poetry in the Baloch culture in and around Jask (called
Jashk in Baloch) is known as shegher, evincing a tendency, curiously shared with
Turkmen, to render the 'ain in the Arabic derived word she'r (poetry) as a ghayn,
that is to replace a glottal constriction with a glottal friction that sounds like a
passing gurgle although among both Baloch and Turkmen this is typically
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pronounced more like a hard g. As a musical art it is also called zahīrī, a word clearly
of common derivation with the first part of zahīrōk (and its variant zahīrīg).
The tambīrag used to accompany this song form is nylon-stringed and thus
has a softer, rounder tone than the twangy, metal-stringed variety used in
Balochistan. Two features by which this idiom can be distinguished from the shēr
and sōt performed further east in Makran are the melodic fretting of the tambirag
and the consistent contour and relatively narrow range of variation in the vocal
melody from one piece to another.
Abbas 'Ali Murad al-Balushi lives in the Sur Balush village in Shenas, Batinah.
His original mulk is Koh-e Mubarak, a small town between Jashk and Sirik, Eastern
Hormozgan, Iran. Enticed to Oman in the 1980s, he might be described as a semiprofessional musician, in that he is engaged for specific events without fully
supporting himself this way. He rarely will perform at a wedding but often performs
at celebrations (mōlūd) held on the sixth day after a child is born. He performs to his
own accompaniment on the tanbīrag. The performance generally lasts from about
9PM to 4AM. The zahīrī genre can also consist of a singer and player of the four-hole,
end blown flute known as karam. The genre style is coherent from Jashk to Sirik to
Minab, according to Abbas 'Ali Murad. There are no narratives associated with great
Baloch leaders and heroes such as Mir Chakar and Gwaharam and Hammal, but
rather the stories take on a more personal perspective, as in lamenting the absence
of loved ones with the anxiety that harm may have befallen them. He recalls such
songs being played as people departed from his home region to fight in the Dhofar
wars. A song he performed for me took the form of a conversation between a
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mother and son, recalling for a learned Baloch friend aspects of the epic narrations
of the life of Mir Kambar.

Fig. 4.1, Abbas 'Ali Murad, Sohar, Batinah, 2017
As an informal form of entertainment at communal occasions, the zahīrī repertoire
that Abbas Ali Murad demonstrated for me (while kindly providing me with a
cassette of older examples of the same genre) has a fairly propulsive rhythmic basis
established by the strumming of the tambīrag. The persistent up/down strumming
continues evenly during the lulls but the strums typically follow a variety of
patterns, and Abbas Ali Murad said that one of the those present at gatherings will
sometimes join in with drums (dohōl), drowning him out. Some of the rhythms
suggest more the vigorous wedding dances but the general tone is relaxed and
subdued, quite in contrast to traditional Makrani idioms further east.
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Some strumming patterns are in three with a strong full fingered down
stroke on the one and these are alternated with longer, syncopated cycles, creating
an uneven, off kilter feel. Others are in four. The strings are strummed open, tuned
in fifths. There are three strings but the highest two are tuned in unison, with the
upper of the two extending only halfway up the neck, like the thumb-plucked string
of a banjo.
From one piece to another, there is a pronounced variation in the strummed
rhythm and in the melodic itinerary. Each piece fits neatly within an octave and
there is a general commonality in melodic contour as sung lines typically start at the
pitch of the higher of the two strings and progress up a fourth to an octave above the
lowest string, where the melody lingers in a sustained period of upper register
intensity not unlike Makrani Baloch chihal, making use of a set of intervals between
the two poles. If the range of the melodies is an octave from A to A1, the melodic
energy is concentrated on the A1 with a fair amount of the action taking place
descending towards E (A, G, F#, E) and returning to A1. Only at the regular
denouements of a segment of melodic phrases does the melody fall below E, in
which case it invariably descends quickly to the low B with a decelerated cadence
from C to B with the voice softly trailing off and a return to open strumming on A
and E, giving a sense of resolution and return to the beginning of the cycle of
melodic exposition. Another fairly consistent feature is the use of melodic
embellishments created by fretting the tambīrag before a succession of sung lines
begins. These follow a narrow range departing upward from the E to F# and G and
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then back down in gently scrambling passages. While the pieces vary enough from
one to another, a similar overall tonal and timbral contour is consistently replicated.
(b) Tamāshā
It is remarkable to compare the audio and video recordings of Baloch men's
wedding dance made by Dieter Christensen in Sallām (a town in Batinah near
Shenās) in 1985 with a wedding I attended in Liwa (also town in Batinah) in 2017,
thirty-two years later. It is no more remarkable I suppose than comparing certain
lēwa performances documented over the course of over fifty years and spanning
much greater distances.
While the two examples are not identical, the basic structure and the roles
played by the participants are quite consistent. So far there is a failure on both of
our parts to obtain a clear idea of the texts that are intoned. For my part I can say
that those who accompanied me to the wedding, although fluent in Kiblai and
Makrani Baloch dialects, were often unable to grasp clearly what was said.
The wedding I attended had two segregated sections: men gathered in the
open air and a large enclosed tent in which the women attendees had gathered, out
of sight of the men, including myself. There was very loud music emanating from
inside the tent, played very likely by one of the bands I knew from Muscat, though I
was not sure which one—Ayla, Mona, Nawras... I asked and it turned out it was a DJ
playing studio recordings. The women, I was told, were dancing together, and
indeed I had increasingly come to realize that modern urban Baloch wedding dance
music in Oman is—to a large extent—primarily for the benefit of women, as
discussed in Chapters Two and Nine.
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The men, on the other hand, were seated around the perimeter of an
enormous open air grassy lot. I would estimate there there were at least two
hundred men in attendance and upon arrival I greeted each one before being shown
a seat and given a bottle of water followed by strong light-colored coffee in the
peninsular custom. I had already been received in the home of a member of the
wedding host's household and had had some boxed mango juice.
A short time after I arrived the dance began, at first principally involving the
small troupe (firqah, halqah) of drummers and a singer and some others who sang
and danced as if guests but were clearly part of the entourage of performers. The
dance gradually accelerated through three phases, accumulating participants,
though throughout, the majority of attendees sat or stood as onlookers around the
perimeter.
The first phase had a medium slow tempo and was led by a man leading the
songs through a megaphone. He was known as the nāzekār. Those who were part of
the troupe but did not drum or the lead the songs but established the group singing
and dancing patterns were called tamāshī in the singular. These others joined in his
chant. Lines of intelligible meaning alternated with Baloch vocable phrases in a
steady repetition. For example, as the dance commenced at the wedding I attended
in Liwa: le lari le lari, man dastabanda go khaliqi danna —"le lari le lari, I am being
given to outside people [people outside my immediate family]".
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There were interlocking drum parts with two drums of each size (kāsir and
rahmānī—or djorrūw53 and marsūz (Christensen, Castelo-Branco, and Barwani
190)) double headed skin drums played with the fingers of the left hand striking its
head and the right hand combining strokes with a short, thick stick with different
strokes by the fingers (the stick is clasped primarily by the thumb of the right hand
against the palm). The players of the larger drum (rahmānī/marsūz) walked
forward and those playing the smaller drum (kāsir/djorrūw) faced them walking

Fig. 4.2, Nāzekār and drummer, Liwa, Batinah, 2017
backwards. The drummers are called dholi and customarily wear a distinctive longi
called tanur.54
Surveying drums of this type across Southern Iran, Mohammadrezā Darvishi finds
that the term joreh is used in Minab, Bandar-e Mu'alam, and Southeastern Kerman
province—Kahnuj, Rudbar—in which cases the term dohol is used for the larger
drum. The term kaser is also used in Bastak and Hormoz (Darvishi 2009: 143-154;
182-189).
54 At the wedding I am primarily describing, all wore dishdashas.
53
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Those who gather around form a loose circle around the nāzekār and the
drummers and, maintaining some distance between them, move their bodies and
provide a consistent clapped accent. Besides the clapping, their motions involve
expressive swinging of the arms, which supports the timing established by the other
components of the music. Some older men hold staffs (assā, khayzurān) as they
execute these movements. In Christensen's example from 1985, more participants in
this dance have staffs. Once a certain tempo is reached, a habban (Bal. hīzak) player
(sāzī) joins in, becoming a new focal point, with the circle dance steadily reforming
as a procession behind him, maintaining an orbit describing roughly the same circle
as the dance had previously. The ultimate destination of this procession is the house
of the groom, where his belongings have been readied for the move to the bride's
household on the next day of the wedding. But first the procession is enacted as a
dance in the open air wedding party site. At this point the dancing becomes more
jubilant with an intensification of body movements, particularly the shaking of the
shoulders (Bal. kuhaga sreini or chamag). The processional segment itself can be
referred to as malāg (Christensen, Castelo-Branco, and Barwani) or chamag.55
This dance, with its succession of phases, lasted about half an hour. It is a
general trend that wedding celebrations today are more abridged and concentrated
than in the past. In this case, I would remark that the fact that this sequence, of
obvious import for the upholding of tradition in this community, was a performance
and enactment confined to a short time contrasted sharply with the festive, music
One does wonder if there is an etymological link between the Baloch and Persian
(chamag/chamak) and the Swahili chama, which refers to a festive dance event in
coastal environments such as Matadoni, Lamu.
55
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and dance-dominated environment in the women's section, which was aesthetically
less traditional in character but was in full swing when I arrived and was still in full
swing when I left several hours later.
In Batinah, at non-Baloch Arab weddings or at weddings hosted by Arabized
Baloch, the qirbah/habbān is also prominently featured as part of festive dancing.
According to Dieter Christensen, the use of the qirbah/habbān gradually overtook

Fig. 4.3, Tamāshā with hīzak/qirba/habbūneh, Liwa, Batinah, 2017
the institution of lēwa as an expression of jubilation at Batinah weddings, although
lēwa is woven into Mashkatī Baloch56 wedding music in various guises and, as a
climactic celebratory idiom, one could expect some reference to it or incorporation
Mashkatī Baloch is a term by which I shall mean Baloch with a local Muscat Baloch
cultural outlook.
56
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of it in the recorded music the women were dancing to in the tent. The melody of the
tamosha, on the other hand, is understood to have a melancholic tone expressing
sadness that the groom is imminently departing his household.
It seems to me that there is a specific dance, or suite of specific dances,57
associated with the qirba/habbān/hīzak at Baloch weddings in Batinah, which
relates to the lēwa as a segmented festive idiom. By contrast, in Kuwait, where
habbān is used at weddings but does not have a particular Baloch connotation
(rather a Shia Persian community connotation), there is a much larger number of
specific dances to which the repertoire is tailored. A further point of contrast is that
in its community setting, the habbān in Kuwait is used for henna parties and other
harīm (female or mixed, intimate) spheres of a wedding celebration.
While the tamāshā/lila laro/dagga Balushiyya is performed in much the
same way today as it was thirty years ago, if you ask a local Baloch in the upper
Batinah to correlate this dance with a sphere of communal practice in Balochistan or
Southern Iran, it is now a simple matter for them to pull up AV examples to support
claims that Sirik or Jashk are where one would look. A major difference in the
coastal Hormozgan contexts, according to Abbas 'Ali Murad, is that there one
reliably finds the joftī (single reed double clarinet) and never any form of bagpipe.
Abbas 'Ali Murad attributes the replacement of the joftī with the bagpipe in Baloch
music performances in the Arab Gulf states to the legacy of military usages for the
instrument. He says that in Minab the qaranay, a long double reed conical shawm

Often identified, as in Balochistan, by the number of claps in a recurring grouping
(do chapi, se chapi, char chapi).
57
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found throughout the Qashqai and Bakhtiari communities of the Zagros mountains,
is common.
Looking at a number of examples of recent video documentation of weddings
in Hormozgan circulated on social media, I find plentiful examples where the
qaranay is used in towns close to Sirik while clearly in Minab the amplified surōz has
become popular at weddings, probably due to migration from Makran. Major points
of contrast between the tamāshā dances of Sirik and Batinah such as I have been
able to compare them include the presence of two tombaks alongside a dohol and a
joreh as the four accompanying drums in Hormozgan (the latter two are played in
the facing position mentioned above), the use of the double reed shawm mentioned
above, and a far more vigorous shaking of the shoulders (chamag) than I saw
personally in Batinah (or in Christensen's documentation). It seems that the further
one progresses along the littoral, towards Bushehr and Khuzestan, the more of the
male body is thrown into these dances. A characteristic dance of Bushehr and
Khuzestan, yazleh, is identified by Iranian ethnographer Mansureh Sabetzādeh
(1385/2006: 5) likewise as "shoulder shaking" and she gives as an alternate term
chamak (c.f. the Baloch term chamag mentioned above), but it is clearly a dance that
involves a dramatic bending and springing of the knees, and thrusting of the weight
of the entire upper body in one direction or another as the individual dancer's feet
hop rhythmically along their own itinerary, rather than in a collective orbit.
In addition to its place of prominence in upper Batinah Baloch weddings, the
lilaro/tamāshā is often performed during the kharīf, the midsummer rainy season in
Dhofar when Omanis descend on normally dry, dusty, and sleepy Salalah to bask in
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its fine mists as it is suddenly carpeted in a dreamy radiant green during a month of
cool temperatures and light rain. During this period a lavish mehrajān (culture
festival)—officially the Salalah tourism festival (see Rasmussen 2012: 83-85)—is
mounted, supplemented with informal music and dance spontaneously bubbling up
amid the atmosphere of picnicking and leisure. It is a peak time for the circulation of
documentation of the full spectrum of such cultural performances. Shaykh Jan
Mohammed Hatem, delving into the wealth of items he had stored on his phone,
mentioned another local Baloch singer apart from Abbas Ali Murad, who was
discussed above. This was an amateur musician, Mohammed Amin, who lives in the
environs of Shenas and who accompanies his own idiosyncratic songs on a crude,
boxy, makeshift tanbīrag. In one example that the Shaykh played for me, he was
sitting on a lush hillside in Salalah, praising the verdant environment and Oman's
idyllic present mood:
Bra seili pa Darbat o Salalah
Oman shar kuta Sahab Jalala
misle sarhadde Tehran shemali
khalij o ajnabi hur o hawar a
e jonnek durr danage pushta saware
Go take a tour to Darbat and Salalah
The Sultan has made Oman beautiful
like the northern suburbs of Tehran
Gulf people and foreigners are mixing
that pearl of a girl is riding on back [of a vehicle, possibly motorcycle]
This meteorological phenomenon is yet another example of the extent to which the
coastline and landscape of Oman mirror those of Balochistan. Dames writes of
Balochistan (1907: xvii):
As might be expected in a parched-up land, where water is scarce and
rain seldom falls, the poets delight in describing the vivid
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thunderstorms which occasionally visit the mountains and the sudden
transformation of the country side which follows a fall of rain. The
heavy atmosphere laden with dust and haze is transformed into one
of transparent clearness and inspiring freshness; the brown
mountain-side is covered in a few days with a bright green carpet, [...]
The annual kharīf in the Dhofar region surrounding Salalah, when a misty rain
reliably precipitates precisely such a "sudden transformation of the country side,"
marks the major holiday season for all of Oman, but it is often celebrated by Baloch
in a particularly Baloch way, marked by Baloch language, music, and poetic
consciousness.
(c) Oud-Based Persian and Baloch Sōt
As discussed in the preceding chapter, a major current in popular music in the Gulf
is what might be called oud-based ṭarab, to employ a heuristic umbrella term for a
collection of genres and idioms that would otherwise have to be painstakingly
mapped out. This sweeping usage of the term oud-based58 is intended to
encapsulate the effects of an early twentieth-century phenomenon where the oud
(also called mkabis in Bahrain) became wildly popular in social circles where music
was embraced as a form of enjoyment. Most generally, this popularity was a
manifestation of the cosmopolitan environment of ports such as Kuwait and
Muharraq that were constantly in interaction with other ports—Mumbai,
Mogadishu, Aden, Mukalla, Basra, Port Said, Jeddah, Lengeh, Kilwa—and was
encouraged by the conduit of professional seafarers who would have been of low

An example where "oud-based" occurs as a verbally articulated typological
concept would be the distinction Schéhérezade Qasim Hassan finds in Hadramawt
between dan performed without instruments and dan 'awadī—dan with oud
accompaniment.
58
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social standing and were seldom beholden to the same social-ethical-religious
strictures as more landlocked peninsular city dwellers. Nevertheless, in seeking to
emphasize the prominence of the oud, we are using a misleading term as the oud is
often part of an ensemble, mostly used to accompany a singer, and only
intermittently foregrounded as the focal point of a performance.
However, the inclusion of an oud and the way it is played say a great deal
about the relationship between repertoires and performance styles (and individual
performers of renown) in circulation. Musical recordings from Egypt and India had
an enormous impact on popular tastes and on the personae cultivated by musicians,
whether in Hadramawt, Mombasa, or Kuwait. At the same time, repertoires that
emerged in the coastal cities of Hijaz, the Gulf, and coastal South Yemen (from
Tihama to Aden to Hadramawt)—all different sides of the peninsula—developed
parallel to one another. For example, when newly affluent Kuwait emerged as a
commercial music hub in the second half of the twentieth century, its major
distribution companies such as RomCo, an-Nazaer, and Kleopatra concentrated on
distributing Kuwaiti, Hijazi, and Hadrami artists. The humaynī genre of poetry
chiefly cultivated in Yemen, is widely embraced by Hijazi musicians and performers
of the ṣawt genre in the Gulf (al-Salhi 2016: 132).
The most iconic of the genres local to the Gulf States is ṣawt (pl. aṣwāt),
which is habitually integrated into the complex of sea musics promoted as national
heritage in Kuwait, Bahrain, and Qatar. The term ṣawt itself has been in use for
centuries in Persian and Arabic to denote rousing popular songs in a sense quite
continuous with the use of the term ṭarab. Ahmed al-Salhi (2016: 126) points out
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that in the 1930s, recordings made in Yemen would specific which city or region
was being represently thusly: ṣawt lahjī, ṣawt 'adenī, ṣawt yafe'ī, etc., although this
convention has not persisted in Yemen. The Baloch sōt is another example of the
usage of this general term for songs for enjoyment.
Gulf ṣawt has certain specific features associated with it. The most
persistently articulated of these in literature concerned with music of the Gulf are a
number of rhythm cycles that are peculiar to the ṣawt idiom and articulated through
drumming, handclapping, and accents within the melody. These involve widely and
unevenly spaced syncopated accents framed by 6/8 (ṣawt 'arabī) and 4/4 (ṣawt
shāmī) meters (al-Malaki 1999: 137,139; al-Salhi 2016: 136-137 prefers to render
ṣawt 'arabī as 6/4). The genre is also defined by the structure of a performance; the
setting and dancing attached to the repertoire; and the texts that are sung.

Figs. 4.4 and 4.5, al-Malaki's depictions of the two ṣawt patterns mentioned
above.
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Fig. 4.6, Marwas pattern for ṣawt shāmī given by Ahmed al-Salhi (2016: 137)

Fig. 4.7, And for ṣawt 'arabī by al-Salhi (ibid.)
At the same time, if we look at the recordings of prominent artists of the early to
mid-twentieth century such as Yusuf Funy and Salem Suri (the former from Bahrain,
the latter from Sur, Oman),59 we find a much more expansive set of song forms and
styles. Some, like bastah, can be linked to music popular in the cities of Iraq. Others
seem to elude currently recognized categories. In Kuwait today (and since the late
1960s approximately), a separate complex of vintage Hadrami Yemeni repertoire is
tremendously popular at musical gatherings—samrahs, jalsat, salons, and diwawin.
Two distinctive domains with differing aesthetic and social auras—'Adeni and
Yamani—these styles are sometimes interspersed with aṣwāt in performance, and
other times kept completely separate. In Kuwait today, connoisseurs of the oud have
varying personal preoccupations—some are aficionados of Turkish makam, others
of vintage Cairene repertoire, others embrace experimental forays into post-tonality
or flamenco, and many are devotees of Kuwaiti ṣawt and/or the Ḥaḍramiyāt. In
Bahrain, meanwhile, skilled performers keep performances of ṣawt in circulation
both in community settings and at concerts evoking Bahrain's maritime cultural
The two knew each other and went concurrently to India to make recordings (alDawsari 44).
59
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legacies but there is no evidence that such a strong culture of connoisseurship and
ongoing innovation exists as it does in Kuwait.
As these distinctive repertoires appear to be in decline in Bahrain, in
Southern Iran, Arab Gulf styles of oud playing are becoming more and more popular.
Mohammadreza Darvishi (1373/1995: 41) identifies oud and marwās ensembles as
among the forms of musical presentation found in Qeshm, the large island in the
Persian Gulf off the coast from Bandar-e Abbas, but he has little information to offer
regarding this repertoire. Today, there is an abundance of new recordings by young
musicians singing in Persian and Western Baloch dialects and accompanying
themselves on oud played in a style heavily reminiscent of Bahraini and Kuwaiti
ṣawt in circulation among Baloch.
While I have not been able to personally investigate this very worthy topic in
Southern Iran myself, of the spheres of circulation and audition through which I
came to know of these trends, I can offer three observations: (a) Makrani Baloch
living in the Gulf value evidence that Baloch are part of the same cultural landscapes
of arts and social expression that are celebrated in the self-ideations of the Gulf
nations and their societies, as this reinforces a sense of regional belonging, (b) these
musical examples serve as yet another substantiation of claims that Baloch culture
and society extend beyond the confines delineated by the provinces of Sistan va
Balochistan in Iran and Balochistan in Pakistan, and (c) citizens of Southern Iran,
regardless of the language or dialect they speak, tend at least in some quarters
towards differentiating themselves from hegemonic Iranian cultural ideals by
amplifying idioms instantly identifiable as Arab—there are fuzzy boundaries
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between groups such as Baloch, Arabs, Qashqa'i, and Lors who typically identify or
are identified as ethnic minorities in Iran, and Southern Iranians whose linguistic
and cultural points of distinction are seldom taken into account.
There are some instances where music on both sides of the Persian Gulf
shares certain specific features. Similar interlocking clapping patterns are found in
ṣawt in Bahrain and Kuwait, in Hadrami popular genres, especially yamānī, and in
khayyāmkhāni in Bushehr while certain genres are naturally continuous across the
water, such as the habbān reperotires of Kuwait and Bushehr. However, the
eruption of formally and informally recorded examples currently in circulation can
suggest only one of two things: either there has been in southern Iran an ongoing
tradition of cultivating a repertoire (or multiple repertoires) of such songs utilizing
an oud style that overlaps considerably with the playing of Bahraini and Kuwaiti
musicians such as Sultan Hamid, Yusuf Funy, and Hamed Khalifa, or these latter and
their recordings have been the object of increasing study as part of a growing
musical-social trend in the coastal provinces of Khuzestan,60 Bushehr, and
Hormozgan, Iran.
We can distinguish a broad Southern zone of maqām aesthetics and practice
that is situated around the Red Sea, Indian Ocean, and Persian Gulf littoral. We can
find many celebrated proponents of this stylistic realm whose personal cultural
backgrounds are Swahili, Somali, Comoran, or Malay. Southern Iranians and Baloch

In my observation—from examples I have viewed, the overlap between
Khuzestani Arab and Iraqi Arab urban music genres is unsurprisingly considerable.
This is a fragment of a Khuzestani group performing at the Koocheh Festival in
Bushehr: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZLvhN_YGOLs
60
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who cultivate maqām- and oud-based repertoires often also belong to this realm,
which I shall try to characterize in some general terms.
Maqām practice—or maqām art—is explicated by musicians and theorists
oriented towards the famed schools of music performance in Cairo, Aleppo,
Baghdad, Tunis, or Istanbul as based in large part on an intuitive understanding of
aesthetic prescriptions governing graceful, dynamic itineraries across shifting tonal
centers and changing sequences of consecutive pitches, essentially an art built
around constant modulation, captivating dynamic contours, and nuanced
approaches to ornamentation whether we think of wasla suites, chalgy ensembles,
or Cairene ughniyya. However, the approach to common maqām territory in the Gulf
and Hadramawt is noticeably different. An expansive analytical discussion
theorizing, elucidating, and complicating this difference would be worthwhile. For
our present purposes, I would point to a couple of basic characteristics of Gulf and
Hadrami approaches in contrast with Mashreqi milieus: a much decreased tendency
to modulate between different ajnās (canonized groupings of notes theorized as
comprising a tetrachord, give or take a note); preferred melodic fragments based in
a given tetrachord, but shifting from one starting pitch to another as al-Salhi (2016:
152-153) notes; and a different approach to accent and flow, especially in the
playing of the oud. Notable features of the latter in the Gulf include a kind of
purposefully stumbling cascading and coarser, more aggressive and sometimes
frenetic strumming as manifestations of the excited emotions of the performer, a
rawer approach to timbre control where in the contrasting domains, a subtle touch
is required even in the throes of ecstatic abandon. Additionally there is a tendency
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to combine pentatonic scales with other scalar subsets that recall ajnās such as rāst
and hijāz.
There is an impulse among some commentators to code these pentatonic
features as "African," which would appear to perpetuate an essentializing
stereotype about African music. However, there are idioms in the Horn of Africa
and the Red Sea coast of Sudan that rely to large extent on pentatonic scales, with
lyres as prominent instruments in some of these repertoires. Before the oud and the
gambus lutes became widespread in coastal Yemen, the simsimiyya appears to have
been common there (Sergeant 1951: 19; ath-Tha'alabi 2004: 106), and it is found in
recent use in the Tihama region (Bakewell 1985: 106) as well as among ensembles
comprised of Hadrami musicians in Zanzibar.61 Some of the preferences of oud
players whose repertoires engage with clear maqām constructs may suggest a
relationship to repertoires that earlier relied more typically on lyres and belong to a
forum of exchange between the Horn of Africa region and the Arabian Peninsula.
Certainly the tanbūra (baritone lyre) repertoire used in tanbūra and nūbān
ceremonies around the Arabian Peninsula and Persian Gulf littoral—widely held to
have migrated to the region from the Horn of Africa—is one in which pentatonic
melodies are consistently prominent (Racy 2006: 106).

The recorded artifact that best illustrates this is the simsimiyyah-driven song
"Alaminadura" performed by Ally Salum Basalama and ensemble, and featured on
the 2003 CD Zanzibar: Soul and Rhythm.
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Fig. 4.8, Tambūra used in "Sudanese" zār ceremony, Cairo, 2000
In Oman, there is a pronounced divide between the cultural contexts where
one would encounter maqām-based Arab repertoires versus local or Makrani Baloch
genres. Across the Arab Gulf states, the domain in which maqām-based genres that
display these features outlined above tend to be foregrounded is that of the private
or semi-private social gathering: jalsah, samrah, diwwaniyah, or dār.62 Long
established in Kuwait (as well as among Hadrami Arabs in Indonesia), Hadramistyle ṭarab-oriented jalsāt are increasingly popular in Oman as well as in Qatar.
More strikingly, I recently saw documentation shared by Nadeem Shanan (a
prominent young Baloch singer in Muscat, discussed in Chapter Nine) of a Baloch

For a discussion of the dār (a modest seafarers' lodge) as a social institution
associated with musical performance, see Ulaby 2009: 132-135.
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jalsah in Buraimi,63 with oud, violin, and bengis (bongos)—the core instruments in
urban Hadrami genres—but with the repertoire in Baloch, again pointing to the
fluidity of cultural performance in which Baloch, especially young Baloch, often take
pride.
4.5 Axes and Continua
The perspective offered in this chapter emphasizes Baloch as a varied cultural
presence in the circum-Persian Gulf region that must be taken into consideration as
more and more detailed attention is given to cultural contacts between Southern
Iran and the Arabian Peninsula. These contacts continue to shift and evolve today in
ways that are significant for those of us who would look beyond the destructive
spirit of geopolitical competition that animates the confrontational rhetoric and
policies of Saudi Arabia, the other Arab Gulf States (excluding the wisely governed
Oman), and Iran.
Bypassing such hurdles of nationalist chauvinism, greed, and realpolitik is the
partial aim of many projects of cultural activism and advocacy, which are growing
among Baloch worldwide but also in localized cultural milieus including the coastal
cities of Southern Iran. Southern Iranian cities such as Bandar-e Abbas and Bushehr
have long had a reputation as Iran's run down tropical waterfront. Fellow students
from Bushehr, when I was studying in Esfahan, would often characterize their city
as a place of frequent knife fights; Bushehr city and its surroundings have been the
crime ridden and socially troubled setting for many of Sadeq Chubak's literary
An oasis town in Dhahirah province, Oman that abuts al-Ain, UAE across a fairly
uncongested border crossing. Like al-'Ain, Buraimi has a substantial Baloch
population.
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works, long and short. Today, one finds a number of institutions in Southern Iran
dedicated to promoting the cultural heritage of the region, which has long been
presented in festival contexts and other state supported efforts to catalogue Iran's
regional cultures. Of interest is not only the existence of culture centers and cafes64
where local genres such as Khayyām-khānī are performed, but also ways in which
the region is implicitly situated in relation to neighboring regions in some
presentations of arts and culture. For instance, in March 2019, the Koocheh Festival
in Bushehr included among its featured acts an Iranian ensemble performing Gulf
Arab ṭarab (whose clapping patterns the Iranian attendees had no trouble joining in
on) and a Herati dūtār player (from South Khorasan, Iran)65 with tabla and
harmonium accompaniment. An acquaintance— Faroogh Rahmani, a Baloch rubāb
player from Zahedan—travelled to the festival and shared documentation of the
aforementioned ensembles. The festival is only in its second year and may evolve
into an institution capable of inspiring like events elsewhere nearby. It has taken
place in Bushehr, Iran, and in Mumbia, India. While the festival's themes are highly
suggestive of cultural idioms that span the Persian Gulf, it has been more successful
in bringing Iranians and Indians together than Iranian and Arab Gulf citizens. One of
the festival's organizers, Mohsen Sharifian, researches and performs diverse folk
music from the Persian Gulf region, which has taken him through the provinces and
islands of Southern Iran as well as the Arab Gulf States. His efforts appear
exceptional however. For the time being, in the current political climate, Baloch
Several of the most active are in Bushehr but Louis Wegner, a fellow researcher,
has alerted me to others in Salak, Qeshm and Bandar-e Lengeh.
65 One of the festival's organizers, Mohsen Sharifian, provided me with details about
where the groups came from.
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remain distinct in their fluid presence and perspectives that extend seamlessly
across these waterways and the lengths of their shorelines. However, there is no
shortage of practices locally in use that span not only broad geographies and
histories of intensive mobility but communities of diverse origin and cultural
identity. When thinking in terms of trans-Gulf patterns of settlement, trade, and
culture, it is difficult to avoid enlarging one's perspective to include a larger section
of the western Indian Ocean region.
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Chapter Five: The Collapsing of Communal Boundaries in Spirit Possession
Ceremonies
We drive out of Muscat, Yaseb and I. I had left my rented car at his house and now he
pulls into a gas station somewhere along the road to Barka and we disembark and get
into the waiting van of a friend of his. It is about 10pm. We drive to another house,
where two brothers, twins of formidable physical stature, await us. Slowly Yaseb's
small circle of spirit possession enthusiast buddies accumulates. They have a whatsapp
group where they keep each other current on all the scheduled ceremonies they hear
about through the grapevine. Yaseb is the only Baloch in the group. They've known
each other since grade school. Yaseb does not participate in the ceremonies. He is
fascinated by them. The driver of the van is also very interested in them and sometimes
hosts them. The twins not only believe, they are inhabited. They share a spirit, which
they tell us enables them to see through each other's eyes when they are apart. Finally,
we're all in the van and enter a Barka neighborhood.
It is a Wednesday night and the slight, aged Bibi Hafiza is officiating a mālid.
The setting is a large outdoor platform with a roof suspended overhead by woden
columns. Yaseb takes inventory of the large number of attendees. Some are Baloch,
many are Arab. One proudly announces his Zanzibari heritage, and starts telling me
about his past as a seaman, traveling to Yemen and Sudan. I run into him again
another night at another ceremony—a sūrīya. There are two Indians. We sit among
some Baloch that Yaseb knows, and close to the Zanzibari-Omani sailor, whom I
continue to converse with. Bibi Hafiza officiates with her presence, while the hawāwīm
sing and drum. The texts, devotional in character, ask God, the Prophet, and the
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mashāyekh (Sufi shaykhs) for guidance and protection above all, in a manner quite
similar to the work songs of sailors and pearl divers in the Gulf and Arabian Sea
region. As usual I get into the swing and rock rhythmically until the alarm at the
brazier being brought to fumigate me jolts me out of it. Yaseb points out that people
are standing by with a cloth to place over one man who has become por (overtaken by
an inhabiting presence). It is suspected that he is harboring a female spirit. The spirit
is finally reckoned as male and the cloth disappears. In the calm moments before and
after the ceremony, there is a quiet open air intensity unlike any other social
environment I have experienced.
In subsequent chapters, we shall be largely concerned with domains of
musical performance that inherently differentiate Baloch as a distinctive population
in the Arab Gulf states. In this chapter, however, we shall consider a set of practices
that—in their peninsular context—are sites of intersection between Baloch and
other groups, with embedded narratives of interregional encounter and mobility.
These practices engage ceremonial repertoires of ritual performance that are
situated in a communal sphere. In each case, community participation draws
together individuals of often diverse backgrounds, while the repertoires themselves
rely on specialists as custodians of specific types of knowledge regarding the ritual
agenda—its purpose and its processes.
Common to these ceremonial practices is the premise that spirit entities can
inhabit living individuals and cause them considerable emotional distress, which
can be extremely disruptive to their communal lives. Through ritual enactments
involving a variety of technologies—instruments, ritual objects, food and drink,
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incense, texts, melodic formulae, rhythms, dynamic and expressive contours of
sound and body movement—the spirits can be appeased or neutralized, at least
temporarily.
Spirits are commonly referred to as winds or airborne beings (Ar. rīh or
hubūb, Pers. bād or ahl-e havā, Bal. guāt, Swahili pepo) as they are invisible forces
that travel vast expanses. People in remote settings are especially vulnerable to such
spirits, so that sailors, coastal fishermen, and pearl divers are all at risk. Kuwaiti
scholar of pearling heritage, Saif Marzooq al-Shamlan (2000: 134) writes of pearl
divers being succeptible to to jinns, especially in certain locations and during certain
seasons, adding that
Such afflictions affected not only divers, but others too, especially
sailors and some children. We may say that a person, when harmed,
has been afflicted by idruna [possession]. A person may fall to the
ground shaking, in the course of a battle or a dispute. Some may be
affected during recitation at celebrations of the Prophet's Birthday or
by the music of drumming. There is honour given to the man who falls
to the ground in trance. He is made to smell incense in order to expell
the jinn.
There are three main groups of these spirit entities that such ceremonies seek to
engage with. The first consists of what might be thought of as supernatural
manifestations of historical figures, mashāyekh (Ar. plural of shaykh—religious
master, learned elder, here ascribed miraculous qualities or uncommon spiritual
potency), including Abdulqadir Gilani,66 Ahmed Rifa'i, Lal Shahbaz Qalandar,
Fariduddin Ganj-i Shakar, Ahmad Bedawi (often called Ahmad al-Kabir), and Abu

Also pronounced/written Jilani in Arabic-speaking contexts. I used Gilani (which
indicates an origin in Gilan, Iran) throughout for consistency.
66
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Bakr al-'Aydarus, as spirit entities believed to chronically inhabit human hosts.67
These are benevolent spirits who nonetheless can wreak havoc on frail mortals. The
principle sites of commemoration of those just listed are found respectively in
Baghdad (Iraq), Tel Afar (Northern Iraq) and Cairo (Egypt), Sehwan (Sindh,
Pakistan), Pakpattan (Punjab, Pakistan), Tanta (Nile delta region of Egypt), and
'Aden (South Yemen). Recognition of these figures proceeds from the circulation of
their renown through communities across large swaths of the core Muslim world.68
Then there is the domain of the jinn. These are spirit entities who are
acknowledged in the Qur'an and exist separately from humans (Campbell and Islam
231-5). They may be Christian, Muslim, Jewish, animist, or nonbeliever; benevolent
or malevolent; male or female; of one nationality or another.
Then there are spirits with a strong African association. These are
conceptualized as beings anchored in or appropriated from diverse African extraMuslim belief systems that cover a vast and often imprecisely demarcated

Literature describing the overall premise of Muslim spirits/mashāyekh includes
Sa'edi 1966; Boddy 1989, Darvishi 1373/1995; Gharasou 2008).
68 I acknowledge that the term "Muslim world" is quite problematic, since there in
nothing promoted within Islamic texts or doctrines to suggest that the religion be
confined to any geographic boundaries, nor are its practitioners in fact confined
within any such boundaries. I am pointing to a core domain for the transmission and
adoption of these religious beliefs and doctrines as bound up with cultural, literary,
and philosophical currents for whom powerful empires (Umayyad, Abbasid,
Fatimid, Almoravid, Safavid, Ghaznavid, Mughal, Ottoman, Qajar, etc.) have provided
infrastructure, creating frames of affinity such as the impact of the Arabic language,
schools of Persian poetry, widely resonant strains of folklore, certain interpretations
of a Hellenic intellectual and scientific legacy, customary approaches to marriage,
burial, and many other communal practical matters, and of course the arts quite
broadly. We need to recognize the considerable geographic overlap between this
core domain of Islam and that of the other Abrahamic regions, regardless of the
more recent imaginings of cultural geography promoted by Europeans in particular.
67
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geography. In the Gulf region and Arabian Peninsula, these spirits are generally held
to be extremely powerful and little understood, of obscure and far-flung origins.
Rosalind Shaw (1990: 346,349) strongly critiques the homogenization of
"African traditional religion." In her view, the use of this and similar terms promotes
an understanding of ceremonial practices, knowledge systems, and cosmological
and ontological beliefs that is informed a priori by a concept of religion espoused by
predominantly Christian and Muslim societies and their thinkers and academies. I
have successfully avoided using terms such as "African traditional religion," but it is
more difficult to dispense with "African" as an umbrella term encompassing a
variegated landscape of at times quite closely interconnected or parallel ritual
contexts and habitually acknowledged spirit entities. My specification of an African
domain articulated in local conceptualizations of spirit possession-related practices
is not aimed at encapsulating a totalizing—and racist—conception of a unified
"African" worldview or social teleology. A consistent narrative embedded in spirit
possession ceremonies in Western Indian Ocean/Red Sea/Persian Gulf region is the
mingling of populations of different geographic origins and the relationship
between the geographies of origin of spirit entities and the geographies of origin of
ritual idioms.
Referring equally to Xhosa, Dinka, or Hausa people and culture, and to
languages as disjunct as Wolof, Beja, and Malagasy, the term "African" is casually
employed to describe a situation where Oromo, Azande, Yao, Rima, and Swahili
cultures, geographies, languages, and societies have all been incorporated through
historical circumstances and remain legibly present in a variety of ritual practices.
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As this chapter progresses, we shall consider some of the geographic distinctions
and relationships that are explicitly articulated with the respect to the interfaces
between coastal and hinterland African societies and the societies of the coastal
Arabian Peninsula, Iran, and Balochistan.
Different types of spirit and different individual spirits respond to different
kinds of music, incantation, or material offering. Some ceremonial idioms such as
zār and guātī acknowledge all three aforementioned types of spirits; others are
specific to one type. Zār and guātī, however, refer to broad complexes that comprise
subvarieties that are explicitly oriented towards specific spirits or groupings of
spirits.69
5.1 Spirit Possession Rituals in the Gulf and Makran
It is logical to want to differentiate between (a) cultural practices Baloch have
brought with them as they have come to settle in different locations on the Arabian
Peninsula, (b) practices that have been created or evolved by Baloch communities in
response to the specific circumstances of social and physical existence in these
locations, and (c) practices thought to precede the advent of these Baloch
communities. However, the constant migration from Balochistan and adjacent
regions over the centuries, often scantly documented or analyzed, muddies these
distinctions. Practices such as we can observe today belong to the present and can
be difficult to situate beyond living memory.

Maho Sebiane (2015:59-60) also points out that zār is inaccurately used by some
as an umbrella term for all spirit possession ceremonies with an African association.
69
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The world of spirit possession ceremonies is highly suggestive of processes
of migration—voluntary and involuntary—and resulting encounters between
people with different kinds of historical and geographic consciousness. An adequate
discussion of the spirit possession ceremonies of the Arabian Sea littoral and their
genealogies and internal frames of reference would need to address in some detail
the particulars of the primarily Omani-orchestrated Indian Ocean slave trade and
other commercial networks. We must also take into account the gradual emergence
of Swahili societies and urban centers and their relations with Islamic doctrine,
Peninsular Arab customs, attitudes, and cultural idioms as well as with neighboring
communities of the interior; the prominence of Hadramawt as a center for the
cultivation of Muslim practice; and the cultural and social landscape of the Horn of
Africa and what are today Sudan and South Sudan.
Belief in invisible spirits and the powerful forces they exert on humans
remains widespread today while codified religious doctrines—particularly those
espoused by the closely interconnected Abrahamic religions—tend to discourage
such beliefs as polytheistic, pagan, and idolatrous. However, people have always
found ways to integrate adherence to these dominant religions with locally resonant
conceptions of spirit possession, the latter representing an often violent rupture in
communal harmony that must be proactively addressed.
Spirit possession-oriented practices resist stable typologies as they are
ultimately concerned with the endless possibilities of encounter across time and
space. The following binary distinctions are frequently encountered in scholarly
literature and in popular discourse and yet do more to bind together in close
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association than to partition: African/Asian, believer/unbeliever, coastal/interior,70
Baloch/non-Baloch, Habshi/Bantu, Arab/Swahili, Swahili African/nonMuslim
African, Sunni/Shii, Zigri/Namazi, Sufi/Orthodox muslim, Qaderi-Rifai/ChishtiQalandari, zār/sawāhili, ngoma/dhikru, male/female, socially integrated/marginal,
afflicted/blessed, convention/aberration. Essentially dialectic oppositions emerge
as common narrative themes legible in the habitual enactment of spirit possession
ceremonies.
(a) Zār and Guāti ceremonies
The term zār refers to an extremely large network of ritual idioms whose core
region of practice extends from Cairo to Mogadishu to Aden to Sur to Qeshm to
Basra. When someone, very often a woman, becomes afflicted with psychiatric or
emotional distress that is then attributed to a spirit possession, her family arranges
for a ceremony led by an officiant (zār māmā or zār bābā). A sequence of drumming,
chant, and other sounds (hoof rattle girdle—manjūr, baritone lyre—tanbūra
(Shawqi 112)) is enacted in a ritual space arranged with food and drink offerings
and incense and the afflicted individual or individuals becomes entrained to the
ritual activities, reaching a peak of intensity that can easily be read as cathartic. The
satiation of the restless spirit that has been the source of the individual's distress
gives closure to the sequence.

As Linda L. Giles (1999) makes clear, some of these binaries are expressed in very
specific ways in Swahili such as kiislamu/kishenzi (implicitly, civilized
Muslim/untamed) or kipemba/bara (coastal, Muslim East African/interior,
hinterland, uncultivated). In Swahili, the noun class ki- generally indicates ways of
being and ways of doing.
70
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Zār as a ceremonial practice is thought to have emanated from the vicinity of
present day Ethiopia. Richard Natvig, considering the range of origin theories and
etymologies for the zār ceremony and its "cult," concludes that it probably has
emerged from contacts between Christian Amhara and the Oromo, or there Cushitic
ancestors, possibly extending back to the sixteenth century, if not earlier (Natvig
1987: 688). However, Natvig (ibid. 672) stresses
the lack of any documentation of the existence of the zar cult or the belief in zar
spirits, or of practices from which the zar cult can plausibly be argued to have
developed in any part of the Middle East before ca. 1860. The earliest certain source
to the zar cult in Egypt is the account by Klunzinger cited above, which dates the
cult's introduction into the country to some time before Klunzinger's stay in Upper
Egypt, i.e. before 1863.
The extremely broad spectrum of zār spirits (zayrān), which tend to differ
from one locale to another, includes spirits believed to be Muslim, Christian, Jewish,
African, Arab, Amhara, European, Oromo, Zande, Nubian, and belonging to many
other groupings (Boddy 1989: 187). The guātī (from guāt, "wind" or possessing
spirit) ceremonies performed among Baloch communities in Makran and Karachi
clearly belong to the zār family, but utilize distinctive Baloch idioms. While one of
the Mashkatī Baloch musicians I came to know in Muscat grew up drumming in zār
ceremonies officiated by his mother and grandmother, a crucial distinction between
zār and guātī ceremonies lies in the texts and melodies used in the proceedings, the
latter being Makrani Baloch, while the former are commonly understood to combine
formulas and templates located in different parts of East Africa and the Horn of
Africa.
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Studies conducted by Jean During (1997, 2008), Mohammadreza Darvishi
(1378/2000), and Farhat Sultana (1991, 1996) describe the therapeutic function of
Baloch guāti ceremonies, their sequences, and musical-aesthetic foundations.
Valuable documentation of these ceremonies and associated repertoires has been
undertaken by During (2000), Fawzie Majd, Behnaz Mirzai (2007, 2012), Anderson
Bakewell and Sabir Badalkhan working together (2001), and Hiromi Lorraine
Sakata (also with assistance from Sabir Badalkhan) (unpublished recordings, kindly
shared with me by Professor Sakata).
The music employed in these ceremonies is closely related to other iconic
strains of Makrani Baloch folk music (zahirok, līkū, sōt, nazenk, shēr). One clear
distinguishing factor is the use of insistent, repetitive figures that are both obviously
trance inducing and thought to enchant or attract specific spirits. Jean During
(1990) points out that the rhythmic bases of these figures can be elastic or
ambiguous and two parts—notably one played as a rhythmic strummed drone on
the long-necked lute tambūrag and the other bowed rhythmically on the open
chamber upright fiddle surōz—are often layered while seeming to align with
different beat cycles, producing an effect of "participatory discrepancy" (Keil 1987)
where the body and mind of the listener wavers actively between entraining to one
or the other. Both During in his evaluation of principles of rhythmic organization in
surōz and tamburag textures (1990) and Richard Wolf (2014: 187) in his discussion
of dhamal drumming and dancing in Punjab find Keil's framing of this concept a
useful point of reference.
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In many cases, these figures are recognizable melodies that bear names
linking them to spiritual figures belonging to prominent Sufi lineages. There are
multiple melodies, for instance, explicitly identified with Abdelqāder Gīlānī (e.g.
"Abdelqādir Gīlānī," "Pīr-e Baghdād," "Yā Ghows-e Azam"). Such melodies are
identified by Jean During as Qaderi, Qalandari, and Chishti, depending on their
explicit or implicit orientation, and he employs the term zekr to describe them, thus
suggesting a seamless convergence of Sufi practice/worldview and belief in Spirit
possession. Certain melodies, such as "Simorgh," are climactic and bridge the point
where the guātī—or patient presented as inhabited by a guāt becomes por
(entranced, lit. "filled") and when they (and their inhabiting spirit) are sīr (satiated).
While the repertoire of melodies and rhythms (above all the vigorous, repetitive
panjag patterns strummed on the tamburag) are considered uniquely Makrani
Baloch, the belief system—itself a convergence of multiple belief systems—is quite
continuous with the range of ceremonies practiced along the coastal regions of the
Gulf and the Arabian Peninsula.
Baqi, a professional surōzī from Gwadar who was resident in Muscat for
several weeks on a sponsored visit during my fieldwork, describes a hypothetical
sequence where the guātī (inhabited/afflicted individual) is a focal point and first a
qalandarī melody is played. If the guātī becomes por, she/he will start to dance
dammāl, if not, a ghowsī melody (pertaining to Abdolqader Gilani) is played. If the
ghowsī melody does not lead to the guātī becoming por, a jangali melody is played. If
that fails, a sansūlī melody.
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The distinction between guātī leb and guātī dammāl (During 1988) points to
an emphasis in certain ceremonies—those called dammāl—on idioms closely
associated with shrines in the Indus Valley, above all the shrine of Lal Shahbāz
Qalandar in Sehwan, Sindh. Those idioms are distinguished as belonging to the
repertoire of ecstatic pilgrims (malangs) to that and other shrines, as centered
around certain rhythms (manifested in drumming patterns, strumming patterns,
and body movements), and as performed while standing as opposed to sitting or
kneeling as in guātī and zār ceremonies. Dammāl refers to a type of melody, any
number of drumming or strumming patterns, an ecstatic dance performed upright
(even as a spontaneous anomaly), and one of several ceremonies with a South Asian
Sufi orientation (Qalandari, Chishti, or Sidi).
Karachi, with its sizeable population of African heritage (called shidis71
and/or Makranis, the latter Baloch speaking and hardly exclusively of African
heritage, the former an imprecise, slightly pejorative umbrella term (Badalkhan
2008b: 277)) and location within the landscape of Indus valley shrines, where 'urs
and dammāl are widespread frameworks for devotional performance, would seem
uniquely poised to be the site of convergence of South Asian and African tranceoriented ceremonies. But this confluence occurs from Bandar-e Abbas to Karachi
and in some respects continues into Kachchh, Gujarat, and beyond. The convergence
is particularly concentrated and acute in the complex of Baloch guātī ceremonies.
Sidi goma—also known as dammāl and practiced as a shrine-based devotional idiom
in Gujarat and Karachi—is another extremely clear example.
While the usage and connotations are the same, the term appears to be shidi in
Karachi and among Baloch and sidi throughout India.
71
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In Muscat, while guātī repertoire is widely known and appreciated by Baloch
enthusiasts of folk music, guātī ceremonies are not a stable fixture in the rhythms of
community performance and approaches to treating afflictions. However, the
professional musicians who come to Muscat from Makran are often qualified and
prepared to perform guātī repertoire so the path is always open for someone who
decides to arrange a guātī ceremony. Furthermore, since many of the pieces that
instrumentalists—professional and amateur— cultivate are derived from guātī
repertoire, the line between music connoisseurship and spiritual or spirit-oriented
performance is often blurred. There is at least one circle of amateur musicians in
Muscat who regularly devote themselves to guātī-dammāl séances, or to informal
gatherings musically patterned on guātī-dammāl séances with an explicit Qalandari
theme. I have seen and heard plentiful documentation that has led me to conclude
that they should be not conflated with the actual guātī ceremonies performed by
professional specialists in Makran and Karachi. At the same time, Farhat Sultana
points to an arc in demand for guātī ceremonies in Gwadar that operates in tandem
with social attitudes and political developments. When there was a surge in
collective inclination towards Islamic piety in the early 1990s, guātī ceremonies fell
out of favor (or were subject to a backlash) and their incidence reached a low point,
with graffiti in Urdu warning local residents to abandon superstitious practices
(Sultana 1991: 215). In recent years, with a dramatic increase in Baloch nationalism
and pride in traditional culture and identity (dōdorōbīdag), guātī ceremonies have
seen a major resurgence in Gwadar (Sultana 2013:184-185).
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In Sultana's descriptions, the different kinds of guātī leb are differentiated in
terms of how much they cost, what kind of specialist they require and how many,
and how long they last. The decision as to which of these is appropriate or necessary
in a given instance is informed by the particular requirements or diagnosis. The
weeklong tobbok, based on Jean During's characterization, seems to correspond
closely to what is called in Oman sūrīya or mīkwāra (During 1997:41). Both
ceremonies last a week, both address powerful72 African spirits, and both are
framed as summoning the spirits as opposed to seeking to placate spirits already
present. Dammāl, however, occurs in Sultana's discussion as one of the activities
performed by a participant who has become por—dammāl is always easily
distinguished as performed standing up.
In his obseravtions at the shrine of Lal Shahbaz Qalandar in Sehwan, Sindh,
German researcher Jürgen Wasim Frembgen (2011: 52-60) notes that devotees
ascribe a number of essential functions to the dammāl dance (he uses the spelling
dhammal). Among these are dancing "a bridge to the afterlife" [... ] "where body and
soul merge," professing love for God and Lal Shahbaz Qalandar, as offerings
fullfilling votive vows, externalizing the suffering of Iman Zayn al-Abadin,73 and
pacifying a jinn. In this last context however the standing motions can be replaced
Powerful in the sense that severe physical maladies are known to be caused by
these spirits and thus they are feared. At the same time, Linda L. Giles finds that the
Muslim (kiarabu) spirits, conceptualized as being close to God the Creator, are
thought to possess the most power, strictly speaking (1999:151), so we have
powerful in two senses—powerful in terms of divine authority and creative agency,
and powerful as measured through manifestations of affliction.
73 Martyred Shi'i Iman, son and successor of Imam Husein. Zayn al-Abidin survived
the massacre at Karbala, Iraq where his father and much of his family were
martyred only to be killed himelf later in life.
72
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by the frenzied head and upper body motions while kneeling common to so many
Afro-Asian spirit posession ceremonies (zār, mālid, guātī).
A very small number of Baloch that I met in the Arab Gulf States had made a
visitation to the shrine of Lal Shahbaz Qalandar in Sehwan, and these were far more
often women than men. Although I met no one who identified him- or herself as a
habitual participant in Qalandari shrine culture, a consciousness of Lal Shahbaz
Qalandar, his shrine, and the dammāl dance are integral to predominantly Balochattended ceremonies in Muscat.
(b) Mālid
Guātī ceremonies are understood as overlapping with zār as a broad category and as
drawing on Sufi devotional idioms while relying on a Makrani Baloch musicality
cultivated professionally by skilled hereditary musicians as a source of ritual power.
Three other spirit possession ceremonies were regular occurrences at the time of
my fieldwork, each with a different degree of participation on the part of local
Baloch. The most common of these ceremonies was the mālid, a ceremony
conducted in Arabic, with roots in customary narrations of the Prophet's life and
birth, and one which can variably serve as a religious observance, a votive
fulfillment, a wedding tradition, or a spirit possession ceremony that is considered
to be yet another kind of zār ceremony.
Mālid as practiced in western (Iranian) Balochistan is described by
Mohammad Eftakhari as "resembling the rituals of the Qaderi khanaqahs of
Sanandaj" and as "dominated by the continuous repetition of ritual utterance
(zikrs), music, and rhythmic movements"(1992: 15). Melodically chanted
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supplications to the Prophet, to Abdelqadir Gilani (often addressed as Ghows-e
Azam), and Ahmed Rifā’ī asking for deliverance and aid (medad) are common to
both mālid ceremonies and Qaderi zekrs, as is the use of frame drums variously
known as daf, tār, or sama'i (or in Indonesia and Kurdistan, rebana). An
accomplished benjū player from Western Makran residing in Doha, Qatar told me
that he considered mālid, while prevalent, as belonging to an outsider (dannī) realm
from the standpoint of local Makrani Baloch culture.
The mālid has been interpreted as combining Qaderi-Rifai zekr with a form of
zār ceremony appropriate for instances where the spirits are identified as belonging
to the category of mashāyekh. In Bahrain, for instance, this type of ceremony is also
known as zār adh-dhikr (al-Malaki:186). Maho Sebiane, citing Linda Giles, points to a
distinction in Swahili speaking East Africa between ngoma for idioms engaging nonMuslim spirits, and dhikiru (i.e. dhikr/zekr) for practices oriented towards Muslim
spirits (Sebiane 2015: 68, n. 37) while R. Skene (1917: 429) includes pepo ya
Kiarabu ("Arab winds") (429) as a category of spirits affixed to a specific
ceremony.74 In Northern Sudan, the spectrum of zār spirits includes a category
called darāwīsh ("dervishes") which includes figures such as Abdelqadir Gilani and
Ahmad al-Badawi according to Janice Boddy (1989: 410-422). However this type of
ceremony, plausibly conceived as a kind of zār, is but one form and usage of the
mālid idiom, which is strongly associated, as its name suggests, with the
The preceding two categories identified by Skene, pepo ya Kihabshi and pepo ya
Kipemba, can be combined with pepo ya Kiarabu to form a coastal complex of
spirits—Muslim Swahili, Habshi (and thus acutely related to zār) and Arab
mashāyekh—that stand in contrast to the vast array of spirits and spirit possession
idioms of the Bantu hinterland (represented in Skene's data by pepo ya Kirima and
pepo ya Kigalla among many others).
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commemoration of the birth and life of the Prophet. Accordingly, it integrates the
recitation (by a trained reciter or qāri') of episodes from one of several
biographical—hagiographical—works focused on the nature of the Prophet. The
most famous and common of these is what is known as the Barzanji, a biographical
work by Ja'far al-Barzanji whose actual title is Mawlid Sharaf al-Anam (Christensen,
Castelo-Branco, and Barwani 177).
A detailed account of the history and geographic distribution of the Barzanji
as a performance genre is beyond the scope of this chapter and certainly invites
greater scholarly attention. I would point out that a key center for Qaderi practice in
Northern Iraq (or Central Kurdistan) is the Takia Barzanji in Erbil/Hewler, bearing
the name of a succession of Qaderi shaykhs prominent in that part of Kurdistan. A
branch of this family relocated to Medina and includes Ja'far bin Hassan al-Barzanji
who authored the Barzanji alongside other works, including a hagiography of
Abdulqadir Gilani (Bruinessen 5-6). Along the Indian Ocean littoral, Oman,
Hadramawt, coastal East Africa, the cape of South Africa, and Nusantara (Indonesia,
Malaysia, Singapore) stand out as locations where the ritual recitation of the
Barzanji is accorded a position of prominence in religious life.
Marion Holmes Katz finds in the powerful currents of mālid traditions a link
between personal piety and the textual and ritual features that we find highlighted
to various degrees in diverse contexts:75

Despite the diversity I assert, I am still using the term mālid in a somewhat
restrictive sense as certain ceremonies known as mawlid, especially those
performed in Egypt, have an extremely different character as to how they are
conducted, despite the fact that Ahmad al-Badawi, one of the key figures celebrated
75
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Frequent blessings and greetings on the Prophet were a simple form
of piety that reinforced the individual's connection with the Prophet.
Such blessings are incorporated into many rituals, including the five
daily obligatory prayers. The invocation of blessings on the Prophet is
also the main form of participation by guests at mawlid ceremonies,
punctuating the recitation of the story of the Prophet's birth. Mawlid
texts were composed with this practice in mind; the blessing often
took the form of a rhyming couplet appearing as a repetitive refrain
throughout the text. The enormously popular prose mawlid of Ja'far
al-Barzanjī (d. 1187/1764) is punctuated by the couplet "O God,
perfume the Prophet's noble tomb / with an aromatic fragrance of
prayer and greetings." ["'Atiri'l-lahumma qabrahu'l-karīma bi 'arfin
shadhiyyin min salātin wa taslīmun": Barzanji 70] Here the pious
utterances of mawlid participants are likened to the scent of incense
offered up at his tomb. Because of the immense popularity of
Barzanji's work, the rhymed blessing on the Prophet that separated
individual passages of a mawlid came to be known as ta'tira
("perfuming") (Holmes Katz 2010: 149)
The use of incense (bakhūr, suchkī) to envelop individuals who have entered a
possession trance is common to mālid, zār, and guātī ceremonies.
As a healing ritual, a mālid centers on the sequence of segments (fusūl)
known as huwwāmah and tashwishah in a more commemorative setting such as in
observance of the Prophet's birthday. For those occasions, where the mālid is
organized around praise of the Prophet, there are segments of recitation of
Barzanji's poetic narrative of episodes of the Prophet's life that precede segments
where reciters (qār'ā) are seated in a row facing a row of huwwimah whose role is
to respond physically to the recitation with dramatic, choreographed movements
and then where drumming accompanies chanting and the precisely executed bodily
gestures. In Behnaz Mirzai's documentation of rituals in Western Makran (Iran),
these movements—choreographed swaying, bending and raising of the body, and
in Egyptian mawlids, is also central to mālid ceremonies in Muscat, Makran, and the
Gulf.
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pounding of the ground—are part of the ceremony and yet become increasingly
frenzied. Other documentation of mālid ceremonies from Makran reveals that—
similar to Qaderi-Rafa'i dhikrs—knives and sikhs (skewers) are inserted by
participants into their bodies at moments where they are por (in Oman, observances
called Ahmad al-Kabir, in reference to Ahmed al-Badawi, are also known for these
practices (Shawqi 1994: 20)). Rapiq, a cook at the tiny Balochistan restaurant run by
Omani Baloch poet Mohsin Iman on the main drag in Barka, described the various
types of ceremonies performed in Makran on the basis of instrumentation and
dominant rhythms, specifying a self-stabbing component at vital to mālids. In the
cases that I observed each fāsil quickly moved to drumming and chanting with the
unrestrained, extemporaneous body motions of those who succumbed to na'īsh the
clear focus of the ceremony.
This term na'īsh is the Arabic expression that corresponds to the Baloch por,
and refers to entering into a state of highly kinetic entrancement. The term por,
"filled" is completely ambiguous as to the nature of the movements, while na'īsh
specifies "shaking," and is (or was) used in the form of an'ash in Hadramawt to
describe a shaking of the shoulders during a musical festivity (Sergeant 1951: 19).
In Swahili, the word for "shivering" is used (Harthy 2010: 63).76

Majid al-Harthy gives a phrase uttered ritually during the rewa section of a
mikwāra ceremony, "haya, na mtetema," as meaning "come on s/he is shivering,"
following Thomas Spear and Derek Nurse, although I find that kutetema means to
shout while kutetemeka, to be sure a verb derived from the same source—kutema,
"to say," means to tremble. In a text used for pepo ya kilima [spirit from Kilmanjaro]
dance ritual, Mtoro bin Mwinyi Bakari (153) gives mtitimo for trembling. The
original texts for these rituals generally come from neighboring Bantu languages
related to but not identical to KiSwahili.
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Date

Type of
ceremony as
called (and
alternate
name)

Affiliation

Sufi sheykhs
mentioned

Instruments
used

Estimated
portion of
Baloch

3/6 2015

Mālid
(Mashāyekh)

Qaderi-Rifai

daf

3/15 2015

Mālid
(Mashāyekh)

Qaderi-Rifai-Ba
Alawi

Abdulqader
Gilani, Ahmad
Rifai, Ahmed
al-Bedawi
Lal Shahbaz
Qalandar
Abduqader
Gilani, Ahmed
Rifai, Bahri,
Yiti

Host and
most
attendees, but
not officiant
and
performers
Less than ten
attendees

3/19 2015

Sūrīya
(Mikwāra,
Tobbok)
Dammāl
(Shaperja)

Central-East
African medical
custom
Baloch/Sindhi
Qalandari/Chishti

Mālid
(Mashāyekh)

Qaderi-Rifai, Ba
Alawi

3/19-20,
2015

2/11 2016

Lal Shahbaz
Qalandar,
Sheikh Farid,
Abdulqader
Gilani
Abdulqader
Gilani, Ahmed
Rifai, Ahmed
al-Bedawi, alHadad,
Aydarus

daf

musindu,
berghum

at least one

mugurman,
timbuk, dohol

Host,
attendees,
officiant, and
performers

daf

less than ten
attendees

Fig. 5.1, Table comparing aspects of five ceremonies I attended over the course
of my fieldwork
There are two kinds of officiant, either a mu'alim, a learned man trained in
the singing and understanding of religious texts, who serves as lead reciter (qāri')
during the ceremony, or a khalīfa (Baloch.: alipa) who presides as an actual healer
figure, attending to the needs and afflictions of the attendees. The khalīfa may be a
woman, as with Bibi Hafiza, who officiated a ceremony mentioned at the opening of
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this chapter, just as often zār and guātī ceremonies are officiated by women (zār
māmā and guāt-ī māt respectively).
While proclamations of faith invoking God and the Prophet are prominent in
the texts recited and chanted, a major difference with the possession ceremony is
that rather than chiefly emphasizing the person of the Prophet, the mālid texts are
concerned with a collection of mashāyekh, including Abdelqadir Gilani, Ahmad Rifa'i,
Ahmad al-Badawi, and Abu Bakr al-'Aydarus.77
Each of these mashāyekh bears association with a Sufi tarīqah—a combined
community and doctrine that has its own geographic focal points and area of
transregional diffusion. In most cases, this tarīqah is the Qaderiyya order or one of
its offshoots. However, if the spiritual stature of these figures is a major part of the
belief that they will manifest as spirit entities and inhabit mortal human bodies,
other aspects of the contexts in which they are venerated are quite different from
"Sufi practice." Notably absent are focused discussions of their teachings, sayings, or
doings as forming the basis of a doctrine, explicit master (murshid, shaykh, pīr)—
disciple (murīd) relations, or any clear sense of an individual or collective path
(tarīqah) towards an intimate knowledge (ma'rīfah) of God.
Farhat Sultana cites the 1906 Balochistan District Gazetteer vol. VII (Makran)
as providing testimony that the Rifa'i order is established among the lower classes
of coastal Makran owing to contact with Rifa'is from Gujarat, where the Gazetteer
claims adherents are devoted in particular to Ahmad al-Kabir (Ahmad al-Badawi,
Maryam Gharasou lists the same mashāyekh in her research in Qeshm while Jean
During reports that presence of 'Aydarus among the spirits represent in a guātī
ceremony in Lyari, Karachi, pronounced there as Udrus (During 1997: 50).
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whose shrine is in Tanta, Egypt). Ahmad al-Kabir is the name as well of a major
ceremony regularly performed (twice a week and also during the Eid al-Adha
celebrations) in Salalah, Southern Oman (Shawqi 1994: 20). One group in Gujarat
with a particular link to the Rifa'i tarīqah are the Sidis, Gujaratis of African heritage
whose spiritual pīr, Bava Gor, reportedly became an initiate of the Rifa'i tariqah
while sojourning in Baghdad (Basu 2008: 234). This group and its practices extend
to Karachi, where the community performs their annual devotional ceremony
(bhoja) oriented to Mai Mishra at a secondary shrine to Chishti pīr Fariduddin
Ganjishekar/Bava Farid, in Karachi's old quarter (Basu 2000: 257-258).
Sultana (1991: 217) frames one type of guātī leb, called khalqaī zikir (zekr
circle) as belonging to Rifa'i practice and as led by Rifa'i adherents. We should note
that ensembles specializing in lēwa in Batinah, according to Christensen, CasteloBranco, and Barwani (130), are also called khalqa. Sultana (1991: 217-219) finds
that participants and officiants are mostly Zigri and also very often Rifa'i. The actual
intersection of Rifa'i and Zigri affiliation is something that ought to be clarified,78
especially in the interest of contrasting outlooks and affiliations between Baloch in
Makran and Makrani Baloch in Oman and the Arab Gulf States. The term Zigri (or
Zikri) itself refers to the fact that the orthodox format for performing prayers
(namāz) is supplanted in Zigri practice by zekrs. However, the realm of ceremonies
such as guātī and mālid is distinct from the core religious practices of the Zigris,
such as congregating on Koh-i Murad or in other locations to perform chowgān, a
As I mention later in Chapter Eight, one interlocutor—a celebrated benjū player
who is also Zigri—pointedly refused to engage with questions concerning Qaderi
and Rifa'i dimensions to Baloch repertoires, quite possibly because he didn't want to
promote any ideas of sectarianism in religious affiliation among Baloch.
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communal religious observance that resembles a large circle dance with specific
types of choreography and text and call and response vocalization (2000: 778-779).
Indeed, the findings reported in the 1906 Balochistan District Gazetteer (113)
explicitly suggest an interchangeability of the terms "maulúd, sima, or rifa," which I
interpret as corresponding directly to mālid, sama', and Rifa'i, respectively.
5.2 Mālid, Dammāl, and Other Ceremonies in Muscat
A mālid, when performed as a healing or spirit possession ceremony occurs at night,
usually on Friday nights in Muscat to accommodate the work week—a recent
development. Starting at about ten o'clock, it takes place in the open air, either in
the courtyard of a private residence, on the street in a residential neighborhood, or
in an elevated and covered but open air structure. There is an officiant who can
recite necessary texts and a number of experienced participants who sing and play
frame drums (tar, daf, or sama'i) in two facing rows. All are seated, as are the men
and women who have gathered for the occasion, who sit grouped separately but in
proximity. The first texts are sung without drumming but as the ceremony proceeds
sung formulae are increasingly integrated with drumming in repetitive patterns that
ebb and flow in their dynamic intensity. Each segment lasts approximately twenty to
forty minutes.
The performance takes effect on certain attendees who are revealed to be
inhabited by a spirit. When this begins to happen, incense is brought forward to
bathe the possessed in smoke. This is a sign that the attendee is por. Being por
usually manifests in two levels of intensity, one where a trance state is evident
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Fig. 5.2, Warming tārs before mālid, Muscat, 2016 (the text on the drums read
Firqat as-Seeb li fan al-mālid—the Seeb ensemble for the art of the mālid—
with the phone number).
through repetitive motion and intermittent vocalization, sometimes speaking as
though inhabited by another being who is in fact the speaker, and the other where
movements are extreme, wild, and convulsive, where the participant's face is
contorted, often pained, even frothing at the mouth. Usually the participant will
make their way, walking purposefully on their knees, to the officiant and ensemble
of singers and drummers to offer themselves to a more direct interface, taking
center stage in a sense. As he or she moves briskly without rising, the upper body
flails rhythmically and the head is flung dramatically in a circular pattern. Once
situated, the most common motion is quite similar to the zekr movements of Qaderi
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dervishes, thrusting the upper body and head forward and then back, first to one
side then to the other, except that the dervishes are standing.
Once an individual has entered this state, people close to the inhabited—
physically and in terms of interpersonal relation—will bestow their attention on
him or her, often trying to calm them by gripping or embracing them. At one mālid
in a Baloch mītag in Muscat, a grown man erupted into these fierce repetitive
actions and several women, likely members of his household, approached him
holding a child of one or two years, who I took to be his child. Suddenly, he snatched
the child as he continued to rock violently, thrusting his head back from side to side
and held him or her with his two hands suspended at eye level. The women
appeared alarmed and managed to gently wrestle the child from his grip. Once
safely in the arms of one of the women, the child started to scream and bawl and
was abruptly handed back to the man whose paroxysm continued untempered. Back
in the clasp of the man, the child calmed and stopped crying.79
Women, when perceived to be por, have their heads covered with a white
cloth. The stereotyped motions undertaken by women in this state are to plant
themselves on all fours and confine the vigorous motions to their heads, which flail
up and down, side to side. The covering with the cloth and these motions as
described for both men and women are common to mālid, zār, and guātī ceremonies
A striking detail to this narrative is that, according to Mansel Longsworth Dames
(1907: 175), the widely venerated Hazrat Ghaus "is particularly revered as the
patron saint of children," while this lore is more local to Balochistan and Sindh and
appears to refer to a figure distinct from Abdelqadir Gilani, Hazrat Ghaus is used to
refer to both and there may be a conflation of the two, one that could easily
surmount the logical hurdles posed by two historical individuals living in different
times and in different locations.
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and also to the Gnawa līla of Morocco. When a male participant is inhabited by a
female djinn, he too will be covered by a white cloth.
Once the tempest has run its course, the spirit is considered to be appeased.
After several hours of segments of singing and drumming and of different
participants emerging as being held in the grip of an overpowering spirit, the
ceremony concludes, often with a meal, consumed by all, but most importantly
tailored as an offering to the spirit or spirits around whose power the ceremony was
designed. Mālids are exclusively performed to engage with Muslim spirits.
In Muscat, performing arts troupes are officially recognized as
representatives of Omani cultural heritage and called upon to present prominent
aspects of this heritage at national day celebrations and similar festival events.
These include performers of ceremonial complexes such as mālid, so that when one
approaches a government official to inquire after mālid as a domain of performance,
it is certain that one will be directed to one of these troupes, who can be engaged for
a rather substantial sum determined by the government to perform the core
repertoire that the group is responsible for.
These ensembles (firqāt or halaq),80 each affiliated with a specific
neighborhood or town, are very active on key days of national and religious
observance. However, they continue to play a role in the social rhythms of
communities that look to certain ceremonies as a vital resource for the treatment of
Halqah is a customary term for the group that will convene to perform a specific
ritual or art, especially in Batinah. However, because today these groups are
registered as ensembles who will be invited to perform on national stages for
festivals, especially in Muscat and Salalah, they tend to be identified as firqāt, a term
that means troupe or performing ensemble. For instance, the tārāt used at a mālid I
attended in Maabela, Muscat were adorned with the name of the firqah.
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a variety of afflictions. In the course of my fieldwork, I attended two other
ceremonies, in addition to the three mālid, one of which was called sūriyah, and one
that was called dammāl. It is instructive to contrast these with the mālids and to
consider their roles in landscape of ritual enactments in Muscat and beyond.
(a) Dammāl
Among Baloch in Muscat, if the inhabiting spirit is identified from the outset as Lal
Shabbaz Qalandar or Bava Farid, the ceremony will be a dammāl, and be organized
spatially around the presence of a mugurmān, a tall, footed drum adorned with a red
or green cloth, and performed as a sequence of Qalandari chanting and drumming.81
I have observed in Muscat that, if during the course of a mālid ceremony, Lal
Shahbaz Qalandar is identified as an inhabiting spirit, a Qalandari dammāl will be
performed—or approximated within the mālid setting, bearing in my that mālid and
dammāl remain very different ceremonies and idioms, despite serving a very similar
purpose.
Some distinguishing features of a dammāl that differ markedly from a mālid
are the use of the upright, footed mugurmān with a colored (red or green) adorning
cloth and the timbuk and dohol small and large double skin drums versus the

Mugurmān is the term current among Baloch while this type of drum is known in
Swahili and other Bantu languages as msundu/msondo. In his article on Bantu
linguistic imprints on Sidi communities in India and Pakistan (2008: 6), Lodhi
specifies as the origin of mugurmān the term "magulu mane"—four footed as
"commonly found in several local languages of Mainland Tanzania such as
Zaramo/Zalamo, Shambaa/Shambala, Bondei, and Zigua, Zigula, speakers who were
part of the East African diaspora to Gujarat via Southern Somalia during the first
three quarters of the 1800s." Meanwhile, in Sidi ritual contexts in Gujarat
(Jairazbhoy 2006:8), musindu is apparently a term for a double-headed drum much
like an Omani rahmānī.
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tar/sama'i/daf frame drums used during the mālid; the use of clapping and the vocal
participation of women in the chanting at the dammāl; the standing and dancing
motions of participants at a dammāl versus the seated/kneeling choreography of the
mālid.
For Baloch in Makran, dammāl carries the meaning of ecstatic dancing at
shrines, particularly those of Lal Shahbaz Qalandar and Fariduddin Ganjishekar
(usually known as Bava Farid or Sheikh Faraj). These figures are representative of
the Qalandari and Chishti Sufi tarīqāt, respectively. The word also signifies specific
melody types and drumming and strumming patterns applicable to an idiomatic
complex of devotional drumming and dance. As mentioned above, dammāl is used
for a kind of upright dancing that may spontaneously occur even during a mālid, zār,
or guātī ceremony where participants are typically seated or kneeling. And there is a
branch of guātī practice called guātī dammāl or dammāl-i leb characterized by
collective upright dancing in dammāl form to dammāl rhythms played in a Makrani
Baloch style (During 1997:41, Sultana 2013:182).
In Muscat, however, the term dammāl is also used to refer to a kind of
ceremony that probably is most closely related to the Makrani sheperja ceremony.
The term sheperja itself combines Baloch-Sindhi phonology and grammar to refer to
Sheikh Farid, who resonates with coastal Baloch of African heritage who believe him
to have been a slave. The sheperja is performed using a mugurmān adorned with a
red or green cloth, along with a kāsir and rahmānī (the pair of double headed
cylindrical drums known in Baloch as timbuk o dohol and in Swahili as vumi na
chapuo). The dammāl I attended in Barka fits this description, with a green banner
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fastened around the mugurmān.82 The texts sung focused on Bava Farid and Lal
Shahbaz Qalandar and, like a mālid, it took place in the courtyard of a private
residence with most attendees seated, including those who were visibly por. The
drummers played standing and were increasingly joined by a cluster of attendees,
mainly young men crowded, standing, around them and clapping vigorously with
pronounced body motions that might be described as dancing, but perhaps more
accurately as bobbing and hopping.
The texts sung correspond to what Jean During (1988:136) identifies as zekrs
in their Makrani contexts and focus mainly on Lal Shahbaz and Bava Farid. A zekr
recorded by Jean During in Western (Iranian) Makran and sung by Bahram Surizehi,
says:
Lā illāha ellā Allāh Mohammad yā Rasūl allāh, Zekret gūyad lā Allāh be dūstī-ye
Nabīollāh (During 1988:124)
There is no god but God and Mohammad is the Prophet of God, they say the zekr of
"La Allah" in friendship with the Prophet of God
At the dammāl in Muscat, I made out a closely related text, sung by a group of
attendees, male and female:
Lā illāha ellā Allāh Mohammad yā Rasūl allāh, zikir gūyad o zindā bī, tho ghulāma
zindī, Bāvā Farīd
There is no god but God and Mohammad is the Prophet of God, they say the zekr and
long may you live, you living slave, Bava Farid
This was a ceremony oriented both to Makran and to the shrine-dotted
landscape of the Indus Valley and was principally, possibly exclusively, attended by
Mohammadrezā Darvīshī finds that in Southern Iran, among drums used to
perform lēwa, one is called Sheikh Faraj—referring again to Bāvā Farīd.
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Baloch. Where the mālid is an idiom widely diffused across the Persian Gulf region
and Makran and connected to the larger spheres of mawlid performance83 and
Qaderi-Rifa'i dhikr, the dammāl has a specific Qalandari-Chishti frame that resonates
with Makrani Baloch.
(b) Sūrīya and Lēwa
I was brought to a session of the ceremony known as sūrīya by the same Baloch
friend who brought me to each of the ceremonies I describe in this chapter. The
sūrīya was much more foreign to him but he described it as "calling the spirits,"
distinguishing it from the other ceremonies that served to treat people already
inhabited by spirits.
I only managed to be present on the last of a succession of seven days over
which the ceremony was performed, a time span common to a range of ceremonies
performed in different parts of East Africa. Thus I am unable to offer a full
description of its content and the contours of attendance and participation. The
place of assembly was an empty patch of ground, across the road from a residential
block, it was near enough to the sea, but not on the beach as would be expected of a
traditional lēwa performance. I arrived after dark, but it had been going on for
hours. It was not a large gathering—at least it did not feel large in the open air—but
there were more than a dozen attendees seated with roughly an equal number of
For example, maulidi ya homu is a ceremony performed in Zanzibar and has
become something of a presence at music festivals. The choreography closely
matches that of the hawwīmah of Omani mālids and homu is possibly a variant of
that term. According to Ellen Hebden, currently writing her dissertation of music in
Northern Mozambique, in the Mozambiquan setting, the Maulidi ya Homu has been
adapted first as a women's dance called tufo and then as a political performance in
praise of Mozambique's ruling political party.
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men and women standing and participating directly, drumming, singing, and
dancing in several loosely formed rows. In contrast to the extremely varied
assemblies at other ceremonial gatherings, nearly everyone present had features
that suggested East African ancestry. The location was Barka, a town at the
threshold between Muscat and the coastal Batinah region of Oman, in some senses
distinct from both. Muscat has already swallowed Seeb, which used to be the town
between Barka and Muscat, and Barka itself is rapidly being integrated into Muscat's
greater metropolitan area. Along the coastline, settlement from Muscat to well into
the UAE is nearly continuous.
Sūrīya is a term used in Barka for a ceremony that is famously prevalent in
Sūr, hence the name. Sūr, towards the far end of the coastline from Muscat (about a
two hour drive) where the Gulf of Makran opens up to the Arabian Sea, is home to a
high concentration of Omanis (some Baloch) of at least partial African ancestry
some of whom actively participate in a variety of ceremonial genres (zār, tambūra,
mikwāra, maydān, shobānī, mdēma). Today these performance spheres serve in part
as a way of maintaining a sense of heritage (al-Harthy 2010: 67, 222). What is
known in Barka as sūrīya is known in Sūr as mikwāra (a term whose derivation
seems to elude the authors of literature on the subject). Situating sūrīya/mikwāra as
a ritual genre is greatly complicated by its apparent kinship with another large
domain of performance—lēwa. Both terms—mikwāra and lēwa—are probably best
understood as bundles of ceremonies of diverse content and origin, meant to serve
the same types of occasions and the same communities and falling under the
jurisdiction of the same specialists.
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Furthermore, descriptions of tobbok, one of the possible guātī ceremonies
found in Makran, suggest that it too is closely related to sūrīya/mikwāra, since it too
requires about a week of daily ceremonies and revolves around summoning
powerful spirits to treat serious maladies (During 1997:41, Sultanah 2013:180).
Mikwāra comprises a group of ceremonies, corresponding to different spirits,
afflictions, and localities/ethnic groups in East Africa, mostly located in or close to
the inland region where Tanzania, Malawi, and Mozambique converge. These
include, according to Mustafa Yusuf Shawqi (1994: 119), "miyāwā; miyāsā; majandō,
makūwā, rīwā, krīmā, and mafītī." Miyāwā refers to the Yao region/ethnic group,
Miyāsā to the Nyasa, etc (al-Harthy 2010: 236). These match the varieties of spirits
Maho Sebiane mentions in his work on lēwa ceremonies in Batinah.
Hanadi Ismail (2013: 148), drawing on her own fieldwork in an overview of
ceremonial idioms in Batinah, asserts that the terms mikwāra and lēwa are
essentially synonymous. On a certain level that may be true,84 but one feature that
Maho Sebiane provides evidence of the continued practice of lēwa in Oman as a
spirit possession ceremony with both a fermented alcoholic drink (al-meris) and a
flag important to its enactment, hence pointing to two competing etymologies for
the term: Swahili for drinking -leva, and Arabic for flag or banner: liwa (Sebiane
2015: 61-62). My own observation is that while the first of these two seems most
integral to the genealogy of the term and the practice as continuous with an East
African ceremonial and choreographic repertoire, the flag may be of great
significance as, according to Percy Cox (1925: 196, see also Doulton 2013), the
British and (to a lesser degree) French flags flown from ships and consulates were
physical landmarks under which—as provided for by the International Slave Trade
Convention—Africans enslaved by Omanis could claim freedom, with the result that
"these communities of freed slaves were most staunch supporters of the flag to
which they owned their freedom" (ibid.). One manifestation of this staunch support
came via music bands composed of freed slaves who "on state occasions, such as the
King's birthday, would come and discourse sweet music at the British Agency."
(ibid.: 197). One of the festive occasions where lēwā is performed to this day is the
inauguration of a new sea vessel (as reported to me by a Kenyan expat working in
84
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bridges the lēwa as a communal possession-oriented ritual to the festive lēwa
genres incorporated into weddings is the use of the mizmar, which was neither
present at the ceremony observed (though the conch—jīm—was) nor is it
mentioned in Shawqi's brief description. However, Christensen, Castelo-Branco, and
Barwani point out in their study that mizmār players available for lēwa circles
(halaq al-lēwa) are increasingly rare, so that even in 1985 lēwa circles in Sohar,
Batinah, had to bring a mizmar player from Barka or Shinas (2009: 130). During the

Fig. 5.3, Khodabaksh Mewal's group performing lēwa music in Muscat. 2017
period of my fieldwork, Khodabaksh Mewal's Matrah-based wedding ensemble has
incorporated a succession of at least two Baloch sornāī (mizmār) players from

The Wave Marina in Muscat who was also my host at one point). Today the Omani
flag is widely associated with benevolence and protection in nearly the same way as
the British and French flags were at the time of Cox's writing. Aisha Bilkhair Khalifa
(2006: 52-53) also emphasizes the significant presence of an Emirati flag atop a
specially painted flagpole as designating a house of zār in the UAE and as revealing
that a ceremony is scheduled for that evening. Special ceremonies serving to
inaugurate such a house as containing a sacred space are also oriented towards the
flagpole (ibid).
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Karachi. Where lēwa as a festive idiom has distinct Baloch connotations in Oman
and Karachi, the sūrīya ceremony in Barka did not. The only Baloch individual in
attendance, as far as I knew, had a personal fascination, one might say, with the
variety of such spirit-oriented ceremonies and was not looking to it to fulfill a
therapeutic, symbolic, or votivic function. However, the picture he painted of this
ceremony was that it existed as an option for those with severe disturbances caused
by especially powerful spirits who needed to be summoned by specialists and
specialized ritual enactments. There is a degree of interlinked severity and rarity
ascribed to this ceremony, expressed in an interrelation of remoteness and intensity
of power on the part of the spirits. Certain spirits—those which are focal points of
mālid ceremonies—are habitually present, not only as agents of possession but as
objects of piety. People incline their thoughts to them voluntarily as paragons of
Muslim virtue.
In Oman and neighboring Gulf societies, "African" spirits tend to be
associated with what might be called maladies and also with distinctive cultural and
ritual manifestations. The categories of spirits that Maho Sebiane seeks to divide
into zār and sawāhili types, although these certainly overlap, are tied to specific
locations in Africa whose associated languages and other social-ecological features
are unfamiliar to Omanis, Emiratis, Iranians, Yemenis, and Bahrainis, regardless of
personal ancestry.
It isn't difficult to understand Hanadi Ismail's assertation that mikwāra is
simply another term for lēwa—both terms imply rosters of possible ceremonies tied
to locations just inland from the core domain of Swahili culture, locations from
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which large numbers of slaves were taken by the Omani and Swahili slavers over the
peak centuries of the Western Indian Ocean slave trade. Nonetheless, the following
differences in the ways the terms mikwara (or sūrīya) and lēwa are understood
should be borne in mind: (a) lēwa has accumulated the defining feature of reliably
including a succession of segments (lewa, sabata, katmiri, bum, sudani)85, each
drawing on a different ceremony (Shawqi 1994: 105) while mikwāra varies
according to a specified treatment and, like many ceremonies practiced in coastal
and inland East Africa, is performed over the course of approximately seven
consecutive days, and (b) lēwa is strongly associated with the presence of a double
reed wind instrument, helping to bind cultural practice in the Swahili zone with
coastal Arabia, Iran, and Makran, while mikwāra relies exclusively on drums, voice,
and conch. Both of these points reinforce the notion of the Arabian Sea coasts as
sites of continual cultural interchange in which lēwa represents an explicitly hybrid
construct (without suggesting that other idioms are intrinsically less hybrid)
evoking East African interior locations and vernaculars while foregrounding an
instrument understood to be "Arab" by virtue of many bases for association,
including the terms by which it is known (zumari in Swahili, mizmar in Arabic,
sornāī in Persian, Baloch).
Aside from lēwa and katmiri corresponding to the names of possession
ceremonies found in coastal East Africa (Bakari 1903: 159,162), it may be of import
that R.B. Sergeant, writing on Hadramawt, gives sabātah as the name of a type of
work activity ("beating out of gypsum for building") that is accompanied by song
(Sergeant 1951: 42). Maho Sebiane (2017:10) finds that sabata, as part of the lēwa
sequence, comes from a Swahili dance msapata, which in turn is thought to be "a
phonetic adaptation of the term sapatear (shoes) used to designate the percussive
footwork—hit the ground with his feet shod—called sapateado in Portuguese and
zapateado in Spanish."
85
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Fig. 5.4, Shop in Muharraq, Bahrain selling sūrnāīs/mizmārs, marāwis, tārāt,
manjūrs
According to Christensen, Castelo-Branco, and Barwani, in Batinah, the katmiri,
which shares its name with a spirit possession ceremony (kitimiri) associated with
the Swahili cultural zone, is now omitted from the sequence of segments, as is the
būm owing to the cumbersome nature of the drum which is its namesake, so that
lēwa performances currently consist of two segments:86 lēwa and the faster sabata
(Christensen, Castelo-Branco, and Barwani 2009: 152).

Down from four, rather than five, by the reckoning of this group of researchers,
who do not include Sūdānī among the segments of lēwa performances they have
studied.
86
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As a festive genre, lēwa is most readily defined as a dance that takes place in
a circle formation to an accelerating sequence of drum beat cycles with repetitive
figures played on a double reed shawm (mizmār). These figures are quite wellpreserved across the broad geography where lēwa is performed and, owing to the
rich harmonics produced by the instrument, it is hard to reduce the sound of these
melodies to a simple succession of pitches. Writing of a section of Olivier Messaien's
organ work, Les Corps Glorieux (1994: 55), John Milsom remarks,
Messaien's registration, 'Nazard et Tierce' [indicating the organ stop
configuration], will not produce quite the same affect on any two
organs, but the general quality is of a bright triadic halo over each
notated pitch. In particular the Tierce will be audible, sounding at the
interval of a major seventeenth above notated pitch; the opening note
E, for example, will have a G# sounding two octaves and a third above
it. This is what the ear hears.
Such explicit acknowledgments of the presence of overtones within the intersection
of pitch and timbre in musical utterance is less commonplace than their actual
significance for musical experience would suggest.
According to descriptions furnished by Mtoro bin Mwinyi Bakari of dances
and rituals in East Africa in and adjacent to the Swahili cultural zone, a "piper" (Sw.
mpiga zumari) is requisite for a wide variety of recreational and ceremonial dance
idioms (Bakari 1903: 122-138;159-167).87 Ralph Skene's descriptions of "Arab and
Swahili dances of East Africa" (Skene 1917) supports this assertion and to this day it
The majority of dances specified by Bakari require a piper, among these: ngoma
kuu, ngoma ya sendemre, ngoma ya chando, ngoma ya kigoma, ngoma ya kiumbizi,
ngoma ya mdurenge, ngoma ya bondogea, ngoma ya sopai, ngoma ya dandaro, ngoma
ya kasangwa, ngoma ya mbenda, and ngoma ya goma. The following rituals also,
according to Bakari, require a piper: pepo wa kilima, pepo wa dungamaro, pepo wa
shamng'ombe, pepo wa lewa, pepo wa qitimiri, and the pepo wa kizungu (Bakari
1903: 122-138;159-167). (Bold indicates names of spirits I have noted as
incorporated into ceremonies in maritime West Asia).
87
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is easy to find evidence that Swahili dances such as the chama, performed in
Matadoni and elsewhere in the Lamu archipelago, and msewe, as performed in
Pemba in the Zanzibar archipelago, incorporate double reed wind instruments.88
The precise origins of the lēwa in its multiple varieties have yet to be clarified.
Where Christensen, Castelo-Branco, and Barwani point to lēwa performances in
Zanzibar, we should remember that the culture of Zanzibar, Mombasa, Dar Es
Salaam, and the Lamu Archipelago has been impacted by periods of Omani rule,
both Bu Saidi and Mazrui. In his survey of popular song in Bahrain, 'Aissa
Mohammed Jasem al-Malaki provides examples of texts used within lēwa
performances, which he says contain many "unknown African words" (1999:122).
For one example, he identifies a melody as "dungamārō"—the name of a spirit (see
note 81), and provides a short text opening with the words "bīkā zumar huwa lēwa
bīkā zumar huwa" (ibid: 126), where I would guess "bīkā zumar" is an
approximation of "mpiga zumari."
While lēwa in various forms is asserted as a practice that belongs to Africans
on the Arabian Peninsula, it more broadly represents a narrative that takes place
between the coasts of East Africa (the Swahili zone) and the shores of the Arabian
Peninsula, Iran, and Makran, in which "African" culture becomes, as Poul Rovsing
Olsen sees it (1967:36), at least partially "Arabized." The significance of this
distinction for our purposes lies in the extent to which Makrani Baloch of Muscat,
Dubai, and Karachi see themselves in lēwa.

E.g. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IfeUnBeAw2U and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=abwZK5E6wO4&t=79s
88
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5.3 Lēwa and Its Interpretations
Poul Rovsing Olsen, having collected and transcribed fragments of numerous
performances of lēwa in Deira, Dubai, UAE in 1962-3, describes lēwa as "the most
widespread of the African dances of the Gulf" (Rovsing Olsen 1967:30). In his
assessment, despite the continuity in dance movements (and, we must presume, the
major nodes of segmentation mentioned above), its melodies represent a frequently
changing cycle guided by the sūrnāī player, who signals each shift in melody by
sustaining a high note (ibid., 31).
To get a sense of this genre and just how widespread it is, we may consider
examples from Oman, Kuwait, UAE, Southern Iran, and Karachi alongside potentially
analogous dances still practiced in the Swahili cultural zone of East Africa.
Specifying this geography is not merely a matter of delineating the distribution of a
coherent practice; it is also a domain of interpretation and symbolic meaning.
Considering lēwa in a broad geographic perspective encourages us to (a) construct
an overarching narrative concerning the genre as a representation of interregional
mobility, (b) identify attributes that persist from one locale to another, and (c)
survey the kinds of (re)interpretation the genre has inspired. Maho Sebiane's
publications dealing with lēwa (2007, 2014) address the first of these quite
extensively, with particular attention to Oman and UAE, and we have outlined some
core dimensions to these transoceanic narratives in the preceding section.
To discuss the second of these in sufficient detail is outside scope of the space
I can allot lēwa in this study but there are some extremely general remarks with
which I can frame my own perspective. Of the examples of dances of the Swahili
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zone that I have looked at, the msewe practiced in Pemba is a particularly good
example of a dance that from the standpoints of dance motions and formation, of
melodic range and motion, of shifts and phases in tempo, and of organology appears
to be closely related to the varieties of lēwa found in Oman, UAE, Kuwait, and
Karachi. The msewe is connected to circumcision and puberty rituals (Caplan 1976:
24, reporting on Mafia island, Tanzania) and has been incorporated into modern hip
hop music in the interest of forging a cultural bridge with Zanzibari heritage, giving
rise to what is locally called "zenji flava" (Omari 2013:145). The zummari double
reed aerophone is virtually identical with the mizmār/sūrnāī used for lēwa. The
dance is likewise in a circle formation and involves rotation on the part of the
individual participants as they enact a collective orbit. While allowing for
differences in the rhythm patterns and the melodies performed, they are quite
similar in terms of intonation and timbre, pitch range and emphasized pitches and
intervals and interplay between percussion parts. In both the cases of lēwa and
msewe the tempo and thus the dancing accelerated and with this acceleration, the
vocal part sung by the dancers becomes more of a rhythmic chant.
Any attempt to characterize lēwa in geocultural context is already an
interpretive endeavor and it is easy to make the case that lēwa, like so many
expressive idioms, is constructed from collective and individual interpretations of
circumstances, historical knowledge, a spatialized worldview, and stereotyped
cultural dispositions. It has a dual life as a conspicuously "invented tradition" as a
contemporary domain of expressive and participatory performance, in both cases
drawing on the customs and knowledge of actual communities, to entertain
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Hobsbawm's (1983: 2-3) distinction between "tradition" and "custom."
Interpretations of lēwa that reimagine and reframe the idiom as a stage art, a
modern wedding phenomenon, and a basis for studio-produced popular music seek
to distill, simplify, and, in some ways, extend these narratives. Above all, lēwa in the
Gulf is taken to represent the presence of African in the Gulf and to build a cohesive
stream of expression out of a fragmented sense of history and identity. Baloch lēwa
as performed in Karachi takes a cue from performances of Sidi/Shidi culture in India
and imbues the genre with full-blown pageantry of exoticist ideations of Africa.
Mohsen Sharifian, a folklorist and modern composer who works with folk idioms
representative of the Gulf culture of Iran's Bushehr province, has recorded and
presented at festivals89 his own take on lēwa, in which he strives to emphasize
words and lines of Bantu origin that he has compiled from different lēwa
performances and performers on both sides of the Persian Gulf, focusing especially
on repertoires he has studied on the island of Kharg. He has taken special interest in
the history of the inhabitants of Kharg and their musical repertoires, folklore and
ritual practices, which form the basis for a book he has published (phone interview,
August 23, 2019). He freely admits adapting the melody for performances to craft
his own melodic vision for a song decoupled from its ritual and community context.
Meanwhile, Kuwait's Miami Band has also fashioned (in 1999) a lēwa-themed pop
song.

A performance of such an arrangment at Iran's Fajr festival:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OdfNTs1CknE
89
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In Muscat and Karachi, lēwa is commonly understood as a Baloch (or AfroBaloch) idiom, practiced by Baloch communities and emblematic of ties to East
Africa. The term Afro-Baloch, like Afro-Arab or Afro-Iranian, is one with which many
are uneasy (Badalkhan 2008b; al-Harthy 2010). While aspects of lēwa almost
certainly have been adopted from local practices brought with people from various
hinterland locations of East Africa, the cumulative idiom and genre seems likely to
be a product of ongoing exchange between multiple sites along the Arabian Sea.
Maho Sebiane advocates the use of the terms Afro-Arab and Afro-Baloch to
distinguish between individuals of slave ancestry and African heritage who have
acculturated over generations to peninsular Arab and Baloch social and linguistic
milieus, respectively (Sebiane 2015: 50, n. 1). Both Mashkatī Baloch and visiting

Fig. 5.6, Firqat Almas performing lēwa in Kuwait, 2014
Makrani Baloch musicians generally will have no trouble identifying and
demonstrating the characteristic rhythms (and usually mizmar melodies) integral to
lēwa as a genre. As an "art" (fann) promoted in an official capacity as part of Oman's
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national treasury of folklore, no such acknowledgment of a Baloch connection to
lēwa is to be found. According to Mustafa Yusuf Shawqi (1994: 105), the text of the
lēwa "concerns the sea, the African coast, God and the Prophet, and the role of
Omanis in spreading Islam in Africa."
In Kuwait, ensembles such as Firqat Almas who specialize in Sea Arts (funūn
al-bahr) as part of Kuwait's maritime cultural heritage habitually perform a range of
genres, including 'uns, khammari, sawt, and lēwa (see also Urkevich 2015:138-139).
These genres vary widely in their instrumentation, rhythmic and melodic features,
and historical functions and contexts but are combined to represent the ḥadar90
port- and seafaring culture of pre-oil Kuwait. Of these, lēwa is unambiguously
understood to point to the African ancestry of a substantial portion of ḥadar
Kuwaitis. In the Dubai, UAE, as discussed extensively by Maho Sebiane, lēwa is
performed publically on a weekly basis and while presented as an Emirati art with
African roots, the performers are in large part of Baloch background (2007:121122). Lēwa performances in Bahrain, Kuwait, and Qatar are imbued with a seafaring
character without an explicit Baloch connotation. In Yemen and Southern Iran, lēwa
performances are reportedly extremely rare or nonexistent in many of the places
where they used to be common, surfacing in ethnographic literature as a phantom
presence remembered as belonging to the world of spirit possession ceremonies.

An important term in Kuwait and neighboring Gulf Arab states, hadar means
settled—and implicitly urban and coastal—in contrast with bedu (nomadic, desert
dwelling, socially organized along tribal lines and governed by the traditional
custom of the peninsular interior). This distinction is ultimately far too simplistic to
establish a reliable social delineation but looms large in popular and media
discourse.
90
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5.4 Interpenetration Between Ceremonial and Popular Genres
Today in the contexts where lēwa is presented as a festive—rather than treatmentoriented—idiom, we might discern three principle varieties: folkloric performances
of heritage, such as those regularly staged in Kuwait, Dubai, and Lyari; modern,
synthesizer-based interpretations, found in Muscat and Karachi, the melody being
markedly different from the folkloric variety and often woven into long wedding
dance medleys performed by large modern wedding bands in Muscat; and a living
dance idiom, foregrounding the surnāī and vigorous drumming and dancing, and
incorporated into weddings in Muscat. The last two of these three varieties are
considered unambiguously Baloch musical genres.
In Chapter Eight, in which we consider the repertoire of the benjū as it has
emerged in both amateur and professional spheres, we will look at the extent to
which melodies and rhythms associated with guātī and dammālī frameworks are
part of the general purview of the benjū player as exercises in both virtuosity and
captivating and stimulating listeners. The ability to produce climactic ecstatic states
through drumming, repetitive melodic figures, bodily motion, and a general dynamic
arc is central to the ceremonies we have discussed but also informs the
performances of musicians in festive contexts as well—weddings and informal
gatherings.
I have heard several stories from Baloch friends in Muscat of cases where
guātī melodies were played because of their general appeal quite outside of
ceremonial context, resulting in certain individuals within earshot becoming por—
entranced, their possessing spirits activated. In one case, it was at a wedding
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reception and one of my acquaintances had been DJing and put on a recording of a
benjū player playing a guātī piece. A woman fell into a state, and it was immediately
decided that a sequence of other recorded guātī pieces had to be played until she
had become sīr—satiated, and the spirit was appeased. Benjū master Abdurrahman
Surizehi has related to Jean During that when amplifying his instrument at home, he
inadvertantly caused all of his neighbors to become por (During 2015: 8).
Qalandari dammāl is also part of the repertoire of Mashkatī Baloch wedding
bands, and when performed live at open air weddings, will command a frenzy,
particularly among young men in attendance. These sequences blend popular
renditions of "Mast Qalandar" and lēwa with a collectively propelled dammāl
atmosphere in which the line between a sort of cinematic choreography and
personal cathartic abandon is virtually nonexistant.
If you ask any professional drummer from Makran, he will be able to identify
and play lēwa and dammāl rhythms. In neither case is there a single unitary rhythm,
but a range, often easy to understand as variations on the same base rhythm, often
played at different tempos, with different possibilities for regular versus syncopated
articulations of pulses and distributions of accents, and certainly with different
degrees of density. Similarly there is a range of body motions and dance formations
associated with each concept. It is important to remember that, as genres, lēwa and
dammāl are best thought of as expressive phenomena. Characteristic movements,
melodies, and beat cycles are subordinate to extemporaneous individual and
collective dynamics of kinetic and emotional intensity. It is in this sense that they
are narrative idioms. The dammāl is the expressive mode of the malang, and in
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certain ritual settings it is optimum that participants be transformed into malangs,
that they be thrust into a malang register of corporeal and spiritual abandon.
Shehram Mokhtar (2012: 60) reports a woman pilgrim to Lāl Shahbāz Qalandar's
shrine at the time of Urs who asserts that all the power and energy that goes into the
dammāl dance comes directly from Lāl Shahbāz, with God the ultimate source of its
vital force. Conversely, direct invocation of either Bāvā Farīd or, most especially, Lāl
Shahbāz Qalandar encourages or even demands this form of engagement.
Bava Farid is associated both with a shrine in Pakpattan, Punjab and with an
African slave heritage (Basu 2000: 258) and thus does signify a bridge between the
actual contexts of dammāl and lēwa. For instance, the large lēwa drum known as
būm in Batinah is called Sheykh Ferej in Bushehr after Bava Farīd (Sharifian
1386/2008: 120; Darvishi 2009: 349-350), while the sheperja ceremony of coastal
Makran is likewise named after him (Badalkhan 2000a: 779-780) and in function,
instrumentation, spatialization, and orientation towards Bāvā Farīd corresponds
precisely with the dammāl ceremony I have described attending in Barka.
Both lēwa and dammāl as ceremonial idioms accommodate three spheres of
rhythmic entrainment: the Baloch panjag—the percussive drone of the tambūrag
that is essential to the entrancing function of the instrumental accompaniment to a
guātī ceremony; a range of East African polyrhythms; and South Asian layered
drumming textures, also easily understood as polyrhythms. However, only among
Makrani Baloch do all three spheres intersect.
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5.5 Broader Social Attitudes Towards Possession Ceremonies
In Oman, as in a large number of other settings in predominantly Muslim portions of
Africa and Asia, women are expected to exert a great deal of self-control when it
comes to externalizing their emotions, especially in public or around anyone who
isn't close family, but at home as well. At occasions of mourning and grieving
throughout much of Iran, women can be seen wailing, shrieking, pulling at their hair,
and tearing their clothes, but these often ritualized displays of inconsolability serve
to underscore the momentous proportions of a tragic event. Here the concept of
ritualized bodies recognizes but transcends that of disciplined bodies. The breaking
free from prescriptions of discipline (on the part of men as well as women) is part of
the realm of possibility proclaimed by many ritual contexts, and consequently, it
becomes expected or at least anticipated. Where this deviation from social
standards of discipline is manifested in formulaic actions and gestures, it is
reasonable to see the ritual context as a further disciplining or an alternative
disciplining of the socialized body (see Bell 1992: 100 and Frembgen 2012: 109). At
the same time, we need to be able to disengage human subjects and selves from
mere bodies.
As an example, I was present at a mālid in Muscat where Abdulqādir Jilānī
had been identified as being present among multiple attendees. One of these latter, a
woman, was seated among the other women in the portion of an enclosed courtyard
nearer to the entrance of the home than to the gate to the street. As the sequence of
drumming and chanting mounted in intensity, she entered a trance and broke into
groans and shouts and, before being covered with a cloth, pointed across the empty
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center of the courtyard to a man seated next to me, who smelt of gin, and
pantomimed his drunkenness and her (presumably Abdulqadir Gilani's)
disapproval. At that moment, the mālid became a public forum where she (bearing
the unimpeachable authority of Abdulqadir Gilani) could hold him accountable for
something that bothered her without being herself held accountable for being
outspoken and scornful.
Is this event an example of the powerful range of possibilities for social
inversion and a temporary negation of the social restraint that women are expected
to uphold on a daily basis? I would allow for that reading but on the other hand, it is
entirely possible that that man's drunkenness was so well known and accepted (it
was hardly well-concealed) that he was consensually made complicit in a ritual
dramatization of social inversion under the jurisdiction of the saintly ethical
authority of Abdulqadir Gilani. Meanwhile, constraints could well remain in place
that would preclude the same woman from airing a more pointed or even
scandalous grievance at a man or woman of a less compromised social standing.
Transcending rigid social boundaries is a necessary aspect of the ritual
procedure but there are boundaries that must remain in place—it is necessary to
avoid damaging intra-community relations or misrepresenting the inhabiting spirit,
especially if it is a Muslim saint. For instance, after another occasion, a young Baloch
man with whom I attended the ceremony (a dammāl) fiercely voiced his displeasure
with one of the possessed, whose actions he had found buffoonish and undignified,
saying that Lal Shahbaz Qalandar—the saint who was purported to have inhabited
this man—would never have behaved in such an unseemly fashion, being a very
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pious and dignified Muslim (like Mohammed, my friend said). Furthermore the
language in which Lal Shahbaz Qalandar spoke had been Baloch and my friend was
certain that it should have been Sindhi, since he had settled in Sindh, where his
shrine is now located. I wondered if the Saint would have been more likely to speak
Persian, but I did not pursue that point just then.
Majid al-Harthy, studying ceremonies in Sur with African associations such as
mikwāra, writes, "Stories from my consultants and friends confirm the seriousness
of the healing rituals, as they claim that certain individuals present in the space of
these rituals and who were seen as being insincere in their actions and reactions,
like faking possession (n'īsh), were identified by the masters of the ceremonies and,
consequently, were immediately ejected from the ritual." (al-Harthy 2010: 212)
One day, at the apartment of a friend, I was thinking ahead to a mālid I was to
attend that evening with his brother. Although I knew perfectly well that
photographs or video recording would be out of the question, I was lamenting these
restrictions. My friend offered to lend me a little digital video camera disguised as a
pen that I could place in my breast pocket and use to record surreptitiously. He
always had ideas about using various gadgetry he had lying around, such as a drone
meant to fit a go pro camera, to enhance the cinematographic possibilities of my
field recordings. For obvious reasons it is important that I not be deceptive in
conducting fieldwork, but I declined for another reason as well: "The people there
might not notice, but Abdelqadir Gilani will." His wife and her sisters immediately
chimed in, voicing their concurrence.
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This contrast in attitude immediately conjures a stereotype of men being
pragmatic, scientifically minded, and educated while women hold onto outmoded
superstitions. But in this case, as in others, there are points to consider.
Zubaydah Ashkanani, writing about Kuwait (1991), argues that if women
find in spirit possession ceremonies an infrastructure for assuaging various kinds of
emotional distress that arise from confinement, marginalization, and the degrees of
duress under which they operate as performing social actors, this becomes more
acute with processes of technological and commercial modernization. Her reading
applies in many cases to men as well. In contrast with my personal observation of a
zār ceremony in Egypt and accounts and documentation I have looked at of
examples in Sudan, Somalia, and Makran, at ceremonies I have observed in Muscat,
men form an equal or greater number of those seeking treatment.
Aside from gatherings specifically convened to address the needs of
individuals who are acutely afflicted or distressed, there is a community of
sympathy among the women of households—or of multiple households in frequent
interaction—into which is woven the language of spirits and other aspects of life
that would be classified among "modern"-minded men as folkloric or superstitious.
In one Baloch household where I spent a considerable amount of time, I found that
the female members of the household would adhere much more strictly to
guidelines designed to ward off the evil eye than their male counterparts. For
instance, I said something nice to one woman, something regarding a decoration at a
hair salon operated by the family that I didn't realize she had been responsible for.
In my mind, I was complimenting a thing—the Baloch women's wedding attire that
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adorned a display mannequin in the room in which we were sitting, without
realizing that it was her handiwork that I was actually complimenting, and thus,
failing to punctuate my words of admiration with maşallah, I paved the way for
misfortune, as I learned the following day when she came down with pink eye and
attributed it to this interaction.
The male head of this household was predictably quick to dismiss and gently
ridicule this belief, but at times such men confided to me not only a sense of
responsibility for enforcing a "traditional" honor-based code upon the gender
dynamics of their households but also a sense of the necessity for women to
cultivate their own rules and laws. As an example, a friend one day wanted me to get
my wife—who was back at home in the US—on the phone to test a theory of his. The
women in his household would often communicate amongst themselves in a kind of
pig latin type encoded speech of exactly the sort William O. Beeman (2011: 77)
writes about being used among hereditary musicians in Iran. My friend's
observation was that when new women were added to the dynamic they would pick
up instantly on the pattern, which was constantly being revised like a password or
combination lock. He had them demonstrate some varieties of this speech, for
example, "Mafarchī sifatī sefantera shufatagei" ("Marchī sitī sentera shutagei"—I
went to City Center [mall] today). My friend was convinced that my wife, even if she
didn't understand a word of the Baloch embedded in the dialogue, would
understand at once the pattern that was being employed.
Despite the prevalence of this conscious gendered divide, the role and
function of the types of ceremonies discussed above are not easily dismissed. Two
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very obvious approaches to explicating the overall phenomenon are (a) that spirit
possession is a very real thing, that there are various types of spirit entity who move
around from place to place and choose—or are somehow compelled—to inhabit
human hosts, or (b) the emotional disturbances and psychological disorders for
which various kinds of psychiatric therapy and pharmacological treatment are
prescribed in many places are allegorically imagined as encounters with exogenous
spirits and effective therapies have been devised under that pretense. Each premise
has its advocates. Among people in Muscat who have had extensive experience with
the ceremonies and the spirit phenomena, I have found many who see no
contradiction whatsoever between the two explanations.
In his dissertation on the musical culture of Sur, Majid al-Harthy reflects on
his experience conducting fieldwork as a simultaneous “insider”— as a native
Omani fluent (through his graduate work) in Swahili—and “outsider”—he is not
from Sur nor does he share the ethnic identity of the subjects of his research:
Indeed, some of my consultants expressed negative attitudes toward
my involvement with rituals they did not like or believe in, like zar
and tamburah. Some tried to persuade me not to attend these sessions
(jalsat) by telling me that I might become possessed by the spirit
(jinn); others requested that I not write about them because they
were ashamed of these forms of expression. In the beginning, when I
expressed to some of my consultants my intention to attend zar,
tamburah, and mikwarah and meet the practitioners of these rituals, I
was discouraged by the reactions I received when some of the
consultants implicitly ridiculed and characterized these as bida’, a
practice outside the orthodoxy of Islam. This was clear when one of
my consultants insisted on meeting with me in my apartment for
feedback analysis of my video recordings when he and I both knew
that there was a zar or tamburah session at the same time. (51)
Clearly these rituals are seen by some portions of local communities as aberrations
in the social order, certainly in any social order to be presented to outsiders who
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will leave bearing vivid impressions. At the same time, the rituals are often
understood as ancestral practices, linked in many cases to a remote homeland, and
moreover rooted in a functional belief in the need to interface with spirits, and
generally not by choice. The range of social responses to these rituals parallels
attitudes found towards Sufi tariqāt in various places; I can recall vigorous
disagreements I've witnessed in Iran and Iraqi Kurdistan over the social and
spiritual character of Sufi dervishes, lodges, and zekrs.
There is often an inherent socio-economic framework governing the practical
infrastructure upon which these ceremonies depend. I.M. Lewis finds that,
witchcraft accusations seem usually to be leveled against equals or
inferiors, whereas spirit possession is typically diagnosed in inferiors
in such a way that their therapeutic treatment affects superiors. Thus,
responsibility for providing treatment for a spirit-afflicted wife falls
on the husband. Hence, particularly in the context of a domestic
conflict (involving husband and wife, or wives), the sick role has its
compensations and strategic value, and can even be materially
productive, not least when, through the demands of the spirits, the
patient seeks relief in the regular performance of costly, placatory
rituals. (Lewis 1991: 2)
If, as Lewis suggests, spirit possession ceremonies are often arranged out of an
obligation to manage fraught or precarious domestic dynamics, they are also more
generally an expression of the power, wealth, and status of the household who
convenes them, as those who come to perform the various requirements of the
ritual must be paid and large meals and refreshments (and plentiful incense) must
be available for guests, participants, and djinns/mashāyekh.
Within the social contexts where these ceremonies are valued, hosting them
may ostensibly come in response to the pressures presented by a particular
situation but given their recurrent nature, the gesture may amount to helping to
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shoulder the burden of a community (as they are open to attendees seeking
treatment). Furthermore, such arrangements can be expressions of magnanimity,
acts of patronage serving to bolster a cultural practice and offer resources to a pool
of practitioners, who may be seen as wards in need of recourse to habitual
treatment.
It was clear to me that in certain instances these ceremonies would be
convened on a date of import, in others based on the pressing need of one or more
individuals dealing with spirit possession, and in others because the host wanted to
offer the mālid as a form of hospitality directed towards his immediate community,
in accordance with a votive obligation.
Pressures exerted by the political rulership and religious authorities in a
given setting have also tended to greatly impact these practices and the way they
are strategically engaged in local community contexts. As Maho Sebiane points out
(2015:58), Sultan Said bin Taymur and Muscat's governor Shihab bin Faisal clamped
down severely on musical instruments, drumming, and dancing in Oman from at
least 1938-1970, with flogging as the likely consequence for infractions. According
to Sebiane's interlocutors, the customary open air practice of lēwa was dealt a
tremendous blow by these strictures while zār could be practiced in secret in
interiors settings and as a result, lēwa performances were integrated into
clandestine indoor zār seances (ibid.). It is my understanding that these prohibitions
were flouted where at all possible, but nonetheless, the prominent Muscat benjū
player Rahmat Hassan Khamis al-Balushi grew up playing zār and lēwa drums in a
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household of zār practitioners before turning to Baloch sōt, nazenk, and other
genres in the more relaxed atmosphere of the 1970s.
Another historical observation on the part of Maho Sebiane (citing Matthew
Hopper) is that large numbers of coastal Omanis relocated to neighboring Gulf
countries such as Bahrain, Kuwait, and UAE in the wake of two particularly severe
typhoons in the late 19th century, which he regards as partially responsible for the
diffusion of lēwa practice from Oman (ibid. 56-57).
Considering how intrusive it would be, I do not believe it would have been
feasible to conduct a reliable and suitably representative door-to-door survey of
attitudes among Baloch in Muscat with respect to spirit possession ceremonies. If it
were possible to compile statistics of adherence and participation, clear
demographic patterns would doubtless emerge. Using my composite impressions, I
would offer a few concluding observations.
Baloch, on the whole, accept these ceremonies as part of their culture and as
practices that forge common ground between Baloch and non-Baloch communities
understood as comprising peninsular Arab, Iranian, and African cultural
orientations. A minority of Baloch actively participate in the ceremonies and do so
out of a genuine belief in their premises and efficacy, though I have observed that
Baloch (and others) who openly state they do not actually believe in the possession
by spirits will still attend for various reasons, such as some kinship with the host or
other core participants. A mālid, for instance, may serve both as an inaugural
commemoration of a new residence to which guests are invited and as a spirit
possession ceremony available to those in need of such. While the spirit possession
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dimension to any of these ceremonies may be disavowed or contested for a range of
obvious reasons, the premise that the occasions serve as a form of premodern but
extremely effective psychiatric therapy is widely accepted.91 Ehud R. Tolendano
(2007: 226) argues that zār in certain cases explicitly invests the African origins of
the practice with a symbolic agency in constituting "a counterculture to modernity
and European education," even where practitioners have no social grounding in
these often devalued origins themselves. Richard Natvig's inventory of writings on
zār in Arabic and other languages (1998) reveals a consistent interest in zār as an
almost always gendered and racialized context for "traditional medicine" and
psychiatric/emotional/social therapy.
An awareness—however detached—of the diverse array of these practices,
comprising various socioeconomic and cultural milieus, is often appreciative—they
are part of the landscape of Muscat and other towns and cities. Finally, as we shall
discuss in Chapter Eight, the musical repertoire associated with guātī ceremonies is
considered as part of the core of genuine and highly revered Baloch cultural
heritage and its prestige has steadily grown in recent years. In the next chapter, we
will be concerned with a more bounded sense of Makrani Baloch traditional musical
culture, one that certainly points to the practices we have reviewed in this chapter
but also relies on autonomous spaces for Baloch cultural performance.
Although an adequate discussion of this topic wouldn't fit comfortably into this
work, I should acknowledge the expansive body of literature that examines the
extent to which possession ceremonies have evolved in response to colonialism,
imperialism, and more modern forms of exploitation, marginalization, social and
cultural rupture, repression, and violence, and thus need to be situated in a vivid
political and socioeconomic present as opposed to being treated as a residual
adherence to ancient customs.
91
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Chapter Six: The Performance of Dōdorobīdag
For many groups (e.g. Kurds, Imazighen (Berbers), and Baloch) with a strong
national identity coupled with the absence of a state, the work of compiling and
safeguarding historical, folkloric, literary, and linguistic knowledge is motivated by a
determination to preserve endangered cultural artifacts, to empower a public
through access to self-knowledge, and to counter processes of cultural negation and
marginalization through documented evidence of a cultural heritage.
Carina Jahani writes, "Most Baloch intellectuals see developing their
language and its literature as one of their most urgent duties, and a project which is
necessary if Balochi is to survive the pressure from the more widely-used
neighboring and national languages of the countries in which it is spoken."(Jahani
1996:106) When Jahani writes, "their language and its literature"[emphasis added],
she is touching on a topic that needs considerable elaboration. There is little doubt
as to the scope of Baloch literature, from oral tradition, folklore, and "classical"
poetry to short stories, novels, modern poetry, journalism, blogs, and filmmaking.92
But the ways in which these literary forms belong to the Baloch language and aid in
its survival bespeak a host of debates surrounding layered understandings of Baloch
social, cultural, and political identity. The most popular Baloch literary idioms in the
past and today can be described as some form of poetic verse, and the cultural
context for these idioms typically involves a performance framework. Hence there is
In some quarters filmmaking is considered a different medium from those that
are called literary. Baloch filmmakers that I have in mind here (such as Hanif Sherif
and Jaan Baloch) belong to literary milieus and are considered literary people
(adabī mardum).
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a great deal of overlap between the concepts of Baloch music and Baloch "verbal
art" (Badalkhan 2001a).
This chapter is concerned with the concept of dōdorobīdag —a term meant to
encapsulate the totality of authentic Baloch cultural practices—and the significance
it takes on when used to characterize Baloch cultural performances, especially those
involving music. I would argue that for Baloch resident in Oman and neighboring
Arab Gulf States, dōdorobīdag has emerged as a concept predicated on the inherent
access Baloch have—or ought to have—to Baloch territory and Baloch modes of
sustenance, expression, and comportment considered native to that territory. The
illustrations I offer in this chapter represent genres and contexts that are
understood as belonging to the realm of dōdorobīdag. We shall consider the
specialized performance of epic poetry, minstrel repertoires, and women's wedding
songs, and in each case, we must ask what kind of agency peninsular Baloch exercise
in demanding, organizing, initiating, and evaluating performances of these Makrani
Baloch cultural idioms.
A setting for focused musical audition among Baloch in Muscat (and
elsewhere in the Gulf) typically belongs to one of three types,93 each centered
around a performance by specialists whose musical repertoires are paired with
specific social contexts: formal cultural celebrations in which traditional musical
arts are presented to an audience as a focal point; weddings and other communitybased occasions where popular singers perform contemporary music frequently
centered on political poetry for large audiences; and private gatherings where
I am ignoring settings that have no explicit relationship with Baloch cultural or
community contexts as such.
93
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musicians help to create an atmosphere of intimate conviviality.
With our gaze narrowly trained on urban communities in the Eastern
Arabian Peninsula, we find the practice and function of "traditional" music central to
efforts to nurture a social consciousness that is oriented towards Balochistan. After
some consideration of the ways traditional Baloch culture (dōdorōbīdag) is framed
by Baloch intellectuals, notably those based in the Gulf states, we shall look at long
and short term residencies in Oman and the UAE of performers who specialize in
traditional Makrani Baloch repertoires. Underscoring the explicitly political
dimensions of contemporary Baloch cultural performances and the active
participation of Peninsular Baloch in encouraging these, our final example concerns
a performance setting in Makran, where a Baloch woman who grew up in Dubai and
currently lives in Muscat as an Omani citizen assumes an active role in guiding a
succession of women's wedding songs (hālō) towards political expression. This case
adds greater dimension to patterns of culture production that might otherwise be
understood as a translocal circuit of performers serving parallel, stationary
communities in disjunct native and diasporic settings. The immediacy of these social
and political interactions spanning Makran, Muscat, and the greater Dubai metro
area underscores the broader ecology of Baloch kinship, social intercourse, and
transregional cooperation. First we begin with the way "traditional" life and culture
are understood in contemporary Baloch settings.
6.1 The term Dōdorobīdag and Its Referents
Literally meaning attire (dōd) and way of life (robīdag), dōdorobīdag is a term that
came into prominence in the twentieth century as a way of expressing the concept
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of a vast body of traditional—distinctively and authentically Baloch—cultural
practices (thus roughly synonymous with the term "folklore" in its broadest sense).
While details that pinpoint the moment this term entered modern usage are not
available to me, the celebrated Baloch intellectual, philologist, and poet Sayed Zuhur
Shah Hashemi (1926-1978) is a example of someone who advocated its usage. The
term appears in the Sayed Ganj, Hashemi's literary dictionary of Balochi, which was
published after his death by the Sayyed Hashemi Academy, a Baloch literary
association located in Karachi (Rossi 2017: 53). According to Saeed Mohammad alAmeeri, it "was mainly Bahrain's 'literary circle' (Balōcī adabī juhdkār) and UAE's
'Sayed Literary Forum' (Sayad labzankī majlis) which financed the publication of the
dictionary"(Ameeri 2003: 242). It is now online and widely heralded as a patriotic
monument to Baloch language and cultural heritage. "Based on literary
Kechi"94(Rossi 53), the Sayed Ganj holds particular appeal for communities of poets
and poetry connoisseurs from Makran.
At times, dōdorobīdag appears to refer to real (asli, "original")— as in
"authentic"—Baloch culture in contrast to the (other)95 activities of literary
associations, which represent the modernist, explicitly politicized outlook of urban
intellectual circles. A landscape of mountains, streams, deserts, wells, earthen and
thatch structures and crafts, agriculture, pastoralism, wildlife, and climate extremes
is set against the physical and economic textures of city life and the contemporary
Kechi is a dialect of Baloch spoken in the interior of Eastern Makran, along the
Kech river.
95 In practice, those who promote the performance of dōdorobīdag are usually
attached to these literary associations and often represent a subset of Baloch
intellectuals who advocate for "traditional culture" over modernist expression.
94
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vernaculars that form the backdrop for today's literary artifacts. An alternate
reading might be that where contemporary poetry movements directly address the
social and political problems facing Baloch of all walks of life, a particular
valorization of dōdorobīdag would seem to idealize traditional aesthetics and values
from a sheltered and nostalgic vantage point. Some Baloch vocally assert that such
traditional spheres of culture are bound up with a hierarchy of pronounced social
inequality in which specific tribal lineages and their leaders are dominant. The
Baloch Students Organization (BSO), which emerged in the 1960s, has long held that
Baloch nationalism must be progressive, egalitarian, and veer away from traditional
sardar (tribal leader)-based hierarchies (Dashti 2017a: 145). However, both strains
of cultural activism are central to the publishing activities and intellectual forums of
literary associations, and they are often integrated in provocative ways.
A recent publication that exemplifies efforts to both preserve and promote
texts as dōdorobīdag is Faqir Shad's Durj96 (2003), a compilation of traditional sung
poetic texts representative of key genres: sipatt, līlū, sōt, nāzenk, hālō, zahīrōk, and
motk. Sher is omitted because, as a genre of epic poetry, any examples would be of
disproportionate length. Meanwhile, Faqir Shad has completed several mammoth
collections of sher, organized around the poets and the epics themselves, most
notably his work Miras ["Heritage"] (2016).
A more direct example of an ideologically inflected publishing effort is an
anthology of women's poetry and prose literature publushed in magazines from the
1950s onward, Patan Tākēn Injīr: Janēnaney Shaer o Ram ("The Broad Fig Leaf:
Durj is the word for a little ornate box, made of silver for instance, in which
jewelry is stored.
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Women's Poetry and Prose")(2014), collected by A.R. Dad and introduced by Isma'il
Mumtaz. Dad is described by Turbat-based Baloch academic Fazal Baloch as having
introduced "Balochi literature to a wave of modern theories like, structuralism,
post-structuralism, surrealism, and existentialism and of course the controversial
post modernism" as well as translating "the works of TS Elliot, Charles Baudelaire,
Ezra Pound, Octavio Paz and Carlos Fuentes" (Baloch 2017). Isma'il Mumtaz is a
Baloch poet and cultural activist who resides in Bahrain but frequently visits Muscat
and occasionally Tanzania, where he maintains ties with Baloch intellectuals. He
refrains from overt political expression in his own writings but seeks to bind
together discrete expressive and cultural spheres. For instance, he wrote poetry for
the Muscati Baloch singer and benjū player Rahmat Hassan Khamis al-Balushi (who
will be discussed in Chapters Eight and Nine), in an uncommon instance of direct
artistic collaboration between a member of Muscat's longer settled Baloch
communities and an intellectual from a more transnational Gulf Baloch milieu.
While Dad and Mumtaz's efforts in assembling this collection of women's literature
represent an attempt to acknowledge the cultural and intellectual life of Baloch
women, who are conspicuously marginalized in public intellectual and cultural
spheres despite the progressive (and incidentally secular) stance that many
educated urban Baloch men proudly project. Dad, in his preface, points to Simone de
Beauvoir's Second Sex and Virginia Woolf's essay "A Room of One's Own" as writings
to which Baloch women seldom have access but which speak directly to the
challenges facing women as members of society and as writers (Dad 2014: 22).
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Dr. Naseer Dashti, who resides in the UK but frequently sojourns among
family in both Muscat and the Makran region, has published a number of works in
English, including The Cultural Context of Health: A Baloch Perspective: An
exploration of the cultural context and consequences of perceptions of illness and
health-seeking behavior of the Baloch (2008), adapted from his doctoral dissertation
and published by the Baloch Academy in Quetta. Such publications can help us more
fully understand the significance conferred upon the concept of dōdorobīdag. Dashti
surveys a range of medical and public health practices, some of which overlap with
religious orientations and magic- and spirit- oriented belief complexes. Dietary
considerations expressed in terms of bodily humors; safeguarding against spells and
the evil eye; ritual purity through bloodletting; seclusion during pregnancy and
childbirth; and ceremonies dealing with spirit possession and psychosomatic
disturbances are all situated in the context of what Dashti calls "medical pluralism,"
following the work of anthropologists (Dashti 2008: 267). Just as the word
dōdorobīdag is chiefly in use among urban, literate Baloch who reserve a place of
honor for the social codes, life rhythms, and cultural vernaculars they take to
represent rural Baloch society in a state of withstanding modernization and
imperial domination, Dashti's study seeks to reconcile his own university-educated
perspective with the embodied knowledge of rural or traditionally oriented Baloch
who (especially in the past) would not be likely to be versed in the textual
foundations of "modern medicine" and "empirical science" as promoted in the
developed world.
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Dashti's most recent contributions have included the books The Baloch
Conflict with Iran and Pakistan: Aspects of a National Liberation Struggle and Tears of
Sindhu: Sindhi National Struggle in the Historical Context, as well as an article "CPEC:
The Baloch Perspective" on the blog Baloch Sarmachar ("Baloch Freedom Fighter").
The latter is specifically concerned with the China Pakistan Economic Corridor that
is to link Western China to the port of Gwadar in Balochistan. Since the late 1990s,
China has been investing heavily both in the development of Gwadar as an industrial
port, to be followed by Pasni, and for even longer in roads and other infrastructure
(e.g. oil and gas pipelines). One projected impact of this development project is a
massive demographic change as laborers are brought from other regions, much as
has been dramatically the case in China's Xinjiang province, where Han and other
non-Uyghur Chinese populations have overtaken the Uyghur population in Urumqi
and other urban centers, while Uyghurs currently are reportedly incarcerated in
reeducation and labor camps in the millions (e.g. Nebehay 2018). The CPEC is
poised to physically bridge these two profitable sites of large-scale cultural
genocide.
Dashti writes in his piece,
With the introduction of Urdu as the national language and medium of
instruction in the educational institutions, the Balochi language is
already at the verge of extinction. The Baloch have been complaining
that in its zeal to create an artificial Pakistani nation, the state
establishment has controlled and distorted their history, centuries’
old secular socio-cultural traditions, and religious beliefs. A North
Indian religious narrow mindedness and superfluous cultural
traditions are being imposed on the Baloch in the name of Islamic
brotherhood. They believe that the CPEC will increase the pace of
what they called “the cultural imperialism of the state.” (Dashti
2017b)
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With this justifiable anxiety over linguicide—amid a whole spectrum of measures of
cultural repression exercised over the population of Balochistan, efforts in the Arab
Gulf States to claim a position of visibility and respect for Baloch culture and identity
meet with intense interest and encouragement among the Baloch settled in those
urban environments, particularly those who have maintained emotional ties to
Balochistan.
6.2 Geographic and Social Divisions Inherent in the Concept of Dōdorobīdag
Social and regional variation help to mark the expansiveness of Baloch territory and
cultural identity. Makrani Baloch therefore often hold up the nalsur/dastanag
practice centered in the Kuh-i Suleiman region of the Marri-Bugti areas as a Baloch
art form that stands apart from shēr, līkū, guātī sāz and other musical practices that
are well represented in Makran—it belongs to another part of Balochistan entirely.
It would be inaccurate to say that the totality of Baloch resident in the Arab Gulf
States are Makrani, some are Sarhaddi, some from Quetta, some from the MarriBugti areas, but Makrani Baloch culture is dominant.
Examples of—and short documentary programs about—nālsūr/dastānag are
in heavy rotation among the media artifacts of Baloch traditional culture circulated
among large segments of Gulf Baloch society and serve as emblematic of but one of
multiple distant realms of Baloch culture that enlarge the scope of Baloch cultural
expression far beyond the vividly present Makrani idioms. Nālsūr is the recitation of
narratives of varying length known as dastānag with the distinctive feature that the
flute nāl closely accompanies the vocalization, which is rhythmically intoned with
very subtle melodization with a distinctive guttural technique known as nāl ō gutt
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(Badalkhan 2000a: 775).97 Neither I nor, in fact, those who have played me these
examples have gone to hear performances in their regional contexts. At least one
performance of nālsūr at a private gathering was arranged in 2018 in al-'Ain, UAE,
after the period of my fieldwork.
While associated with vivid articulations of cultural diversity among Baloch
from one region to another, "traditional" life is also equated with strict hierarchies
of power and social status that are currently rejected in the egalitarian ideologies of
politicized Baloch. Therefore, in some respects, attitudes towards the most iconic
"traditional" performance genres mirror those held towards the dengbêj idioms that
are considered otherwise an important domain of heritage and form of cultural
expression in a large portion of the Kurmanji speaking region of North Kurdistan
(Scalbert-Yücel 2009: 7).
The very notion of "traditional" culture, especially "traditional" music, is
actively problematized and complicated in contemporary academic discourse. Some
of the points raised in such discussions apply very nicely to Baloch music and the
concept of dōdorobīdag. Others are not so readily applicable. Firstly, the concept
traditional implies a relationship between contemporary consciousness and cultural
performance and a real or imagined past, so often an imagined past that is imagined
in either explicitly historical or implicitly ahistorical terms. Like the concept "folk,"
which often tethers musical repertoires and styles to a territory rather than
Badalkhan's description conflicts with the framing I present here, which is based
on views articulated among mainly Makrani Baloch in the Arab Gulf states when
referring to or playing me examples of this genre. Badalkhan presents nāl ō gutt
kanag as a shepherds activity that takes place in Southern Balochistan while
dastānag is restricted to the "Eastern zone" and is performed by "upper caste
Baloch" men in all male settings (Badalkhan 2000a: 775).
97
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individual authors and performers, "tradition" suggests an undifferentiated prior
epoch whose cultural residues continue to exert their force through group identity
and solidarity, and notions of genealogy and sociocultural pedigree. Traditional
repertoires are transmitted through lineages of interpreters such that compositions
remain intact but each interpreter may (or must) cultivate their individual
performer's persona. If, as Sant Cassia (2000: 296) suggests, the Greek rebetika
genre is conceptualized by some as a traditional form of music, one that was
"manufactured" under the pretense of being "rediscovered," that is a case where the
historical context surrounding the emergence of the genre is quite recent and
thoroughly mapped out, born of a transition from late Ottoman Greek port cultures
in Aegean Turkey to the post-Ottoman urban cultural landscape of Athens. The
concept of traditional music in Balochistan and more broadly among rural, outpostoasis, provincial, and post-nomadic populations of the Iranian plateau and central
Asia (Türkmens, Hazaras, Kurds, Khorassanian Persians and Turks) generally relies
on an understanding of oral tradition as marking communal settings, habitual
communal occasions, and social order. The texts themselves articulate—often
equally in a verbal and somatic-sensorial-affective fashion—both historical
chronicles and social values, representing in a very real sense inherited
epistemologies that stand apart from narratives promoted by governing states and
globally inculcated worldviews (e.g. Eurocentric academicism and transregionally
resonant ideologies like capitalism, secular humanism, or contemporary visions of
political Islam).
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In her study of the history of organized art music repertoires in and around
Iran, Ann Lucas (2019:185-187) points out that in the Timurid and Safavid eras, the
music of courts across Iran and Central Asia—the practices that inform today's ideas
about the origins of Persian "traditional" music—would have generally incorporated
contemporary verse, poetry written about, by, or for the pleasure of the performers'
patrons. This is important to take into account when considering the increasing
tendency—from the late Qajar era in Iran onward—to draw upon earlier, noncontemporary canons of Persian poetry (e.g. Hafez, Sa'adi, Baba Taher, Rumi) in
performances of Persian art music as a prestigious genre presented within a
concert-oriented public sphere and as an expression of Iranian ethnonationalism
(Lucas 187).
While a similar shift occurs with Baloch cultural performance where the
notion of an audience increasingly implies a nation rather than a powerful elite, talk
of dōdorobīdag tends to evoke the beauty and rugged textures of the landscape of
Balochistan—deserts, barren mountains, sparsely populated expanses, arduous
overland (or maritime) travel, a material culture that relies entirely on indigenous
flora and fauna, and the rich vernaculars and rhetorical idioms cultivated in such
environments. Baloch verbal arts genres subsumed under the heading of
dōdorobīdag may articulate the continuing import of specific events and actors, or
foster communication, or express philosophical nuance and spiritual sentiment, or
merely pass the time over the course of an often monotonous communal existence.
In today's Baloch societies, whether in Turbat, Zahedan, Karachi, Doha, or
Muscat, any sense of an unmolested autochthonous culture is equated with the past.
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The mountains and deserts are places of freedom fighters (sarmachārān) and drug
smugglers and military ambushes. Many Baloch make a point to spend time
regularly in the wilderness of Balochistan or in wilderness settings in Oman and the
UAE that recall the barren natural beauty of Balochistan, but individuals who know
only the wilderness life are rare and assume a fabled stature when encountered. In
its commonplace usage, the notion of dōdorobīdag forms a symbolic bridge between
present and past, between modern, cosmopolitan, urban settings and pastoral life,
between migrant and pre-migrant (though in some cases nomadic) spheres of
habitation, and between different phases of occupation versus self-rule versus
imperial governance in Balochistan. The term dōdorobīdag also expresses the
sentiment that if the past—with its unjust, abusive social stratification and
hierarchies of power—must be undone in favor of a progressive, egalitarian vision,
there are innate qualities to Baloch culture that are in essence unique, valiant, and
irreplicable. Here the term collides with the notion of tradition as preservationalist
(Sant Cassia 289).
Unlike cases where nation-states and their populations seem to form
coherent societies, there are no institutions entrusted with promoting
representations of Baloch cultural heritage and thus organized manifestions of
dōdorobīdag depend on grassroots efforts mainly guided by circles of intellectuals
and cultural activists. The settings for the activities strike a balance between private
auspices and the quest for available public space.
On the outskirts of Muscat, technically in Barka but most precisely in an
industrial area where many impoverished guest workers have their cramped and
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flimsy lodgings, is a "farm"—an open-air property with some basic facilities such as
bathrooms and outdoor grilling stations—belonging to an Omani Baloch.98 The
Omani authorities have found cause to cease allowing Baloch to hold cultural events
in Qurum Park and other outdoor recreational areas inside Muscat. Qurum is a
section very much in the heart of today's Muscat and a nexus of upscale
neighborhoods marked by embassies, ministries, white-collar foreign employees'
apartment complexes, five star hotels, and ambassadors' residences.
Recently—since 2016, short, modest performances presenting Baloch
musical culture have begun to take place in the context of events such as the Muscat
International Book Fair. Meanwhile, "Yasin's farm" has been the major venue for
large-scale Baloch cultural gatherings, advertised on social media and by word of
mouth. Whether or not this venue is truly the only option for organizing such
events, it is helpful that it is a recurrent site, as places like this, tucked into out-ofthe-way locales, are most easily located by men coming from all over the sprawling
Muscat metropolitan area when the routes have become fairly well internalized by a
substantial number of individuals (and can be circulated beforehand as a whatsapp
location).
An open-air setting is important for Baloch gatherings, most especially where
the performance is considered truly traditional (Badalkhan 2001b). While many
actively aspire to revive the holding of concerts and other Baloch cultural events in
The use of the English word "farm" in Oman corresponds rather precisely with
one common usage of the Persian word bāgh in Iran—by definition a bāgh can be a
public park, a patch of greenery on a traffic island, a personal front garden, or a
poetic image of unspoiled horticultural splendor, but the usage I have in mind is an
enclosed agricultural facility that also may be used for social gatherings, as a
pleasant and in some senses protected space.
98
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Muscat's well maintained public parks, the politicized character of these gatherings
does suggest that they best be held away from prying eyes. They are not presented
as expositions of Baloch culture for the benefit of non-Baloch. Naturally, those who
are interested in securing permission to relocate these events to public parks in the
future also vocally support sharing Baloch culture with non-Baloch Omanis and
tourists, which would necessitate toning down the political rhetoric, and eliminating
any alcohol consumption, which for many is an embarrassment, aside from being
prohibited, in theory.
Decorum is a contentious issue. There is an expectation on the part of the
organizers and sponsors that they will recreate an idealized archetype of Baloch
cultural performance but among those who attend there is significant variation as to
how the requisite acknowledgment of the import of a given occasion ought to be
enacted. What many in the audience perhaps do not fully realize is the extent to
which the performers and the organizers expect—or at least hope—that audience
participation will play its own role in mounting the performance.
There are two clear schools of thought regarding how these occasions should
be enjoyed. One contingent believes that while a singer and his accompanists
perform upon the stage, the audience should sit in rows facing the stage and should
listen with rapt attention and respond vocally to important dramatic turns and
musical gestures and climactic arcs. The second group believes that it is most
agreeable to sit in inward facing clusters comprised of friends and relatives,
enjoying the occasion with a degree of intimacy and a balance of social interaction—
talking, joking, drinking—and ambient awareness of the authentic performance
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being delivered, tuning in at key moments that become part of the group dynamic. It
is easy to see here a rift between disciplined and undisciplined sets of individuals,
but there are also two competing ideologies—one favoring a simultaneous
accumulation of social and aesthetic stimuli out of which an idealized state of
cultural perfection is fashioned, the other favoring the deferral of social intercourse

Fig. 6.1, Baloch Culture Day [Balōchey dōdorobīdagey rōch] in Umm al-Giwin,
UAE, March 2, 201599
in the interest of a concentrated focus on the narrative and subtle art of the shēr
performance, a concerted attempt to replicate the past as reverently imagined. Sabir
Badalkhan observes that, in the past, it was understood that over the course of a
long night lasting until daybreak, casual, uncultivated listeners would wander off
The writing on the backdrop reads Baloch Dōdorobīdagey Majles—"Baloch Culture
Council".
99
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leaving the true connoisseurs to savor the most artful and intense portion of a sher
performance (Badalkhan 2001b: 211). This pattern would hardly have precluded
standards for respectful comportment and a tacit understanding of the social place
of the attendees relative to the host and to one another.
While each school of thought has its loyal adherents, we cannot assume that
all in attendance think through their choices and impulses as to how they position
themselves as audience members spatially and in terms of their conduct and
attentiveness.
6.3 Pahlawani Shēr in Muscat, Oman
The genre of sher encompasses an expansive—chiefly oral—literary heritage and an
array of musical idioms fit together in dynamic sequences by skilled performers.
Modern poets and singers draw upon these texts and aspects of their characteristic
musical presentation particularly in contexts where the Baloch nation and specific
Baloch lineages are valorized.
The repertoire consists of a number of epic narratives revolving around
battles, rivalries, and love stories, with a great deal of treachery and intrigue and
often extensive descriptions of locations. Connoisseurs of Baloch literature and
folklore—as well as accomplished performers—will know a broad range of these
epic poems. The number of works and subjects that are well known across Makrani
Baloch society is much smaller. The poems/histories most often cited in my
conversations with Baloch in my field sites were Hani o Shey Murid, Mir Chakar o
Gwaharam, Dadshah, and Hammal. All are named after famous Baloch of legendary
(but factual) stature. The first two epics are the most frequently performed in my
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observation. The second two are prominent in people's minds mainly because of
their relevance to modern Baloch history.
Hammal was a Baloch naval warrior (or pirate, in the eyes of the Portuguese)
who fought hard to repel the Portuguese imperial colonists who sought to control
the Persian Gulf. He was captured and imprisoned—in Southern India or in
Portugal, depending on who one consults (Badalkhan 2000b: 159)—but the
resistance from the Makran coast continued, preventing the Portuguese from
successfully capturing Pasni (Dashti 2012: 154; Baluch 1977: 351-354; Badalkhan
2000b:155-160). According to Sabir Badalkhan (2000b: 159), "in mourning for Mir
Hammal, Baloch women still do not wash or comb their hair on Saturdays." The
significance here of Saturday can be found in these verses (Baluch 1977: 354,357):
Shanbeh e rōcha sar mashōd brātānī gohār
Shanbeh pa brātān shar na int shānzdeh pa peta
Shanbeh e rōch o shānzdeh gon shus sa'ata
Shanbeh e rōcha Hammal e shāga nūl kuta
Hammal pa shāg o shāg pa mānīl bū'in zera
[Thou sister of thy brothers, do not wash thine body [head really] on
Saturdays
Saturday is not auspicious for brothers, [and] the sixteenth of the moon not
for fathers;
Saturday, and the sixteenth of moon, with their ill-omened hours,
deprived Hammal of his boat and the boat of its blue sea.]
Dadshah led a movement against the Pahlavi regime in Iran in the mid-twentieth
century, and is likewise framed by the Iranians (and the American press100) as a
bandit. As Sabir Badalkhan attests (2004: 256 n. 9), the pain and villainy evoked in
classical Baloch epics is often indexed in contemporary poetry concerned with the
hardships endured by Baloch in modern times. Mir Chakar Rind and his rival in love
100

As reported in Life Magazine, April 22, 1957, pp. 40-41.
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Shey Murid are great emblems of Baloch valor, while Gwaharam, against whom
Chakar fought bitterly in battles vividly described in poetic verse, has become a
recurring icon of treachery and adversity whose name is bestowed upon the
enemies of the Baloch, especially those internal enemies of Baloch ethnicity who
work with Pakistani or Iranian government forces.
In the past, the primary occasion for traditional performances of sher was
when someone of significant wealth or standing, usually a tribal leader in the
regions where tribal organization was pronounced, received a guest of import
(Badalkhan 2001b: 207). Today, this art continues to be practiced but it is not
regarded as fully intact as the contexts in which it is performed have changed
markedly.
The performers required for the sher genre include the pahlawan, who has
mastered a range of distinctive sung idioms and accompanies himself on the
tambūrag, a long necked lute played in repetitive strumming patterns as a rhythmic
drone; the surōzī, usually a hereditary instrumentalist, who plays the surōz, sorūd, or
ghīchak—all names for an open double chamber upright fiddle; and in many cases
by another tambūrag player who will keep the panjag (strumming pattern) going
while the pahlawān dramatizes his performance with gestures and postures that at
points interrupt his own strumming.
In October 2014, the pahlawān Mullah Saleh and the surōzī Baqi came to
Muscat on a sponsored visit from Makran, where they reside. Mullah Saleh is one of
the few remaining competent and renowned performers of the pahlawānī sher
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repertoire. Baqi is one of only a handful of true master surōzīs, of whom the greatest
are quite aged101.
I visited both of these musicians repeatedly at the home of their host in
Muscat's Maabelah section. On one occasion, Mullah Saleh kindly took me through
an opening segment of how a sher performance might unfold, employing the
terminology for different sections and registers, the names of zahīrōgs and panjags,
and the declaimed content, which emerges as somewhat fragmented when the flow
is dissected and annotated. The following is the opening, with Mulla Saleh's words
shown in quotation, speaking in a mixture of Baloch and Persian, having noted that
my spoken Persian was much more fluent than my Baloch, and my descriptions are
interjected outside of the quotations:
"First you have the dapgal and then the panjag. The surōz keeps
playing. I'll stop and put my hands up to my ears to do the zahīrōg.
Balochi zahīrōg. I finished and now I keep strumming. This time I start
with the melody (tarz)." He begins by praising god with different sifāt
(attributes) and asks for barakat (divine blessings). "At this point the
tambūrag will stop." He launches into praise of the Prophet and
caliphs. "During the reign of Heydar in Madina, I was content with the
rule of sharī'ah. The tambūrag will keep strumming now what I sing is
the galrich (outpouring of verses)." Here he starts the story of
Mahmad Ali Khan: "During the reign of the shah, he went to the
wilderness with his companions to walk and relax and they were
hunting and they saw in front of them 40 men coming towards them
across their lands, and asked who are you and why do come and
disturb our time of relaxation on our own land. The tambūrag keeps
going but the surōz here will move up in pitch like this." He whistles
the surōz part—incorporating whistling into his performances is one
of his trademarks. "This [zahīrōg] is called salat kurdī. One morning
before the time of dawn, without warning... This panjag is called
tatūlī." The subject of the verse turns to the region of Mand, the Rind
tribe, and the poet Mullah Fazel, "the nightingale of the people": "I'll
At the time of research, the two most revered and venerable living surōzīs were
Rasoolbaksh Zangeshahi and Omar; the latter passed away in Fall 2018 and the
former in the summer of 2020.
101
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tell you a sher. I feel guilty inside. In Tump you won't feel any threat or
fear. It is sardardom of the Gichki [another important tribe]. Spread
the news in Mand and send countless salaam among the Rinds. Tell
Fazel directly. Here I stopped, my sher is finished and the second one
begins. Oh don't chirp, leave the nostalgic chirping to the year old
bird of the Qasemis' well, Karamagan tuti—the bird with sweet verses
(murge shaker gal in)." (CHB)

Fig. 6.2, Mullah Saleh and surōzī Baqi performing in Muscat, 2014
Reportedly, pahlawāns used to be adamant that their performances not be recorded,
because they didn't want their techniques and styles scrutinized as a path towards
emulation, but gradually recordings began to circulate and indeed became
instrumental for younger pahlawāns copying their elders. More recently, popular
singers such as Arif Baloch and Khairjan Baqri rely on such recordings to enable
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themselves to selectively emulate the style of pahlawans, invoking the cultural
depths of the sher tradition within the framework of their more modern repertoires.
Recordings are vital in an era when pahlawān and sher performances are
increasingly rare and unfulfilling. Even when performances do occur, performers
and cultured listeners often complain that audiences do not know how to appreciate
the performances or even adequately respect the performers.
Pierre Bourdieu critiques the chronic assumption of the linguist who "takes
for granted the crucial point, namely that people talk and talk to each other, are 'on
speaking terms,' that those who speak regard those who listen as worthy to listen
and those who listen regard those who speak as worthy to speak." (Bourdieu 1977:
648) It is important that Bourdieu acknowledges not only the worthiness conferred
on speakers by auditors but also the worthiness conferred on auditors by speakers.
One clear reason for this growing rift between sher performers and their audiences
is that Baloch in general are growing increasingly distant from the institution of the
hospitable gathering in which sher performances are an important focal point.
Mulla Saleh, who is one of the most respected contemporary pahlawāns of
Makran, abruptly stopped his much-anticipated performance in Muscat a little over
an hour into it (the performance ideally would have lasted all night). Attendees with
whom I spoke after the fact offered varying theories as to what specifically had
displeased him—that the poetry readings beforehand had gone on too long; that he
hadn't been served tea promptly upon arrival; that he wasn't tipped enough; that
the audience wasn't giving any kind of learned response. Referring to the third of
these possible sources of dissatisfaction, it is worth mentioning that the amount of
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tipping implied here does not necessarily correspond to a sum of money; the other
measure of the volume of tipping is frequency with which audience members
shower a performer with money, generally small bills that rain down like confetti
and indeed part of this conjecture was that perhaps the hosts had failed to have
available an ample supply of bundles of small baisa notes for guests to exchange for
their high value Omani rial notes. Despite the conflicting explanations, the
consensus was clearly that the audience was not doing its part to make the setting
and occasion worthy of Mulla Saleh's performance, and that this shortcoming was a
product of a general lapse into cultural ignorance. At a 2010 presidential lecture in
which he addresses "music in the European literate tradition," Richard Taruskin
observes, "composers are being trained every year to contribute to a tradition for
which a public has been lacking for almost half a century."102 A chief difference
between the composers in Taruskin's formulation and pahlawāns is that there is
very little infrastructure for aspiring pahlawāns to look to for training.
Similar situations can be found in cultural settings throughout the world,
with institutions such as UNESCO helping to rekindle in some cases a revitalized—if
from some perspectives contrived—infrastructure for transmission and training. Of
the Sakha epic performance tradition Olonkho—one such beneficiary of UNESCO's
efforts and resources, Robin Harris (2017:23) writes, "olonkho audiences in Yakutia
today remain far more passive than their counterparts did a century ago,
presumably due to a decreased understanding of the genre as a whole and a weaker
102

("Shall we change the subject?: a music historian reflects" March 3, 2008
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comprehension of the archaic Sakha language used." Her remarks are very nearly
identical to Sabir Badalkhan's observations regarding shēr performance in
Balochistan. In the past, these performances would have occupied a central position
in public life, marking occasions of import, and their regularity would ensure the
acquisition of conversance in their content, relative to the level of interest among
individual members of a given community.
6.4 Patronage and Employment Infrastructures for Musicians
Leading up to the aforementioned performance, the surōzī Baqi spent several weeks
making his services available in Muscat, having come from Turbat, and during this
period he was in high demand. Both his and Mulla Saleh's visas had been arranged
by Omani Baloch sponsors, with the aim of staging at least one evening of Balochi
sher. Mulla Saleh gave no sign of exactly when he would turn up but it was
constantly anticipated that he might be on the next Tuesday or Thursday flight from
Turbat or Gwadar. In the meantime, Baqi stayed as a guest between a number of
households in Muscat and in al-'Ain, UAE, performing when invited to do so. In
Muscat, he was primarily hosted by an airport refueling technician who composes
poetry in his spare time.
Baqi would play at private gatherings, in some cases accompanying Ustad
Rahim, a young singer from Makran who, habitually accompanied by harmonium
and nāl, would perform modern Baloch poetry in an Urdu ghazal style. The pitches
of the rāgs he sang and played on harmonium would frequently clash (to my ears)
with the intonation of the zahīrōgs Baqi played on the surōz. However, the other
attendees, well accustomed to Rahim's mode of delivery and very happy to have the
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authentic and enriching presence of a skilled surōzī, did not appear to mind in the
slightest.
This period of three weeks provided me with a window onto Baqi's sphere of
activity as a professional surōzī. The surōz, like any fiddle, requires a considerable
amount of skill and training to play well, and its repertoire is as distinctive and
virtuosic as those of the Pashtu sarinda, Türkmen gyjak, and the various local
varieties of the Persian kemancheh, to list the nearest of its neighbors among the
many fiddles found throughout the world.
Following a pattern that extends in various versions over a vast geography—
for example to Nepal (Moisala 2000: 697-698), Baloch surōzīs belong to a social
group, sometimes referred to as a caste, that is collectively associated with lowly but
highly skilled and hereditary artisanal trades, especially music making and metal
work. Professional musicians in the Makran are nearly always Lodis (the term for
this group103) and furthermore frequently belong to the Zigri religious community
(Sultana 2013: 184).
Balochistan is an extremely impoverished region, despite the fact that it
generates a great deal of wealth for both Iran and Pakistan via natural resources and
the rapidly developing industrial ports of Chahbahar and Gwadar. Between the
poverty of the vast majority of the population of the region and a general decline in
manifestations of traditional Baloch culture, surōzīs and other musicians have very
sporadic means of support, with patrons in the GCC states being among the most
Like Roma and Dom across much of Eurasia and North Africa, Lodis tend to be
viewed as having murky origins outside the dominant ethnic group (regardless of
how murky everyone's origins are).
103
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significant. Aside from sponsored professional visits to Oman and the UAE, two
other types of work that Baqi engages in are playing surōz on modern Baloch
popular recordings for singers like Shajan Dawoodi, which lends an iconic Baloch
authenticity to a studio sound otherwise very clearly informed by the generic
aesthetics of contemporary South Asian popular music, and playing for guātī
ceremonies.
As to the sphere of recorded popular music, in many cases the singers are of
Lodi heritage. One key producer, Halim, lives in Doha, Qatar, where he is quite active
producing and arranging albums for Makran-based singers (e.g. Aref Baloch, Shajan
Dawoodi, Nasib Mazar, Wahab, Azim Baloch, Rashed Sabz). Halim's grandfather was
a famous pahlawān, Mulla Musa, whose surviving accompanist remains the most
renowned surōzī alive, Rasulbaksh Zangeshahi. Thus Halim, whose means far exceed
those of the singers he promotes through fashioning recorded artifacts with
widespread appeal, replicates to a certain degree the dynamic between his
grandfather and his accompanists. For Halim, producing these recordings is neither
tremendously profitable as they are invariably pirated, nor does it reflect his
personal creative ambitions as a composer. It is a duty that keeps him intensely
engaged with a broader Makrani Baloch sphere of culture production.
Halim is essentially a keyboardist who learned a broad approach to music at
the Arts Council in Karachi through a Pakistani mentor who is now based in Los
Angeles. Both Halim and his brother, a prominent singer, gradually oriented
themselves from generic popular music to Baloch music in their adult lives. Halim's
primary vocation is as a supervisor at Vodaphone, a major telecommunications
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network in the Gulf, but his role in creating many of the recordings currently in
circulation is crucial and he is highly respected. Halim's personal interests as a
musician incline towards instrumental compositions and projects such as remixing
older albums by currently prominent singers, updating their feel and sonic palate
(interview with Halim, Doha, Qatar, February 10, 2016).
A range of Baloch individuals living in the Arab Gulf States can be identified
as patrons who play an active role in enabling cultural performances and circuits of
mobility for performers who otherwise face severe socioeconomic constraints. The
basis for this role is threefold. One major motivation for actively patronizing cultural
life is simply personal passion, an emotional engagement with the Baloch homeland
and its struggle. A second motivation is the sense that in order to reinforce one's
social status, one should contribute time, energy, and money to patriotic activities
that exalt Baloch culture and identity. A third motivation is an inherited sense of
responsibility to look after and promote cultural performers from one's home
region and community. These three are clearly interlinked but reflect different kinds
of emphasis, from the privilege of being able to exercise a pure, emotionally driven
individual agency to the performance of one's own geographic and historical
boundedness.
Young singers often find patrons among relatively wealthy Gulf-based Baloch
individuals, who champion them by hiring them for performances, selecting them to
sing their own poetry, creating a buzz about them, and, crucially, financing their
studio recordings. The recordings are expensive to produce, as they necessitate
adequate facilities, professional engineering and arranging, and session musicians,
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who may have to be brought from afar. These recordings are not means of income in
and of themselves as they are inevitably circulated for free on the internet on sites
such as obaloch.com and malorani.com, but are essential for kindling the popularity
and renown of the featured singers.
Usually, in intimate settings, these young singers who are being groomed as
potential future stars, such as Rahim, Rashed Sabz, Muslim Amal, and Asem (all
singers resident in Muscat during my fieldwork), will perform in a rāg- and tālbased popular ghazal style with harmonium and nāl or dholak. The same songs will
be given a different treatment on the recordings, employing for instance a similar
style of drumming that is more isolated and foregrounded in a studio-enhanced pop
music arrangement, often with a chang (jaw harp), and with the harmonium
replaced by much more spacious and ornamental passages played on nāl (flute),
benjū, and surōz.
Such musicians typically are able to identify correlations and
correspondences between the Hindustani rag and tal typologies on the one hand
and Baloch zahīrōks and panjags on the other. Certain Baloch performers, notably
Mazar Ibrahim, have mastered both the pahlawānī art of sher singing and the
aesthetics and techniques of the Balochified Hindustani ghazal. As mentioned above,
contemporary popular singers Arif Baloch and Khair Jan Baqri are known for their
ability to incorporate the aesthetics of sher singing into their repertoires. Often, on
recording sessions, they reserve one or more songs as vehicles for showcasing this
capability for the benefit of those who desire it. Khair Jan Baqri maintains that if the
other singers would commit to including at least two pahlawānī style songs in each
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new batch of material they presented, this would go a long way towards preserving
the integrity of Baloch musical culture.
Aside from musicians who strive to bridge their contemporary practices with
traditional aesthetic realms by acquiring applicable knowledge of the latter and the
small pool of performers of pahlawani sher, there are instances that allow for the
performance of Makrani folk music where the context and infrastructure is less
clear cut and well established.
6.5 Makrani Musicians in al-'Ain, UAE
I visited in al-'Ain, UAE in conjunction with a visit to Buraimi, Oman, as both belong
to the same urban area, much like Nusaybin and Qamishlo on their respective sides
of the Turkey-Syria border. I had heard that al-'Ain bore the distinction of having
one or more resident dōnelī players and I contacted a Baloch poet and novelist who
confirmed what I had heard and invited me to come visit. Here I need to emphasize
the intersection between these patronage mechanisms and my fieldwork as a
generously assisted endeavor. During my visit to al-'Ain, the only musical
performances I attended were arranged for me. Despite this being the case, they
were social events where clearly much more was happening that simply some
musicians performing so I could hear their music. The function of musical
entertainment at a traditional Baloch majlis is often in part a measure of hospitality
in the reception of a guest.
In al-'Ain, two musical evenings were convened, one in a bāg (garden)—a
kind of event space on the outskirts of the city amid lush palm groves and furnished
as a semi open air enclosure with ornate decorations, ample lighting, and cooking
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facilities. The other was a smaller gathering at the modest residence of notable
Makrani Baloch writer Ghani Pahwal. Both were quite impromptu and informal.

Fig. 6.3, Qaderbaksh, doneli player in al-'Ain, UAE
As much as my showing up with an interest in surveying the presence of
musicians in this community marked the occasion for these gatherings, through
conversation with the hosts, musicians, and attendees, I came to understand that
these events were very much in line with the events to which the musicians would
be normally be invited to perform. In Muscat, when musicians who specialized in
traditional folk music came from Makran, that was an occasion for the planning of a
large concert, in addition to various circles of friends and relatives taking advantage
of the opportunity to have genuine professional musicians present at more intimate
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gatherings. In al-'Ain, there are a number of musicians with long-term residency. I
got to see one benjū player and three dōnelī players, one of whom also played the
surōz well but not with the degree of mastery associated with the most renowned
surōzīs like Baqi and Rasoolbaksh Zangeshahi. Drummers and tambūrag players
were present as well.
Al-'Ain, UAE, is the only location in the coastal Arabian Peninsula where I
have encountered the donelī. This is a set of two fipple flutes, tuned by modifying the
size of the finger holes with bits of clay. One flute provides a sustained but
rhythmically pulsating drone and the other is used for melodies that are
rhythmically entrained to the drone by virtue of being articulated by the same

Fig. 6.4, portrait of Shir Mohammed Esfandiar, Baloch Club, Bahrain, 2015
breathing patterns. Players of the dōnelī may use circular breathing to allow a
continuous drone and a melody that is minimally impacted by the necessity for
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oxygen intake, but for most pieces emphatic, rhythmically consistent breathing is a
key feature of the texture of the music and the effects it produces.
I was particularly eager to hear the dōnelī performances, as I had not
previously found anyone playing the dōnelī in Oman, the UAE, Bahrain, Qatar, or
Kuwait. I was familiar with published recordings of two renowned players of the
dōnelī—Piruz Sajjadi and Shir Mohammed Esfandiar. These recordings were made
in Makran, by Jean During (1997) and Sabir Badalkhan and Anderson Bakewell
(2005) in the case of Piruz Sajjadi and by Mohammad Reza Darvişi (2000) in the
case of Shir Mohammed Esfandiar. Among the three players I heard, there was a
noticeable range of competence. Qaderbaksh, a musician originally from Buled,
Makran, whom I heard at Ghani Pahwal's home, was the most professional

Fig. 6.5, Dōnelī player in a bāg in al-'Ain, UAE
performer. He was able to sing and accompany himself on the surōz and could also
simultaneously strum the tambūrag while alternately singing and playing the donelī
with one hand.
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The dōnelī lends itself to instrumental renditions of diverse songs that can be
played at any formal or informal convivial occasion. It is also one of the instruments
known to have a captivating effect on guātīs (persons treated at Baloch spirit
possession ceremonies) and the spirits that inhabit them. (During 1989: 86)
Patterns created by synchronizing rhythmic blowing into the two flutes with open
and closed fingering sequences are distinctive and can be reproduced on other
instruments, notably the benjū.
With this unique character, fragments of dōnelī repertoire are often
circulated and enjoyed by Baloch who are engaged with social media as a means of
exchanging and savoring various artifacts that attest to the living arts and
performers of Balochistan. In Muscat, a twilight barbecue at Hail beach or in a desert
wadi, in the absence of live performers, will be DJ'd via the stereo system of a four
wheel drive vehicle connected to someone's phone, with Makrani airs played on
surōz or donelī mingling with the latest studio recordings by popular singers.
It struck me as curious that Qaderbaksh, the most accomplished of the dōnelī
players in al-'Ain, had appeared at Baloch Culture Day performances in UAE, but had
never been engaged for a program in Muscat or Bahrain. He appears to be a client of
a specific community, but representing neither a conduit of modern poetry nor a
custodian of shēr repertoire, his presence is that of a basic minstrel figure, without
specializing in a repertoire that commands rapt sustained attention. His is a lowly
status, which is not to say that what he plays is regarded as of debased value. On the
contrary, dōnelī repertoire, encompassing līkūs, guātī sāz, and the genre kurdī
among other song forms and melody types, is regarded as rare and precious. It is
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much more a question of how music fits into the demands of social rhythms and
public and private forums.
6.6 Dōdorobīdag in Transnational Perspective
Shahin al-Balushi, an Omani citizen who lives in Bureimi, a town in Oman's Dhahira
province that is essentially continuous with al-Ain, UAE, has written five books on
Baloch cultural practices, history, and political identity, once again underscoring the
overlap and cohesion between political advocacy and cultural activism. His first two
books, al-Balush wa al-Balushistan: Tarikh—Ḥaḍārah—Aṣalah ("The Baloch and
Balochistan: History—Civilization—Origins") and al-Qaḍayah al-Balushiyah:
Khalfiyatiha wa Tatwaratiha al-Mu'asirah: 1839-2012 ("The Baloch Problem: Its
background and recent evolution 1839-2012"), are obviously meant primarily to
make information and perspectives on Baloch history and politics available to
Arabic speakers, most crucially those Baloch living in the Gulf who have retained a
Baloch identity but whose patriotic connection to Balochistan has receded.
His three most recent books continue in this vein, but with a shift towards
compiling basic but detailed knowledge of traditional Baloch life and culture, again
for an Arabic language readership. These are Al-Al'ab ash-Sha'abiyyah alBalushiyyah ("Popular Baloch Games"), al-Muhn wa al-Harf wa aṣ-Ṣina'at ashSha'abiyyah fi Balushistan ("Common Vocations, Crafts, and Industries in
Baluchistan"), and Darasah fi ath-Thaqafah ash-Sha'abiyyah al-Balushiyyah ("A
Textbook on Popular Baloch Culture"), all intended to promote an awareness of life
in Balochistan and primarily illustrated with images freely available on the internet.
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There has been a surge of online forums that are explicitly philological, such
as the Whatsapp group Balócí Jahání Syáhag ("Orthography of the Baloch world")
and the Facebook group Balócí Gálband ("Baloch vocabulary"), whose heading
announces "Gálsacag—Neologism, Gálband—Vocabulary, Rajáńk—Translation."
These enable endless discussion of the precise meaning of terms and the correct
nomenclature for specific objects and actions from the parts of a date palm and the
stages of date maturation to various fauna to the materials and implements needed
for hunting, agriculture, cooking, food storage and other processes vital to
subsistence and survival. For instance, recent queries on the Balócí Gálband page
include requests for the correct names for cumulonimbus cloud formations and
slingshots.
While hosted by three brothers in al-Ain, UAE, I was housed in their large,
spacious, newly built Emirati home with its enormous walled courtyard and car
port, cavernous, sunlit, sparsely furnished rooms, and spacious, ornately tiled
bathrooms with adjoining multi-sink hand washing stations. In the courtyard was a
thatch structure that replicated a Makrani Baloch shaded shelter (shūnkī) with a
number of handmade practical implements housed inside. It could have been a
museum piece from a heritage village hut but in fact was a personal construction of
traditional Baloch space through traditional material culture.
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Fig. 6.6, Structure in front of home in al-'Ain
In the aforementioned philological internet forums, the names for all such
implements, structures, and adornments are given, helping to reconstitute the
complete cultural and lexical geography of Balochistan.
Even when I had my first opportunities to work on my spoken Balochi in a
casual setting in Muscat, after having acquired a relatively firm grasp on
fundamental grammatical principles and vocabulary from books, the terminology
for dates in different stages of maturation and the words corresponding to the
different ages and genders of camels was proffered almost immediately as essential
knowledge, not because of direct use value but because of cultural integrity. Certain
genres of verbal expression, such as the chach—or riddle—were praised by Baloch
acquaintances as uncorrupted by Urdu, Persian, Arabic, or English and as depicting
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environments where Baloch live without the trappings of an increasingly
universalized, globally diffused urbanity.
In his Literary History of the Baloch, Mohammad Sardar Khan Baluch writes:
The eighteenth and nineteenth centuries poets endeavored to make
verse on the models of the classical poets, but the corruption of the
Baluchi language started to invade the Baluch highland, and town life
in the Sibi, Dadhar, Gandāwah, Panjgūr, and Turbat valleys, took the
place of the nomadic life of Baluchistan. As such the poetic literature
of the present century is inspired by study and reflection, and
expressed in a speech which is no longer spoken as a vernacular.
(Baloch 1977: v. 1, 69)
Having looked at a performance of pahlawānī shēr, the forum in which dōdorobīdag
is given its most prestigious form, certainly from the perspective of Makrani Baloch
in the cities of the Arabian Peninsula, let us consider a few other genres of
traditional song. These are closely tied to life cycle nodes and are generally included
in any survey of Baloch oral arts in works implicitly concerned with dōdorobīdag,
such as Faqir Shad's aforementioned Durj.
Sipatt, nāzenk, and mōtk, related respectively to birth, infancy, and death
(Badalkhan 2000a: 774), belong to a more intimate sphere than sōt or shēr, which
are often performed by professional musicians at large gatherings. For Baloch, as for
many, many other groups, weddings are a principle occasion for musical
performance.104 Within the opportunities weddings provide for music-driven
festivity are embedded a wide array of possible contexts that are better understood
as determining how various genres will be performed and received rather merely
which genres one might expect to find. Nonetheless, the extent to which genres are
The Baloch term sāz is very nearly the direct equivalent of the English term
"musical performance."
104
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bounded and thus mark difference in setting and significance is important to
consider.

Fig. 6.7, Abdulmajid Gwadari at a mushaira [poetry evening] in Muscat, 2014
Even if sipatt and nazenk are associated with intimate contexts, they are
indexed in audience-oriented musical compositions and poetry, as both the
poignancy of early childhood and the heroic attributes these songs describe have a
symbolic significance in the context of contemporary Baloch social and political life.
As an example, both nāzenk, a praise song sung to infants conjuring images of their
valiant future selves, and līlō, a more basic lullaby serving to sooth a restless infant,
are invoked in this patriotic poem by the late Abdulmajid Gwadari, which he
performed at an open air poetry evening (mushaira) in Muscat (on October 24,
2014):
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Ō Balōch naptān tarā chandetag
Grandān tarā nāzentag
Balad tallarin teyī
Kūhestagā rōdintagā
furs gwanzagā shageynā
nāzenkā watī mātē
Allahī shapā āgā
Sawgind tarā dategē shīrē watī gon līlō ahn
warnā be silahān band
ājū kan Balōchānā
O Baloch, lightning rocked your cradle
Thunder sang lullabies for you
Your body is as impenetrable as a rock
Mountains have raised you
Ask your wooden cradle
And the lullabies of your mother
All night through she stayed awake
And breastfed you with a vow:
Grown into a youth, you will take up arms
and liberate the Baloch (CYB and CFB)
This is not a terribly recent tendancy; Javid Haider Syed (2007: 82-83) gives a
number of examples of famous lullabies declaring pride in the possible future valor,
sacrifice, and martyrdom of newborn Baloch children who are counted on, as adults,
to stand up to the forces of India, Portugal, and Britain—and later Pakistan and Iran.
Mōtk, a genre of songs of mourning sung at funerals, is naturally fraught
today with a political consciousness—all too often performed at the funerals of
Baloch of all ages and genders killed by security and paramilitary forces or in
incidents of criminal and jihadist violence. The Baloch communities of the Gulf
States are insulated physically, but not emotionally from this violence—whether in
Muscat or Manama, many Baloch keep a close watch on affairs in Balochistan,
circulating news and various documentations, so that particularly compelling
performances of mōtk are actively shared on social media.
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Faqir Shad, a retired Bahraini Baloch security officer already mentioned
several times, keeps track of many of these performances because of their import as
living folklore. He collects audio tapes of shēr performances by famous pahlawans,
and videos of all manner of events, from Zigri chowgāns on Kuh-i Murad to mōtks
performed in community contexts to interviews he has conducted with musicians
such as the famous surōzī Basham. The space of his small apartment in Muharraq is
primarily devoted to these artifacts and the tape player and laptop he uses to listen

Fig. 6.8, still from Faqir Shad's interview with the surōzī Basham (courtesy
Faqir Shad)
and view and transcribe the material. In many respects, he—and his apartment—
are a parallel institution to the Baloch Club, which is pointedly not the base of his
activities, much as all the young, literary members of the Club consider him a
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towering figure and his web-based publications serve as a tremendous resource for
Baloch.
When I'd visit Bahrain, I would divide my time between the tightknit
community of the Baloch Club membership and Faqir Shad at his apartment where,
chain smoking, he would draw connections between all the diverse materials at his
fingertips. In many ways, Faqir Shad represents not only an archivist cum archive
but a listening post collating utterances past and present, across the expanses of a
varied geography in a meaningful order in a far more focused manner than the
many transnational social media-based forums. Yet, intersections between the
cultural idioms lauded as dōdorōbīdag and the community rhythms of the present
and between Baloch in the Arab Gulf States and their counterparts in Balochistan is
best observed at a more grassroots level where culture is circulated within noncuratorial spaces of emotional engagement.
6.7 A Wedding in Turbat
The genre called hālō by Faqir Shad in his collection, Durj, and alternately known as
lado (Badalkhan 2002) consists of verses sung to clapping and drumming by women
at weddings and circumcisions. Some of the pieces are well-known sing alongs,
others are led by lone women who know—or have in fact composed—the verses.
The following vignette illustrates how such idioms that belong to the realm of
dōdorobīdag are adopted as venues for pointed political expression.
One day, I came to see a friend and found that his wife and children had just
returned from a large wedding in Makran, hosted by a wealthy and powerful
relation. My friend, who himself had remained behind due to some political
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difficulties, was very excited to announce that his wife was now wanted by the ISI. I
was a bit startled at this, but obviously there was a story to it that they were eager
to share, along with a substantial caché of audio and video recordings she and
others had made with their phones.
It was a large wedding and people came from many regions of Balochistan as
well as from Karachi and Muscat. The scale of the wedding meant that attendees
represented Baloch nationalists and freedom fighters as well as members of the
military and security forces, including one individual notorious as head of the state
paramilitary death squads. Notorious drug traffickers were also in attendance.
Because of the size of the wedding, the home village of the hosts was made available
as a wedding site for the male guests and the homes were opened to all male
travellers as accommodation while the women from the village convened with the
female guests who had come from afar in a large compound in the city of Turbat,
where they were housed and where a parallel sequence of wedding festivities took
place. Young children stayed with the women.
In the unpoliced village location, the men were bound to socialize around the
clock, in many cases drinking heavily, with entertainment provided by two of the
most popular current sōt singers of Makran. Because of the tremendous possibility
for conflict among attendees and because of possible repercussions owing to the
revelation of revolutionary stances in the presence of establishment figures, the
singers, who ordinarily would have been required to sing revolutionary poem after
revolutionary poem, were instructed to refrain from singing any political or
nationalist poem.
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The women, on the other hand were gathered miles away singing their
customary lādō songs—songs marking the occasion as auspicious and joyous, songs
that are delivered as playful or humorous but often driven by sobering themes, such
as this one where the verses implore a girl's mother not to marry her off to someone
who will take her away from Balochistan:
le lado lado lado
showanag o jati bedey
wari o bekati bedey
bale mana Sinda madei
Sinda base Janol shota
Grewago zaari kuta
Bale mana Sinda madei
le lado lado lado
give me a shepherd or a jat
give me someone poor or unemployed
but don't give me to a Sindhi105
It's enough that Janol was sent to Sindh
She is weeping and crying
but don't give me to a Sindhi (CYB)
As this was her second trip to Balochistan in her life, for my friend's wife it was a
very invigorating occasion, stirring her own nationalist sentiments. She and other
women present were disturbed to think that at the men's gathering, Baloch political
expression was being completely stifled, so she began to prod the women present—
especially women who had recently lost brothers or sons to extrajudicial violence in
Balochistan—to use these singing sessions as a venue for making audible their
suffering and the victimhood and defiance of Baloch as a people. Part of the
We should take note that this verse makes a distinction between the woman
being given a husband in a Baloch context and being given as a wife to a man in a
non-Baloch context. This distinction corresponds to the difference in marriage
practice, as we find in Oman between Baloch and Arab communities—a Baloch
groom goes initially to live in the household of his bride..
105
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response to these performances was that the phones came out and what was
recorded was subsequently circulated by means of Whatsapp, and in the recordings
that she shared with me, reference to the martyrdom of innocent youths (mentioned
by name) and noble freedom fighters is made, as well as warnings and admonitions
directed specifically at the wives, daughters, sisters, and mothers of death squad
leaders and drug kingpins, who were present in the room.
Lē lādē lādē lē lādē
mey pule sarmachar kuwaya
warnāyā katar buddaya pa haki khaterā jangaya
sītīrī katar ō tīra
mey pule sarmachar dilīrā
mey māt tareta kay bachgarī
jindey Rashede dalārī
retkagā ars Marrīyānī
Deljān kushtage pa ghaddarī
polēn zurtaga Qordāna ke golā rāh datā Gwaharamā
Dr. Washu heyran bita e kagat kujāā chi atka
chōnē chana sita rastā
Malik dapita dar mulkā
ke warnāyā taī rah giptā
Bāzi chistā īrī bitā ke Darachkūā polīn nām bitā
e rōdey taraga doldarā ke sakīā gerā mandarā
shīshayā cha ēda gwazīnā ke warnāyā barā keshīnā
chamānē bichar chō sorūntī ke wabja kuwa ke sengante
madar neshtā ō ars gwarī
Shafīqjān o Feisalā ke kārī
Lē lādē lādē lē lādē
Our lovely freedom fighters are in the mountains—
youths strapped with ammunition belts fighting for rights,
kalashnikov,106 ammunition belt, and ammo.
Our lovely freedom fighters are brave.
Our mothers were roaming, their sons missing.
Our own Rashed,107 scum.
The tears of the Marri flowed.
Deljan108 was killed by treason.
106
107

Lit. "30 bullets."
Ethnic Baloch leader of Pakistani death squad.
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The election in Qordan and Gwaharam109 fired rockets on it.
Dr. Washu looked puzzled, where did that paper come from?110
Malik escaped from his home region.
The youths have a roadblock waiting for you.111
In Darachku the polling was in name only, there was behind the scenes
dealing.
Those people hanging out on the street look good while [they complain that]
we set fire to the taverns.112
Crystal meth is flowing in, seducing the youth.113
Look into their red eyes and see that their sleeping quarters are the rocky
mountain sides.
Mother is sitting and tears are flowing.
Who will bring back Shafiqjan and Faisal114? (CYB)
Baloch patriotic poetry, throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, has
tended to locate the enemy both among foreign invaders and among their Baloch
collaborators (Syed 2007: 80-81). While the imagery may draw parallels to the past,
even to the martyrdom of Hassan and Hosein and their families at Karbala at the
hands of Caliph Yazid (Syed 80), the texts are usually anchored in the events of
recent communal memory, as one woman attests as she sang the following:
Jī shahīdānī ē retkagēī ōnā
ē panjīn shahīdānī ē retkagei ōnā
pa shomā sōgatā ta manā gonā
chī Ammal o Asīl gō Zubērjānā
ē gam dilā sonba pa Muradjāna
ā kaptagā haka mei sohrdapin juna
pa shomā sōgat ke manā gonā
Zubērroki warnā ē dilā nakshī
Murādjān tai warnā ē dilā nakshī
man chī to Murādjānī qātilā bakshī
ē kaptage cho haka e me sohr dapin jonā
A well known martyr.
Here the name of an actual freedom fighter.
110 Suggesting informants.
111 Dr. Malik's wife and female family were present in the room
112 saki=alcohol and drug dens
113 Female members of a family of known drug dealers were there.
114 Two missing persons.
108
109
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pa shomā sōgatā ta manā gonā
I swear on the bloodshed of martyrs,
the spilled blood of the five martyrs,
your debt is now with me.
Of Hammal, Asil, and Zubeirjan.
This sorrow is piercing my heart for Muradjan
Our brave tigers' [literally "red mouth"] bodies lie thrown on the ground,
your debt is now with me.
Young Zubeir is embroidered into my heart.
Muradjan your young self is embroidered into my heart.
How can I forgive Muradjan's killers?
Our brave tigers' bodies lie thrown onto the ground,
your debt is now with me. (CYB)
The woman leading the song breaks down in tears, prompted by listeners breaking
down in tears, and she is unable to continue. But later she circulated a Whatsapp
message with the complete poem, which she had written, these lines being the
remainder:
Man watī golzamīn cha watī hōnā
sohrē āp dātā nazānā kadī āzādī ē
drachk rōdhī pa māy saheg kanagā
We water the earth of our motherland with our red blood
and we don't know when the tree of freedom
will grow tall and shade us. (CYB)
This occurrence illustrates the role that transnational Baloch take in contributing to
revolutionary sentiment, emboldened by the strong feelings they cultivate abroad
and by the relative affluence and security they enjoy outside the poverty and
instability of Balochistan while having enough close, unbroken contact with Makrani
Baloch to know of their losses and of the poetry they are writing. It also reinforces
the notion that musical traditions can be spontaneously employed to respond to
present circumstances, in this case to convey messages of resolve and
determination.
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Finally, we see the replication of a gender divide that operates on several
planes: spatial—the physical displacement of male and female wedding guests,
environmental—the density and presumed obedience that mark the women's
assembly in contrast to the rural expanse occupied by the men, stylistic—the idioms
and genres each group engages on such an occasion, and moral—the hedonism
expected of the men in contrast to the focus on injustice pursued by the women. Kay
Kaufman Shelemay (2009: 284-286) observes of Syrian Jewish paraliturgical
contexts that women are often custodians of a deep knowledge of musical genres
and aesthetics that they themselves are prohibited or discouraged from performing.
Often women are powerful participants despite their silent presence. In the above
example women are left unattended, seemingly with little but their deep knowledge
of a traditional repertoire—one that they are expected to perform to be sure, and
this knowledge is revealed to extend to an understanding of the full power of this
medium. This understanding occurs on an individual basis, but equally crucial is the
collective knowledge in which practices of poetic composition, of reactions to
specific events, of individual voices of anguish, are mapped out.
At a discussion among men that included two prominent musicians from
Turbat who were visiting Muscat professionally, someone suggested that one reason
for the decline in zahīrōk-based genres in favor of a light, contemporary, often Urduinflected repertoire is the fact that "ladies" wouldn't respond to such a "traditional"
feel, wanting something more modern and danceable. But catching a glimpse,
through documentation and hearsay, of the women's musical gathering described
above, I would advocate looking beyond the claim that what women want in musical
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performance is something modern and danceable. Women and men both, it seems at
this stage, demand the externalization of their burning sense of injustice.
The collective endeavor among Baloch to realize an unstifled conduit for
testimony and self-expression is fluidly undertaken in different quarters in
spontaneous response to unpredictable circumstances. The will to forge a "social
whole" (Thornton 2014: 380-381) is clearly embedded in the concept of a nation
and indeed for Baloch the stakes are such that the social whole is celebrated when
intact and an object of deep anxiety when its cohesion is called into doubt.
While its currency in actual usage is mostly limited to literary communities,
the term dōdorobīdag is vividly suggestive of an abstract, essential, and ahistorical
sphere of culture to which all Baloch belong and which belongs to all Baloch. The
diverse examples we have seen in this chapter bridge this abstract realm with the
particularities of the present political moments and its proxemics.
There are other forums that celebrate Balochistan and Baloch culture and
custom, but also embrace a more globalized, cosmopolitan literary consciousness, a
decentralized world in which books are published, movements, ideas, and mediated
artifacts circulate freely between unaffiliated groups, and human rights law and
international insitutions are looked to as the arbiters of justice and regulators of
power. These are dominated by performances of contemporary nationalist and
revolutionary poetry—kōmī shēr and inqilābī shēr, respectively—in which singers
actively promoted by patrons fuction as purveyors of the literary creations of local
Baloch intellectuals and cultural activists are intertwined, as we shall examine in the
following chapter.
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Chapter Seven: Communities of Poets, Patrons, and Political Activists in
Transnational Space
We are sitting in a gravelly ditch in a barren ravine in the dark, most of the unevenly
spaced houses that surround us are still in the process of completion. Our host's house
is large and new and nearly finished, but without water, as the pipelines have yet to
reach this section. The occasion is a small but spirited gathering in honor of a
celebrated Baloch poet who is visiting from Turbat. He has been here for a few days
and I have already met him, discussing poetry at a nighttime beach barbeque. Tonight
he is seated at the edge of the long food and drink laden cloth we are sitting on in the
dusty rubble of Maabela's expanding residential sprawl. His back is to us and he has
been silent all evening. I am told he has been drinking since morning. There is a deep
sense of depression and despair that often accompanies these visitors from
Balochistan. I encounter it again and again. The news will spread one day, two years
later, that this poet's youthful son was gunned down by men on a motorbike, possibly
as a way of getting to the father, and a sense of despair settles over Baloch literary
circles across Muscat. Tonight however there is a convivial, relaxed atmosphere, even
with the guest of honor completely withdrawn into himself. As usual, there are only
men at this gathering and most are conversing, sipping beer, and listening to a
featured musician, Rahim, sing one contemporary song (gāna) after another in a
North Indian ghazal style to his own accompaniment on the harmonium (baja) and
supported by a double headed hand drum (nal) player. A few men are responsible for
preparing food. The darkness is only interrupted along sections of the ground where, in
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a traditional Baloch method, buried embers are used to grill fish and jeniney lankuk
("lady fingers"—marinated fingerling potatoes is what they seemed to be to me, but I
wouldn't bet money on it). When more light is needed, a phone flashlight or car
headlights are turned on, but the glowing pools of red embers surrounded by pitch
black, the earthy scent of fish and vegetables roasting amid the parched earth, and the
melancholy of Rahim's voice and harmonium are the hypnotic constants of this somber
sensorium.
In the preceding chapter, we considered expressions of Baloch identity in the
Gulf through the lens of "traditional" cultural performance—the performance and
valorization of dōdorobīdag. In addition, we highlighted the role of independent
scholarship and philology among Baloch in keeping Baloch traditional culture, arts,
and social values from drifting into the margins of collective consciousness. In both
domains, educated, relatively affluent115 Baloch serve as patrons both by supporting
projects of knowledge production and preservation for the public good (including
publications and online resources) as well as by funding and promoting the careers
of hereditary performers of traditional Baloch arts. In this chapter, we are
concerned with a rival domain—the emergence of a Baloch poetic modernism that
seeks to share the global and regional stage with other modernist movements and
idioms, often likewise of demonstrable political commitment.

By "relatively affluent" I mean much more financially secure than those living in
extreme poverty in Balochistan, but the standards of living for many Baloch citizens
of the Gulf states are quite modest and the circumstances of their employment quite
demanding.
115
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7.1 Overview of contemporary Baloch poetry
New (Bal. nōkīn) Baloch poetry is commonly set in opposition to "classical" Baloch
poetry, with the English term "classical" widely used in Baloch. But such a binary
construct is a drastic oversimplification, as there are many instances of what Dell
Hymes calls the "interpretive transformation of genre," or "metaphrasis" (Hymes
1975: 20). It makes sense to think in terms of the motion from the oral to the
literary and to understand poetry in general—in composition and in performance—
as produced within an ever shifting social and historical context. From the
chronotopic frameworks of narrative canons to historically and geographically
inscribed webs of intertextuality, there are numerous bases for identifying periods
of literary production and for interlinking the texts of different periods. As is true of
preSoviet Türkmen poets, literate Baloch poets who left legacies of verse display a
great deal of familiarity with Persian and Arabic literature, in both cases often
earning the title of Mulla for their erudition.116 Such poets contribute to a vast
domain of poetry formally and thematically interlinking the literature of Persian,
Arabic, Türkmen, Kurdish, Çagatai/Turki, Urdu, Ottoman Turkish, Baloch, and other
linguistic spheres. However, premodern Baloch poetry that can be placed within this
broad literary tradition represents a fairly confined niche in the widespread
conception of a Baloch literary heritage.
The social dynamic surrounding composing and reciting poetry transcends
the divide between early and more recent periods, and blurs the lines between oral
and literary modes of composition and transmission. In his 1907 volume, Popular
E.g. the Türkmen poet Mulla Nepas and the Baloch poets Mulla Fazel and Mulla
Qasim.
116
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Poetry of the Baloches (1907: xvi-xvii), Mansel Longworth Dames offers the
following descriptions of the role of Lodi minstrels in transmitting poetry through
performance,
Among the Baloch [the Lodis/Doms] are the professional minstrels,
they sing the poems in the assemblies of the clans, but are not poets
themselves, as they often are among the Afghans. They are merely the
agency for handing down the older poems or publishing the
compositions of modern poets, who in almost every case are true
Baloches and not men of low or mixed origin, as among the Afghans. It
would be undignified for a Baloch to sing or recite a poem publicly; so
a poet who wishes to make his composition known seeks out a Dom
and makes his poem known to him.
These observations essentially hold true up to the present day and certainly align
with the relationships between poets and contemporary singers I observed in Oman
and the Arab Gulf States, in spite of an ideological commitment to social
egalitarianism among Baloch intellectuals.
Contemporary poetry production entails a variety of intersections between
literary communities and performance contexts. Before returning to an more indepth discussion of prominent poetic forms and themes and stylistic attributes, let
us outline three distinct domains for presentation and audition of Baloch poetry: the
poetry salon (mushaira), the convivial social gathering (mehfil), and various
mediated platforms.
7.2 The Mushaira
The mushaira is a gathering of poets, a kind of salon where poetry is typically
recited in a spoken, declamatory fashion in contrast to musical contexts where
poems are sung by musicians. There is thus more of a sense of exchange, as poets
share their own work in their own voices and the collective responds immediately
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to each poem, to its content and delivery, the response being directed to the author
of the poem. At musical performances, it is clear when the poems performed
resonate with listeners but there is a much greater variability in the degree of their
attentiveness and focus and in the balance between the content, form, and delivery
of what is played and sung.
Mushaira is originally an Arabic word but as a term for this kind of poetry
salon, its primary association is with an Urdu linguistic-cultural sphere—one which
asserts itself over the various groups spread out across North India and Pakistan.
According to Ahmed Ali (1973: 7), "Poetical contests had been held in ancient
Greece and Rome, and in the Arabia of pre-Islamic days. But no institution like the
musha'era, which developed in Delhi in the early eighteenth century, had existed
before." The manner in which poems are written and the order in which they are
presented at a Baloch mushaira are rooted in this institution of mixed Urdu and
Persian intellectual culture.
Badalkhan and Jahani (2015: 5) pinpoint the moment—in the late 1940s or
early 1950s—where Gul Khan Nasir turned from writing in Urdu to Baloch: "he like
almost all other young Baloch literate persons of his age, started by writing poems
in Urdu, but when he attended a political gathering where Pashtun poets recited
their poems composed in Pashto, and not in Urdu, he was so impressed that he then
and there decided to shift to Balochi and never compose in Urdu again." This pivotal
event also underscores the complicated relationship between a culture of literacy
and letters dominated by Urdu as a lingua franca and cultural umbrella and the
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importance of urban literary circles for the assertion of Pashtun, Baloch, and
undoubtedly other identities.
Smaller mushairas are held regularly by the Baloch literary associations
across the Gulf states, typically attracting members of the associations but
otherwise lacking a broader public. Larger events in this vein tend to be those that
bring together poets from Bahrain, Oman, the UAE, Qatar, and Kuwait, who often
collaborate in joint publishing endeavors. When a celebrated poet visits from
Makran or Karachi, this too will prompt a sizeable gathering in a space that can
accommodate a larger group of attendees. In the preceding chapter, I discussed a
large event hosted by BAM in Muscat that was part mushaira in honor of Bashir
Bedar, who was visiting from Makran, and part evening of pahlawānī shēr
performance given by Mulla Saleh, with surōz and tambūrag accompaniment. This
event effectively brought together three camps: contemporary Baloch poetry
enthusiasts, invariably poets themselves; connoisseurs and ideological partisans of
traditional Baloch arts; and the better part of attendees, more casually drawn to a
large social event organized around Baloch culture and identity. The third camp
might seamlessly elide with either of the other two if not for a dissatisfaction with
its lack of enculturation to these distinguished genres of "verbal art" (Badalkhan
2001a).
The order of presentation at an Urdu mushaira is described by Ahmed Ali in
this way (Ali 1973: 7): "The most honored poet was asked to preside over the
musha'era. A candle was placed before him, and he invited the poets to read their
poems in turn, beginning with the minor ones, and going on to the masters." At the
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Muscat event, the ascending stature evident in the succession of poets conformed to
this description, and the fact that all poets present had to be included was one major
factor that delayed Mulla Saleh's performance to an extent that he and others
appeared to find disrespectful. The presiding poet however, was selected—perhaps
self-appointed—not because he was the most honored, but because of his personal
dedication to the culture of the mushaira. He was a young man and a consistent
organizer of smaller Baloch poetry gatherings in Muscat and a champion of their
merit as a political forum. He took the opportunity to read from his own work as he
introduced each of the several dozen poets. By far the most honored poets
present—and the last to present—were Abdulmajid Gwadari and the visiting guest
of honor, Bashir Bedar, both of whom were seated on the stage for the duration of
the mushaira portion of the evening. As mentioned previously, the surōzi Baqi lent a
musical ambience by playing zahirok passages softly behind each poet.
The manner of reciting poems, a facet of mushaira convention shared with
Urdu-language contexts, is to deliver a given poem couplet by couplet in a fashion
that has become idiomatic to the Urdu ghazal. The first line of the couplet is
declared with confidence as though its meaning might be clear, then recited again
with a different intonation leaving off with a questioning sense of suspension. The
second line is then declaimed after a slightly dramatic pause so as to clarify,
complicate, or embellish the meaning of the first line. As Barker and Mengal (381)
put it, "In a poetic symposium [mushaira] it is customary to recite the first hemistich
of each verse once or twice, until the audience has caught the idea, and then
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complete the concept with the second hemistich."117 Often, the second hemistich
will provoke a chorus of "Wah! Wah!....," ostensibly indicating that the audience
found the complete thought, once expressed, to be arrestingly profound.
A more intimate, self-contained mushaira type gathering I attended in Doha
in 2016 provides a good contrast by showing how these salons are where ideas are
shared and developed and diverse voices find moral support. It took place in an
industrial area on the outskirts of Doha in which a benjū player, Alimbaksh, has his
temporary residence in a run down, barely furnished compound with the most basic
amenities. Alimbaksh and a nār player would play and then an elderly Qatari Baloch
named Pirbaksh came and sang a bit accompanying himself on tambūrag. The whole
thing had an unharried, clubhouse feel until the poetry recitations began, and then
the atmosphere became one of greater focus and mutual empowerment, Alimbaksh
and Pirbaksh continuing to provide an ambient musical back drop on benjū and
tambūrag.
About twelve poets were gathered and reading in turn and every poem was
received with warm appreciation. These were mainly young men who clearly met
regularly and were simply reading some of their latest compositions, the exception
being Ali Aqil Rind—a mobile phone tower technician by trade—who was much
older than the others and is a published poet. His role is clearly that of a mentor,
while two of the younger poets are notably active in the overarching circuit of poets
that spans the various literary associations in the five Arab Gulf states.

Here Barker and Mengal treat the bayt—the self contained poetic verse—as a
line with two hemistiches while I treat it as a couplet consisting of two lines.
117
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Fig. 7.1, Mushaira, Doha, Qatar, 2016
The most striking aspect of the group dynamic was the participation of the nār
player, to whom I had attached subservient role as accompanist to Ustad Alim, and
regarded as peripheral to the literary milieu represented by the poets. But suddenly
Ghafur Darmulki invited him to read and he came and sat down in the center,
hunched over his phone, and read a few couplets. Each of these love-themed verses
provoked an even more heartfelt and excited reaction than had greeted the
preceding readers, with the entire room listening with rapt expressions and
erupting in laughter and applause at the concluding line of each couplet.
While poets are commonly represented as coming from more socially
elevated backgrounds than musicians, I have noted that wealthier Baloch often take
a great deal of interest in their sponsored employees from Balochistan and their use
of language. This fascination recalls a familiar pattern where literary figures draw
on the experiences, vernaculars, and perspectives of those whose lives are marked
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by hardship, scarcity, disempowerment, and servitude. When the nār player leapt in
with his own set of poems—he was suddenly no longer a mere appendage to
Alimbaksh, the benjū player and host of the gathering. I felt that on one hand those
others present had wanted to extend some hearty approval to this guy who
otherwise had been mildly shunned while on the other hand, his poems broke some
of the difficult-to-break formulaic boundaries of style and content that make so
many poems authored by different individuals so similar.
The focused sense of literary community in these gatherings contrasts
markedly with the informal occasions where Baloch men convene for socializing
fueled by music and poetry tailored to their ideations of pleasure and belonging.
7.3 The Mehfil
The term mehfil, an Arabic word designating celebration, is widely used in Central
and South Asia for a high-spirited gathering, formal or informal. Mehfil and diwwan
can be used interchangeably in Baloch contexts to indicate men's gatherings where
sociality and enjoyment are foremost on the agenda. The term diwwan is more
current but also has a wider definition as it melds into the Arab Gulf usage that
refers to a kind of social institution where men gather in the evenings and reinforce
their social and familial ties. Diwwan is used casually to mean setting aside some
time to get together and hang out. "Ma diwwan kanin," means, we'll spend time
together and make a social event out of it. A more formal festive gathering can be
called mehfiley diwwan (diwwan for the purpose of mehfil).
Mehfil has the sense of a party or picnic and typically such gatherings take
place in the open air, whether in the courtyard of a home or in a more secluded,
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often more wilderness setting. These are men's gatherings where music is desirable
with poetry an important, topical dimension of the music. Here to speak of a public
versus a private sphere may be less apt than to think in terms of an Omani and a
Baloch sphere.
The key ingredients for the gatherings we have designated as mehfils are
good, trusted friends, the means to listen to Baloch music, settings that vividly recall
Balochistan as a pleasant natural wilderness, food prepared on site in a traditional
Baloch fashion, such as grilled lamb with a fresh salsa for dipping or fish and bread
buried with embers under the sand, and in many cases copious amounts of alcohol.
But even better are gatherings where live performers from Balochistan have been
engaged to entertain.
A song frequently performed at gatherings in Muscat today is Mashkatē
Merōk, popularized by Faiz Mohammed Faizok, who migrated from the Iranian side
(Nikshahr/ Baloch name: Gih) to Lyari in the 1940s and eventually settled in Quetta
(Paracha 2014). He emerged in the 1950s as one of the earliest singers of modern
popular Baloch music. A famous broadcast from 1973 features Faizok standing,
dancing in place with a tambūrag in hand, and repeating most prominently the
following lines, with embellishment from a benjū:
Mashkatē merōk taī muhubbatan gārā
Taī suratē zībā a mān gereptārā
Darling of Muscat, I am lost in your love,
I am a captive of your beautiful face. (CYB, FB)
I have heard this song in numerous contexts, from new studio recordings to private
outdoor gatherings (performed by Arif and Shajan with Mamadasni accompanying)
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to informal family evenings at the home of a retired soldier and amateur benjū
player.
Today themes of migration are more explicit where Muscat is invoked, as this
recent song by Wahab Baloch with a text by poet Shabir Nur illustrates:
Hohe may qismat a yal data Turbat a
Rozgar e niyat a atkun man Mashkat a
Woe to my fate! I have abandoned Turbat
To seek my living I have come to Muscat. (CFB)
Recent songs recorded in Makran point not only to Muscat but specifically to
Maabela, with its ballooning Baloch population.
7.4 Studio aesthetics and the Economics of Recording
The patronage of Baloch musical performers from the Arab Gulf States extends from
sponsoring visits and arranging engagements that are lucrative in comparison with
the economic and political conditions of Balochistan, to supporting the careers of
emergent artists, essentially betting on and grooming a favored performer. Patrons
in Oman and UAE may find that the voice and affective intuitions of a given singer
are to their liking and pursue a certain degree of satisfaction and prestige that
comes from playing a crucial role in building their career. One way that this is
accomplished is by sponsoring recording sessions that lead to album length bundles
of ten songs give or take. These are costly, involving professional facilities and
engineering and accomplished session musicians (often drawn from the tiny pool of
renowned hereditary folk musicians) and yet are never expected to generate a profit
through sales as they are invariably pirated and chiefly circulated through sites like
obaloch.com. Even if some means of regulating this circulation were available (it
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does not appear to be), the widest possible circulation is much more essential than
sales, as the true currency is the building of reputations through exposure and
renown. It is an intensely competitive field, among professional musicians but
perhaps more conspicuously among their patrons. Of concern to the patrons is
whose poems will be most vividly associated with the common agenda of patriotic
Baloch political activism. Musicians become vessels for the poetic works composed
or favored by their patrons and are thus instrumental is shaping the visible literary
landscape.
Recording sessions are much more controlled environments than live
performances, which are discussed at length further along. Two important figures in
arranging and directing current sessions for prominent singers are Halim and
Mamad Asni. Halim lives in Doha, Qatar, and is the grandson of a well known
pahlawān, Mulla Musa (whose accompanist was surōzī Rasulbaksh Zangeshahi).
Halim has produced numerous sessions for contemporary singers such as Aref
Baloch, Shajan Dawoodi, Nasib Mazar, Wahab, Azim Baloch, and Rashed Sabz. A song
will be presented with identification for the singer, arranger, music director, and
possibly one or more instrumentalists (and frequently but not always, the poet). For
instance, in its downloadable format on a website, Wahab's song "daruga drugan
wada tai" is represented as having Alimbaksh Murid as the nazimkar (arranger),
Ustad Halim as music director, and Mujahed Gholam on the tabla.
Mamad Asni, who also goes by Mohammad Ali Mohammad Hasani and
Mohammad Delnavaz, is a leading benjū player who we shall encounter again in
Chapter Eight, but also a very active arranger and producer of recordings in the
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same vein as Halim works on, in some cases working with the same artists (gulukar,
which is the umbrella term for contemporary Baloch musician, singer, or
instrumentalist; singer is more literally guşinda).
Usually, in intimate settings, these young singers who are being groomed as
future stars, such as Rahim, Rashed Sabz, Muslim Amal, and Wahab, will perform in
a rag and tāl-based popular style (ghazal) with harmonium and nār or dholak, but
the same songs will be given a different treatment on the studio recordings, with a
more filmī style of drumming, and important roles played by nāl (flute), benjū, chang
(jawharp), and surōz.
While Halim is anchored in Doha and receives and shares the material he
works on digitally in his home studio without having to travel to Balochistan or
Karachi, Mamad Asni is remarkably mobile as he engages with multiple circuits of
musical activity. Originating from and based in Sarawan, Iran (or Western Makran),
he travels to Turbat to work on studio sessions for Makrani musicians based in
Eastern Makran. He frequently accompanies these musicians, notably Arif Baloch
and Shajan Dawoodi on sponsored visits to Oman and the UAE to perform at
weddings and other private engagements (if singers and accompanists are invited
for a wedding, other weddings and private engagements are likely to be tacked on in
order to take advantage of their presence).
We must not underestimate the role of studio recordings and those who
oversee them in curating a neatly packaged Baloch ambience that is widely
embraced in the audition practices of Baloch in Balochistan and the Gulf. The agency
of producers, arrangers, session musicians, composers, and the patrons who finance
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recording projects extends both to determining how the careers of singers evolve
and to constructing recurring sonic tableaus through which a musical Zeitgeist takes
form.
7.5 Contemporary Baloch Poetry and Baloch, Persian, and Urdu Canons
Writing in 1907, Mansel Longworth Dames makes assertions (xvii) about the
character of Baloch poetry that ought to be considered critically:
There has never been in Balochī a literature in the correct sense of the
term, and literary influence cannot be detected anywhere, except
perhaps in one or two of the love poems. The forms of Persian poetry
which have been the universal standard, even of popular poetry, in
Afghanistan and Musalman India, are not to be found here. There are
no ghazals, no artificial arrangements of poems in dīvans, none of the
pedantry of Persian poetry.
This blanket declaration was likely as inaccurate at the time of its writing as it is
now, and is clearly meant only to apply to the phase of poetry popularly labeled
today as "classical." It is indeed important to recognize that the short form and epic
poetry central to Baloch regional folkloric repertoires and works of poets of renown
stand quite apart from schools of Persian poetry. At the same time, guātī, dammālī,
Chishtī, and Qalandarī repertoires that dominate Sufi practice and spirit possession
rituals in Makran are arguably more often Persian than Baloch in their textual
orientation (cf. During 1989).
Travel, movement, and intercultural encounters are recurring motifs in
Baloch oral repertoires, evoking space and distance. While separation and absence
occur widely across countless cultural settings, the spatialization of movement as
weighted by absence and longing is a defining feature of several Baloch genres. An
apt example would be the līkū, which is essentially a kind of poetic couplet, but with
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specific thematic connotations that carry over to musical performance. In the
introduction to his compilation of collected līkūs, Mansur Mo'meni writes:
Movement is the axis of life in līkū. There is zero possibility for silence
or immobility. In order to live, one must move even if in the direction
of death. If we come across the name of a city or region, the poet is
either in the process of moving towards that place or away from it
towards another destination. The means of movement won't be
something unfamiliar either; various means of conveyance and
transportation of every form, means of locomotion, and speed —from
camel to airplane—are found in motion in a līkū and of interest is the
fact that every camel has a name, that motorcycles are always of
Russian make, and that cars are usually Toyotas. The speed of motion
can alter the course of fate. (Mo'meni 1386/2008: 17, my translation)
Līkū as a kind of melody overlaps with the character ascribed to the zahīrōk, filled
with longing and associated above all with distance, displacement, and separation
from what is loved and familiar. At the same time, motion and traversing space are
present in the texture of the music—in particular the camel's gait is thought to be
represented in the accentual lilt, just as in recently composed couplets, modern
means of travel emerge as an "affecting presence" (Armstrong 1986)118 much as
with the eponymous vehicle in Octave Mirbeau's La 628-E8 (1907). A sample līkū
from Mo'meni's collection reads, "I am riding a Russian [motorbike], the gears
underfoot, wherever you wander, think of me" ([rūsya sawārun danda, gūwun pādā,

cf. Armstrong 1986: 4: " I shall speak of affecting things and events, which are
those cultural objects and happenings resulting from human actions directed
towards producing them rather than anything else, which is to say they are not
accidental. These objects and happenings in any given culture are accepted by those
native to that culture as being purposefully concerned with potency, values, and
states of being or experience—all, in a clear sense, powers. Further, irrespective of
such considerations, under certain circumstances and in some cultures such things
and events may be admired for the excellence of their own properties; thus, this
admiration is in itself of an affecting nature."
118
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har jā garda bekan manī yādā], 141). There emerges then a kind of intimate
familiarity with the state of being separated from what is loved and familiar.
If līkū is a kind of couplet that—like the landai associated with Pashtun
women in Afghanistan (Boesen 1980:237-38)—circulates orally and is equally
treated as a local literary idiom and a kind of oral folklore, certain literary forms
overarch regional and linguistic divides. The qasida, masnavi, and ghazal are all
forms common to Arabic and Persian spheres of poetry and widely internalized
within the literary cultures of the Chagatay, Ottoman Turkish, and Urdu speaking
worlds. Of these, the ghazal is most relevant to our discussions in this chapter.
The basic form of the ghazal is described by Annemarie Schimmel (1992: 22)
as follows,
A short poem with monorhyme in the rhyme scheme aa xa xa xa xa
etc. [x meaning a syllable or set of syllables with no rhyming partner]
Ideally it should comprise seven to twelve verses, but there are also
shorter and longer ghazals, the short one often consisting of five bayt.
Verse and bayt here carry the same meaning— a set of "two hemistiches, miṣra',
which may or may not rhyme, but the two initial hemistiches of a ghazal and a
qaṣīda always rhyme"(ibid., 20). The ghazal, as a genre, came to the fore of Persian
poetic expression in the 12th century and continued to evolve through phases of
thematic and formal innovation through the 19th century, progressively becoming
absorbed into Chaghatay, Ottoman/Azeri/Türkmen, and Urdu-language spheres of
poetic composition, finding multiple metropoles marked, by courtly settings, prolific
poets, and distinctive schools of poetry.
While in contemporary usage, ghazals often contain personal reflections or
direct political statements, the ghazal has a breadth of defining associations
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regarding content. Two fairly consistent characteristics are (a) the depiction of
emotional states, sets of relationships, and recurring imagery that are ambiguous as
to whether they concern mystical or earthly longings, and (b) a stand alone quality
to the aforementioned bayts, so that a ghazal can often be read as a artfully ordered
assemblage of meaningful couplets whose relations to one another are not fixed in
meaning but rather inspire reflection. This is particularly relevant to the fact that
while the ghazals of great masters like Sa'adi, Hafez, and Bedil may be read silently
or recited dramatically, they have a special place in cultivated genres of vocal
music,119 whereby particular verses from a given ghazal are usually isolated as the
basis of a performance/composition and presented in a sequence of the performer's
or composer's choosing.
Contrary to Dames' proclamation, Baloch poetry encounters the ghazal genre
in at least three points of intersection (aside from the incorporation of Persian
ghazals into ceremonial contexts). First, before it came to signify the particular type
of rumination and craft that it now represents thanks to the popular embrace of the
works of Sana'i, Sa'adi, Rumi/Balkhi, and Hafez (among many others), the term
ghazal was applied to a short section of verse preceding a longer poetic work (a
qasida) and which generally set a poetic tone by evoking a lush, soothing natural
setting (Mahjub 1365/1987: 637). A poetic description of a natural setting is also
the characteristic for the opening of the structured narrative of a pahlawani shēr.

Even instrumental pieces, or instrumental segments in longer sequences, often
replicate the meter and syllabic value patterns of poetry, in some cases with a
known association to specific texts or themes.
119
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Secondly, beginning most notably with eighteenth-century poet Jam Durrak
(Jamaldini, cited in Farrell 2008: 122) Persian and Arabic linguistic and poetic
features were increasingly asserted upon Baloch poetic compositions. Eighteenthcentury poets Mulla Fazel and Mulla Qasem were particularly instrumental in
turning towards Persian and Arabic poetic genres. Of Mullah Fazel, the more
celebrated of the two, Muhammad Sardar Khan Baloch writes,
In his poetry, we find a sweet touch, a quick venue of wit, and side by
side, his style is overloaded with ornamental superfluities, and in this
field, he took the shine, and perhaps, none of the Baloch poets can vie
with him. The intricate plays and pedantic allusions with which
majority [sic] of his poems abound makes them sometimes too
difficult to be understood by the common mind. But time and again,
we see in his verses the colour and perfume of Hafiz of Shiraz, and so
one finds him by turns grave and gay, serene and ironic, reproachful
and reverent, being an educated and a learned poet, he has
throughout observed in his compositions, all the rules of versification
with full tact and toil. On the other hand, considering his terse and
bombastic language, strange similies and the depth of his illumined
[sic] thoughts, he, in a way, bears comparison with the often quoted
but less spoken poet of Persian literature, Khāqānī. Mulla Fazil's
poetry is not full of local colour, but covers a vast field, and hence his
verses have gained a place and position among the timeless offspring
of the Muses. Because of him, of his brother, and a host of other
contemporary poets, we can safely assert the nineteenth century
Makuran, as the horizon of the literary stars of Baluchistan. (Baluch
1977, vol. 2: 370-71)
The upshot of Baluch's florid verbiage is that while Mulla Fazel and Mulla Qasim's
erudition and poetic skill are legendary, they are not considered especially
representative of the discursive ecology of Baloch culture, especially as both
engaged so heavily with Persian idioms, and often composed poems in Persian.
However, they do represent an important milestone in the embrace of writing as
central to the production of poetry in Baloch.
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Thirdly and most directly, the ghazal—as developed as a musical-poetic
genre in north India (including of course the provinces of Sindh and Punjab located
in today's Pakistan) and cultivated into the modern era—is a key idiom embraced
by late-twentieth-century singers and poets. Peter Manuel characterizes the
emergence of the ghazal musical genre in India, particularly in Delhi and Lucknow,
as linked to Amir Khusraw's embrace of the Persian poetic genre and his patronage
of courtly and spiritual spheres of music (Manuel 2010: 241). Where the ghazal
form found musical settings both in what Manuel calls "light classical" and in
qawwali shrine-oriented practices (ibid.), the sense in which ghazal as a musical
genre is used today in South Asia is more modern:
[...] there are respects in which modern thumri and ghazal can be seen
merely as recent variants in a long series of precursors. In other
respects, however, thumri and ghazal in their mid-twentieth century
heyday are distinctive products in a unique moment in Indian cultural
history, representing a particular stage at the advent of modernity.
The most salient feature of this moment was the transition from
feudal or pre-modern forms of patronage to bourgeois ones. The
survival of several quasi-feudal entities (zamindar domains and
princely states) until 1947 ensured that this transition was gradual
rather than abrupt, and certainly facilitated the successful adaptation
of Hindustani music to the new situation. By mid-century, however,
the new capitalist bourgeoisie, inspired by cultural nationalism and by
musical proselytizers like V.D. Paluskar and V.N. Bhatkhande, had
come to enthusiastically patronize Hindustani music, including
modernized and modified forms of thumri and ghazal. (ibid., 245)
Faiz Ahmad Faiz (1911-1984) and N.M. Rashed (1910-1975) are two of the most oft
cited poets with respect to their roles in modernizing Urdu poetry, both engaging
and departing from the ghazal form, whose greatest collection of compositions in
Urdu would arguably be found in the work of Mirza Asadulla Khan Ghalib (17961869) (Thackston 1994:98). Faiz and Rashed are noted as literary innovators and
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thinkers of resonance not only within the urban literary societies of India and
Pakistan but also among Baloch poets and intellectuals. They are complex figures
born of complex historical settings. A. Sean Pue identifies N.M. Rashed as a highly
mobile thinker, hailing from Punjab but with long professional sojourns in Delhi,
New York, Tehran, Jakarta, and Karachi (Pue 2014: 8-9). Pue finds Rashed's work to
be as thematically steeped in overt sexuality, Freudian and post-Freudian
psychoananalysis and a kindred engagement with fellow modernist poets such as
W.H. Auden as it is in the common preoccupation with the mystical dimensions of
love that binds the ghazal genre together across temporal and linguistic boundaries
(ibid., 94-5).
In Sayad Zuhurshah Hashemi's collection of poetry written between 1953
and 1964, Trāpkanīn Trump ("A Glistening Droplet"), almost all of the poems are in
the ghazal form, the exceptions being a robā'ī (quatrain with AABA rhyme scheme)
and three poems in a modern form (generically classified as nazm), rhyming but
unequally measured. Taking a more recent example, Makrani poet Mubarak Qazi's
2006 collection Manī Ahdey Ghamey Qissa ("The Story of the Sorrow of My Epoch"),
we find again that the majority of the poems included are in the ghazal form, and
those that are not are in the masnavī form or a modern form (nazm).
In their text book, A Course in Baluchi (1969, vol. II: 351), Muhammad Abd-alRahman Barker and Aqil Khan Mengal write, "once Persian and Urdu adopted such
Western genres as 'free verse' and 'blank verse,' the new generation of Baluchi poets
was not slow to follow suit," while allowing that the ghazal "perhaps enjoys the
widest acceptance, as it does in Urdu."(ibid.) "Free verse" here roughly corresponds
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to what in Persian was called she'r-e now and "blank verse" to she'r-e sepid
(Olszewska 97), the distinction being that the former takes intuitive liberties with
rhyme, meter, and verse structure while the latter essentially dispenses with these.
As an example of what would fall under the nazm (modern, unmetered verse)
rubric, an excerpt from Mobarak Qazi's poem "Farāmūshī" (Forgetting) reads as
follows:
Bechār
Ey Lankukānī mehrabānī ya
ke
qalam wāba che pād atkage
mana
Tai dīdagāni rozhn yād atkage
Look at these kind fingers
For
they've awakened the pen from slumber
and reminded me
of your radiant eyes (CFB)
Of consequence here are general trends not only in prosodic structure and poetic
themes but in how poems are set to music (when they are). "Set to music" isn't a
terribly apt way to put it because it suggests a composer who seeks to construct an
evocative melodic-harmonic entity befitting the mood of a literary artifact. More
accurately, we might say "directions in the musical styles employed when poetry is
sung," the styles themselves being frames of geocultural reference and social
orientation.
Ostad Rasool Dinarzehi, a singer from Sarawan, Western Balochistan (Iran),
embraced in the 1970s a much more "Indian" approach to composition and
performance that marked a major turning point in the evolution of Baloch popular
song, with Dinarzehi inclining as well toward the modern and often political poetry
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of Sayad Zuhurshah Hashemi (interview with Mamadali Mamadasni, himself from
Sarawan and a former student of Dinarzehi's, January 31, 2015). According to the
oral recollections of Baloch friends in Muscat, it was Hamidullah Sardarzi who
introduced music of Dinarzehi to Turbat, which—along with Karachi—is today the
major center of production for modern Baloch popular music.
Modern singers, still known as "classical," who came to represent this
transition from a pahlawānī style to a ghazal style, with harmonium (often called
baja) and tabla or nār (double headed skin-head drum, similar to but smaller than
dholak, not to be confused with nāl, the Baloch flute) include Nur Mohammed Nural,
Jahrok, Abdul Sattar, and Mazar Ibrahim. Mazar Ibrahim continues to be revered as
a true pahlawān but he has also enthusiastically engaged with more Hindustani
singing styles.
By some accounts furnished by friends in Muscat, the ghazal musical style
was gradually introduced to Baloch performances through sections in which
dancing (natch) was encouraged. Dancing has always been confined to narrow
contexts that follow stable choreographic prescriptions, chiefly the dō chapī and
other dances considered appropriate for males to perform on celebratory occasions.
Otherwise, dancing is considered to be undignified and Baloch men are expected not
to partake while Baloch women are expected to refrain from dancing in mixed
company (apart, in both cases, from dammāl and guātī ceremonies, which
themselves belong to socially peripheral spheres and essentially represent a
pronounced suspension of social norms).
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However, Baloch of African heritage in Makran are popularly
(stereotypically) held to be enthusiastic about dancing in any musical context, a
viewpoint echoed in Sabir Badalkhan's essay (2008b) on various aspects of "African
musical culture" found in Makran. There are, however, plentiful examples of
gendered expectations regarding dancing in diverse settings across the large and
culturally varied continent of Africa. Rudolf Pell Gaudio's study of what he calls
"sexual outlaws" in the northern Nigerian, culturally Hausa city of Kano, famed as a
center of Islamic piety and learning, contains extensive descriptions of contexts in
which men perform "'women's dances' (rawar mata)" (166). These "popular
space[s] of social belonging for those who feel excluded or alienated from the
orthodox Muslim Hausa mainstream" (166) can be mediated, festive, framed as
"'traditional Hausa culture,'" and closely analogous to Baloch wedding parties, with
individual dances and circle dances associated with women replicated by men
(166). Or they thrive in and around a social focus on Bori ceremonial enactments
(94), parallel in ways to Qalandari shrine culture, where there are different degrees
of proximity to the shrine's interior and exterior spaces and different registers of
explicitly devotional activity versus marathon socialization within an environment
for intensive congregation.
The notion of dance (natch) as a diversion of dubious distinction is perfectly
continuous with the way this term is commonly understood in the neighboring
north Indian cultural zone from which the term has doubtless been absorbed. By
social convention, Baloch men who chronically engage in natch are also those who
defy gendered norms concerning masculine sexual roles and decorum—this
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defiance itself being a widely acknowledged category of self-presentation familiar
throughout the vast geography of South and Central Asia.
The presence of the term natch in commonplace Baloch utterance points to a
striking post-colonial entanglement. The presumably age-old Balochmayar (code of
honor) and Muslim orthodoxies are implicitly the motivating forces behind the
stigmatization of natch in Baloch society but anti-nautch (shifting to the Urdu
pronunciation) movements were very pronounced in colonial India and the
immorality of dancing was framed most explicitly in both Christian and Hindu terms
(Morcon 2013: 146-147).
One might wonder how Baloch listening publics and—especially—politically
driven intellectuals have been able to countenance emblems of north Indian urban
culture such as the sung ghazal while they struggle so hard not to buckle under the
weight of the cultural and pedagogical impositions120 from Urdu/Punjabi-centric
Pakistani governance. The answer clearly lies in the association of these poetic
idioms with an era of anti-imperialist poetic and literary voices.121 Another reason is
probably a growing, more gradual and organic familiarity with South Asian popular
culture and language, including films and popular music. The latter reason is
lamented but apparently unstoppable while the former is celebrated.
Pakistan is viewed on one hand as imposing an Urdu literacy and cultural
orientation on Baloch but on the other hand as actively depriving Baloch of any
education at all. One Baloch friend in Muscat maintains that his cousin, a school
teacher by trade, lives in Islamabad and collects a regular paycheck for teaching at a
school in Balochistan she has never been to and of which she knows nothing. Merely
she is paid to account for the education of children the government does not wish to
be educated. This case is known to me entirely through hearsay, but very much
conforms to the popular perception, which is difficult to confirm or deny when
circumstances for investigating the reality are quite hostile.
121 This relationship is entirely different in Iran.
120
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As Baloch in Pakistan continue to struggle against their forcible
incorporation into Pakistan, Urdu literary movements have become very important
as role models and sources of inspiration for politically motivated poets and literary
societies among Baloch today. As Raza Mir writes, "The Progressive Writers'
Association, which was formed in 1936, became the conduit through which a variety
of poets expressed ideas that challenged the socio-cultural status quo and provided
the real possibility of taking the freedom movement in the subcontinent in the
direction of social justice." (Mir 2014: 11) Baloch writers and poets such as Gul
Khan Nasir have simultaneously internalized the language and formal proclivities of
these schools of Urdu revolutionary poetry while remaining dedicated to promoting
an appreciation of and engagement with the vast body of primarily oral Baloch
literature that has accumulated over centuries.
During the second half of the twentieth century, singers of increasingly
modern idioms, more concentrated on amorous proclamations than political
resistance, evolved the contours of Baloch popular music in tandem with regional
and global contemporaries. Nur Mohammad Nural, now based in Karachi, was
instrumental in popularizing a Baloch ghazal style. He is notable here for having
been based in Oman and UAE (Sharjah) for a time in the 1980s and for singing Mulla
Fazel's aforementioned poem that narrates an itinerary passing from one port town
to another along the coast of Oman from Batinah (Suwayq, Sohar, Musna', Barka) to
Matrah and finally Muscat, praising Barka's high facades and ramparts (Berkā a mārī
u hasār burzīn), Matrah's bazaars laden with ancient treasures (pīrākīn ganjīn
Matrahey bāzār), peaceful nights in Musanna' (Yak shapī ārām it Musnā' int), the
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potable water in Suwaiq's lush flowery gardens (Āp kan che golzarin Suwaiq
bāghīn), and finally Muscat's military forts (kūt sepāhānī) and beautiful, widely
renowned sloping landscape (Mashkat e washīn zīd setāhānī). This poem is often
referred to today as Mulla Fazel's "Muscat poem" (Mashkatī Shēr).122
Raza Mir (12-13) finds that the partition of 1947 "was a catastrophic
moment" for Urdu literature that "divided a poetic fraternity, and produced
different tensions on both sides of the border." He maintains that while Urdu
expressive idioms resurfaced, recontextualized within the film industry, poets in
Pakistan "faced persecution by the elite class for advocating social change and
wealth distribution." If partition then had a dampening effect on the vigor of Urdu
poetry as an instrument for social and political mobilization, Baloch were plenty
mobilized by their post-partition prospects and adopted the tenor of Urdu poets
such as Josh Mahilabadi, who wrote before the partition, cited again in Raza Mir
(11):
Kaam hai mera taghayyur, nam mera hai shabaab
Mera naara inquilaab-o inquilaab-o inquilaab
My name is youth, and upheaval is my mission
My slogan: Revolution. Revolution. Revolution.
It would be difficult to disentangle Baloch poetic modernism from Urdu, Bengali,
and other South Asian literary movements that have signified ruptures with the
poetic vernaculars of the Mughal, Dehlavi, and Deccan courts in favor of an antiimperialist intellectual humanism. The poets of these movements are known for
bending entrenched formal conventions to their expressive needs and comingling
122

This poem is shared on the Baloch literary site Baask.
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with various literary milieus around the globe. For Baloch poets joining this stream,
however, the point of departure is a complex literary heritage quite distinct from
either Persian or Urdu poetic movements.
While the formal characteristics of modern literary style are evoked simply
by the use of the term nōkīn, "new," especially pertinent here are the terms kōmī
(nationalist) and inqilabī (revolutionary), as these designate modern and often
completely contemporary oeuvres devoted to advocating for Baloch independence
and human rights. While contemporary Baloch poets are often more absorbed with
other—more abstract, personal, and formal—dimensions of poetry that stray from
encapsulating political convictions and provoking patriotic fervor, a significant
portion of Baloch poets are actively plugged into a literary community of
transregional or even global123 proportions that serves in large part as a political
forum.
In the production of both explicitly political and more aesthetically weighted,
philosophically probing poetry, the relationship of place to poetic voice, to
prominent themes and images, and to the personhood of the poet is important.
Poetic movements that sprang up in colonial India sought to embody and promote
perspectives and worldviews from the localized social milieus in which they were
composed. Communities of poets came to collectively articulate a sense of urban
identity or regional character that served locally to bolster overarching nationalist
claims.

Taking into account prominent Baloch poets and filmmakers who live in Sweden
and Germany.
123
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Rosinka Chaudhuri (2013: 57-58), writing on mid-nineteenth-century
Bengali literary life, emphasizes the contributions of Iswarchandra Gupta as an
anthologist of his contemporary Bengali poets who might otherwise have fallen
rapidly into obscurity. In Chaudhuri's view (ibid., 58), Iswar Gupta was "working as
a historian, actively involved in the construction of an archive that would be
constitutive to modern public life, a citizen poet compiling information of value to all
citizens of a putative nation that had not yet been imagined into political being."
Meanwhile, as Zuzanna Olszewska has argued in her work on poetry circles
among Hazara Afghan refugees in Iran (2015), poets and writers in exile often
translate their marginalization into a source of connectivity and poetic expression.
Baloch in the GCC states aren't marginalized, stigmatized, or exploited the way
Afghans often are in Iran, but in both cases an extraterritorial environment seems to
inspire literary activity. For Afghans in Iran, the ubiquitous promotion in Iran of
poetry as a driving force behind literacy, ethical and spiritual reflection, and creative
practice may well serve as a positive incentive to cultivate forums for the exchange
of poetry. For Baloch, the relative stability and affluence of the peninsular towns and
cities facilitate literary interaction and social congregation. Unlike with Iranian
writers and intellectuals living in London, New York, and Paris, or Kurdish activist
musicians living in Berlin or Stockholm, such activity does not occur in
geographically remote exile.
In Iran, a negative incentive for Afghans to engage in poetry and literary
reflection would be the socioeconomic conditions into which they are corralled,
coupled with Afghanistan's national and localized crises, building pressures and
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anxieties that fuel the need for self-expression as an emotional outlet. Gulf-based
Baloch must manage a driving emotional response to the turmoil and struggles that
grip Balochistan in environments that place a low premium on intellectual life. To be
sure, the Arab Gulf states house high profile cultural institutions and active
communities of non-Baloch poets and writers, but in my observation, there is no
parallel—in terms of regularity or level of community engagement—to the Baloch
mushaira (poetry salon) or mehfil (festive social gathering to which music and
poetry are commonly central) among Gulf Arabs or even among resident non-Baloch
South Asians.
In each case, the positive and negative motivating stimuli must be considered
together to grasp the complexity of these situations. Olszewska (82) writes of
Afghan intellectuals in Iran,
If all refugees feel the ambivalence of the long-term exile, who has lost
his mooring in his home country but has gained just a precarious
foothold in his host country, intellectuals also experience the tension
of constantly mediating between diverse sets of cultural values and
social circles in their contradictory class position, poor in economic
capital but cultivating higher levels of cultural capital.
Baloch in Muscat, Dubai, or Bahrain are not regarded as refugees. Many enjoy
the benefit of maintaining a firm and secure place in both Balochistan (via express
kinship, cultural, and socioeconomic ties to the mulk) and the country of recent
citizenship. With the future of the rāj ("nation") in peril and with a lack of concern
for or even awareness of the ongoing struggle in Balochistan among non-Baloch
fellow Gulf citizens, the horizons are often bleak.

7.6 Komi shēr and Inqilabi shēr
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Faqir Shad, describing the position of Baloch classical poetry alongside other oral
and literary traditions of adjacent regions, points out the extent to which Indian and
Greek epic poetry is concerned with mythology and legend. By contrast, Baloch
poetry, he maintains, is based entirely upon human histories and upon fact. While
the subject matter of Baloch epic poetry varies, he finds that it falls most
prominently into two domains of equal importance: love and war (interview,
Muharraq, February 2, 2016). As unlike these epic narratives as contemporary
poems tend to be, they essentially follow this same thematic bifurcation. But instead
of focusing on narratives of war, poets tend to assess the present in terms of
nationalist and revolutionary sentiment, alluding to actual events and figures—
heroic or villainous.
We concluded the preceding chapter with an example of a traditional genre
of poetry that nonetheless was a completely contemporary revolutionary-themed
text—a succession of pointed grievances directed at Pakistan as an occupying force
whose aim is to break the spirit of the defiant Baloch. Let us take a couple of
examples of nationalist (komi) or revolutionary (inqilabi) poetry. In his book Yāgī
["Rebel"], which is banned in Pakistan, Muscat-based Major Majid is explicit in his
support for the freedom fighters (sarmacharān):
Salām sarmachārān manī bēl o yārān
Tō sar sar janānī mān kuh o telārān
[...]
Manī sāha manī jān ant
Mai rāj e 'azat o shān ant
All hail to the freedom fighters!
My friends and comrades
Roaming the mountains and crags
[...]
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You are my heart and soul.
Glory and pride of our homeland. (CFB)
These lines exemplify the direct, defiant tone of komī shēr or inqilabī shēr—both
terms would apply equally, with inqilabi pointing to the degree of explicit
valorization of the sarmacharān. It is also the fairly straightforward articulation of
such sentiments that has gained Major Majid admiration and respect as an advocate
for Baloch in their struggle.

Fig. 7.2, book of inqilabi shēr, illegally published in Iran, in small letters,
"Beloved of the homeland, the sarmachār,' in large letters, "sarmachār."
photo: Kuwait, 2015

Often poets engage very explicitly with the idioms and imagery of "classical" Baloch
poetry. One poet, having run afoul of the Iranian government for the anonymously
authored collection, Sarmachār (Freedom fighter), published in Iran by the jombeş-e
mujāhedīn-e Balōçistān-e Īrān (the Iranian Balochistan Mujahedin Movement) in
1369/1991, writes and circulates poetry from his exile in the Gulf, without
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publishing it in print. This poem, from a binder in which he collects his work, follows
a common formula of address and imagery:
Biya kapūt chāhī māhguley ahwālān be gūsh
Neshtegey tu gon delbar a hūr u kesh mān kesh
Kaptag ūn dūr talwas ān man pah delparī
Dūrī a dūstey zindagī kurtag sak na wash
Come o pigeon and bring me the news of my beloved (lit. moonblossom)
You always sit and flirt with her
Stuck far away from her I am in utter distress
Her absence has made life barren of happiness (CFB)
We may compare it with the opening of a poem attributed by some to Mulla
Kamalan's son Murad and by others to Hassan Zargirig (Faqir Shad 2016: 858):
Biyā kapūt sabzīn 'ārābī barr e
Tō manī mulkey bagchehān sharr ēy
Washgushān kūkū'ān kan ey tarr ēy
Sotkag o āzārīn dil a derr ēy
Come o green pigeon of the Arabian wilderness
The gardens of my motherland suit you
With your melodious cooing and song
You rend my smoldering, tormented heart asunder.
(ibid. 854, CFB)
or from an example of a sōt based on a recurring five line pattern given by Faqir
Shad in his collection Durj (2003: 116):
Biyā manī bāley kapūdar
washīn kūkū'ān bekan
Dil mani sutkag kabābīn
Che dilbarey bāzīn ghamān
Dilbar mana jost na kantīn
Come o my flying pigeon
Coo sweetly
My heart is burned and charred
By love's leaping flames
Didn't my beloved ask after me? (CFB)
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Fig. 7.3, Raaj Pahaz, holding picture of Dr. Durra. Kuwait, 2015
Raj Pahaz, a close relative of Raji Baloch, demonstrated three ways in which this
poem (the first of the three above) might be recited, one after the fashion of a poets'
gathering (mushaira), one in a Pahlavani sung melodic style, and finally one in the
nalsur idiom. Where the earlier example (by Major Majid) displayed brazen political
statements as its central thrust, this example is nationalistic (kōmī) in its close
adherence to Baloch rhetorical idioms, in its orienting of familiar poetic themes of
distance and longing to feelings for the homeland from exile, and in the fact that it is
contextualized by its custodians within multiple forums and performance styles that
represent facets of Baloch cultural expression.
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Fig. 7.4, Visiting Makrani musicians singing kōmī shēr, Muscat, 2015
At private gatherings blessed by the presence of singers where political poetry is
desired, the aim of both the poetic text and the performance is to incite an
externalization of patriotic or revolutionary sentiment among those present. Poems
then do not always serve as self contained objects of reverence but lead to climactic
swells where slogans enter the musical stream. On one occasion, I was invited to an
apartment in the Wadi Kabir section of Muscat south of the old city and a young
singer visiting from Makran played harmonium and sang a succession of songs
accompanied by veteran Baloch tabla player Jamil Magsi, originally from Jiwani in
Makran but long based in Karachi, who was also visiting. Poem after poem was sung,
and where the excitement in the room rose to a fever pitch, Jamil Magsi would drive
it higher by slowly assuming a crouching position and hopping up and down while
playing the tablas with greater force and intensity. The singer, for his part, segued in
some cases to political slogans like "zinda bād poley Balochistan" (long live dear
Balochistan), "Balōchān zinda bād" (long live the Baloch), and "zinda bād ey dilam"
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(long live my heart's beloved). Each proclamation (with some further interjections
condemning Pakistan) brought cheering, whooping, and victory hand signs held
aloft by joyously dancing arms.
7.7 Aesthetic Contours in the Contemporary Presentation of Baloch Poetry
Often from the lōdī/dōmb social caste of hereditary artisans and musicians, singers
and instrumentalists who are hired for such occasions are obliged on multiple levels
to play what people want to hear. One extremely popular singer of lōdī background
visiting from Makran told me of having had a gun pulled on him at a gathering in
Balochistan when he declined a request. The only reason he had declined the
request was that the host—and hence his patron—had already been clear as to what
was to be the content and sequence of his performance. In another case, an
emerging singer appeared in Muscat on a sponsored visit. He was being groomed as
a rising talent through words of encouragement, invitations to perform, and
contributions to the production of his audio recordings and video clips. It transpired
however that there was an urgent reason for this particular residency as the ISI
were asking for him in Balochistan after he had accepted an invitation to perform at
a musical party that he did not realize would be held at a freedom fighters'
encampment. While resident in Muscat, he would be invited to sing at informal
gatherings such as the one mentioned in the preceding section.
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Fig. 7.5, attendees at Baloch wedding concert (mehfil), Muscat, 2015
Today, a reverence for "traditional"—or "classical"—Baloch artists, living and dead,
continues to ascribe an idealized authentic Baloch culture a position above all that is
modern, cosmopolitan, and adapting in real time to current circumstances. At the
same time, younger musicians have claimed a significant and often greater degree of
fame and preference within structures of patronage and broader listening practices.
In the GCC states, whether in Muscat or Doha, personal listening practices
represent a more consistent presence in the lives of individuals than do concerts,
weddings, or other cultural events marked by musical performance. This is
extremely important for our understanding of the role of music in the lives of
individuals and equally so for understanding patronage patterns as comprising
considerable efforts on the part of certain individuals to influence the listening
practices of an indeterminate range of publics with specific underlying motivations
behind these efforts.
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Listening practices, as we understand them today, depend on recorded media
with which individuals can engage at will. In Muscat, Dubai, Doha, and throughout
the coastal Eastern Arabian Peninsula, the climate and layout of cities and towns
ensure that driving is a central part of daily life for all but the most impoverished
residents of a given locale. With long distances and often heavy traffic due to
absolutely everybody seeming to be out on the road at key times, people spend
significant portions of their lives sitting in air conditioned vehicles. These long
stretches, for many Baloch, are prime times for musical audition. Accordingly, the
visual experience of these cities and towns—their lay outs, architecture, landmarks,
and natural settings—are reliably furnished, day and night, with a modern Baloch
soundtrack, the latest batch of mp3s from Arif, Shajan, Asem, or Wahab.
The car—or most typically all-wheel drive Land Rover—serves as a
convenience station at outdoor gatherings, providing power, light, and sound for
listening to music, barbequing, and keeping phones charged, as well as housing
necessary equipment, amenities, and provisions. For those with the means,
maintaining a motorized fishing boat at one of the marinas is very popular. These
boats are used to actively fish, to anchor off shore and relax or to access hors—
sandy inlets along the coastline that are often inaccessible by road. Again the sound
systems of these vessels are used to enable a constant soundtrack of Baloch music—
from the latest studio recorded releases to vintage or informal recordings of folk
music, sometimes leading to playful airwave battles with other boats carrying
Omanis or "expats," which typically exude a party atmosphere dominated by
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American and British contemporary pop hits, like Pharrell and Robin Thicke at the
time of research.
Earlier, in Makran, professionally performed music as public or private
entertainment principally fell into the categories of shēr and sōt. Sōt, as a genre
described by both Faqir Shad (2003) and Sabir Badalkhan (2002), has specific
formal connotations characterized by a "fixed refrain" and verses sung by a soloist
(often a professional sōtī) with a chorus responding. There is little to no overlap
between these features and those of contemporary popular Baloch songs.
Nonetheless, the sōtī and the sōt repertoire are the closest antecedents to the
professional modern Baloch singers based in the Makran who are so enthusiastically
championed by patrons in the Gulf.
At the time of my research, Arif Baloch and Shahjan Dawoodi were the two
most popular contemporary Baloch singers. Each was producing a steady stream of
new recordings and they were present in Muscat during most of my 2015 residence
in Oman. I attended three performances that they gave, the first an extremely
informal gathering in a wadi, the others large wedding-related concerts attended by
men in Maabela and Wadi Hattat respectively.
Arif Baloch emerged on the scene in 1993, having learned ghazal style and to
accompany himself on harmonium from Abdul Sattar. Earlier, he had sung in public
for the first time at the inauguration of the Baloch Student Organization in Quetta in
the mid-1980s. The Baloch Student Organization played an important role in
promoting a number of singers, including Nur Mohammad Nural. Arif initially
received support from an enthusiastic patron, Rahmatollah Shawaz, and with his
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encouragement released his first, homemade cassette with a Pathan shopowner as
the initial vendor. Arif became a popular wedding singer, often teaming up with
older, more established musicians, in particular Nurkhan Bizenjo (1971-2003), until
the latter's sudden death.124 Today he frequently tours with the younger Shajan
Dawoodi.
At a wedding in Maabela, Muscat, Shajan Dawoodi—alternating singing
duties at this performance with Arif Baloch and accompanied on benjū by Mamadali
Mamadasni—employed a melody that could be correlated to rāg ramkali but which
more directly recalled a famous song recorded by Reshma (1947-2013), "Hai o
rabba nahion lagda dil mera," written by Punjabi poet Manzoor Husein Jhalla.125
According to her obituary in the periodical Dawn,126 Reshma moved with her family
from Rajasthan to Karachi after the partition of India and she cultivated her singing
practice at shrines such as that of Lal Shahbaz Qalandar in Sehwan, Sindh, before
being "discovered" and enticed into the commercial music limelight. In an interview
with Shemeem Burney Abbas (2002: 27-29), Reshma describes music as a
hereditary vocation within the environment of her upbringing, owing to her family's
caste, much as with Lodis in Balochistan. Her repertoire was poised to impact the
style of modern Baloch singers both as part of the national popular music canon of
urban Pakistan and as belonging to Karachi and the Qalandari shrine culture that
According to friends, the probable circumstances of this musician's death and the
fact that no official explanation has ever been provided both attest to the
lawlessness and disarray of Balochistan, but I will not repeat any of their
conjectures here.
125 http://www.dareechah.com/modern_punjabi_poetry/manzoor_jhalla_songs
124

126

https://www.dawn.com/news/1053832/legendary-folk-singer-reshma-dies
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exercises a heavy draw on Baloch communities. Another of Reshma's songs that has
been embraced by Baloch performers is her popular song "Dam a Dam Mast
Qalandar," which is explicitly built around a Qalandari chant, one around which
Qalandari dammāl drumming and dance are structured (Wolf 2006:255).127 Baloch
wedding bands often perform this song as a frenzied dammāl-style event within a
raucous celebration. I have even heard it done in a pseudo-"Gypsy" flamenco vein.
If Qalandari dammāl is considered by Richard Wolf and others to be
structured around this formula, I have also observed that it is possible to locate this
formula in diverse contexts, which suggest to me that being able to hear it reveals
the agency and spiritual orientation of the auditor. In one case, the late Iltaf
Baloch—a singer and benjū player resident in Bahrain when I met him—
synchronically vocalized for me the "damā dam mast Qalandar" pattern he heard
embedded in the Indian Club's raucous drumming performance at the All For
Bahrain festival.
So-called shrine culture, distributed widely across Pakistan's Punjab and
Sindh provinces—Lahore, Multan, Sehwan, Pakpattan, Bhit Shah—is intertwined
with a blanket Pakistani identity and its idioms are sources for popular culture
production. Popular radio and Lollywood128 singers very often have musical
backgrounds in religious shrine visitation, whether they surface singing in Sindhi,
Saraiki, Punjabi, Baloch, or the local languages of itinerant hereditary musicians
such as Marwari (Abbas 2002: 28-29, 55). At the same time, the culture of shrine
Frembgen's (2011: 72) informants specify multiple bols (formulaic utterances)
that can be heard in the same dammāl rhythms: "Qalandar pāk;" "dam mast
Qalandar;" "La ilaha illa Allah;" "'Ali 'Ali 'Ali Haqq;" and "yā pāk yā pāk."
128 Lahore-based Pakistani answer to Bollywood.
127
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visitation is one of resistance to the political and economic core of the country and
its social norms. Male participation in shrine culture, while deeply pious from one
standpoint, generally entails rejecting norms of social decorum and a practical,
socially integrated lifestyle. Habitual male visitors to shrines, and especially those
who reside at shrines for long periods, are outsiders to the mainstream of regional
communal life. The vast majority of habitual visitors to shrines are women—poor,
young, married, unemployed (Charan, Wang, and Yao 2018: 1080)—and are not
aberrations to their communities but manifestations of a cohesive culture binding
women of low socioeconomic standing from diverse regional and ethnic affiliations
together. However, core participants in shrine-based devotional singing and
drumming belong to marginalized, hereditary, itinerant communities such as the
loṭevālī and the chalevālī (Abbas 27) and the Manganhars (Abbas 39).
7.8 Offshore Baloch Communities and Their Geopolitical Agency
Cameron Hu, following architect Rem Koolhaas, writes of Dubai as a "generic" city,
liberated from the "'straitjacket' of identity and history" (2015: 158). There is an
extent to which the characterless Gulf cityscape is malleable, enabling Baloch
communities, especially their literary figures and activists, to help reconstitute a
Baloch territory whose spatial dimensions are increasingly delineated through
arteries of human interaction rather than physical boundaries.
We closed the preceding chapter with an account of a Gulf Baloch woman
who had traveled to Balochistan and had been motivated to provoke an
intensification of political expression in an enclosed space. She did so with full
knowledge that whatever took place there would reverberate well beyond the
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intimate confines of that private women's wedding gathering. The form that political
expression took in that case relied upon a traditional, folkloric idiom. But the texts
themselves were the product of the original poetic practice of women present.
Political poetry written by Baloch poets who are Gulf citizens has enormous
resonance in Balochistan. The late Abdelmajid Gwadari and the still active Major
Majid—both Omani Baloch poets with histories in the Omani armed forces—are
widely read in Balochistan. Bookstores have been closed down in Quetta for selling
the books of Major Majid. Baloch Culture Day, which takes place on March 2, is
celebrated in Bahrain, UAE, and Oman, more covertly in the latter two countries. In
2015, the American Embassy in Islamabad hosted a Baloch Culture Day celebration
featuring Baloch folk singers, prompting a tizzy of speculation as to what shifts in US
policy might be underway.
Centers of Kurdish intellectual culture production and urban bases for
Kurdish voices of political dissent have long been concentrated in Western and
Northern Europe (Germany, France, Belgium, Netherlands, Switzerland,
Scandinavia). Likewise, Manama/Muharraq, the greater Dubai metro area, al'Ain/Buraimi, and Muscat have emerged as key sites where the relationship
between Baloch cultural identity and Baloch political thought and territorial
demands is framed through print and other media as well as through patterns of
assembly. This parallel is striking on several levels. Germany in particular became a
major center for migration from Anatolia through its policy of accepting Turkish
guest workers (Gastarbeiter), many of whom settled permanently as long-term
residents, their descendants becoming citizens (Østergaard-Nielsen 2003: 3, 34-5).
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This continual flow may be touted as evidence of a spirit of cooperation and mutual
interest binding Germany to Turkey, but it has also led to tensions. Turkey is never
happy at the freedom with which Kurdish political organizations operate in
Germany, which is far from beholden to whatever demands Turkey might set forth
(ibid., 118-19). Only recently has Turkey found ways of imposing its will on
European countries through its own power over the flow of masses of asylum
seekers passing through Turkey in hopes of reaching Europe, particularly from
Syria, Afghanistan, and Iran.
As mentioned in the opening chapter, the guest laborer system (kafala) as
found throughout the Arabian Peninsula (with the exception of Yemen) applies
quite differently to Baloch than it does to non-Baloch workers from South and
Southeast Asia, East Africa, and the Arab world. One important difference lies in
Baloch temporary laborers often being sponsored by Baloch kafeels—those who
request and obtain residency permits for foreign workers (Ahmad 2017: 13).
Another is the range of paths to citizenship offered Baloch over time, which
reinforces the parallels between Baloch in the Gulf States and Kurds in Northern and
Western European countries. Germany has been put in a position to publically
clarify its position on the rights of its Kurdish and Turkish citizens to their political
stances and affiliations in response to demands made by the Turkish government
(Østergaard-Nielsen 100-106), while Oman, UAE, and Bahrain have never, to my
knowledge, explicitly addressed—in official declarations or in the media—any
complaints from Iran or Pakistan regarding Baloch political activities in the Gulf.
There is a real danger nonetheless, that if one is identified as a political dissident or
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troubemaker, one might be deported. Currently, the UAE looks to the Comoros
Islands as a nation that will absorb its undesirables (Lori 2019: 211-12).
7.9 Transnationalism, Anthems, and Political-Poetic Expression
Oman, the UAE, and Bahrain have, in different circumstances, granted citizenship to
large numbers of Baloch, but oftentimes Baloch living in the GCC states are legally
identified as citizens of the country indicated on their passport. One Baloch poet
living in Kuwait, for instance, fears being deported back to Iran at any moment,
feeling at the mercy of any sudden change in the prevailing winds of regional
politics. He has lived in Kuwait since shortly after the Iranian Revolution and as a
Baloch nationalist has been outspoken against the current Iranian regime. At the
same time, he is received as an Iranian in Kuwait and when he seeks to travel to
other countries, such as Saudi Arabia, where Iranian citizenship can be a problem.
He is a fluent speaker of Kuwaiti Arabic and habitually wears Kuwaiti dress and
observes Kuwaiti etiquette, while equally in the habit of wearing Baloch national
dress and upholding Baloch social customs, all depending on his immediate sphere
of interaction. In Oman, where most Baloch are in fact citizens and non-citizen
Baloch are normally temporary residents directly sponsored by Omani Baloch
citizens, the fluidity between a perceptibly Omani and an unmistakably Baloch
cultural and social facade is striking.
There are two interrelated reasons that Baloch cultural and literary
organizations have to keep a low profile in Oman. First, Oman's national identity, as
advocated by the state, is one of unified, Arabic-speaking, shared Omani heritage
and identity, Muslim without specified maslak, Arabophone Omani without specified
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geocultural lineage. It is understood that Omanis may be Jebeli, Bedouin, Ibadi,
Baloch, Swahili, or Lawati in their cultural orientation, but they should comport
themselves as one nation, without conspicuous subsets. The other reason for this
policy lies with the relations maintained by Oman with diverse neighbors who
themselves are often in conflict, leaving very little taste among the Omani
authorities for intrigue and drama, especially with the recent memory of the midtwentieth-century Jebel Akhdar and Dhofar uprisings.
The Pakistani government routinely cautions Oman about reports of
expressions of Baloch nationalism at social gatherings. One incident was recounted
to me as follows: Pakistan complained, based on informant accounts of a large scale
wedding party, that Baloch in Oman were singing their own national anthem.
Indeed, I myself have observed that at Baloch weddings in transnational̦ Baloch
milieus, the poem Choke Balochani (the unofficial anthem of Balochistan—one of a
few contenders anyway, written by the late Abdulmajid Gwadari, who resided in
Muscat until his recent passing) is routinely sung:
Ma choke Balochani
Ma choke Balochani
Me tursa zamin larzit
Me bema Kalat jaksant
We are the children of the Baloch
We are the children of the Baloch
The earth trembles with fear of us
The fort is shaking in dread of us (CYB)
Everyone in attendance, seated on the floor listening to the singers, will rise at that
point. In the instance that was related to me, the wedding hosts were summoned
before the Omani authorities and questioned: is it true that you are hosting events
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where people are singing a foreign national anthem? Fortunately they were able to
argue convincingly that what was happening was that people were dancing to a
song, rather than rising for a national anthem because all who had been present
were able to truthfully testify that there were drunken individuals dancing around
at that point. "Thank God for those two drunk guys," a friend said to me.
This same anthem is the centerpiece of a now annual performance of the
Baloch Club of Bahrain at a festival showcasing the diversity (and loyalty) of
resident cultural groups, mainly from across Africa and Asia. The festival, held in
April, was inspired by a short film by Bahrain Baloch filmmaker Jan Baloch bearing
the same title: "Bahrain for All, All for Bahrain." The film, only about two minutes
long, comes across as a heavy-handed and strategically sycophantic paean to
Bahrain as an alleged wonder of social harmony.
In 2017, I attended the festival, which was held in the Prince Khalifa bin
Salman Park that is located on the causeway between Manama and Muharreq. The
walkways were lined with stalls, primarily showcasing cultural materials curated by
the various clubs around which the festival is organized, allowing the visitor to
handle an Ethiopian krar (lyre) or leaf through books of Baloch poetry and sample
dates from Balochistan.
The stalls of the clubs became launching posts for vibrant ground level
performances of celebratory music and dance, from Moroccan chaabi dance parties
to Indian festival drumming and dance to Ethiopian Orthodox processions. On a
patch of green near the Baloch Club stalls, dō chapī was danced by men in costume
to recordings played from a sound system with a mixer and PA set up at the edge of
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the green. The recordings are of sūrnāi and dohōl and at the center of the green is a
pole with a Bahraini flag and a lighted sign reading "Welcome Baloch Club." As I
stood filming the dance, a lanky teenage boy leaned in towards me and asked why I

Fig. 7.6, Baloch Club area at the "Bahrain For All" Festival, 2017
didn't replace the Bahraini flag with a Baloch flag. I said I didn't have one, and he
wanted to know why I didn't carry one in my pocket. One of the Baloch Club
members told the kid to stop with this at once, to which the kid replied that my
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friend was crazy (ganok). In reality, the Baloch Club members find such behavior to
be severely unbalanced because it threatens the very existence of the club, whose
continued operation depends on being perceived as diplomatic and deferential.
When the time came for the Baloch Club's fifteen minute time slot on the
main stage, scheduled to be the final performance of the day, at about 10:30 pm, the
Baloch all gathered, with those prepared to take the stage in traditional dress and
carrying Bahraini flags. Every other group—Sudanese, Moroccan, Palestianian,
Jordanian—brandished their own national flags. Here was the visual equivalent of a
deafening silence, as everything about the presentation of the Baloch Club—the
dress, the music, the movements—announced a pronounced and distinctive national
culture that could hardly be taken for anything Peninsular Arab.
The Pakistan Club was on stage just prior to the Baloch Club and among their
performances was a bit of song and pageantry highlighting the different regional
cultures of Pakistan, including, naturally the Baloch. Several people pointed out to
me that the Baloch costumes were worn by Sindhi youths. It is hard to imagine any
Baloch opting to participate in the Pakistan Club's performance over that of the
Baloch Club. Dual membership does not appear to be an option.
The Pakistan performance ran over, with the mounting impatience of the
Baloch Club members growing ever more palpable. The members marched onto the
stage with the audience divided into two factions, one yelling "Balochistan zinda
bad" and "Pakistan morde bad" (long live Balochistan and Death to Pakistan) and the
other yelling "Pakistan zinda bad" (Long live Pakistan) with Pakistani flags waving.
A few Baloch youths produced Baloch flags, forbidden at this event, leading to a
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tense meeting at the Baloch club the following day in anticipation of possible
repercussions.
As the Baloch club members took their place on stage, Bahraini police fanned
out across in front of the stage, ready to intercede in any commotion that might
erupt within the audience. On stage, a teenage girl in gorgeous Baloch dress and
jewelry came forward and sang Abdelmajid Gwadari's Chokin Balochani with a
recorded backing track. A number of equally handsomely attired smaller children
sang the chorus, while everyone else on stage remained frozen, Bahraini flags held
aloft.
After the song had finished, another do chapi was performed and the night
was over, except that in a bid to distract the audience and prevent a fracas as the
crowds dispersed, nationalist sentiments running high, the Indian club were called
upon to do a five minute encore of their festival drumming.
The following day a Baloch friend, a former computer hacker/scam artist
turned security agent, told me how—fresh out of his martial training—he attended
the same festival three years ago and got into a brawl with young Pakistan club
members who sought to assault the Baloch Club members. He said he put several
into the hospital.
The sense of confrontation I witnessed and these more intense
confrontations that were related to me struck me as less of an extension of the
conflict taking place in Balochistan and as more of a tug of war over space for social
and cultural representation within the context of Bahrain, where Baloch are denied
the use of their own flag but nonetheless maintain a high visibility deeply
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threatening to Pakistani nationalists. This visibility is tied to relations between
Baloch and the state mechanisms of the Kingdom of Bahrain. Yet, it is entirely
unclear where the Baloch implicated in those relations place themselves
ideologically in light of the demands of Bahrain's severely repressed Shi'i majority
population, apart from a widely held belief that restive Shi'i citizens act in some
respects as proxies for the Iranian government's desire to wrest Bahrain away from
Saudi Arabia's sphere of influence. Nonetheless, the Baloch community acutely
present in Bahrain—and often deeply entangled in its security mechanisms—
seemed to me mentally, emotionally, verbally focused on Balochistan, and I continue
to observe this unidirectional outlook in social media forums. The poets,
filmmakers, archivists, and rappers who spearhead Baloch cultural life in
Manama/Muharraq are mainly concerned in their work with Balochistan, Baloch
heritage, and the Baloch struggle.
Anthony Giddens writes that "The advent of modernity increasingly tears
space away from place by fostering relations between 'absent' others, locationally
distant from any situation of face-to-face interaction," closely linking modernity as a
concept to a process through which "place becomes increasingly phantasmagoric:
that is to say, locales are thoroughly penetrated by and shaped in terms of social
influence quite distant from them" (1990, 18-19, cited in Rodman 2003: 211). The
two studio producers mentioned early in this chapter, Halim and Mamadasni,
respectively citizens of Qatar and Iran, are perfect examples of a diffusion of key
actors whose spheres of operation overarch and overcome the potential obstacles
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posed by trans-Gulf political dynamics. They belong to intensely interactive
transurban spheres of Baloch culture production.
In the following chapter, we will isolate the repertoire of the benjū as an
emergent idiom in Baloch folk and popular music and as a vessel for Baloch
transurban musical modernity emanating first and foremost from the Baloch
communities of Pakistan's largest metropolis, Karachi, and now long established in
contemporary pan-Makrani musical vernaculars cultivated in urban centers of
Makran and the Gulf.
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Chapter Eight: Innovations, Orthodoxies, and Transurbanism—The Case of the
Benjū
The social role of music among Baloch in the cities of the Arab Gulf States is
predicated on the practical requirement that performers be available for informal
performance in a variety of settings in which an atmosphere of intimacy is nearly
always desired. The rare musicians who are considered true, learned masters of
authenticated traditions are coveted during their infrequent sojourns, but the
revolving cast of more readily available modern singers and instrumentalists are
prized in another respect—for their consistent and reliable presence. As resident
artists, they are shown appreciation and respect.
Bridging these domains is the instrumental repertoire of the benjū, a keyed
zither whose distinctive timbre and complex textures have become an exalted sonic
presence in contemporary Baloch culture alongside the voices of the surōz and the
dōnelī. The keys control a fretting mechanism that regulates the pitch produced on
the string (or pair of strings tuned in unison) called the zubān ("tongue," essentially
meaning human voice). On either side of the zubān are sets of open (unfrettable129)
strings tuned in fifths. These are called tambūrag, after the long-necked lute that
characteristically provides a rhythmic drone for a range of Baloch musical settings.

To avoid confusion, I should state here that the strings on the benjū that are
identified with the tambūrag as they are used to provide a rhythmic drone
strumming patterns, are mechanically impossible to fret with the keys of the benjū,
which creates a sharp distinction with a substantial portion of the rhythmic drones
played on the tambūrag itself and which incorporate fretted notes into these
patterns, as mentioned on the next page.
129
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The player may simply pluck the zubān with a plectrum, producing heavily
ornamented melodies. But the playing of the benjū in Baloch contexts usually relies
on the skilled use of strumming patterns in conjunction with the articulation of the
melody. Part of this approach to playing involves fretting the zubān with keys
independently of the panjag. A single strum across the zubān can usually sustain
three or four subsequent notes that are keyed without strumming.
The benjū narrows the range of possible stroke sounds to back and forth
strums, so that strumming patterns are essentially determined by the grouping of
attacks and the intervals separating them, and strong and weak accents produced by
the vigor with which the right hand, holding a plectrum, strums them. The tambūrag
itself, while conveying the effect of a rhythmic drone produced by strumming open
strings, actually depends on far more complicated patterns than sequences of evenly
or unevenly spaced up and down stroke combinations, as there are fretting patterns
in play, typically offering the following three possible soundings of the strings of the
tambūrag: open strings a fourth apart (e.g. EA), both strings sounded in unison by
fretting the bottom string at the appropriate point (e.g. AA), and finally a dissonant
minor second apart by fretting the bottom string (e.g. G#A).
A relatively recent innovation, the benjū requires far less extensive training
than the surōz, enabling lay amateur musicians to produce sonorous strains and
rousing strumming patterns.130 Despite clear indications of non-Baloch origins, the
benjū has been employed to extend the aura of Baloch folk music into modern
This statement is not entirely consistent with the view of Rasoolbaksh Farid, who
maintains that the benjū is more difficult to master than the surōz (he plays both
although the benjū is really his instrument). My sense taking this into account is that
130
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Fig. 8.1, benjū player Faqirbaksh, seated, Kuwait City, 2016
musical idioms and to realize a new domain of virtuosic musical performance that
freely draws on musical knowledge of vocal and instrumental genres and contexts—

a great deal of practice and training is needed to produce the timbral range,
intonation, and expressive ornaments idiomatic to genres performed on the surōz,
but once all that is underway, the melodies are more straightforward than the
complex coordination of strumming and keying needed for the benjū, which
nonetheless requires no special skill to play in the most basic understanding of the
word.
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of zahīrōks, of guātī and dammālī repertoires, and of song forms such as nāzenk, sōt,
līkū, and hālō.
Among professional musicians, the tools of the trade for accompanying an
employable modern singer in live performance are percussion instruments (nal,
dholak, tabla, tambourine), the harmonium (baja), and the benjū. Benjūs are not all
that easy to come by. There are few makers, especially as certain of the most prolific
of them have fallen out of practice for one reason or another. Karachi is the site of
the main benjū market but various people have stressed to me that it is very easy to
get stuck with a shoddy product. If you have a connection in Sarawan, where the
best benjū-makers reside, as Mamadali Mamadasni does, you are in much better
shape. Electric benjūs are mass-produced in Mumbai but their keys are arranged
differently and they are geared towards non-Baloch settings. Especially in the
absence of a benjū, modern Baloch singers often accompany themselves on
harmonium in a fashion idiomatic to a range of North Indian genres.
These particulars reflect processes of urbanization that have transformed
Baloch culture, identity, and expressive-communicative modes, especially over the
past half a century. Baloch have migrated in great numbers to large cities including
Karachi, Muscat, Dubai, Kuwait City, Manama/Muharraq, and Doha while the towns
and cities in Balochistan, such as Turbat, Gwadar, Quetta, Chahbahar, Iranshahr, and
Zahedan have experienced massive growth. These resettlement patterns have
meant dramatic influxes of non-Baloch to ballooning port towns in the heart of
Makran (Afrakhteh 2008: 216-218) as well as the sedentarization and ultimate
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urbanization of nomadic and rural Baloch in towns both inside (ibid 212) and
outside Balochistan.
In the preceding chapters, we have considered aspects of these complex,
interwoven urbanization processes: the meaning of Baloch tradition—often coded
as rural—for city dwellers; the cultivation of literary circles spanning multiple
urban centers; and cultural syncretism and communal needs in post-imperial
metropoles. Here, we shall consider cultures of musicianship—professional and
amateur—in urban settings as cultures of both conformity and innovation.
The benjū is used for popular, folkloric, and ritual contexts, insofar as those
are understood as distinct from one another. In the benjū repertoire that has
emerged among Baloch, we find in convergence a restless spirit of adaptability and
experimentation; a fidelity to the sonority, structure, movement, and characteristic
affects of "pure" (asli) Baloch musical idioms; and a firm intersection with urban
South Asian (especially so-called Hindustani) ideologies of practice, classification,
and style.
The primary site for the appearance of the benjū as an instrument adopted by
Baloch musicians is Karachi—Pakistan's largest city and the city with the largest
concentration of Baloch in the world, perched on the threshold of cultural and
linguistic gradation from Sindh to Balochistan. Sarawan and Turbat are likewise
urban settings of great importance for the continued evolution of benjū repertoire.
The origins of the instrumental itself, however, lie in Japan.
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8.1 The Benjū and the Lore Surrounding its Rise to Prominence
In around 1920 in Nagoya, the musician Morita Gorō developed a new instrument
called the taishōgoto by applying the mechanical technology of typewriter keys to a
two-string koto zither (Malm 2000: 194). Several scholars (Charles 1994:101; Jinko
1986; Johnson 2003: n. 3) situate this appearance of the taishōgoto at the beginning
of the Taisho era (from which it is named) as part of a prodigious wave of
organological innovation that had begun during the Meiji era, and which produced a
wide variety of variations on the koto. This particular instrument, while plucked
and strummed,131 bears some affinity with the hurdy gurdy and the nyckelharpe in
its design as a portable, mechanized, partially encased chordophone. It became
popular in Japan and China and began to circulate in an inexpensive casual novelty
version (During 2015: 5). By the 1970s, it had become well established in Karachi,
where instrument makers had modified its specifications to their own preferences
and renamed it benjū, presumably after the banjo. The instrument has been adopted
in urban Swahili culture in East Africa under the name taishogoto132 and is clearly
related to the bulbul tarang, an instrument found in India and Sumatra that uses
wooden piano-like keys in its fretting mechanism. On the whole, its core sphere of
dispersion extends across the Indian Ocean.

It is worth mentioning that there are hurdy gurdy players like Valentin Clastrier
who employ plucking and strumming, and benjū players, notably Mamadali
Mamadasni, who bow their instruments.
132 Andrew J. Eisenberg alerted me to this fact and provided me with an example
found on YouTube (there don't appear to be many):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aq68j7g_RwI According to Eisenberg, the
most celebrated performer on this instrument in East Africa in the latter part of the
twentieth century—Yaseen Mohammed—was of Baloch background.
131
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The instrument is not exclusively played by Baloch musicians but Baloch
certainly claim to have made it their own. This position is hard to dispute if we
compare the way it is used in Baloch genres versus the way it figures into
performances of Sindhi, Kacchchi, Bojpuri, or Swahili music, where it is invariably a
background instrument played in a markedly subdued fashion when contrasted
with the virtuosic styles of celebrated contemporary benjū players. My
investigations into the contexts where the instrument is used outside of Baloch
genre contexts lead me to conclude that in these non-Baloch settings the instrument
has a very different identity, providing light ornamentation, always trailing a lead
vocalist or other lead instruments, and lacking its own instrumental repertoire.133
It is not entirely clear who originally modified the taishogoto and introduced
it to Baloch musical practice or exactly when. Joma Surizehi is the individual who
receives the most credit for playing a key role in its transformation from a Japanese
"toy" to a Baloch instrument. I have never come across evidence that non-Baloch in
Pakistan or India acknowledge or believe this history, and several benjū players
have pointed me to earlier performers on benjū, but Surizehi's modifications to the
instrument are considered to have perfected its design (although new variations are
always being explored). Surizehi hailed from Sarawan but settled in Karachi and
thus his family are cultural representatives of the Sarawan region of Balochistan, an
inland portion of Makran that borders the Sarhadd cultural and linguistic zone.

At this point in time, there are plentiful examples of instrumental versions of well
known songs played in India on the benjū by non-Baloch musicians, but most
strikingly, these don't offer an equivalent of the melody-panjag integration so
idiomatic to Baloch benjū, e.g.: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YCxivEujhM8
133
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Sarawan has its own Baloch dialect, which is heavily imprinted by Persian
(Baranzehi 2003).
The Surizehi family enjoy a reputation as top musicians and instrument
makers. Joma Surizehi's son, Abdurrahman Surizehi, is virtually synonymous with
the ascendance of the benjū to its own elevated art form. He currently lives in Oslo
and has retired from performing, having perhaps achieved all that a single musician
could hope to achieve, having so dramatically transformed the musical vistas of his
compatriots. He told me when I met him in Oslo in the summer of 2018 that he felt
his renown outweighed his genuine mastery, but all benjū players that I have met
look up to him.
The benjū conveniently combines the sonorous panjag (strumming) of the
tambūrag with melodies and types of melodic motion characteristically sung or
played on the doneli and surōz. The keying of the instrument does not dampen the
strings once struck, so that the player can keep a steady strumming pattern with the
right hand (holding a plectrum, typically a guitar pick) while creating a heavily
ornamented, active, even melismatic stream of phrases in motion with the left hand.
The two biggest challenges in learning to play the benjū lie in the degree of
independence between right and left hand as one is very close to playing the role of
two separate instrumentalists, and developing a sound technique for rapidly keying
successions of notes up and down the length of the instrument, something that
requires, among other maneuvers, the reaching of fingers over thumbs and the
passing of a depressed key from finger to thumb while a given note is sounded to
fully shift hand position in the middle of a phrase.
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Abdurrahman Surizehi received musical instruction from his father, uncles,
and brother on many aspects of performing genres of Baloch music (Surizehi 2006:
12-18). The earliest Baloch benjū player who continues to be a widely celebrated
name is Belawal Beljam Baloch (ibid. 16).134 Earlier still was Ustad Khaliq Dad
Baloch, who like Belawal, died in the mid 1980s, but the only person I encountered
in my fieldwork who knew of him was Rasoolbaksh Farid. Ustad Khaliq Dad was an
accomplished performer of Hindustani rāgs on the instrument as evidenced in a clip
where he plays raag kalavati. I have never found a recording of Joma Surizehi.
As a prominent performer in Balochistan, Abdurrahman Surizehi
accompanied many of the most famous Baloch singers active in the late twentieth
century. He would play engagements all over Balochistan and was one of the
musicians that Jean During selected to promote Baloch music to an international
audience through CD releases and tours in the 1990s. Additionally, he was one of
Jean During's primary consultants (along with Karimbaksh Nuri and Rasoolbaksh
Zangeshahi) for his writings on the music of Balochistan. During, in turn,
encouraged Abdurrahman Surizehi to expand his knowledge of local repertoires in
various parts of Balochistan.135
Abdurrahman Surizehi's contribution to Baloch music has a variety of
dimensions:
This is the only recording I am aware of that purports to be of Belawal:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s-qQ16QkyxQ And this the only recording I am
able to provide of Khaliq Dad: https://youtu.be/qnZ81GG7o-A. Both display playing
styles that have not incorporated the extent of melody-panjag integration that today
is de rigueur although it is easy to hear that they helped to lay the groundwork.
135 According to During (2017: 46), it was chiefly Rasoolbaksh Zangeshahi who
"enlarged the repertory [of zahīrōk-based shervandi genres] by borrowings from
folk music from all over Balochistan."
134
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(a) Setting the standard for how the benjū is played, in particular for how
strumming patterns and heavily ornamented melody figures are integrated.
(b) Codifying a repertoire that brings together melodies from different parts of
Makran in particular and combines different musical domains such as guātī,
dammāl, sōt, zahīrōk, nazenk, and līkū.136
(c) Introducing the benjū to European and North American audiences, often as part
of various projects fusing Baloch and other kinds of folk music such as Scandinavian
and Balkan repertoires.
(d) Establishing the benjū as a presence on commercial recordings that is
simultaneously coded as traditional, authentic, and completely modern.
(e) Reinforcing the reputation of Karachi as a major focal point for Baloch culture
production.
The lore surrounding the benjū's rise to prominence then consists of four main
components: (a) The invention of the instrument, which took place in earlytwentieth-century Japan, (b) the adoption and modification of the instrument in
Baloch musical circles, which took place in Karachi in the mid-twentieth century,
with the instrument receiving parallel attention elsewhere in South Asia, East Africa,
and Southeast Asia, (c) the example set by Abdurrahman Surizehi as a performer
and recording artist as to what could be done with the instrument in creating
dazzling textures and interpreting a wide array of Baloch folk music, including
guātī-dammāl idioms, and (d) the emergence of Abdurrahman Surizehi's currently
This is not to say that these domains wouldn't be combined in various ways by
surōz or dōnelī players, but in fashioning the identity of a benjū repertoire, the
weaving together of different musical contexts has been a prominent aspect.
136
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active successors, most notably Rasoolbaksh Farid and Mamadali Mamadasni (also
known as Mohammad Delnawaz).

8.2 Karachi as a Major Metropole for Urban Baloch Culture
Karachi, with a population of approximately 15 million, is one of the largest urban
centers in South Asia. As home to the largest concentration of Baloch in the world,
the city has been a particularly important site for the mingling of Urdu popular,
classical, and semi-classical musical practices with the various spheres of musical
activity in which urban Baloch are involved. In Chapter Nine, we shall consider an
important link between Mashkatī Baloch popular music idioms and musical style
aesthetics linked to the Baloch communities of Lyari, Karachi's vibrant, sprawling
old town slum, widely associated with Makrani Baloch, Coastal Afro-Baloch (Korn
and Nourzaie 2018: 662-663), and Shidis.137
Drawing on research conducted in 1990, Richard A. Slimbach estimates that
at that time Karachi was "home to perhaps one tenth of the world's total Baloch
population," with the "largest and most varied" portion of that population
concentrated in the Lyari neighborhood. Slimbach writes that Lyari, "as part of
Karachi's 'old city,'" "provides a unique window into the political development of an
urban Baloch community"(1996: 139). By Slimbach's reckoning, Lyari was at that
point 40-50% populated by Baloch, many of them migrants from rural areas seeking
employment in a variety of industries who "erected houses around wells and

I am humoring here three categories articulated by some (more likely to be
outsiders than insiders) but whose precise delineations are often non-existent.
137
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factories in a haphazard fashion, creating unplanned and unregulated settlements
which lacked sewage, water, and transportation." (ibid)
According to Tim Farrell, Baloch are distributed widely across Karachi's
sprawling area, but tend to be concentrated in pockets of varying size and density
(Farrell 2003: 170-171). Farrell finds that in Lyari, unlike in more outlying portions
of the city, Baloch receive primary education in Urdu rather than in the official
provincial language of Sindhi. This is significant as, while Karachi in some respects is
positioned within the zone of contact between Baloch and Sindhi culture and
language, for many of its Baloch inhabitants it is a site of a distinctive urban Makrani
identity with a conspicuous Urdu imprint, both on language—for example the

Lyari

Karachi

Arabian Sea
Map 5: Karachi and Lyari
nasalized aspects of its phonology (ibid. 173)—and on social custom and outlook. In
my experience, young Baloch in the Gulf who identify with a nonchalant, savvy
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urban Baloch culture often adopt a subtle Karachi/Lyari drawl, even if that is not
where they personally hail from.
Another important dimension to Karachi, according to Carina Jahani (2013:
157-8), is the massive influx of migrants from Western Balochistan after the Iranian
revolution. Jahani finds that the overwhelming majority of Baloch in Karachi are of
Makrani background and that many of these speak a Western Makrani dialect that is
heavily impacted by Urdu and other regional languages (ibid). Stéphane Dudoignon,
in his extensive study of the politics surrounding Sunni adherence among Baloch in
Iran, points to a number of significant waves of migration from the interior of
Western Makran (Sarbaz, Qasr-e Qand) to Karachi in search of employment,
including earlier in the twentieth century, in the 1940s for instance, well before the
Iranian revolution (Dudoignon 2017: 15-16, 55, 112, 126).
The numbers of iconic Baloch musicians of the late twentieth to early twentyfirst century residing in Karachi include Noor Mohammad Nooral, Jamil Magsi,
Karimbaksh Nuri, and many others. Turbat, with an established infrastructure for
making studio recordings, is a major destination and home base for professional
Makrani Baloch musicians through different stages of their careers, but Karachi has
led the way as the center for Baloch media and cosmopolitanism.
Through its technological particulars, its repertoire, and its history, the benjū
itself offers an idealized representation of Baloch urbanity. Embraced and evolved
by Baloch in a cosmopolitan port setting and retaining to this day an aura of
newness, the benjū has been entrusted with combining and distilling the best of
contrasting worlds—the rural and the urban; the aslzat (of true Baloch origin) and
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the danni (foreign); the spectrum of regional diversity; the sacred, the supernatural,
and the profane.
As an instrument widely used in urban centers of Pakistan such as Karachi
and Turbat, the benjū is often found in the hands of players versed both in folk
repertoires of Baloch communities and broader South Asian/Hindustani notions of
how music is organized and typologized. We must remember that, often in tension
with the Baloch population, the economically and politically dominant group in
Karachi consists of mohajers, Urdu-speaking Muslims who arrived in the postpartition population exchange with India. According to Laurent Gayer (2014: 125),
Baloch community leaders based in Lyari tend to emphasize Baloch as the long term
residents and hence "owners" of Karachi, with the mohajirs as newcomers and
hence "tenants." Despite this spirit of competition over status, resources, and
control, the position of the mohajirs that they arrived from India bearing culture and
learning that set them apart from the local Sindhis and others (ibid 82) is not one
that Baloch tend to reject, certainly not with respect to the domain of urban musical
practices and their pedagogical formulations. At the same time, as we have
discussed in the preceding chapter, Baloch are often drawn to shrine-based
devotional practices whose most focal sites are part of the cultural and physical
landscape of Sindh and Punjab.
8.3 The Recontextualization of Guātī/Dammāl Idioms
The repertoire of the guātī and dammāl ceremonies is very well known beyond the
circles of individuals who specifically subscribe to its usage in the treatment of those
afflicted by spirit possession. When non-Baloch researchers such as Jean During,
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Mohammadreza Darvishi, Anderson Bakewell, Hiromi Lorraine Sakata, and Fawzie
Majd have sought to document Makrani Baloch folk music, they have always taken
great interest in these repertoires as cultivated on a number of instruments, chiefly
surōz, tambūrag, donelī, and benjū. Recordings such as those made and published by
Jean During, Fawzie Majd, Anderson Bakewell, and Mohammed Reza Darvishi are
anomalies in the more quotidian circulation of Baloch musical arts among Baloch.
Meanwhile, it has been through benjū players—above all Abdurrahman Surizehi—
that aspects of this repertoire have become popular among a Baloch listenership.
Key pieces firmly associated with guātī ceremonies have become recontextualized—
or decontextualized—through incorporation into recorded oeuvres. While I do
mean to imply that these pieces become decoupled from their ceremonial contexts,
care is nearly always taken in recordings that circulate commercially to paint a
portrait of a guātī ritual setting and to sketch out the core beliefs around which they
are organized. Nonetheless there is a clear assumption that a listenership is being
reached who will listen to and appreciate these performances without subscribing
to the rituals themselves.
It is important that we distinguish between the ways local Baloch and
outsiders—for instance those active in the cultural institutions and research efforts
supported by the Islamic Republic of Iran— understand these ceremonies in
relation to cultural heritage. Because they are spectacular and built around a
viscerally affecting and indeed sublime art, guātī ceremonies are foregrounded in
the ethnographic musical and folkloric presentations mounted for and broadcast to
general publics outside of Balochistan, whether at festivals celebrating regional
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music in Iran, at concert venues in Europe and North America, or published in CD
and DVD format. In the absence of access to the meaning of the texts, full length
performances of Baloch shēr, as musically engaging as they are, are less likely to
hold the interest of non-Baloch speakers than guātī pieces, long or short. Among
Baloch, as mentioned, attitudes towards guātī ceremonies vary widely.
But the guātī repertoire does not begin and end with guātī ceremonies. It
forms an important part of the basis for the arts of the chief musical instruments
claimed as part of Baloch culture: the surōz, the tambūrag, the dōnelī, and the benjū.
Jean During and Sabir Badalkhan's shared view that the zahīrōk is the foundation of
Baloch musical art has been echoed time and again in conversations I have had with
Baloch musicians and connoisseurs of music in Muscat and the Gulf. But guātī
repertoires offer a different, complementary emphasis.
Outside repertoires, notably zār and dammāl, are incorporated as core
ontological and performative bases for guātī ceremonies. The distinctive sonorities,
intonation, and melodic contours—defined by strong emphasis on certain tones,
movements, and successions of intervals and especially by the repetition of certain
figures—also conform to a greater Eastern Iranian sphere of music associated with
healing and possessed of certain properties that serve this purpose. For instance, in
Badakhshan, poetry is composed and performed as praise (maddoh) for the panj tan
(Mohammed, Ali, Fatima, Hassan and Hussein), and like the mālid, serves a variety of
occasions including healing séances (Van den Berg 2004:228-230; Koen 2009: 4445). Khorasanian Kurdish dotār player Ali Asghar Javanmardi recounted a story of
the origin of the dotār in which a young man was quite beside himself with some
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kind of emotional-psychological distress and his family appealed to Loqman Hakim
(a renowned figure originally in peninsular Arab tradition whose wisdom is
described in the Qur'an), who instructed them to take some mulberry wood and
fashion an instrument and strum it for him, whereupon he was calmed and came to
his senses.138 Jean During points out that two-string lutes are commonly used—
among Türkmens for instance—to heal people (During 2008: 363). To the present
day, string instruments are used to supplement—or stand in for—anesthesia at
hospitals in Badakhshan, where there is a frequent scarcity of medical supplies
(Koen 2009: 146-147).
In seeking to pinpoint the emotional, physiological, neuro-cognitive effects of
certain strains of Baloch and Badakhshani music practices, it is inevitable that
certain features are singled out: specific interval sequences like consecutive minor
seconds, resonant timbres, drones, neutral intervals and intonations that palpably
defy precisely calibrated cent values, and asymmetrical and elastic rhythmic cycles.
Some of these features play on the psychological expectations of listeners who
respond to the patterns of predictability with bodily entrainment. Such entrainment
leads listeners to feel acutely pronounced abberations in established patterns and
set pitch-melody expectations. Phases of alignment and rubato, deferred
articulations, accelerations and decelerations in pulsation, and the impassioned
straining of pitch and timbre can all have vivid somatic or psychosomatic effects,
whether disorienting, hyperengaging, or transporting.

Informal interview with Ali Asghar Javanmardi video-recorded for me by his son,
Nasir Javanmardi, 2000.
138
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Baloch and Badakshani devotional/trance/healing contexts are comparable
in that certain formulae (melodic figures, strumming patterns) are discernible
components for building pieces that use repetition and affective calibrations of time
and pitch to create purposively cathartic or transcendant arcs of musical experience.
We can relate this sense of patterning of formulae to key aspects of Persian radīf
repertoires such as chahārmezrāb pieces composed for setār, tār, and santūr, which
create flowing streams of rhythmically patterned sound.
Relations across boundaries of ritual versus recreational engagement with
music can be observed in many dance-oriented popular musics (e.g. rumba, bomba)
cultivated within Caribbean communities of at least partial West African heritage,
where these can be related to musical techniques and repertoires utilized in
ceremonial idioms such as palo, santería, abekwa, and candomblé. Without
attempting to pursuing this immense topic in its fullest cross-cultural comparative
dimensions, it is important to acknowledge the degree to which such terrain
represents a "technoscape" (Appadurai 1996a: 34) centered on the construction and
use of material artifacts such as instruments as well as on ritual techniques—from
organizational and structural principles to codified perceptions of power inherent in
texts, timbres, rhythms, and objects. Returning to the Central Asia to Indian Ocean
nexus, the tactile attributes of metal strings throughout the region should be
considered in this light, and so should the benjū, being so recently introduced and so
extensively reimagined in its design.
A key feature of benjū repertoire is the way panjag patterns are employed.
The strumming hand, anchored to the surface of the instrument by resting on the
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heel of the palm, has to strum across the zubān and tambūrag strings with varying
force, plucking selectively as needed.
Abdurrahman Surizehi, who has done more than any other individual to
popularize the benjū and establish the range of its repertoire, is consulted on the
liner notes accompanying a set of two CDs he recorded for the Norwegian folk music
label Etnoklubbmusik:
The performance of music for weddings or circumcisions can also
assume the character of trance music through rhythmic acceleration
and a narrowing of melodic range. In this atmosphere, the music
elicits bursts of joy and dance, bringing to mind the modes and
rhythms of trance music, yet with different texts. Conversely, certain
trance melodies are very close to secular repertories, particularly
lullabies and nazenk. Music for celebration can lead to a certain
excitation, and, in return, trance music and ritual can animate a
celebration, which often ends with a good meal. Despite those
affinities, the two repertories are quite distinct and are never mixed
together in a ritual.
Surizehi goes on to remark that "Guati-Damali music can also be simply for pleasure,
between friends, or without ritual. Its melodies reflect a simple structure, but
abundantly and skillfully ornamented, inspired by Sufi litanies and the invocations
of saints."
Taken out of ceremonial context, a surōz may be employed to probe the
depths of a zahīrōk, but the benjū has a less pliable tonality and intonation and is far
less suited to reproduce or rival the attributes of the human voice. As the benjū is
designed to incorporate the panjag in complex configurations built around
melodies, the benjū player left to his or her own devices can be expected to
frequently engage in guātī pieces, especially of the kind known as dammālī.
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We have encountered dammāl in chapter five as a possession ritual and as a
qalandari—and thus Sindhi—frame of reference. Dammāl rhythms known to
drummers are more specific than the panjags used for dammāl melodies played by
benjū players. Melodically, dammāl is more a register of performance that mounts a
qalandari melody on a panjag pattern that typically accelerates, in contrast with
guātī melodies that also increase in tempo but consist of much more basic and
repetitive phrases. Dammāl has been absorbed into casual benjū repertoire from
guātī repertoire. In these contexts, it might be understood as an intoxicating hymn
melody whose accompanying rhythmic articulation recalls accelerating, upright
ecstatic dancing, rather than a set range of rhythms that conform to the verbal
formula "dam a dam mast qalandar" and directly correspond to drumming that
takes place at the qalandarī dargāh at Sehwan.
Surōzīs typically are hereditary musicians of a certain stature—if good they
are considered rare and are sought after but nonetheless remain of lowly
socioeconomic standing. This means that they maintain a professional division
between musical idioms in accordance with what is appropriate for a given context.
I asked Baqi if he had any favorite style or genre that he liked to play when alone. He
immediately said zahīrōk, which indeed is both the most nuanced and exquisite and
the most introspective of the idioms associated with the surōz as an art form. But
the repertoire of the benjū, when it is showcased, in public or private, relies to a
large extent on drawing freely on—and often combining—idioms such as zahīrōk,
nāzenk, guātī, dammāl, and sōt. The benjū becomes a different kind of centerpiece at
informal gatherings than the surōz. The latter must be treated with reverence, while
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the benjū has a kind of juke box or player piano type quality—a device whose
presence portends a musical variety show.139
The appeal of guātī airs may lead players to insert them into the stream of a
performance, or as Alim says, to tack them on after the conclusion of a sōt to sustain
and even ramp up the energy to accommodate those who are in a dancing groove,
even though, as mentioned in the preceding chapter, there is always the risk that
one present who is carrying a guāt will become por.
8.4 Simorgh and shepherd airs: Melody Types as Genres
Among the many well-known melodies—sōts, zahīrōks, nāzenks, hālos, līkūs, and
especially Qalandari and Qaderi zekrs, certain themes are obviously beloved by
instrumentalists for their stirring, entrancing qualities. The Simorgh air, named after
a mythic bird that features prominently in Persian poetry and lore, is one of these.
Jean During explains the elevated position of the Simorgh as due in part to its
effectiveness in ritual contexts and its position as a virtuoso showcase for which
magnificent ornamental techniques have been cultivated among its interpreters,
who include every surōz and dōnelī player without fail (1989: 95). The Simorgh
comprises both specific motifs and an instrumental genre to which each player can
take his or her own approach (ibid).
In my experience, lore surrounding how a tune called Simorgh came to
occupy such a prominent position in Baloch guātī repertoire is not particularly
The sense of "musical variety show" also applies to surōzīs, but in a much less
casual way. The performance of Balochi shēr already demands a wide array of
moods and melody types and such performances are often bookended by short,
festive renditions of popular songs of an entirely different character, songs
musicians refer to as sīrī sāz ("festive music").
139
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extensive. Its appeal is obvious but its mythical and literary underpinnings are
possibly more familiar to specialized academicians than to the majority of practicing
musicians. Because of its prominence and distinctive, climactic character, it is worth
examining some of its qualities and the extent to which it evokes certain strains of
poetic imagery and spiritual motion.
We should remark first on the presence of various types of birds in the
associations borne by folk melodies, and here the eastern Iranian plateau would be
of particularly relevance as an environment for cultural circulation. Across
Afghanistan (Baily 1997), musicians reference various types of birds in the naming
of tunes and through the emulation of birdsong. The poetic significance ascribed to
the nightingale (bolbol) for instance, is hardly confined to this region. More
remarkable is the fact that Afghan musicians, in Baily's experience, so often play
along with the singing of the nightingale, recognizing drumming patterns that fit
alongside its song, bringing it out when instruments are played, and imitating its
calls through whistling as part of folk songs.
Secondly, the Simorgh itself finds scattered references in Persian poetry from
which we can distill very definite ideas about the powers ascribed this mythic
creature. According to Touraj Nayernouri, the figure of the Simorgh in literature
predates modern Persian and the earliest known references are found in "the
Zoroastrian holy scriptures including the Avesta, where the bird ‘Saêna’ is
mentioned roosting on the ‘vispô-bish’ tree which carries the seeds of all medicinal
plants and herbs" (Nayernouri 2010: 255, similarly reported in During 1989: 96).
The premise for Nayernouri's discussion of the Simorgh is its strong association
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with healing through medicine and magical powers. The Simorgh subsequently
appears in Ferdowsi's Shahnameh with the ability to use its feathers to heal a
woman after she gave caesarian birth (ibid). From that point the Simorgh occurs in
poetry as more of a mystical than magical—or medical—figure, the most wellknown example being Fariduddin 'Attar's Manteq at-Tayr.
Nayernouri considers various actual birds that may have formed the basis for
the Simorgh, but certain attributes that would seem consigned to the realm of the
mystical are particularly tempting to consider when examining the character and
function of the Simorgh melody employed in guātī ceremonies and in benjū and
dōnelī repertoires outside of this specific context. Chief among these are magical
healing properties that inhabit its physical being and imaginings of the flight
patterns of an avian creature of such potency. Additionally, During points to verses
by poets Iraqi and Sana'i and a quotation from Shihabuddin Yahya Suhrawardi
(During cites Henri Corbin's commentaries here) that mark the Simorgh as linked to
agricultural fertility and to an ability to access heights that transcend the realm of
mundane existence, heights embodied by the mountain Qāf, on whose peak the
Simorgh's nesting tree is located (1989: 96-97). Michael Barry (2012: 39),
commenting on Sohrawardi and Ibn 'Arabi's fascination with Attar's narrative,
focuses on the solar aspect of the Simorgh's radiance, which he likens to the
"thoughts of God" that are blinding to mortal souls that manage to apprehend them.
Taking Simorgh as a melodic entity, it obviously represents both climactic
heights and a soaring, swooping motion, something in common with some other
musical evocations of birds but not others—the presence of birds in music seems
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divisible into the concepts of vocalization (birdsong, chirping) and flight. Among the
distinctive features that give Baloch melodies a recognizable flavor are the
juxtaposition of wide intervallic jumps with narrow intervallic trills that center on a
given note (or pair of notes serving as end points for the motif). The Simorgh
melodies and other climactic airs can be described as a kind of circular motion
between upper and lower anchor points that conjures a sense of flight, with the
wider jumps as swooping motions, the sustained pitches as soaring, and
ornamented clusters as fluttering. The upper points represent a suspended elation,
the lower feelings of resolve, with the major second above the resting point a

Fig. 8.2, Jean During's transcription of alternating Simorgh themes played on
surōz (1989: 103)
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frequent and often ornamented place of lingering while deferring the resolution and
increasing tension.
Jean During (1989:108) contrasts the leap of a fourth in one phrase, which he
describes as a "burst of ascension" and a "vigorous beating of wings," with the
following phrase, which "evokes the action of gliding after having reached a certain
altitude." I perceive a single, unbroken flight pattern that is elliptical in its velocity
and arc but nonetheless alternates between upper and lower altitudes. For During,
the important point is the interplay between two phrases. Framing the Simorgh
melody in terms of our respective interpretations of its representational content
points to the effect of dramatic motion it seems to produce on virtually anyone and
which accounts for its stature within the guātī repertoire.
Jeremy Wallach (2008: 68) has made the useful observation that
"understandings of musical genre are not employed solely to organize and classify
existing music; they also encourage the fashioning of particular kinds of musicalsound objects that conform to these understandings." When I asked benjū master140
Rasoolbaksh Farid about the relationship between the ever evolving benjū
repertoire and the repertoires of other celebrated Baloch instruments on the one
hand and the musical content of guātī and dammālī ceremonies on the other, he
gave several examples of driving, dazzling pieces that shared a great deal in
common with climactic guātī airs such as Simorgh. One of these he characterized as
While I would certainly support the designation "master" for this musician, I am
also following here the language used by Baloch, who often say "benjū master" even
in Baloch (and probably in Urdu as well). The term ostād is prevalent in Persian and
Urdu but in a Baloch context can have social connotations that make "master" more
unambiguously complimentary.
140
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a shepherd piece idiomatic to the dōnelī, further saying that it was his own
composition that he had written imagining a wilderness setting with a shepherd
whiling away the oppressively hot and monotonous midday by becoming absorbed
in rousing, complex explorations on his pair of flutes.
The becoming por is a crucial technical dimension of a guātī séance, but it is
not the only context in which performers seek to maximize the transporting effects
of their art. We might also bear in mind that many of the spirits whose nesting in
humans is treated with guātī ceremonies are thought to inhabit remote wilderness
areas, and humans such as shepherds who spend much of their time in such
environments are particularly vulnerable to spirit possession. The very premise of a
guātī ceremony is that spirits are attracted to music when it is played with skill and
expertise. In Iran and neighboring regions, musicians often believe that playing
music can inadvertently solicit visitation from spirits (During 1996).
The figure of the shepherd commonly evokes an age of purity and
innocence—of unspoiled natural settings and uncorrupted cultural practices. A
shepherd musician is romanticized as both an amateur in the sense of being
unencumbered by professional paramusical considerations and as a qualified
specialist of an instrument and its repertoire.
8.5 The Benjū as Instrument of Patrons and Amateurs
Baloch instruments are often ornamental fixtures in Baloch households, even where
no one is qualified to play them. While there are certainly Baloch who play the surōz
and tambūrag in an amateur capacity, the benjū has become, in my observation, the
instrument with which Baloch culture enthusiasts prominently engage as a sort of
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casual pastime. In contrast with the surōz or the tambūrag, the benjū is a finely
crafted, modern, urban artifact, much like the pianoforte or harpsichord were in
European households of means some three centuries ago.
One way to patronize a musician, beyond financial support and verbal
promotion, is to make them the object of emulation, which creates another basis for
spending time in their presence apart from inviting them to perform at formal or
informal gatherings.
Bonnie Wade (1992: 184), writing on the patronage of musical arts in India,
draws a distinction between direct and indirect patronage. By direct patronage, she
means patronage of musical performance practice in recognition of the fact that
musical arts need to be nourished in order to survive and flourish. Indirect
patronage takes many forms and can be categorized according to various teleologies
but always with the result that musical performers and performance settings
benefit.
The committed engagement with the playing of the benjū among individuals
who function socially as patrons is a form of both direct and indirect patronage. It is
direct in the sense that it is an immediate personal effort to increase the presence of
Baloch repertoire in the world by playing it oneself. It is indirect in that it signals a
commitment to supporting the masters and makers of that instrument and others,
and in that it places music as a centerpiece in frames of cultural and literary
manifestation, which are nearly always patriotic to some degree. The principal
example I would offer of a Baloch patron of musical arts who himself plays benjū is a
poet who lives in Kuwait, and who I have mentioned earlier as obligated to look
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after Rasoolbaksh Zangeshahi as a hereditary client musician attached to his mulk
(Bampusht) where he (the poet) is of a high stature (hakim). His personal
engagement with the instrument serves to ensure the presence of Baloch music in
Kuwait, even if in a completely private setting, substantiates the musical dimensions
of poetic arts within his small circle of poets, and amplifies his individual interface
with the externalization of Baloch cultural themes in his place of exile. The
congested neighborhood he inhabits, Hawali, teeming with Hadramis, Sudanese,
Ethiopians, and Egyptians, in no sense conjures up a feeling of Baloch mītag the way
neighborhoods in Muscat, Batinah, and al-'Ain often do.
8.6 Four Benjū Players
In order to consider more closely how the benjū as an instrument is a point of
intersection between professional and amateur spheres of musicianship, between
traditional and modern repertoires, and between Baloch and non-Baloch audiences,
I point here to four musicians who are representatives of different facets of the
instrument's role in the variegated landscape of Baloch musical genres today. The
major commonalities between the four are that they are all Baloch, all benjū players,
and all individuals who I encountered during my fieldwork (three in Muscat and one
in Sharjah). All told, during my fieldwork, I encountered eleven benjū players
(excluding Abdurrahman Surizehi, who I met in Norway), two of them accomplished
amateurs, the rest professional musicians in some capacity.
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(a) Rasoolbaksh Farid
Rasoolbaksh is unanimously considered second only to Abdurrahman Surizehi as a
leading performer on the benjū. He comes from Pasni, a coastal town in Eastern
Makran east of Gwadar and almost directly south of Turbat. His religious
background is Zigri. He makes his living as an instrumentalist and will perform as a
singer as well when hired for a wedding or other gathering.
I spent several days with Rasoolbaksh Farid, in an industrial area of Sharjah
(Industrial Area No. 3, to be precise), where the president of UAE's Baloch Culture
Council (BCC) has a chop shop for salvaging scrap metal from vehicles. The owner
was mostly busy and went home in the evenings to his own family, leaving us with
the compound to ourselves, our lodgings in some store rooms with bedding piled in
the corner. Baloch poet Mohsin Iman and actor Zuhur Pazel were also there for the
duration of that visit. During the days we chatted above the sound of the metal saws
and welders dismembering and reassembling cars and trucks. When the work
quieted down, Rasoolbaksh would play and talk about his music until the wee hours.
The role of a musician such as Rasoolbaksh Farid extends beyond giving
formal performances, such as a concert in a theater with seated spectators or—
more typically—an organized cultural event where musicians rarely receive the
audience's full attention. The more usual and more ideal setting for musical
performance is an intimate social gathering that is charged with political and
spiritual currents. Musicians embody repertoires, carrying to their apex the
technologies of producing music and the potentials engendered by the basic
organizational principles of musical idioms.
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Fig. 8.3, Rasoolbaksh Farid, Sharjah, UAE, 2016
Abdurrahman Surizehi is probably the only bona fide recording artist in the
instrumental domain of Baloch traditional or folk music to whom Baloch have
access, and I don't know that his principal recordings, released by Norwegian and
French labels, are widely accessible. Otherwise, informally recorded and circulated
recordings—especially of vintage shēr and sōt—are the only media in widespread
consumption that can be regarded as representing "traditional" music.141 Today,
YouTube links and other video and audio files circulated via facebook and whatsapp
provide an inexhaustible reservoir of fragmented documentation of musical
performance. It is by means of fairly intimate live performances and informally
Archival footage of Faizok in concert might be considered an exception to this
characterization.
141
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produced media artifacts that Rasoolbaksh Farid's reputation has grown and people
have come to know him as a performer.
My visit with him afforded me the opportunity to talk with him, asking
countless questions, to record him both as a means of experiencing and
documenting his repertoire and extraordinary abilities and a way for him to
illustrate with musical examples facets of the information he was generously
volunteering. It also provided me with a window to the camaraderie and tightknit
social bonds between this impoverished artist of exalted repute and Peninsular
Baloch literary and cultural activists, some moonlighting entrepreneurs, others
virtual bohemians.
Among his personal contributions to expanding the repertoire of the Baloch
benjū, Rasoolbaksh pointed to his use of palm muting of the strings as he plucked
them, a technique I had seen embraced on electric benjūs by both Mamadasni in
Oman and Faqirbaksh in Kuwait. Rasoolbaksh also adopts melodies from outside
sources, in particular he was fond of a piece he had composed whose origins he said
were "Kurdistani." The piece comprised both a zahīrōk-like intro and an animated
dance air, whose underlying rhythm he found inspiring: "digadik—ih... digadik—ih...
digadik—ih...." His also is fond of playful renditions of various popular tunes, such as
the Game of Thrones theme song that he recently worked into a not terribly virtuosic
benjū arrangement. The bedrock of his practice, evident in the examples he
presented over several days, included a knowledge of—and ability to artfully
engage—key zahīrōks (e.g. Kurdi, Ashrap-e Durra, Kar, Rūdbari, Salat, Jamalzani); a
wide selection of devotionally themed pieces in a Qaderi, Qalandari, or Chishti vein,
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especially dammāls; and settings for modern poetry, an example he performed
being a poem by Gulkhan Nasiri (which I innocently took for a Qalandari piece, not
realizing that "Murīd" here refers to Shē Murīd from the epic shēr "Hanī ō Shē
Murīd"):
Biyā ō Murīd, biyā ō Murīd, biyā ō Murīd dīwānagīn
Biyā biyā ke dīwānī kanūn, mulang u mastāngīn
Sūtkag tarā eshqey zarāb, mā rā ghamān kurtag kabāb
tō hāneley dardān zar ēy, mā pa watan jānāngīn
Come o Murid, come o Murid, Come o Murid the lunatic!
Come let’s strike a conversation out of agony and distress
Flames of love have scorched you, sorrows have seared me
You long for your beloved, I yearn for my motherland (translation Fazal Baloch)
In playing dammāl pieces, he correlated them to different points in the sequence of a
major event at a shrine, identifying one as the final piece that would be performed.
One distinctive aspect of his demonstrations of dammāl pieces was the fact that he
and the drummer would sing together or take turns without a rigid pattern, as
though participating in a more communal endeavor than a musical performance. A
representative sample of one of the texts they sang:
Murīdā pīr ū pīrānī...
pakīra Lal-e Shahbāz ey.
Sindā auliya bāz ey
balē durustāney walī Shabāz ey.
I am a disciple of all the saints...
...a dervish following Lal Shahbāz
Sindh is the home of many saints
but Shahbāz is the saint of them all
Another present asked if there were Zigri pieces in a similar vein. Both musicians
answered that in Zigri practice Lal Shahbaz Qalandar and other pīrs are
acknowledged in nāzīns, a term for a praise song related to the term nāzenk that is a
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type of song sung in Makran. Prayers (zikrs or—the term used by Rasoolbaksh and
his accompanist—sipatt, while a non-Zigri Baloch present was disposed to use the
term na't) that are part of Zigri practice are performed as part of a chowgān (prayer
gathering) without instruments in a separate context. The musicians specified that
where instruments are used in devotional context, this would be dammāl. For Zigris,
they explained, if the context is worship (ebādat) only the voice (zubān—lit.
"tongue") is used, and in a responsorial manner, led by a shāir (female officiant who
leads a chowgān). Rasoolbaksh confirmed that he himself has been known to attend
chowgāns at Koh-e Murad (the focal site for Zigri gatherings).
I pointed out to Rasoolbaksh that someone (Faqir Shad, in point of fact) had
emphasized to me that the basis for traditional Baloch zahīrōks and sōts could be
found in the sipatts and nāzīns performed at chowgāns, and that, in these latter, a
distillation of Baloch musical characteristics could be discerned. Rasoolbaksh
replied somewhat dismissively that when prayers, praise, or scriptures (e.g. the
Qur'an) are intoned, notes are used, melodies are used, but which melodies are used
essentially depends on the resources and inclinations of whoever is singing. He
demonstrated singing the formula "Ya Rasūl Allah" in different ways but following a
similar melodic pattern common to many streams of Baloch music, particularly
those conceptualized within the Baloch zahīrōk.142
When I tried, repeatedly, to raise the question about the Qaderi themes and
formulas that are central to a number of guātī and dammālī pieces, Rasoolbaksh
grew tense, emphasizing that in Balochistan there are Zigri and namāzī (mainstream
142

To be clear, here the name of the zahīrōk is Baloch.
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Sunni) Muslims and in general, a pure Islam that respects all that is of spiritual merit
(he provided a long list of what was respected) and doesn't succumb to
sectarianism. The hard line he took in his terse, slightly agitated response to my
question recalls the religious and social principles put forth by the Baloch
nationalist movement that took form in 1929 under the guidance of Yusuf Aziz
Magassi, and which the Zigris by and large had enthusiastically embraced, one
particular tenet being a "democratic and socialist system guided by Islamic
universalism"(Baloch 1996: 234). Inayatollah Baloch (235) asserts that Zigris "were
the most active in Baloch society in promoting the cause of Baloch nationalism" in
part because their faith itself "promotes a socio-economic system which stresses
equality and justice."
Most directly, I had probably inadvertently touched a nerve by evoking lines
of sectarian division when targeted political violence visited on Baloch individuals
and communities is usually blamed on Jihadist groups, with the inference that they
are locally constituted by Baloch, masking state violence as Baloch-on-Baloch
violence. Hence Rasoolbaksh spoke with reverence of the collective Baloch approach
to religion and Islam, rather than valorizing his own community.
In that moment and in that setting, Rasoolbaksh bore the burden of providing
embodied knowledge, exactly as his position as a "benjū master" would necessitate
in virtually any situation, without hard and fast lines between embodied knowledge
of zahīrōks, of Gulkhan Nasir's poetry, of Zigri sipatts, of Qalandari dammāls, of
panjags, of Baloch communalism, and of processes of invention and composition. Of
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my learned interlocutors, he was possibly the most direct and least formulaic in
communicating what he knew and what he thought.
(b) Rahmat Hasan Khamis al-Balushi
Rahmat Hasan Khamis al-Balushi is a tailor by trade with his own weathered,
modest little storefront on the historic Mutrah corniche. A senior member of the
community of local Mashkatī Baloch musicians, he was very much at the forefront of
the initial wave of wedding musicians to emerge in the early years of the reign of
Sultan Qaboos. He grew up in a household where his grandmother and aunt were
zar mamas and he played drums (timbuk and dohol) for zār and lēwa ceremonies,
even though they were strictly forbidden. He became interested in Baloch popular
music and got a benjū from Karachi made by Abdurrahman Surizehi's father, Joma
Surizehi. He still has this instrument alongside two or three other benjūs.
Rahmat is famous as the only original Mashkatī Baloch truly versed in a
Makrani Baloch folk instrument. Like other noted benjū players such as Bilawal
Beljam, his repertoire frequently strays into ambiguous territory where it is difficult
to differentiate Baloch and "Indian" frames. I played one of the many recordings I
made of him with my phone while taking lessons from him for another Baloch
friend, who instantly identified the song as from the 1971 Indian film Pakeeza,
whose female protagonist, a virginal but socially debased professional dancer,
personifies a fictitious resolution of gendered moral tensions in South Asian society
(Morcon 2013: 3-4). I went back to Rahmat who said no this was his own
composition.
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Fig. 8.4, Rahmat Hassan Khamis al-Balushi, Muscat 2015
Rahmat Hassan has collaborated with local Muscat and Bahrain Baloch
literary figures such as Mahamad Hoth and Ismail Mumtaz. The latter told me he
wrote numerous poems imagining that they would be sung, always in the "key" (so
to speak) of berwī (=bhairavi)—an Indian rāg that nonetheless is listed by some as a
zahīrōk (During 2017:50). Ismail Mumtaz wrote several of these with Rahmat
Hassan in mind, as he was one of a small handful of local Baloch musicians skilled
enough to perform.
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Today, Rahmat is coaxed into performing at small gatherings on rare
occasions while his son is more active on the Mashkatī Baloch wedding circuit. His
son plays benjū, but has yet to acheive his father's mastery of the instrument.
Rahmat Hassan is very much a fixture of residual old Muscat, both as a tailor and as
a musician and does not really occupy the same space of international visibility that
Makrani benjū players inhabit.
(c) A. D.
A. D. is a completely amateur player of the benjū. He never has and never would
perform publicly but nonetheless enjoys playing a wide variety of popular sōt,
zahīrōk sketches, and guātī-dammālī airs. Recruited from Makran to fight for the
Sultan during the Dhofar war, which seems to have left him with painful memories,

Fig. 8.5, A.D.'s benjū, Muscat 2015
he is an Omani citizen with four grown sons, three of whom were instrumental in
encouraging and assisting me with my fieldwork in Muscat.
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There is a story to his initial acquisition of the instrument. It was actually his
brother, a fellow veteran of the Omani armed forces, who decided in the 1980s that
he wanted to obtain and learn to play a benjū. At that time, the leading maker of
benjū was Abdurrahman Surizehi's brother, Rasoolbaksh Surizehi, who was based in
Karachi. A.D. happened to be going to Karachi so his brother gave him money and
asked him to go see Rasoolbaksh Surizehi and have him make a benjū for him. The
order placed, some time passed before the benjū was ready and A.D. picked it up on
a subsequent trip. However, his brother found some fault in its build and they
contacted the maker who assured them he would fix it. This took more time, another
set of visits to Karachi. Finally the benjū was ready and found its way back to
Muscat. By this time, A.D.'s brother had lost all interest in learning to play it so A.D.
kept it and gradually started fiddling with it, until it became a major pastime for the
retired soldier. With no training, he gradually got the hang of coordinating the
panjag patterns with familiar melodies—mostly sōt and dammāl. Today, he plays
benjū in the evenings after dinner, with the Karachi-broadcast Baloch language
channel Wash TV on mute, the light of the television constantly shifting the color
and brightness reflected off the surfaces of the room as he plays, sometimes singing
along softly. His benjū is plastered with stickers celebrating the Sultanate of Oman.
(d) Mamadali Mamadasni (Mohammad Delnavāz)
We have also already discussed Mamadasni, as he is most popularly known among
Baloch in Muscat. He regards himself as the third most accomplished living benjū
player. While we needn't be terribly concerned with such rankings, it is worth
paying attention to this sense of a vanguard—it isn't just Abdurrahman Surizehi and
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then everyone else. As previously mentioned, Mamadasni is notable as a musician
who is active in multiple spheres of music production: as a touring accompanist to
many of the currently most popular and successful singers; as a studio arranger and
session musician for recording sessions of such singers in Turbat; and as a kind of
ambassador of Baloch music working with ensembles in Tehran that modernize and
fuse various regional folk styles and genres.

Fig. 8.6, Mamadasni, Muscat, 2015
Mamadasni is also yet another representative of Sarawan as an important musical
hub in Balochistan and was a student of Dinarzehi. He has an ongoing working
relation with an instrument maker in Sarawan, who has made multiple benjūs for
him, including instruments that might be designated in the following ways: standard
acoustic benjū, electric benjū, acoustic benjū meant for bowing, and highly
embellished benjū prototype with many more strings than is usual. Mamadasni is
one of several benjū players I encountered who employs showman-like devices
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specific to playing through amplification such as palm muting the strings as he
strums them in repetitive, staccato patterns and vigorously strumming slowly
descending and ascending runs in chromatic increments like an air raid siren.
He is active promoting the organological evolution of the instrument through
new versions with different properties and dimensions, assisting emerging singers
in creating polished, appealing recorded artifacts as a professional arranger as well
as accompanying them at performances in Muscat, and working with non-Baloch
musicians in Tehran, such as the Rastak ensemble, to forge new fusions inspired by
various strands of Iran's "regional" musics in an effort to promote Baloch folk music
to non-Baloch audiences.
In a correspondence that I initiated after I had met with him several times in
Muscat, Mamad Asni offered the following reflection on his collaboration with other
communities:
See, the English violin, the Spanish guitar, and many other
instruments are, in the present age, used by practically almost all the
world's cultures. A musical instrument is like a pen and the language
in which the pen writes is tied to the writer, who with the pen can
write in English, French, Italian, or any other language... A musical
instrument is the same. One should be able to use Baloch instruments
on a large, global scale. The music and instruments of Balochistan are
among the most unique and richly varied in the world. It's very good
that other of the world's groups should recognize this type of music.
My goal in collaborating with other cultures is first of all out of
my own interest and in reality is to acquaint other groups with the
riches of Baloch music and the benjū. I have always loved to broaden
my own musical scope beyond just Balochistan and I want, through
different collaborations, to raise the bar for my own abilities, and I
want to offer Iranians and people around the world new musical
hybrids in my own style but with a Baloch color and fragrance and to
create new experiences in the arena of music for Iran and the world so
that I might thus be able to introduce the benjū and Baloch music to
Iran and the world in an adequate representation as more and more
attractive and accessible and worthy of attention and understanding
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for the people of other communities. [my translation of his comment
from Persian]
While certain projects clearly romanticize the poetic aura and innocence of nomads
and other inhabitants of remote mountainsides and steppelands, Mamadasni
belongs a major trend (of which Kayhan Kalhor and Mohammadreza Darvishi are
well known representatives) that fosters collaborations between urban Persian
speakers from the figurative and actual center and cultural actors coded as other
and peripheral, a dynamic that Mamadasni looks upon as an opportunity to both
promote his heritage and hone his individual artistic vision. Mamadasni's four bases
of operations—his home town of Sarawan, Tehran where he plays with neonavāhī143 ensembles, Turbat where he is professionally engaged in the studio world
as arranger and session musician, and Muscat where he accompanies singers on
sponsored visits—serve nicely as symbolic emblems of the contemporary economy
of Baloch musical arts in urban context.
By focusing on the benjū we have shifted our gaze a bit from the broad
horizons of translocality to a more acute sense of trans-urbanism. Collective
memories fragment and fade and new paths to communal selfhood are forged from
institutions of urbanity and emergent technoscapes. While the action here is highly
diffuse and we have attuned to activities in such diverse locations as Oslo, Karachi,
and Sarawan to sketch a picture of these processes, the role that Baloch in Muscat,
Bahrain, and Kuwait play—as patrons, politicized publics, and faithful devotees of
Navāhī means regional and is a term used in Iran for localized folk music. In fact,
navāhī and mahalī (local) can be thought of as intentionally resisting using "folk" as
a desgninator, one very common (as halk) in neighboring Turkey. By neo-navāhī I
mean music that draws specifically on genres and aesthetics marketed as navāhī
while presenting a contemporary treatment.
143
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Baloch cultural expression—in energizing the circuitry of these emergent spheres of
urban Baloch culture is significant.
The benjū can be situated amid a complex crossing of arcs of ascendency and
decline from the perspective of many Baloch. At the same time that the benjū's
expressive possibilities are being constantly explored and refined and new territory
in Baloch music and poetry is being charted, traditional knowledge and values are
being lost and with them are disappearing the pahlawān and surōzī's mastery over a
whole realm of narrative and affectual arts.144 For Baloch in the mulk,
socioeconomic circumstances are deteriorating and the political landscape has
plunged into chaos.
A common thread through each of the milieus examined in this chapter and
the two preceding is an inability on the part of large numbers of Baloch in the GCC
states to avert their gaze from their shared patrimony of Balochistan, its territory
and heritage. In the next chapter, we turn to a large subset of Baloch in Muscat, who
have been settled for several generations and have retained their Baloch language
and identity while emotionally and culturally resituating themselves as denizens of
Muscat and culturally and socially imbedded in its urban landscape. This has
encouraged the youth in particular to cultivate Muscat-specific musical idioms and
emergent genres.

Another rapidly disappearing art that came up in my discussions with
Rasoolbaksh Farid is that of the pādgīr—a kind of traditional Baloch trackerdetective who can tell amazing volumes of information about individuals by looking
at their footprints and who have long been instrumental in apprehending culprits in
all manner of crimes and transgressions.
144
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Chapter Nine: Local Peninsular Baloch Culture Production: Emergent Genres
and Urban Morphology
Jibroo is an unbelievable place. It isn't hard to imagine its former self—three to four
times as big, fully encircled by walls, crowded, lawless, without electricity as
Khodabaksh Mewal tells it.
At an open air wedding party under floodlights on a public terrace overlooking
a dark wadi, the Ayla band is set up looking like a Latin funk outfit from the
seventies—Irakere or Mandrill, minus the horns or vibes, but full percussion section,
drum kit, keyboards, about 12 piece band. Women in Baloch finery—sparkling,
technicolor, red, gold, yellow, green, with gold earrings, bracelets and other dazzling
ornaments, sit in rows in front of the band and get up to dance in a tight-knit circle
parade when the band gets into one of its bass-heavy, densely percussive 30 minute
jams.
Men, mostly young men and teenagers, have gathered around the periphery,
clustered in the shadows, sitting in front of cars on collapsible canvas lawn chairs,
sitting along the edge of a low graffiti-ed wall that curves in a semicircle safeguarding
people on the terrace from falling into the dim expanse of modest housing that fills in
the space below along the base of Jebel Matrah. The array of style, dress, hairstyle
among the young men is remarkable. The men are all wearing flip flops or sandals—
some ornate with multiple straps climbing the ankles in rings, some sporty shower
sandals, others traditional Baloch chawat sandals—or reasonable stand ins. Every
detail is electric when contrasted with the pervasive Omani restraint and reserve when
it comes to quotidian self-presentation. In some ways, physical characteristics seem to
have some bearing on the personal presentation style they adopt, but this could be an
illusion conjured by my own heavily racialized imagination—shaggy hair mustached
youths recall young poets from Balochistan, while others with thick-rimmed glasses,
fades, triangular sideburns, and landscaped goatees give off a futuristic dandy vibe.
Some, mainly black dudes, wear clear hip hop referents— chiefly in how their baseball
caps are perched atop their heads, and their choice of velcro sports flip flops with
socks, their brand name gym shorts and track pants. A pair of young men who have let
their curly hair grow out into loose afros and sport peach fuzz mustaches with earthy
colored t-shirts definitely recall a style current among young New York Puerto Rican
dudes in the late 70s, early 80s. Of course they are all Baloch and they all know it is
2017.
As an opening shot of a movie, with the camera tracking slowly through the
crowd, taking in the band, the glittering, colorfully adorned ladies set off spatially in
the innermost core of the illuminated plaza, and the shadowy peripheries, crowded
with groups of photogenically attitudinal youths, scooters revving and weaving
through the frame, two or three men riding on each, with a soundtrack of Baloch
street banter and driving tropical Perso-Baloch-Afro-Hindi-Arabo-quasi-funk, it would
make for some dream cinematography. But I didn't take a single picture.
Jibroo in particular has a reputation for a jealous intolerance of the gaze of
outsiders upon the women of its households. My friend Yaseb told me that, as a
Baloch—broadly a cultural insider—if you are not from there, you can go into Jibroo
no problem, you can drive all the way through, all the way around its winding narrow,
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barely passable streets and lanes and no one will mind, people will be friendly,
greeting you, guiding you if needed, but if you go around a second time, they will say,
hey you were looking at my sister and people will come out and started rocking your
car and smashing its windows. This is the reputation of the quarter. It is a pedigree
famed and represented all across the length and breadth of Muscat, as its inhabitants
have resettled—in many cases have been resettled, creating networks of Baloch old
Muscat as a distinctive urban demographic in this growing metropolis. In a sense
Jibroo has multiplied, joined by Wadi Hattat, Amarat, and parts of Maabela, with
nearly the same sense of enclosure, density, and intense social energy. The sound of this
and other similar bands travels to those areas, is as at home there as it is here. A sonic
texture that mirrors the male youth but is offered above all to the women, whose styles
and personal presentations—more than the men's—point unmistakably to
Balochistan. [personal reflection after a late night at a succession of wedding
performances in Jibroo]
We have considered the mounting and valorization of dōdorōbīdag as "traditional"
Baloch culture alongside nodes of contemporary culture production and literary
activity framed against the ongoing political struggle in Balochistan. In this chapter
we turn to music as a local sphere whose expressive contours are shaped by the
local life rhythms, tastes, values, and social outlooks of Baloch communities in
Muscat.
Although this dissertation is concerned with sites of Baloch culture across
five Gulf states, Muscat stands apart as an environment where distinctive local
peninsular Baloch idioms are being forged. At this point, there is a recognizable
Mashkatī (Muscat) spoken Baloch—a variant of the Makrani dialect, and Baloch
residents and Baloch neighborhoods have been a major part of the city's sociospatial morphology throughout its formation and continued expansion. However
much Muscat's Baloch communities participate in translocal circuits and networks,
they also represent their own significant, unique Baloch locale.
Where the preceding chapters focused on social and intellectual milieus in
which a consciousness of nearby Balochistan is clearly articulated at virtually every
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turn, this chapter treats community settings where needs and demands are
localized, relating to life lived not in Balochistan but in Muscat. Many of these are
communities where—at least on the surface—the emotional umbilical cord to the
motherland145 has been severed for some time, and where an acute consciousness of
the politics and cultural heritage of Baloch in Balochistan mainly takes the form of a
resurgent interest among subsections of the youth.
In drawing a distinction between more locally oriented versus
transnationally oriented Baloch, we have to acknowledge that real life patterns are
much more nuanced and gradated than simply type A and type B. Insofar as we
might think in terms of two geocultural orientations that inform individual and
collective senses of selfhood and identity, communities live in close quarters and in
full view of one another with a great deal of overlap and interaction. Individual
membership is not restricted to one moiety or the other.
Geocultural, spatial dimensions of signification operate on both a regional
(Balochistan, Gulf, Western Indian Ocean) macro scale and within a micro—urban
neighborhood-mītag—focal range where the fiber of interidentification is more
tightly woven. Baloch in urban Oman inhabit a media-saturated social landscape
inundated with modern popular culture currents from India, East Africa, Iran, the
Arab world, and globally dominant culture industries. Local circuits of Mashkatī
It would be extremely difficult to assess, objectively and precisely, the extent to
which a significant portion of Muscat's long established Baloch community are in
fact of East African slave ancestry, and obviously this would have some bearing on
how one might frame the notion of an "emotional umbilical cord to the motherland."
Certainly the prevalence of lēwa and other genres is bound up with this history, but
the Baloch sphere of belonging posits Balochistan as homeland for all who idenitfy
as Baloch.
145
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Baloch musicians thus cultivate repertoires that naturally speak to the sense of
bricolage that Dick Hebdige (1979: 102-106) posits as a defining feature of
subcultural formations.146 Mashkatī Baloch wedding band performances consist of
long, fluidly cohesive sequences that are marked by often striking juxtapositions of
diverse idioms and auras. Their unifying textures do not allow for a clear distinction
between the improvised forging of a repertoire out of available materials and the
intent to represent, simultaneously, more than one cultural world. Neighborhood
weddings become nodes for aggregation, creative expression, and interidentification among Muscat's urban Baloch youth, constituting their social scenes.
The action at a wedding party is in large part directed by sound—ensembles
play continuous stretches of about fifteen to thirty minutes that comprise medleys
in which various melodies and grooves are dominant. The consistent up-tempo
drive of these sequences is regulated through a great deal of variation in rhythmic
density, with dramatic pauses, breakdowns, and flourishes. For long stretches there
Levi-Strauss (1966: 17) theorized bricolage as central to an archetypal process of
mytho-poeia and crucially as "a heterogenous repertoire which, even if extensive, is
nevertheless limited." We might think of any number of "traditional" repertoires
whose practitioners have tended to make fluid use of diverse available forms,
themes, structures, and devices, even if, over time, audiences have come to demand
a focused dedication to keeping a repertoire of renown (such as pahlawānī shēr)
intact. Very much in this spirit, Derrida (1978: 285) holds the view "that every
discourse is bricoleur," going on to conclude: "The engineer, whom Levi-Strauss
opposes to the bricoleur, should be the one to construct the totality of his language,
syntax, and lexicon. In this sense, the engineer is a myth" (ibid.).
Be that as it may, there are certain roles (like the Chlueh Berber raïs) that
amplify bricolage as a key dimension to the cultivation of a repertoire, less in the
sense of "making do," than as a process of harnessing the diverse but specific
currents of culture, signification, and learning that speak to Chlueh Berber
communities and audiences, and doing so in a worldly, peripatetic, transurban
fashion, condensing vast and varied domains of social experience into an intricate
yet readily comprehensible vernacular (Schuyler 1979a; 1979b: 99-103).
146
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is a sort of percussion chorus, where different instruments—frame drums (ṭārāt)
played with sticks, congas, drum kit, cowbells, woodblocks, and dholak—are
framing the same steady rhythmic stream. Where there is a climactic surge in
dynamic intensity, frame drums played by hand are the foregrounded instrument.
Bass guitar and guitar round out the rhythm section, while one or two keyboards
establish the melodies and chord-based vamps that guide the path of the music. The
singer is a focal point although typically the lyrics are generic, essentially
reaffirming the festive nature of the event. Pioneering contemporary Mashkatī
Baloch wedding singer Shanan, emphasizing the divergence between Makrani and
Mashkatī spoken Baloch, pointed out to me that texts sung at weddings are so
inconsequential that he would freely switch them up, replacing for instance a
ubiquitous wedding lyric meaning "where is the groom? I'm waiting for him" with
"salonka telanka madeh, salonk kasānī, manī salonk kasānī" ("don't push the groom,
the groom is small, my groom is a small man").
Today Shanan's son Nadeem is one of the biggest stars of the Muscat Baloch
wedding circuit. When I'd ask after his father, before the elder passed away, Nadeem
would smile and refer to him as "Shanani Manani," an affectionate name infused
with his father's characteristic whimsy. Nadeem Shanan stands out for his emotive
and virtuosic delivery of the extended vocal segment with which these long wedding
sequences often begin. These intros can take different characters but overall occupy
a neutral ground that defies precise geographic or genre classification outside this
particular domain of contemporary Muscat Baloch wedding music.
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Fig. 9.1, Nadeem Shanan (holding microphone) and Nawras Band at a wedding
hall in Seeb, 2016, Hosein Sapar in foreground

To construct a more detailed perspective on this powerful current of Baloch
musical performance in Muscat, let us first review the distribution of Baloch
communities across Muscat and consider the status of music making in Muscat in
historical context, which will provide some context for lineages of performers who
over the past several decades have been central to the genealogy of styles that have
evolved as unique to Muscat Baloch.
9.1 Social Rhythms and Urban Morphology in Baloch Muscat
The zones of core Baloch habitation in the greater Muscat metropolitan area fall into
a number of groups: the old port settlements where Baloch have long been
concentrated (Muscat, Matrah, Jibroo, Sidab), districts to the north of the city center
and the airport where Baloch have been relocated from these older sections and to
which new arrivals gravitate (Hail, Khoudh, Maabela, Seeb, and Barka), newly
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developed population centers inland on the other side of Jebel Matrah (Amarat,
Wadi Hattat), and neighborhoods in the modern center of the city and to the south
whose Baloch populations are more sparsely distributed (Wadi Kabir, Azaibah).

Barka

Gulf of Oman

Seeb
Maabela

Hail
Khoudh

Jibroo

Mutrah
Old Muscat

Sidab

Muscat

Al Amarat
Wadi Hattat

Map 6: Muscat and its Primary Baloch-inhabited neighborhoods
The following list specifies some key features of Muscat's urban morphology
that inform both the shape and topography of the city and the nodes towards which
social energies are directed:
a. Pockets and expanses physically suited to building.
b. Distances between and routes connecting these sites.
c. Proximity to the coast and linkage by road to the next settlements in any direction.
d. Shopping districts, malls, and fast food chains.
e. Mosques (along with malls, often the most useful landmarks for navigating a city
where most street names are unmarked and ignored).
f. Regulation of vehicular traffic—roadblocks and speedtraps.
g. The expansion of the city and greater metro area.
h. The location, functionality, and upkeep of seaports, airports, and bus depots.
i. The legibility of history in structures and morphology, especially in the oldest
quarters such as Old Muscat, Matrah, and Jibroo.
j. Thoroughfares and secondary streets, residential and non-residential areas, places
of foot traffic.
k. Promenades, corniches, parks, and public places for gathering (including popular
coastal stretches and beaches).
l. Remote places for less conspicuous gathering—wadis (desert rivulet valleys),
hawrs (coves generally accessible only by boat), "farms" (open air agricultural
properties)—in spatial relation to urban areas.
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m. Distribution of residential clusters and centers of commerce along ethnic, class,
and other demographic lines.
These features play a part in determining the overall rhythm of city life in Muscat,
especially as articulated in tandem with the climate, which is brutally hot most of
the year but quite pleasant in the winter months. Such particulars of the
spatialization and maneuverability of the city guide the ways spaces for cultural and
social autonomy are carved out. The notion of the harah—or mītag—implies any
number of the morphological features listed above but is also sharpened through
gradual demographic transformations reflecting cultural or social identity as well as
degrees of wealth, prosperity, and power, whether in ascendance or decline.
In juxtaposing multi-locality and multi-vocality as concepts crucial to
understanding social action and dynamics, Margaret C. Rodman (2003: 209) argues
that "regional relations between lived spaces are developed through infusing
experience in one place with the evocation of other events and other places"
(emphasis in original). The simultaneity of Baloch social life in numerous pockets in
Muscat, from its ever-expanding extremities to its historical core, reinforces this
notion of a deep relationship between multilocality and multivocality. Rodman's
position also rings true for how we ought to situate Baloch communities in the Gulf
in relation to one another, to Balochistan, and to a greater geography encompassing
the Western Indian Ocean and West, South, and Central Asia, even as it applies to the
distribution of Baloch in Muscat on a smaller but no less dynamic scale. The older
the Muscat Baloch community setting, the greater the need for referents to the age
of an Omani empire that extended to Zanzibar and Gwadar, with Muscat and Matrah
as busy ports channeling the flows of maritime trade of that period. The youth of
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such communities may be socially and culturally grounded in a post-maritime
Omani cityscape, but their consciousness of a translocal sphere of Baloch mobility
comes through in the multivocality of the repertoires they cultivate.
In this chapter, we shall give a significant amount of attention to youth
culture as the locus of Mashkatī Baloch "vocality." Alongside the spatialization of
community life as determined by settlement patterns and urban morphology, it is
helpful to think in terms of a temporally defined space that enables participants in
cultural performances to envision what Baloch music in late twentieth to earlytwenty-first-century Muscat might be. Scenes unfold in time, and this particular time
space opened up with dramatic shifts in stance towards the permissibility and value
of musical performance that took place after Sultan Qaboos assumed power in 1970.
Earlier, in Chapter Five, we examined ways in which musical and ritual
practices of Baloch in Muscat and its environs intermingle with those of other
Omani populations. In this chapter we are most concerned with the currents of
music production that have emerged in Muscat's Baloch communities over the
nearly five decades of Sultan Qaboos' rule. Although I distinguish a local Baloch
social-cultural sphere from its more fluidly transnational counterpart, a connection
to contemporary musical milieus in both Makran and Karachi has proved a
significant source of inspiration and repertoire for Mashkatī Baloch circles of
professional musicians.
9.2 The First Generation of Modern Mashkatī Performers
With a decrease in both geographic isolation and political and economic
marginalization under Sultan Qaboos, the 1970s were a dramatic period for Oman.
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The country began to undergo a transformation that is framed to this day as a
renaissance (nahḍa), one "linked to industriousness, cosmopolitanism, piety, and
seriousness of purpose" (Limbert 2010: 6). Development, modernization, and
expansion continue unabated today with new shipping ports, airports, ferry
services, and highways swelling Muscat and its environs, binding it more tightly to
the towns of Batinah and overseas centers of culture and commerce. The Baloch
communities of Muscat and Batinah have always participated in an overarching
Omani public and ritual life, which then has comprised Baloch alongside Omanis of
peninsular and African ancestry.
Muscat, Sohar, Sur, and other smaller coastal towns in Oman have
historically stood as exemplars of societies and cultural settings defined by
interregional interchange. The 1970s saw the awakening of an old, maritime port
society to the newly established circuits of connectivity of the jet age. In contrast
with neighbors such as Kuwait, Bahrain, and UAE, this was a belated awakening. In
the case of Baloch, this heightened connectivity was due not only to a more modern
outlook promoted at the national level but also to massive new waves of migration
from Balochistan prompted especially by recruitment to the Omani military owing
to the wars in Jebel Akhdar and Dhofar, and the need for skilled and unskilled
foreign labor at the oilfields. As Baloch communities were reconstituted by fresh
arrivals, the need for importing musical talent grew.
At the same time, we find new openings for local Baloch to define themselves
as practitioners of musical arts (funūn). Some such "arts" had essentially constituted
a communal domain guided by specialists—individuals often considered as steeped
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in religious learning or the kinds of knowledge required for healing, spirit
possession ceremonies, magical enactments, and traditional medicine. Accordingly,
musical knowledge—or knowledge that could serve as the basis for musical
knowledge—was widely diffused, but social attitudes were instrumental in
determining which individuals felt attracted to participating in fields of musical
performance, and socially at liberty to do so.
As discussed in early chapters, Baloch on the whole encounter far fewer
constraints imposed by their households and communities in comparison with their
more socially conservative and religiously observant Omani neighbors. The much
wider geocultural frame of reference with which Baloch identify extends to include
a recent history shared with other Omani with roots in Zanzibar, Dar Es-Salaam, and
elsewhere in East Africa's Swahili cultural zone.147
The early to mid-seventies were a period where a number of Baloch
performers emerged, in particular to fulfill a need for modern Baloch entertainment
at weddings. These performers came from families who provided a cultural
background that encouraged the cultivation of performance but were not
bequeathed the repertoires they came to represent in a hereditary fashion. Rather,
responding to the shifting cultural landscape in Muscat, they took inspiration from
Baloch cultural milieus abroad, notably Karachi, and also relied on their own
capacities for invention.

One friend whose family are Baloch based in Muscat counts among her relations
Baloch who have recently relocated from Zanzibar to Muscat and these, she
maintains, are among the most socially conservative in outlook in her Baloch
community networks.
147
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At the core of this nascent re-envisioning of musical life during that period
was an ensemble consisting of five musicians: Rahmat Hassan Khamis al-Balushi,
who we have already met; the late Shanan, a retired ROP officer and professional
court translator when I met him, who sang alongside Rahmat and released a number
of recordings under his own name; Tallab, a dohol (double headed drum) player
who prides himself on having led processions to welcome Sultan Qaboos when he
would land at the airport in the early days of his reign; Makrani tabla player Ali alGwadari (now deceased); and Khodabaksh Mewal, then primarily a dancer but now
a singer who still leads a prominent wedding band in Jibroo. Rahmat Hassan Khamis
al-Balushi is notable as a single Mashkatī Baloch musician who embraced the benjū
in a serious capacity, and quite early on (in the early 1970s). We have discussed his
relationship to the instrument and its repertoire in the preceding chapter, and
towards the end of this chapter, I will give more attention to Khodabaksh Mewal. Let
us begin with Shanan.
Shanan is regarded as a comically eccentric figure. A mention of his name will
generally yield a smile. His recordings are instructive for the sense they give of a
completely localized Muscat Baloch cultural outlook. His songs contain quirky
depictions of mundane events and neighborhood life in al-Khoudh, with its high
concentration of social housing constructed to absorb mostly Baloch Omani citizens
displaced from Jibroo, Shanan among them. Let us take one of his songs, several
decades old, that is notable as an example of an urban social realism that is
otherwise largely unheard of in Omani songs, poetry, literature, film, or television:
Marhūm Khamīs gō Chelūka jang kūtā
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pa shīshagī wīn hale sarā
Suleimana gō Karbuna watarā ūr kūtā
ō chōkī atka jangī rā kūtā
Salman katī sīrā u nāchu kā
lakin kasī sīrā janga nakā
Far'un kasī sīrā na janga nakā
lakin kasī sīrā rabshe nakā
dokan dēmā bāzenī neshtegā
kasī gwazā randei kapa
Yusuf Khodabakshe lāpā rōtu neī
Nader Husseine lāpā rōtu neī
gushta doktoranā halana dimde
The late Khamis fought with Toothpick over a bottle of Hal [a household
cleanser]
Suleiman and Karbuna148 jumped in
a kid came up and started a fight
Salman comes to weddings and dances
but he doesn't fight anyone
Far'un doesn't get into fights at weddings
He doesn't make trouble
a lot of people sitting out front the corner store
someone passes by and they chase after him
Yousef Khodabaksh's guts are shot
Nader Hossein's got no intestine left
the doctor told them to lay off that Hal [the household cleanser]
(CD of mp3s provided by Shanan, n.d., CYB)
A prevalence of boisterous weddings, of fighting, substance abuse, street life, and
low-level hooliganism is suggested, all in Balochophone terms. A Baloch friend
recollects that this song predates Shanan's version as something that people would
informally sing to amuse themselves while hanging out on the street.
Shanan's musical repertoire is so idiosyncratic that it hardly seems useful for
illuminating broader musical practices among Mashkatī Baloch. At the same time, he
was a fixture of local culture and his process of generating and assembling material,
Clearly a nickname: karbuna was explained to me as a term for excess carbon
monoxide build-up in car engines, and thus someone whose presence isn't
appreciated, but it could also refer to Carbona, a cleaning agent that was notably
abused as a solvent in the late twentieth century.
148
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as he explained to me, was always in free associative response to his own
circumstances and experiences. One of his songs, freely mixing Baloch and Arabic, is
based on being unexpectedly detained for a compulsory vaccination upon arrival
back in Muscat after a trip to India: "Atka cha Hindī matārā, dashtā cha ī matara,
nādūnī, balkī trā ta'ūnī [I came from the airport in India, I landed at the airport, they
called me over—maybe you have the plague!]". Another song bears the refrain se bai
dihem ya se bai dihem, invoking a greeting in Thai, with a whimsical verse that
unfolds as follows,
Fī Arabi yagulu, "kēf halak?"
Fī Baloch yagulu "Chī tōr ē?"
Hindī yagūlū, "kaisa hai?"
Fī Inglizī, "hi how are you?"
Fī Swahīlī, "jambo jet."
Fī Thailandī, "ka pom ka."
Fī Somālī, "kandā kap"
Wa al-bāqī, "eeyeeyeeyeeyee"
In Arabic they say, "kēf halak?"
In Baloch they say "chī tōr ē?"
In Hindi they say, "kaisa hai?"
In English, "hi how are you?"
In Swahili, "jambo jet."
In Thailandi, "ka pom ka."
In Somali, "kandā kap"
and the rest say, "eeyeeyeeyeeyee" (CYB)
Each of these is more or less a legitimate greeting in the specified language with
certain exceptions. In Swahili, he adds "jet" to the common greeting jambo thereby
approximating "jumbo jet" —indeed these greetings are of the general register of
things flight attendants might say over the PA to welcome passengers on board and
to assure them that there is a cultural link between the in-flight environment and
the airline's national association. And by substituting for any actual Somali greeting
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a Baloch phrase meaning "go fall in a hole," he suggests for comedic effect a lack of
knowledge of Somali (despite the fact that Shanan, at the time I met him, included
Somali among the languages he worked with as a professional court translator). The
other component of the song's text is a familiar song sung on a night midway
through Ramadan by children as they go collecting sweets, a tradition known locally
in Muscat and Batinah as qaranqasho. The song, in Arabic, varies from country to
country and he sings a local version:
Qaranqasho yo nās, 'atīnī shwāya l'halwa,
Dūs, dūs, fī'l-mendūs, Hārah hārah fi's-sahārah
"qaranqasho"149 people, would you give me some sweets...
toss! toss them into the mendūs, from neighborhood to neighborhood, into
the sahārah!150 (CYB)
Shanan recounts being unexpectedly asked to sing at a function he happened upon
at a hotel in Mumbai after an Indian singer had backed out. An Omani who had
chanced to witness this impromptu performance knocked on his hotel room door
the next day holding a box of sweets in answer to the refrain, prompting Shanan to
recall that Ramadan tradition in the context of an encounter between two Omani
strangers in India.

Qaranqashu is an onomatopoeia approximating the sound of seashells being
clapped together by the children noisily making their rounds(ash-Shidi 222).
150 A mendūs is an ornamented box carried on this occasion for collecting sweets and
small gifts, while the sahārah is the same but much more basic and unornamented.
149
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Fig. 9.2, Shanan, Maabela, 2014
The subject matter of Shanan's songs tends to be purely autobiographical, speaking
however to some degree of collective experience, and intended to entertain
listeners, mainly attendees at weddings. The songs are in the Muscat variant of the
Makrani dialect of Baloch, sometimes freely mixed with Arabic. In some cases, he
will insert Baloch lines into familiar Arabic songs, e.g. "Habībī rāh wa mājānī—kujā
ē? Lōga naī." (in Arabic: "my darling left and didn't return," then in Baloch: "where is
she?151 She is not at home.")

Gendering here is tricky, because while nouns and pronouns have no gender in
Baloch, at least not in this colloquial variation, in Arabic, the subject is very explicitly
grammatically male, but there is a tendency to assume that an unspecified object of
desire will be the opposite gender to the singer—if gender were specified, a specific
object might be suspected, leading to trouble, if an opposition of genders were not
inferred, the suggestion of homosexuality could be considered libelous. This of
151
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I take these songs from Shanan's repertoire as examples of a localized Baloch
perspective from which evocations of a Makrani cultural landscape are notably
absent, with the urban environment of Muscat and its links to other locales (outside
of Balochistan) highlighted instead. Shanan preserves humor as his trademark while
representing the picaresque dimensions of the mītag, the extent to which
Arabophone Muscati culture permeates Mashkati Baloch culture (as with
qaranqashu), and general themes of travel and mobility as extensions of
cosmopolitan Muscat society. There is little continuity between his persona, his
vocal style or his songs, and established musical idioms, either Omani or Makrani. In
fact, most representatives of the small musical coterie that emerged in Baloch
Muscat during the early decades of Sultan Qaboos' rule give a sense of having been
free to imagine a local musical landscape and to invent their role in it.
When Shanan initially parted ways with Rahmat in the mid 1970s he had
picked up the oud to a modest degree. He didn't master a given style per sé, but
whatever stuck in his mind he could basically manage. He preferred just to play at
home but people would ask him to bring the oud to accompany himself at weddings
since several of his recorded songs feature the oud along with the keyboard and
electronic rhythms. However, he bought four ouds, one after another and each was
destroyed at a wedding engagement, as the dancing became animated and the ouds
fell off the stage and were trampled underfoot, and he stopped bringing them.

course is not a rule today, nor was it in the past, but I am acquiescing to a default
conservatism in my interpolation, because it would be inaccurate to pretend that
same sex—or non-heteronormative—romantic overtures aren't relegated to the
margins of mainstream society throughout the region.
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9.3 Tropical Chic: Los Balochos and Wedding Bands of the Sultan Qaboos Era
Professional wedding music in Muscat has taken a variety of forms. Before
contemporary ensembles became established as part of the format, singing,
drumming, and the use of reed instruments were the musical components that
served the functions required for a wedding: creating a celebratory atmosphere,
accompanying the various stages, including processions and dances.
In the 1970s and 80s, local musicians started to improvise an emerging
vision of what sort of festive music should be on offer. This vision was in part
informed by what was in the broader regional ether at that moment, with
neighboring peninsular countries, Iran, and Karachi as obvious sources of
inspiration. Khodabaksh Mewal and his band, which consists of his sons as well as
other Baloch from Lyari, Karachi, became an increasingly prominent fixture in the
small pool of wedding musicians in Jibroo/Mutrah, underscoring a Lyari-Muscat
parallelism as one ongoing possibility of how a Mashkatī Baloch wedding might
sound.
At the same time, young musicians engaging with current musical trends
proved so resonant with their peers that weddings spilling out into the streets of
residential quarters from Jibroo to Wadi Hattat to Maabela and Seeb came to
resemble youth scenes. Strains of Persian, Arab and Indian popular music were
prominent sources of inspiration for these groups as were American popular genres.
In the 1990s, there had been a major surge in the popularity of reggae as a musical
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ethos personified by Bob Marley,152 something that was true across the Middle East
broadly at that time. Political currents explicitly present in the music of Bob Marley
and many other reggae musicians resonated acutely with local youth in various
milieus, especially those of sub-Saharan African ancestry, since the political and
social themes of Jamaican music that promoted a Rastafarian ideology spoke
directly to a consciousness of Pan-African heritage and Black liberation (drawing
here on accounts from Baloch friends but referring as well to al-Harthy 2010: 216).
Subsequently, towards the end of the 1990s, a Latin sound became extremely
popular, again in a fashion that spread over a wide area including Egypt, Morocco,
and Tunisia. One band that had achieved international commercial success during
this period was the Gypsy Kings from Arles, France. However much the trendy
appreciation of their music in Oman might have coincided with their popularity in
Egypt or Morocco or Turkey,153 in Muscat a wave of Baloch bands devoted to the
format and style of the Gypsy Kings and other Latin-esque groups emerged that
continues to resonate to the present. One pioneering group, now long disbanded,
retains to this day a legendary stature. This band, Los Baluchos, drew heavily on the
precedent set by the Gypsy Kings, while combining vocalization and guitar textures
that resemble flamenco with accordion-based melodies that recall a variety of
Mexican and Latin American popular musics, with an upbeat 2/4 rhythm being an
insistent component.
I would have been shocked to come across any awareness of Sir Coxsone Dodd,
Clancy Eccles, or Prince Far I in this setting.
153 For discussion of parallel iterations of the global appeal of this general musical
flavor, see Aksoy 2018: 154 (regarding Kurds) and Frishkopf 2002 (regarding
Egyptian milieus).
152
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Los Baluchos used to play at a restaurant in Muscat, which is hardly typical of
the settings where one generally encounters live music in Muscat. Majid al-Harthy,
an Omani ethnomusicologist, has researched another trend from the same period:
local Muscat-based Swahili taraabu ensembles who would also play at restaurants
(personal communication, March 2015). According to Madawi al-Rasheed (2013:
109; see also Mathews 2016:12, 20), Zanzibari Omani citizens in Muscat routinely
hold their weddings in large international hotels and hire—either imported or
local—performers of Swahili music as one of the key components of the wedding
parties. This suggests that both Baloch and Omani citizens with ties to East Africa
have at times constituted an extra-community sphere of live music to an extent far
greater than is typical of Arab Omanis.
Among the network of Baloch musicians in which former members of Los
Baluchos continue to operate, the most currently active musicians tend to lead
groups that perform at the large hotels that cater to foreign business and leisure
clientele, such as the Intercontinental, broadening the tropical vibe to include top 40
staples such as Gloria Gaynor's oft revisited 1978 hit "I Will Survive."154
Throughout much of Asia, tourist destinations offer music provided by a kind
of service industry, with Filipino bands found in particular prominence on cruise
ships and in pubs and nightclubs (see De Dios 2016). Bahrain is a notable case of
this owing to its US military base and its popularity as a drinking and vice
destination with citizens of the dry, puritanical Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Bands
playing New Year's parties and the like at Muscat's Intercontinental and other four
For instance, I've also seen it performed in the US in 2001 by Tehrangelesi pop
star Andy.
154
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or five star hotels can be seen as tame variations on this theme—unlike in
downtown Manama, heavy drinking, prostitution, and unruly crowds are hardly
part of the ambience. Yet such musicians cultivate an identity that is anything but
servile, branding themselves as part of a cosmopolitan Omani elite that wallows in
expensive hotrods and constant international travel.
Other wedding bands that succeeded the wave spearheaded by Rahmat
Hassan and Khodabaksh Mewal included Basama, Anwar, and Sadaqa, this last
featuring the renowned singer Hosein Sapar, who abruptly dropped from public
view as a singer when he was overcome by a religious fervor that put a stop to his
musical activities. At the time of my research, he was cautiously reentering the
circuit of Mashkatī Baloch musical performers. He would attend the weddings of his
friends and be very eager to sing, just not as a professional hired performer. His
reputation rests in large part on the sweet, floating timbre of his voice, and I was
struck, seeing him perform at a wedding, that his singing both held a tremendous
natural appeal and also had an extremely kitschy character, from my perspective.
When he sang, a keyboard player would instinctively accompany him with tinkling
piano fills, rounding out a warm, sentimental serenade that elicited great
enthusiasm from all. He bestowed upon me the Baloch name, Shahdad.
The word I would use, subjectively, to describe Hosein Sapar's style of
singing is crooning and I would not be inclined to situate it within a maqām
framework; nonetheless, a musician active for several decades in the professional
wedding band circuit identified the style as mawwāl, correlating it to a general
catchall for emotive, "free rhythm," maqām-based vocal improvisation, despite the
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much more fixed associations the term mawwāl carries in various contexts in the
Gulf, Iraq, Syria, Palestine, and Lebanon. This sentimental style of vocalization is
part of the fabric of the contemporary Mashkatī Baloch musical idiom.
While both Shanan's and Rahmat's sons are active in the Muscat Baloch
wedding circuit, Khodabaksh Mewal continues to lead his group featuring singers,
drummers, and instrumentalists of varying ages, including his own sons. The
repertoire of these contemporary bands draws on a number of distinct sources:
rhythms, dances, chants, and drumming textures associated with lēwa and dammāl
idioms; modern Baloch popular songs written and recorded variously in Muscat,
Karachi, and Turbat; globalized rock, pop, and "world beat" styles; and popular
modern Hindi, Persian, and Arab songs, again underscoring the inseparability of
multi-locality and multi-vocality as constitutive attributes of the social and
expressive realms of Mashkatī Baloch.
The closest non-Baloch regional parallel to the format for these ensembles is
a strain of bands in the urban peninsular Gulf coast region typified by the Kuwaiti
group Miami Band (formed in 1991), whose very name conjures up a pan-tropical
fantasy world. The appending of "Miami" to an institution associated with music and
a social ambience is quite common in various unrelated settings, another example
being the Miami Club that figures into the plot of the Algerian narrative film Délice
Paloma (2007).155 In Kuwait City, as in Muscat, it is not always easy to distinguish an
"international space" from a "national space" for performance outside a fairly wellThere is also a Miami Club in Ankara, one of the most upscale of the city's
infamous pavyons (expensive but in many senses uncouth nightclubs themed
around over-the-top, electrified central Anatolian folk music and titilating dancers
and hostesses).
155
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delineated community context. Kuwait's Miami Band is one of the faces of modern
Kuwaiti popular music that evokes Kuwait for many, but their repertoire suggests
an appeal to a nebulous array of nationals from different regions. Muscat's Baloch
bands are likely inspired to a certain degree by bands like the Miami Band, both in
ensemble concept and in the overall tenor of the repertoire. Nonetheless, although
one or two groups have been peripherally included in large-scale events designed as
representations of Omani nationhood, these bands otherwise do not perform for
non-Baloch audiences. The national and international spaces suggested by the
musical styles they embrace are conceptualized by and for local Baloch
communities.
There is some overlap between the repertoires of local Baloch wedding
bands and visiting Makrani ensembles. For instance, the Iranian156 pop song
"dokhtar-e bandarī" was performed by Arif Baloch, Shajan Dawoodi, and Mamadali
Mamadasni at a wedding in Maabela; the same song is also performed by the
Mashkatī Baloch wedding bands al-Mayasim and al-Muna. In al-Muna band's
version, the sound of a ney anbān (bagpipe, and a term interchangeable with
habbān, habbūneh, and mizak) is explicitly approximated by a keyboard, while the
guitar and bass play salsa-esque syncopated arpeggio lines and then the percussion
section drives ahead with an extremely fast 3/4 rhythm that falls into a more
measured 4/4 rhythm (at one point Ali Alash, the singer, explicitly counts out four
during a spacious lull before the triple-beat drum articulations recommence)
frequently overflowing with expressive drum fills.
The most widely consumed versions of this song come from "Tehrāngelesī" (Los
Angeles-based Persian) singers like Andy (1996) and Shahram Kashani (2000).
156
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The details of such evolving arrangements are important. Musical
performances at weddings provide a (usually heavily gendered) setting for the
social aggregation of a geoculturally marked age demographic. Public spaces such as
beaches can provide the same function to a point, but wedding bands make manifest
so many specific sensory stimuli that directly engage affective and symbolic points
of connection between participants—musicians and attendees. They offer a utopian
blueprint for tropical hedonism while speaking directly to extremely complex
realms of historical and geocultural consciousness and interidentification.
9.4 Subcultures, Supercultures, Youth Culture, Scene
It is often tempting to situate the group resonance of musical style within more
global discourses of "youth culture" and "subculture" but these terms can be
problematic when the entities whose existence they imply haven't been articulated
by clear sets of participating subjects. John Clarke, Stuart Hall, Tony Jefferson, and
Brian Roberts (1993: 9) find that the concept "youth culture" "has little or no
explanatory power" as it offers no distinction between the agency exercised by
youth over their surroundings—in particular the material economy that orders
social life so profoundly—and the influence exercised by the world of capitalistic
enterprise over the youth and their passions.
For Mark Slobin, the notion of a musical subculture must be paired with an
acknowledgment of its "superculture" counterpart—"the dominant, mainstream
musical content of a society, in effect, everything people take for granted as being
'normal'" (2008:3). For Baloch in Muscat, the presence of such a superculture might
be equated with the most widely circulated forms of popular music and culture—
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from canned music at malls to soft rock and lite jazz to the commercial music
industries of India, Pakistan, the United States, and the Gulf nations themselves to a
more austere, pious outlook that is especially wary of musical entertainment and
modes of expression. A Gulf-specific sense of superculture would equally amplify the
marginality of Baloch cultural idioms within a setting where they are little known in
the broader society.
However, the term subculture might apply to contexts where this marginality
of Baloch cultural idioms is completely inverted and they become a focal point for a
sphere of vigorous participation. The subculture designation commonly implies a
degree of intensity to collective assertions within the time and place commandeered
by the subcultural formation, often channeled into streams of expressive utterance
and comportment where meaning is evaluated through what sociolinguists (YaegerDror 2001: 171-172) call "referee design." Stylized modes of expression serve not
only as conduits for meaningful action but as means for marking and delimiting the
times and spaces—and by extension, frames—within which meaningful action
occurs. Baloch weddings in Muscat become such frames, as do weddings in many
cultural contexts, particularly transnational or subnational contexts.
Patterns of interidentification expressed through style, taste, and nodes of
congregation can be read as a distillation of a youthful (male) belonging to Baloch
Muscat, the intersection of multi-locality and multi-vocality touched upon earlier
further intersecting with an in-group/out-group distinction. Thomas Turino (2008:
106) observes that, "As public articulations framed to receive special attention,
often the arts are key rallying points for identity groups and central to
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representations of identity." The purposes of proclaiming an identity status or
affiliation are varied and nebulous, often upstaged by manifestations of
boundedness, with "in-group and out-group status [...] marked by a broad range of
signs such as clothing styles, hairstyles, body decorations, speech styles, and ways of
walking" (ibid.). Where music, style, and age demographics become focal points
within a matrix of cultural performance and social belonging, there is a logical
intersection with the concept of "scene" as commonly deployed with respect to
youth cultures, subcultures, countercultures, and fan cultures.
Within Mashkatī Baloch communities, young men form a distinct subset.
Young women are frequently confined to intimate household settings, although
young Baloch women are much more ready participants, generally speaking, in
domains of the arts and expressive culture than are non-Baloch Omani women.157
Young men convene and socialize in the evenings and late into the night, at coffee
shops, on beaches and coastal promenades, and on virtually any patch of unclaimed,
unsupervised ground—dusty lots between houses, tracts of earth separating a main
road from its service roads, and large clearings around which residential
developments are constructed. During the day, young men play football in these
spaces. At night they bring folding chairs and sit around.
Late one evening, I went to see a Baloch rapper in the Maabileh section of
Muscat. Rather than meet me one on one just anywhere or anytime, it was clear that
I realize that this may be viewed as bold claim—it is admittedly a personal
interpretation and I treat it in a little more depth at the end of this chapter. It is a
simpler matter to point to the domains in which young Baloch women do participate
than to conclusively demonstrated that Omani Arab women do not participate in
these or analogous domains.
157
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he wanted our meeting to have a diwwan158 dimension to it. He specified that we
should meet at about 1AM along the perimeter of the external wall of one of
Maabileh's main mosques. When I arrived, he was there with at least a dozen other
young men, probably ranging in age from fifteen to twenty-four. They were standing
and seated on the gravelly roadside separating the street from the wall of the
mosque. Three canvas folding beach chairs served as seats of honor and
refreshments were served from a cooler packed with juices and snacks like
sambusas (I would guess from a Zanzibari restaurant). I only stayed until about
2:30AM because I had had a long day and had an early appointment the next day,
but there was no sign suggesting anyone else's imminent departure when I took my
leave.
Throughout our discussions, social space was a recurrent topic, in particular
with respect to the time and place available to young men for congregation. Where
rap shows cannot be justified as part of a natural community rhythm and would be
conspicuous in their political tenor, weddings represent a vivid social node for
nightlife among young urban Baloch in Muscat. As is true of nightclubs and standing
room live performance venues generally, space is structured with a great deal of
leeway to position oneself at the center or on the periphery. The perimeter of a
space is key to the spatialized presence of attendees for many customary gatherings,
including those held at mosques to commemorate either a death or the religious
component to the wedding of two individuals. At a wedding party (nadīnag), the
perimeter of the space is likewise the place for males in attendance, young and old,
Diwwan here implies a somewhat formal conceptualization of informal
socializing as an established institution in its own rite.
158
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seated in dignified repose, and being served traditional Omani coffee, black or karak
tea, and other refreshments, enclosing the site of various enactments. Musical
performers and those segments of their audiences who engage most intensively
with them, who cast aside any pretense to reserve and detachment, occupy the
central agora of these spaces.
9.5 Sonic Framing and the Current Wave of Baloch Wedding Bands
Looking at a representative performance by the al-Muna Band at an open air
wedding party: Upon setting up and sound checking, the guitar player Albady began,
unaccompanied, with a rock-style introductory solo, using a moderately overdriven
tone to allow for sustained notes that he bended emotively in obvious emulation of
Pink Floyd's guitarist David Gilmour (on certain occasions that are not weddings the
group has covered Pink Floyd's "Comfortably Numb"). After about four minutes, the
keyboard player Nader entered and shifted his improvisatory passages to
unmistakable Arab maqām terrain (rāst), using the pitch wheel to provide
ornamentation and glide between pitches. After another four or five minutes the
entire band entered with what might be thought of as a "lēwa skank," a sharp, stilted
three-beat cycle with a heavy pitched keyboard accent on the third beat, a variety of
drums either playing all three beats or embellishing them by playing between or
around them. At this point those present (young males) began to dance.
If we listen to the sequences through which performances are constructed,
we find several types of segmentation. As is very common among the festive idioms
of Baloch, Arabs, Kurds, Persians, and other cultural groups of the greater region,
pieces performed to inspire and enable dancing often begin with a segment that
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creates a mood without the percussive dance rhythms that later take hold. In
Palestine, Syria, or Lebanon, a dance such as a debke or del'una is often preceded by
an impassioned mawwāl or 'ataba. In each case, the greater the sense of anticipation
and emotionally weighted build-up that precedes the abrupt transition to an
animated collective dance, the greater the intensity with which participants throw
themselves into their dancing.
At performances of contemporary Makrani popular songs (ganas, sōts), it is
common for an impassioned zahīrōk to precede the main body of the song, which
will often refer directly to tragic socio-political circumstances. By contrast, the songs
and instrumental passages that introduce long dance medleys performed by
Mashkatī Baloch wedding bands are typically sentimental, melodramatic
expressions of platonic affection, appealing to the quotidian longings of young men
(and potentially women—an important audience for these groups) rather than to a
consciousness of struggle, tragedy, exile, and oppression. These opening stretches
allow singers, who are young, to present themselves as featured soloists in a teen
idol vein. In doing so, these Baloch wedding performances elide with the Arab Gulf
mediascape of talent shows and khalījī pop stars and with the expansive world of
pop music produced in Mumbai and Karachi, often with modest inflections of the
Iranian school of modern pop balladry.
While opening vocal, keyboard, and guitar showcases are quite polished,
tight dance-oriented ensemble arrangements often congeal impressively from a
deliberately unfocused morass of crooning and tinkling. An informal sense of
intimacy between performers and their peers dominates these introductory
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sequences, even where those peers are the youth of the mītag hovering out of sight
but within earshot.

Fig. 9.3, Bass player with Ahlam band at rehearsal, Sidab, Muscat, 2014
In the ordered structure of the dance pieces, an internal variation is expressed in a
number of ways. First, there is a dramatic fluctuation in dynamic intensity driven
principally by the percussion section but cued —actually or symbolically—by
exhortations from the main vocalist. Then there is often a push and pull between
competing themes of unlike mood and character.
To provide an example, I refer to a fragment of a performance by al-Muna
band I recorded at a ladies' henna party in Wadi Hattat. I was allowed into this
private space as a guest of the band, who though male were permitted to be there to
provide entertainment. The longer segment, nearly an hour, opens with guest
vocalization by a child, whose aimless, echo-laden vocalizations crystalize in a
rendition of "the ABC's" to extemporaneous accompaniment by the band —in turns
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jazzy noodling and a punchy polka-style beat. When the child finishes, the band
continues playing an instrumental jam for about two minutes, dominated by the
guitarist Abdu's usual paean to David Gilmour. After a momentary pause, the band
picks up with a tightly arranged musical potpourri that lasts about 45 minutes,
beginning with a groove established mainly by guitar, organ-voiced keyboard, and a
high hat-dominated drum kit beat. The guitar pattern recalls, not unsurprisingly,
Pink Floyd's "Another Brick in the Wall, part 2," while the vocalist, Alash, enters
with pop qawwali-style phrases, though the dramatic, sustained tone he begins on
could almost be mistaken for a Carlos Santana159 guitar entrance against that
backdrop. I have isolated six minutes and twenty four seconds, quite a bit after this
opening, for scrutiny. There are two main melodic frameworks in interaction: a song
(which shall henceforth be known as "song") with a structure of recurrent melodic
themes and a lēwa section that repeatedly interrupts this song. The song itself is
subject to variation in its melodies and in the presence of supporting instruments—
notably the electronic keyboard and the feel and accent of the drumming, which
shifts dramatically periodically.
The melodic character of the song encourages one to think in terms of a key
signature as would be specified on a pop music chart. Neither is there an
immediately clear genre referent nor—in my experience—are the musicians in
these big bands inclined to pigeonhole their repertoire by aligning it with some
I am attempting, in drawing these lines of association, to override my personal
reactions of "oh, this reminds me of such and such" (except in the italicized opening
of this chapter) by imagining, based on certain clues, which pop culture role models
are actively being engaged by the musicians whose performances are under
discussion.
159
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exterior musical sphere. The upbeat major scale employed and the chipper
melodies, devoid of either a blues-rock style pentatonicism or maqām-zahīrōk tonal
sequences and phrasing patterns, evokes a mood more similar to (a tame
approximation of) soca than to salsa, reggae, or Latin rock—other globally diffused
yet tropically branded popular musics whose instrumentation and ensemble
concept would be similar. In the tradition of the sāz ō dohōl160 archetype of Iran and
neighboring regions including Balochistan, the manner in which the lēwa phrases
are articulated fits what Ali Jihad Racy (1994: 49) calls "active motivic reiteration,"
where the number of repetitions of simple melodic phrases is unspecified, filling a
stretch of time through repetition exactly as would a drumming pattern.
00:01 Song melody is clearly established.
00:20 Song continues with shift in beat, keyboard drops out.
00:46 Vocal ornamentation is very much in an Urdu style in its rapid,
terraced ascents and descents.
1:11 Break.161
1:23 Return to song form in a variation.
1:35 Vocal descant.
1:55 Lēwa enters momentarily in the form of a softening, simulated echo:
"lēwalēwalēwalēwalēwalēwalēwa...."
2:00 Return to song.
2:02 Dramatic swelling of frame drum intensity.
2:10 Sustained call of leeeeeeeewaaaaa, immediately followed by lēwa theme
on the keyboard.
2:26 Drum break heralds return to song.
Sāz ō dohōl is a convenient term in wide use in Iranian Persian to refer to the
pairing of an aerophone or chordophone with a drum as festive (especially
wedding) dance occasions. The first image that typically comes to mind would be of
a conical double reed shawm (sūrnāī) and double-headed drum (dohōl), but the sāz
could just as easily be a fiddle (violin or kemāncheh), a larger shawm (qaranāī), a
bagpipe, or single-reed pipe similar to the mijwiz Racy is discussing in the article
cited.
161 By the term "break," I mean not a pause or a gap, but a dramatic percussive
interlude that serves to both segment the performance and to heighten the intensity
and tension present in that node of the overall stream.
160
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2:40 New vocal part.
2:49 New break.
2:54 Second welling up of frame drums.
3:11 Spaced out, rhythmic intoning of "lēwa.... lēwa... lēwa...."
3:15 Return to song vocals.
3:24 Calling out lēwa, followed at 3:27 by chanting lēwa as an echo and lēwa
theme.
3:43 Break signaling return to song.
4:07 Building chant, followed by shifting drum textures.
4:34 Call of lēwa over drumming followed by return to main song melody.
4:45 Segue to repeated vocalization of lēwa call with similar intonation.
4:49 Return to song.
4:59 Call of lēwa followed at 5:01 by keyboard lēwa melody.
5:16 Return to song.
5:37 New break and stripped down drum groove.
Several sequences of similar length were performed on this occasion over the
course of two or three hours.
Inside the walled space of the henna party, I was permitted to observe the
band but I took care to avert my gaze from the women who filled the space. While I
could discretely record with my phone, I certainly could not take pictures or video.
In fact, one of the elder female hosts pointedly announced in Arabic over a
microphone that picture taking was prohibited. The space—the large courtyard of a
home—was adorned with red, green, and yellow fabric studded with beads and with
mirrors inlaid at intervals. The women were all elegantly attired in fabric that
matched the wall trappings and wore gold bracelets, anklets, necklaces, earrings,
and headdresses. While some women remained seated, others rose to dance
together as the band played. There was a side entrance to the courtyard that was
tented, and it was through this that I entered and, I gathered, the band and their
equipment had entered. As the hour grew later, more and more young men filled
this tented space, which afforded a view of the band but not of the women inside.
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At other occasions where the premise shifts and the bands are playing
directly to young male audiences, more deliberate efforts are made to engage them,
at times whipping them up into a frenzy and at other times digressing into silliness
and clowning. Like young, professional wedding performers elsewhere (once again I
think of North Kurdistan), Mashkatī Baloch wedding bands take on a dual sense of
professional responsibility—they are expected to serve a greater community at
communal observances of lifecycle customs while maintaining a separate
relationship with their age and gender peers who look to them to lead the way in
constituting a scene possessed of its own distinct repertoires.
Gulf Arab and Gulf Baloch scenes and milieus intertwine and intersect as
young Gulf citizens occupy a shared position of having to invent expressive idioms
that they can relate to as social beings and similarly position themselves at the
intersection of evolving geopolitical poles—South Asia, the "West," and an Arabian
Peninsula in constant cultural flux along with Iran, East Africa, and elsewhere.
An older Mashkatī Baloch singer I was introduced to goes by the name
Mohammed Rafi, which is the name of an Indian film singer who he admired so
greatly that he successfully earned comparisons with him and took his name. The
Indian Mohammed Rafi's song melodies have been freely appropriated by Yemeni
and Kuwaiti singers who have sought to fuse contemporary Arab and Indian filmi
musical aesthetics as far back as the 70s and 80s. The Baloch Mohammed Rafi sings
in Baloch but in a style reminiscent of his role model. Today, he has long ceased to
pursue a public presence as a performer, but—with his active encouragement—his
grown daughter (Asma Mohammed Rafi) and son (Haitham Rafi) have each won
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popular acclaim as star interpreters of Bollywood songs on Gulf-based talent shows.
Haitham in particular has found fame and success in India, where he won the
singing contest Dil Hai Hindustani in 2017, having won the Muscat Idol talent show
in 2012. He also records pop songs in Arabic in Oman.162 Again, we see the fluidity
with which peninsular Baloch engage with a range of non-Baloch idioms that
intersect with the musical supercultures of Ho's "InterAsia" (2017: 908). This family
circle of celebrities is a source of pride for Omani Baloch and a source of inspiration
for young Omani Baloch singers such as Ali Alash and Nadeem Shanan, the former in
particular cultivating an increasingly Hindustani singing style.
In April 2019, a new mall was opened in Seeb, Muscat. Al-Muna band
performed as part of a series of celebrations in the mall's atriums commemorating
its grand opening. Fragments of the performances began to appear on the band's
Instagram account and the accounts of several of its members.163 The first clip to
appear featured Alash singing the Indian pop song "Chogada Tara" from the 2018
Bollywood film Loveyatri, the drummer hitting his sticks together before the
percussion section kicked in, in a nod to the choreography in the video.164. Alash and
the band were all strikingly dressed in formal Omani attire, in contrast with the
Interview with Mohammed Rafi, February 17, 2015. For press coverage of these
musicians, see: https://muscatdaily.com/Archive/Features/My-Dad-My-hero-38bw
; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LM7vewGIc9Y ("Oman's Haitham Rafi
interview with Times TV").
163 While following documentations of musical performances on Instagram from
thousands of miles away is hardly an adequate substitute for observing such events
in person, it is essential not to ignore the way Instagram and other platforms are
used, both for presenting and for consuming real time performance events.
164 For this particular performance I am referring to documentation and information
shared on the band's and several of its members' Instagram accounts. The film
sequence containing the original song can be seen here:
https://youtu.be/yr7JFNsz5dU
162
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jeans, factory frayed denim vests, and tight t-shirts they generally would wear at a
wedding performance. A small crowd had assembled to listen, a perfectly random
assortment of mall-goers. There was nothing to indicate a Baloch gathering, rather
one might have guessed that this lady was Filipino, that guy was Indian, this other
lady was British.
Watching that initial fragment, my first instinct was to file it in the same
category as the benjū player on a small corner stage at the Muscat International
Book Fair or the performance by the al-Muna at a public park event where they
played a cover of Pink Floyd's "Comfortably Numb." I thought it a random
opportunity for exposure where the band understood their place as a subdued
background element contributing to the lively atmosphere of an environment.
However, subsequent postings revealed that the crowd grew and became more and
more conspicuously dominated by young men, cheering, clapping, dancing, one
sitting on another's shoulders, many with phones out recording. I thus caught a
glimpse of a remarkable transition. The starting point, the opening frame was alMuna band having shifted its customary surroundings and altered its presentation
to blend in with the brand new Muscat shopping mall. The point of subsequent
arrival: the generic, immaculate, even sterile Muscat mall environment transformed
into a space for Mashkatī Baloch conviviality.
Nadeem Shanan, on the other hand, often travels outside of Muscat, to Dubai
or Bureimi, participating at times in Balochophone versions of the youth ṭarab jalsāt
that fuse Gulf, Hejazi, and Hadrami repertoires (as discussed in Chapter Three) and
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are enormously popular in Kuwait and Indonesia but increasingly present in Qatar
and Oman as well.
The strong link between music and scene depends on a continuity between
events. One may feel implicated in165 a stream of musical performances and social
occasions even when absent periodically. These events cannot be reduced to one-off
occurrences or to their ostensible functions as wedding entertainment, but rather
represent a forceful continuity. Today, bands live stream their performances, their
large numbers of realtime viewers visible through the near constant showering of
emoticons—hearts, thumbs-ups, laughing faces—upon the frame and the effusive
compliments typed in as the performance proceeds. However preoccupied they are
with playing music, musicians are often tuned in to this digitally parceled
encouragement and respond in real time with smiles, waves, and salutes. Here as
elsewhere in the world, participation in musical culture as a scene clearly spans
virtual and actual domains and often blurs the lines between them.
9.6 The Lyari Connection
Although I have sought to draw a distinction between local Muscat Baloch and
transnational Baloch cultural spheres, parallel motions towards a modern palate of
Baloch popular music in Muscat, Karachi, and urban centers in Makran are
abundant. For example, the aforementioned pop lēwa arrangement continues to be a
core component in the repertoires of Muscat Baloch wedding musicians in more
than one milieu. The pop lēwa does not employ the widespread and easily

Being "implicated" in this sense could be as simple as someone remarking, in
one's absence, "I don't know why _________ isn't here tonight."
165
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recognizable mizmār melody used in a traditional lēwa performance. Departing
from this characteristic sūrnāi/mizmār motif, the keyboard line emphasizes an
intervallic ordering that may serve in Karachi to point to the Arabian Peninsula with
its prominent usage of an adjacent minor second and augmented second but it is
also equally likely that these phrasings represent a partial approximation of a guātī
air. Khodabaksh Mewal's ensemble's lēwa emerges as a curious intermediary
between the two.
Following a range of modern Baloch songs from Karachi that are melodically
quite similar, many of the songs in Khodabaksh Mewal's repertoire resemble rather
closely the sonic and compositional aesthetic of the Karachi pop lēwa, with some
venturing further into identifiable zahīrōk territory than others. The electronic
keyboard voices are typified by a sharp attack and lingering decay like an assertive
harpsichord, with others soft in attack but shrill in timbre and played with a
prominent glissando/portamento effect. Also noteworthy is the persistence of 3/4
rhythms played on drums using hands and sticks.
When the group plays a lēwa, the keyboard is omitted in favor of the sūrnāi,
played by a musician from Karachi, not by an Omani Baloch as in earlier versions of
his ensemble. Whereas for a traditional lēwa performance, at least one upright,
footed drum is considered essential, the set of three congas used on most of
Khodabaksh Mewal's arrangements are omitted too from the lēwa, while the dohōl
and timbuk form the centerpiece for the lēwa performance, especially the dohōl.
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Fig. 9.4, Khodabaksh Mewal's ensemble, Jibroo, 2015
From the point of view of musical arrangement, the lead voices are the singer and
the sūrnāi, which follows a melody only in a very loose sense. In general, the
harmonically dense lēwa melody played on the sūrnāī in any setting, whether in
Lyari, Kuwait, or Muscat, has a presence as consistent and distinctive as the
overpowering scent of suchkī/bukhūr at a mālid, and the chanting of lēwa too
represents such a sensory presence. However, watching the dancers—mostly
women but joined occasionally by an elderly man—we can see that the dohōl is the
explicit object of their focus. As they dance around in a circle, the women dancing
most expressively with their hands, wrists, and arms, the old men with their canes,
it is a revolving formation whose focal point is the space directly in front of the
dohōl. Here women will even face the instrument, bend down to its level (at the
height of the drummer's waist), and shake their hips and shoulders at it before
resuming their rhythmic and unharried counterclockwise perambulation, often
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backtracking to revisit the dohōl once more before drifting off on another complete
rotation.
While this lēwa performance is an extension of idioms current and
established among Mashkatī Baloch, Khodabaksh Mewal's son, one of the lead
singers and drummers in his group, has described to me his habitual acquisition of
the latest songs produced in Lyari, which the group will learn and play, as they are
bound to be requested by local Baloch.
Khodabaksh Mewal's group is an established professional troupe playing
regularly at weddings in Matrah, Jibroo, and Wadi Hattat, but it does not fall within
the coterie of youth driven bands that attract an intensely engaged, predominantly
male youth following (even if some of its young members do participate in that
scene). They do represent an ongoing interface between the musical culture of
Baloch Karachi and that of Baloch Muscat. As a distinctive part of the enveloping
ambience in Muscat's mītags, it is an important voice in the multi-vocality of Baloch
Muscat and an unambiguous place signifier in its multi-locality.
Karachi retains a position among Baloch in Muscat as a metropole of popular
culture and style. At a wedding party in the Khoudh neighborhood of Muscat where
music was provided by the local Mashkatī Baloch band al-Mayāsim ("The Seasons"),
the performances were led and embellished by Wakar, a comedic Baloch film actor
based in Karachi, who had been hired for this wedding. Wakar performed lēwa with
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a comic but politically pointed prelude, freely interchanging lēva166 with lebahin—
"they're playing," indicating the global games countries and politicians play:
ala libahiiiiiin, leva leavi, levaiiiii...
sardar Bush Obama levaiiii...
no attention to problem lebahiiiii, abo lebahiiiin,
aa levaiii, aa German o France levaiiii,
ay Korea wa Japan levaiii, leva levai,
ay Oman o Iran libahiin,
no attention to problem levaiii... (CYB)
He then pauses to ask, "what should I sing for you?" Everyone responds demanding
lēwa, and he begins to sing the pop lēwa that is especially known in Karachi and
Muscat, with the band joining in, as well as dancers including myself (owing to a
certain degree of pronounced expectation) and the professional jenīnū. He continues
to insert his fragmented commentary about the international community giving "no
attention to problem" as he sings "leva leva leva..." Comedic charisma is a valued
attribute in this milieu, spanning the popular affinity for Wakar, Shanan, and even
Khodabaksh Mewal, who at times dances for comedic effect.
9.7 Muscat's Baloch Internationalist Arts Community
Noora al-Meer grew up in Muscat and is a graduate student in Chicago, returning
home to Muscat when she is not occupied with her studies and other travels. While
she has not embraced music as a career, she is an active singer and songwriter and
has received encouragement in particular from prominent Stockholm-based Baloch

Lēwa and lēva are interchangeable pronunciations. Arabic tends not to use a v
sound, and Baloch favors w over v. At the same time, it is widely believed the word
lēwa comes from Swahili leva (drunk), though Mtoro bin Mwinyi Bakari (1903: 159157) givens pepo wa lewa as the name of a ritual using a piper (mpiga zumari)
associated with "dizziness." This issue has been discussed in Chapter Five.
166
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singer Rostam Mir Lashari, who is interested in forging new musical vernaculars for
contemporary Baloch song. In a vein somewhat reminiscent of American folkinflected indie rock, she sings songs in Baloch in a soft, pleasantly husky voice to the
gentle accompaniment of the ukulele, which she plays. Rostam Mir Lashari wanted
to collaborator with her on live performances in defiance of socially conservative
constraints placed upon women in both Iran and the Gulf States (personal electronic
communication with Noora al-Meer).
Her involvement with music, Baloch or otherwise started
through Rostam Mir Lashari, his own work is focusing on reviving
Balochi music, for that he had two bands, the Golband band which he
tried to bring Balochi music up in fusion with other music, then he had
the Padik band with [Abdurrahman] Surizehi and [Anne] Hytte [sic]
where it was more traditional Balochi music. He separated those two,
traditional and fusion/world music. What he later wanted, was for a
girl to be on stage with him to sing. Of course in Iran it's not allowed
to be a female soloist, and that, as well as the more conservative
Muslim wave across Baluchistan also had its affect [sic], and when you
previously had Baluchi female soloists like Sharipa Sawti and Amina
Totti, you hardly hear of any new Balochi female soloists. (ibid.)
According to Noora al-Meer, Abdulrahman Surizehi was less receptive to this project
of reimagining the aesthetics of Baloch musical performance. Surizehi felt that in the
absence of a general familiarity with traditional Baloch musical repertoires,
audiences would be misled by the various kinds of fusion and reinterpretation being
proposed: "He wanted there first to be a clear basis that we can then divert from."
Nonetheless, Noora al-Meer continues,
When comparing the ukulele covers to the Indian-influenced Balochi
music, Rostam and Surizehi preferred the ukulele ones. Mostly
because a lot of non-Baloch Omanis started saying that they are
listening to Balochi songs for the first time with the ukulele covers. Of
course my work is more influenced by my favorite music genres, more
on the low-fi folk/pop side.(ibid.)
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Noora al-Meer never actually went on to perform with Rostam Mir Lashari
but her recordings of Baloch songs with ukulele accompaniment have been well
received and widely circulated via the online platforms on which she has made them
available. They are well-known to many Baloch in Muscat.
The poet Lubna al-Balushi offers another unique case of a Muscat-based
Baloch artist constructing an interlocal multiplicity of geographic frames. Lubna alBalushi enrolled in German classes at the Goethe Institute in Muscat for professional
reasons, but, already a lover of poetry, she became increasingly taken with German
as a language of literary prose and poetry. As she progressed, she received an
opportunity to study in Freiburg, Germany and was able to steadily build her
confidence in speaking and writing in German and began to compose poetry in
German. She published a book of verse, Schönheit des Herzens, which was modestly
publicized in Oman as the work of an Omani poet, with German and Swiss
institutions in Muscat giving receptions for her.
Encouraged, she went on to produce similarly themed poetry in Arabic,
English, and finally, in Baloch. One of her Baloch poems was then set to music by
rock/pop musician and bandleader Nabil al-Balushi and recorded by the
aforementioned singer Hussein Sapar. Regardless of the language, the tone of her
poetry is sentimental, wholesome, and abstracted from any real life geopolitical
frame and in many cases we find her essentially translating the same works from
one language to another. Where the active communities of Baloch poets dispersed
throughout the GCC states essentially fly under the radar of the societies in which
they live, Lubna al-Balushi is a public participant in Omani society, conforming to its
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demands and limits.
However, her activities have stimulated interest from within the sphere of
Baloch-oriented media. She was interviewed (in English) by the site
thebalochnews.com, where she was asked about the extent to which she addressed
themes relevant to a Baloch cultural outlook. She answered pointing to one poem
patterned on a traditional Baloch lullaby, explicitly comparing it with a song
recorded by Rostam Mirlashari for the popular Pakistani televised music platform
Coke Studio, and adding, "another poem, 'Ae Wattan Ae Dill,' [Oh homeland oh
heart] draws immediate glance [sic] to the situation of Wattan [the homeland] and
links the same to love story. So, whatever happens, there's no place that deserves
more attention & caring than Wattan. Isn't it finally Wattan that brings us all
together?" (thebalochnews.com)
She went on to cite Sayyed Hashemi, Major Majid, and Mohsin Iman as three
Baloch poets and literary figures she admires. Readers' comments however question
the extent to which she is working to raise awareness of the problems faced by
Baloch in Balochistan and Karachi and urge her to be more active in Baloch forums
if, as she claims in the interview, she hopes her writing will inspire and entice out
into the open the "hidden female writers of Balochistan." (ibid)
Another young Omani Baloch woman, Mujna al-Musafer, is a filmmaker
specializing in poetic documentary and fictionalized realist cinema. Al-Musafer also
has studied in Germany and currently produces shows for Oman National TV's
Culture Channel and is one of the organizers of the new Muscat International Film
Festival. Her films are textural portraits of different facets of Oman's cultural and
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historical landscape.

Fig. 9.5, Poster for Cholo, by Muzna al-Musafir
Cholo is a short film focused on the reunion of two young brothers, one who
relocated with some of his family to Muscat and the other who lives in Zanzibar.
Filmed in Zanzibar, with dialogue in Swahili, the film was meant as an illustration of
the ongoing link between Oman and Tanzania, according to Muzna al-Musafer in an
interview she gave at a film festival in Berlin (Berlinale Talent, in February 2018).
When I met her, she was working on a short film to be set in Dhofar, in a Jebeli
speaking community, with an explicit consciousness of the mid-twentieth-century
conflict between Dhofaris and the Sultan's government.
Another short film of hers, Niqab, focuses on the theme of veiling and the
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multiplicity of ways a young woman can imagine herself as both a physical presence,
the object of perception, and as an emotional being. Accompanying a succession of
disembodied images of herself, with varying postures and attire, her narration in
English proclaims, "Inside me there is a lonely child... or a loving mother... or an
angry prostitute," and further along, "nobody was born with Niqab on his face,
except for me."
When I spoke with her, making the rounds from airy, beachside Azaiba to
time worn Matrah, where she frequently visits Baloch shopkeepers and vendors of
the old souq, she emphasized many of the same objectives she has set forth in
interviews before and since. Her aim in much of her work is to flesh out a more
complex and palpable depiction of Omani society, and to work towards a cinematic
language capable of speaking of murky interiors and life's stark surfaces.
Muzna al-Musafer does not necessarily identify herself as Baloch in
interviews at Gulf or European film festivals. She is presented as Omani, and the
"we" that she employs refers to Omanis specifically and citizens of Gulf countries
more broadly, at times speaking more directly for herself and from the explicit
perspective of a woman.
A remarkable project of hers was to mentor a first time filmmaker in Muscat,
as part of a Danish-Jordanian sponsored workshop called "Stories Untold." This
effort led to the production of Pashk, an eleven-minute short directed by a middleaged Baloch woman from Matrah, Fatma Hassan, with Muzna al-Musafer assisting as
"tutor" and co-director. The film is a portrait of Baloch life and community in
Mutrah, chronicling the connection with Khoudh, as the inhabitants spread out to
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other sections of the city, and the life of the souq. At one point the filmmaker and her
sister are at a tailor's in the souq and the sister attempts to haggle—"I came all the
way from Khoudh!"—but to no avail. Truly, for those without a great deal of time
and energy and little disposable income, frequent transit between the northern
expanse of Muscat—Hail, Khoudh, Maabela, and Seeb—and Old Muscat to the south
(Matrah, Jibroo, Muscat, and Sidab) is not easy, though a new bus service has just
started. Taxis are prohibitively expensive while the routes of the very affordable
shared vans take a great deal of coordination, this roundabout to that roundabout,
plying the main roads.

Fig. 9.6, Poster for Pashk, by Fatma Hassan
The dialogue is in a mixture of Baloch and Arabic and vividly reflects on the Baloch
character of the area, with the word mītag consistently employed. One neighbor,
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speaking Baloch, is asked to talk about the Baloch generally. "We Baloch have two
ears and one nose!...," he proclaims, before putting up his arms in a farewell greeting
and turning away, "Enough about the Baloch...."
What the filmmaker emphasizes above all with the arc of the film is a cluster
of material artifacts and habitual actions that are linked by the women of her
community to wedding festivities as an expression of Baloch heritage. The visits to
the tailor are centered on choosing patterns and embroidery that reflect Balochistan
in their technique and motifs and that will be worn at the various phases of the
wedding. She even displays a miniature replica of the highly adorned, colorful tent
(Arabic: khaima) that acts as a threshold between bridal space and the groom until
the wedding reaches its culminating stage of union. Apart from such decorative
aspects, we see fragments of a henna party with Khodabaksh Mewal's group playing
and we see women smoking a chillem that we are informed is an essential wedding
refreshment for the women. The on-screen chillem itself, we are told, is from
Makran.
It is clear that Muzna al-Musafer is working to expand an international
understanding of the fabric of Omani society, of which Baloch communities form an
important portion, but even in Pashk one senses something of the sensitivity
surrounding the issue. Even within Muscat, these women are actively working to
break down the social barriers—real and imagined—that often separate local and
transnational orientations.
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9.8 A Gradual Convergence Between Transnational and Local Idioms
One evening a Baloch friend, a first generation Omani citizen, invited Rahmat
Hassan Khamis al-Baloch, Mohammed Rafi, Rashed Sabz, Jamil Magsi, and Major
Majid to his home as part of his ongoing efforts to organize gatherings for the
purpose of addressing the disunity he perceives among Muscat's disjunct Baloch
social spheres. Rahmat Hassan, Rashed Sabz, and Jamil Magsi were able to attend
and performed together for other invited guests, mostly members of Muscat's
Baloch literary community.
Of course when big names like Aref Baloch and Shajan Dawoodi come from
Balochistan, large events attract a wide cross section of the Baloch communities and
geographies of Muscat, so that the same regular male dancers are found both at
these events and at weddings where the local big bands play. Increasingly local and
visiting Baloch musicians have come to share bills for major events. Of even greater
interest perhaps is a kind of reinclining towards Makrani sounds and genres.
Listening carefully to the keyboard synthesizer parts to many of the songs played by
large Baloch wedding bands, there are points where repeated figures overlap
directly with what a benjū player might play, which might have been adopted farther
back from surōz, vocal, or dōnelī melodies. A more direct awakening to Balochistan
as a sphere of belonging among young Mashkatīs is embodied in the politicized
outlooks of young Mashkatī Baloch rap artists and rap fans.
Among the most vocal and high profile Baloch rappers in Muscat is Haitham
Soundkiller (Haitham al-Zadjali), based in Maabela, the large, ever-growing
extension of Muscat to the north of the center. A close associate and collaborator of
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Haitham Soundkiller is Prince Adool, a Baloch rapper based in Bahrain, paralleling
the connections maintained by poets and activists across Gulf states. The clear
objective for both of these and other Baloch rappers is explicitly nationalistic,
praising Balochistan, its people, leaders, and freedom fighters, and decrying the
oppression of Baloch implemented by the states of Pakistan and Iran.

Fig. 9.7, Haitham Soundkiller flashing W for watan (homeland) sign, courtesy
Haitham Soundkiller
This is largely a bedroom endeavor—live hip hop performances have yet to catch
on, due mainly to the rhythms of residential spaces, where weddings are accepted
fixtures but rap shows would not necessarily be, especially if they were understood
to promote political activism in an obvious fashion. Therefore, the primary space for
exposure and consumption Haitham Soundkiller and Prince Adool look to is of
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course social media. Stylistically, both the music and the casual demeanor of these
young men are anchored in an ethos of nonchalant dissonance, with the out-of-tune
melodized refrains on Prince Adool's tracks recalling (though he has revealed no
consciousness of this phenomenon) the despresyon stila ("depression style")
popular in some (especially Kurdish) rap milieus in Turkey, where an abrasively
sing-song melody is rendered even more abrasive by being sung with a slack
intonation and lazy enunciation.
While the musical features associated with Baloch folk music are usually
entirely absent from the songs created and recorded by these young rap artists, my
interactions with them and my observation of their self-representation on social
media and to some degree the recordings themselves have illustrated to me that
they are clearly attuned both to ongoing events in Balochistan—the political crisis,
armed confrontations, disappearances of activists and community members and to
developments within the Peninsular literary community, such as the recent passing
in early 2018 of Abdulmajid Gwadari, poet and author of the text of the unofficial
Baloch national anthem, mentioned several times in the preceding chapters.
There are of course Baloch rap groups in Karachi, associated above all with
communities in Lyari, and this is one of many respects in which Karachi serves as a
metropole with a leading role in orienting culture production. A 2019 article in the
South China Morning Post credited to the Agence France-Presse, describes a
rennaisance in open youthful creativity in Lyari in the wake of government
operations beginning in 2013 that diminished the presence of some of Lyari's
notorious gangs: "The embattled neighborhood now clings fiercely to its reputation
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for producing top footballers, iron-chinned boxers, and, most recently, socially
conscious rappers" (AFP 2019).
A representative Baloch rap group from Karachi, Lyari Squad, consists of
rappers Marshall (Abdullah Baloch) and S.A.B. (Syed Anush Baloch). The lyrics
essentially endeavor to represent Lyari and the performers as representatives of
Lyari. It would be difficult for professional musicians operating in the open in
Pakistan, even with all the connotations of criminality and speaking truth to power
that hip hop has accrued as a mode of social expression, to openly align themselves
with an armed struggle against the government and military/security forces of
Pakistan. Baloch rappers in the Gulf however—like Haitham Soundkiller and Prince
Adool—are primarily fixated on revolutionary struggle in their lyrics. Lyari Squad
can be distinguished, in their tenor, from other Lyari rap crews like Lyari
Underground, in their use of Baloch language in contrast with the latter's use of
street Urdu, which has afforded Lyari Underground a platform on Coke Studio (a
music-oriented series produced and shot in Karachi that I discuss in more depth in
Chapter Eight) and other media outlets. Haitham Soundkiller's "Mae Watan" ("Our
Homeland") featuring illEagle Aliens, opens with the chant, "Man Baloć an, yak roć
Pakistan pruśan." (I am the Baloch, who one day will break Pakistan.") As circulated
on YouTube, the song is accompanied by a video consisting of roughly edited footage
of Pakistani military aggression in Balochistan—Pakistani soldiers menacing Baloch
civilians, corpses of murdered Baloch civilians, buildings on fire, exploding
mountainsides, intercut with scenes of Baloch Liberation Army foot soldiers training
in mountain and desert environments.
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Haitham Soundkiller opens another track "Tou Balach Ey" ("You are Balach")
by situating his listener within the lineages of Baloch national heroes Balach,
Chakar, Kambar, and Akbar and then foresees his own murder by Pakistani state
forces, his body dumped anonymously like those of many martyrs and expressing
his hope that the attrocities in Balochistan will attract as much global notoriety and
condemnation as those of Daesh and the Taliban.
Muscat's local scenes of musicians—professional and amateur—diverge
from transnational circuits that foreground Makrani musicians and their
performances and recordings, with Muscat's Baloch neighborhoods constituting an
environment for culture production distinct from Makran and Karachi. The absence
of explicit reference to Balochistan and Baloch politics in the repertoires of Mashkatī
Baloch wedding bands amplifies the drive and the impact of rap songs that place the
Baloch political struggle squarely at their center. These distinctions in ideological
and social orientation and scale help to establish fluid spheres of belonging ranging
from transgenerational community modes of aggregation with peripheral nodes of
youth consciousness to focused microscenes strongly aligned with specific idioms.
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Coda

I am sitting with two Baloch citizens of Norway at the cafe of the Film Museum on
Dronningens Gate in Oslo in the summer of 2018. Of the two women, one is Mehrnaz
Surizehi, the daughter of Abdurrahman Surizehi. They are describing for me the place
of music in the Baloch communities of Scandinavia, particularly Stockholm and Oslo.
They estimate that there are 500 Baloch in Oslo, while thousands reside in Stockholm
and elsewhere in Sweden. The Baloch in Oslo all know each other, they tell me. In the
past, when Abdurrahman Surizehi was active, there was more of an infrastructure for
performances of Baloch folk music. Today, manifestations of Baloch traditional music
in Scandinavia do not extend much beyond Rostam Mirlashari's efforts to promote
Baloch culture. Abdurrahman's Surizehi's daughter, Mehrnaz, is excited about an
upcoming wedding in Stockholm that is to be the marriage of two Baloch (as opposed
to the more locally common marriage of a Baloch to a non-Baloch), and accordingly,
the traditional features of a Baloch wedding are expected to be much more fully
fleshed out.
As in the Gulf, Baloch in Scandinavia are active in spheres of popular culture
that extend beyond the confines of Baloch culture and community. They tell me about
a hip hop duo in Sweden—Lash—that consists of two sisters who rap in Swedish
liberally peppered with Baloch. They are openly gay and publically supported by their
mother, who has a reputation as a religiously conservative woman. Their audience is
broad, in no sense restricted to Baloch, and they use their platform to try to build
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awareness of Baloch, Middle Eastern, and queer experiences among their youthful
Swedish audience. Mehrnaz herself is a singer who works in an RnB style.
Abdurrahman Surizehi unexpectedly comes to join us. He lives next door, in the
very building where I am staying, thanks to my wife's airbnb sixth sense. He is warm
and relaxed, but he doesn't stay long. Two non-Baloch Pakistanis happen by and he
starts reciting some verses by Ghalib and takes his leave, wandering off with these
friends.

Consistent with the limitations of virtually any ethnographic project, I cannot claim
here to have presented in my data or my findings a comprehensive picture of the
cultural terrain I have isolated for study. I have largely been concerned with deisolating this terrain by expanding the frame of ethnographic representation in
which it is centered. Global flows of culture present inexhaustible topics for
discussion and analysis, guiding the historiographic imaginations of scholarly
cohorts and the problematizing of tendencies towards firm delineations of bounded
cultural worlds. I have taken two broad but intersecting perspectives—the study of
(Makrani) Baloch culture and the study of peninsular Gulf societies. Foregrounding
domains of cultural performance incorporating musical and ritual practices, I have
sought to flesh out their intersection as predicated on a range of social and spatial
configurations that inform the production and transmission of meaning.
I have sought to illustrate, concurrently with my efforts to present similar
arguments regarding the interregional and transnational circuitry of Kurdish music
and culture, just how interdependent and mobile individual and communal agents of
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Baloch culture and identity are, whether performers or patrons. Had I approached
this subject without first honing in on the Baloch communities of the peninsular Gulf
cities, I am confident that the study would have, on its own, gravitated towards the
centrality of that region as a site for cultural activity and a node for the intersection
of various currents of political, cultural, and literary activism.
Each of the core chapters of this work could easily have been expanded into
its own dissertation, and accordingly I have had to condense or curtail much larger
potential discussions. It has been of vital importance to me to convey—in a kind of
multi-frame parallax perspective—just how vividly intertwined the historical
experiences of Baloch in the Gulf, in East Africa, and in Balochistan and adjacent
regions of Iran and Pakistan have been.
The position of Baloch as an ethnolinguistically distinguished collectivity
with aspirations to nationhood points to commonalities with Kurds, Imazighen
(Berbers), Uighurs, and other groups, with many analogous instances of music being
employed as expressive of identity, tradition, and political resolve. The juxtaposition
of the need to maintain "traditional" repertoires with various ways of engaging with
neighboring, often dominant cultural groups as well as with overarching
transregional or global cultural and ideological structures is common to Kurdish,
Amazigh (Berber), and Baloch modes of self-representation (for Amazigh cases, see
Goodman 2005 and Silverstein 2010). The political, literary, and ritual worlds that
intersect with Makrani Baloch cultural agency are regional (the Gulf), supraregional
(South/West/Central Asian), transregional (the Indian Ocean world), and global.
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The researching and writing of this dissertation has immediately found its
way into dialogue with an array of ongoing conversations about changing
conceptions of nation, territory, and locality. In his essay "Sovereignty Without
Territoriality: Notes for a Post-National Geography," Arjun Appadurai writes
These disjunctures in the links among space, place, citizenship, and nationhood
have several far-reaching implications. One of these is that territory and
territoriality are increasingly the critical rationale of state legitimacy and state
power, while ideas of nation seem increasingly driven by other discourses of loyalty
and affiliation—sometimes linguistic, sometimes racial, sometimes religious, but
very rarely territorial. (Appadurai 1996b: 48, emphasis in original)
The concept of Baloch nationhood is not confined to Baloch resident in Balochistan,
and the imprecise boundaries of Balochistan render it a broader geocultural
construct than would be suggested by the term territory. This more expansive and
more fluid mapping of the sites and settings where Baloch culture is sited speaks
directly to Appadurai's advocacy for the term "ethnoscape" (1991:192) while in his
aforementioned discussion of "post-national geography" he very aptly cites Michael
J. Shapiro and the notion of "'post-sovereign' moral geographies" (ibid 41). In the
case of Baloch, a territorial allegiance remains intact while any legitimacy in the
exercise of sovereignty over territory is suspended pending the exercise of morality
and justice over territory. In their relations—as citizens and non-citizens—with
Oman, Bahrain, and the other Gulf states, and in their transnational circuits, Baloch
participate in the "graduated sovereignty" pinpointed by Aihwa Ong (1999: 217) in
the absence of any sense of sovereignty on their own terms.
Having a sound moral orientation with respect to the nuances, complexities,
and innate diversity of a given territory can stand as evidence that it is one's own,
that one knows it intimately and can be entrusted with it even without following a
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perhaps outmoded model of sovereignty as represented by the nation-state idea. It
is important to ask: to what extent are Baloch, in the struggle to wrest Balochistan
from the jurisdiction of Pakistan and Iran, "complicit in reproducing modernity's
dominant territorial imaginary" (Shapiro 1994: 480)? Like Kurdistan and so many
other regions of both real and imagined belonging, Balochistan overlaps other
geographic ideas without actually disrupting the extent to which these too are both
real and imagined. The existence of multiple accounts, sketched out in Chapter One,
of how Baloch got to where they are and how a Baloch ethnolinguistic identity was
formed reinforces the axiom that culture and identity cannot be treated as fixed,
stable entities.
Today, Baloch, Kurds, and Imazighen offer notable examples of group
affiliations that are post-national in contradistinction to a logic of nation as an
enclosed, governed territory. Yet the iconography of nation and territory—so often
expressed through music, dance, dress, cuisine, and literary artifacts—serves to
bind together as collectives otherwise variegated groups. Rather than considering
each as an isolated case, the simultaneity of the subjugation, cultural erasure, and
precarity faced and endured by Baloch, Kurds, Uighurs, Palestinians, Assyrians,
Imazighen, Rohingya, indigenous communities of Siberia, the Americas, Australia,
and Pacific Islands, and post-colonial subjects and slave descendent peoples (among
others) poses a cumulative and ongoing challenge to the dominance of a world
order by the most prosperous, militarized, and stable nations.
Stateless groups that aspire to statehood based on historical territorial
claims, or that reject the notion of statehood as an ordering principle for earthly
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habitation are burdened with having to advance a counterclaim to the territories
claimed by extant nation-states, so that their territorial concerns are necessarily
amplified. However, one of the senses in which territorial concerns and demands
are amplified lies in the fluidity with which these groups distribute their presence
and activities, and grant concessions to other groups who share or contest their
territorial claims.
Despite a shared, often intensely determined desire for an independent state,
Baloch demands are not exclusively trained on a narrowly defined piece of real
estate. It is most crucial that they be permitted to be Baloch citizens and freely make
use of and ultimately profit from the land that they inhabit and share with other
groups. Kurds, likewise, in advancing the case for self-determination, emphasize
their awareness of the ethno-linguistic pluralism inherent to the social-cultural
landscape that they conceptualize as Kurdistan, going so far as to openly
acknowledge their role in massacring and expelling millions of Armenians along
with large numbers of Assyrians and Yezidis from a land that previously was far less
conspicuously dominated by a Kurdish majority (Khatachadourian 2014, Geerdink
2015). Maria Koinova (2019: 1899-1903) contemplates the extent to which
Assyrian, Armenian, and Kurdish diaspora communities work together to build
coalitions to address the state violence and cultural and political constraints they
have endured. She observes that any sense of coalition-building involving Kurds
tends to find Kurds taking the initiative, in part because coming to grips with their
involvement in the Armenian genocide presents an immediate and tangible benefit
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to Kurds in Turkey—they are able to model righteousness, maturity, and a
commitment to humane and progressive ideals.
Today, "Kurdistan" for Kurds and "Balochistan" for Baloch are ever more
unbounded. Modes of expression whose aesthetic and semiotic particulars are
guided by the concerns of living individuals and communities are actively engaged
to articulate these very geocultural complexities, as I hope I have shown throughout
this dissertation. My ongoing work (e.g. Murer 2020 in videography) on the
evolution of wedding music among Kurmanji-speaking Kurds, I believe, also helps to
substantiate these claims.
It may seem contradictory to suggest that a Baloch political vision is
increasingly post-national and decoupled from Balochistan as a territory while the
struggle for self-rule in Balochistan continues unabated and is poised to enter new
phases of overt conflict. However, China and the US, as political and economic—
more than cultural—entities are clearly concerned with territorial integrity
alongside maintaining an expanding presence outside of their powerfully reinforced
(and infinitely contestable) national territories.
For Baloch, there are at least two dimensions to their relationship with
Balochistan as a delineated territory. First, in order to claim this territory publicly
on the world stage, in the courts of global popular opinion and international law,
they must demonstrate their integrity as a nation, and must do so by revealing
Baloch histories of intersection with other groups independent of the entities into
which they are otherwise claimed to be subsumed (e.g. Pakistan and Iran), showing
themselves to be a complex, variegated totality, not a simplistic idea along the lines
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of "we speak the Baloch language, therefore we are entitled to a Baloch state."
Secondly, pragmatically and psychologically, given the current odds, which are
dictated in part by Chinese and American interests, Baloch have to be prepared to
lose this battle for indefinite periods of time in the foreseeable future, despite the
fact that the level of determination to prevail and secure a Baloch state is extremely
high at present.
Within academic circles, the present moment is marked by a rapidly
expanding scholarly interest in the historiography and cultural interchanges
through which the greater Indian Ocean region can be understood as a vivid
ecumene possessed of its own densely interwoven narratives (Bertz 2008;
Chaudhuri 1985; Bose 2002; Sheriff 2010; McPherson 1992 and 2003; Ho 2006; Ho
and Sheriff 2014, Bishara 2017; among many others). These discussions seek to
unpack the extent to which the Indian Ocean as an "inter-regional arena of
exchange" (Bose 2002: 368) differs from other sub-world systems such as the much
more colonially defined transAtlantic and the more intimate and tight-knit
Mediterranean region. Indian Ocean networks are frequently evoked in assigning
agency to the transmission of cultural idioms and values that contribute to
translocal circuits of identity and affiliation. Baloch, together with Hadramis, Malays,
Javanese, Gujaratis, Tamils, Malayam, Bantu, and Habshis (an imprecise and
potentially offensive term colloquially referring to diverse groups from the Horn of
Africa) historically represent some of the more extensively distributed populations
of the Indian Ocean region. Today, Filipinos must be added to this list, especially
when considering the demographics of the peninsular Gulf states.
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The notion of the "Gulf citizen" bespeaks a complex configuration of
cosmopolitan values, diversity of cultural orientation, and blatant socioeconomic
inequality. Distinctions that can be readily drawn between the five small Arab Gulf
States are rooted in the identity of their ruling families or tribes, the precise nature
of their premodern roles as port societies, the status of their current economies, and
the relationships they maintain with larger, more powerful states, especially Saudi
Arabia, Iran, the US, India, and China. Needless to say, these points of distinction are
not mere details. The current relations between a given Gulf state and Iran, Saudi
Arabia, and Iraq, while of dire geopolitical consequence in the present climate, may
reveal or conceal considerable depths of historical and cultural affiliation.
The climate, malls, apartment complexes, corniches, grandiose new mosques,
heritage landmarks, imported South and Southeast Asian workforce, and blend of
affluence and social conservatism may lend each urban Gulf center a nearly identical
character, but reading the states through their particulars as sites for social
intercourse and the performance of culture reveals considerable variation in the
degree of active exchange around the peninsula and across the Gulf. While relegated
to the peripheries of state narratives and branding strategies, Baloch, Hadramis, and
slave-descended citizens of diverse East African heritage are integral to the
polyphony of cultural outlooks through which Gulf societies and their histories have
been fashioned. This is not the first study that has acknowledged the Baloch
presence in the social and musical landscape of the Gulf but it takes a necessary step
in positioning these Baloch-speaking communities as its central focus in order to
illuminate the circuits of professional music making and their patronage from the
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perspective of Gulf Baloch communities while attending to the larger, highly
dynamic social topography that characterizes the Persian Gulf region and informs
its spheres of musical activity.
Many questions have been raised over the course of collecting material for
this dissertation that offer promising avenues of future inquiry. For example, more
in-depth examinations of certain ritual, musical, and dance repertoires of the coastal
East Africa, in particular in the Lamu and Zanzibar archipelagos in relation to
Omani—and even Baloch—correlates could be guided by understandings of the
periods of Bu Saidi and Mazrui domination and could further flesh out patterns of
exchange that characterize the Western Indian Ocean. The tailoring of Gulf Arab
ṭarab genres and jalsah settings to the purposes and aesthetic preferences of Baloch
youth is an evolving domain of cultural performance.
Despite Mohammedreza Darvishi's extensive surveys, the Baloch
communities of Hormozgan and Kerman have primarily been studied by linguists,
leaving musical settings and repertoires largely unaccounted for in
ethnomusicological scholarship. Likewise, it is clear that, the formidable
contributions of Christensen, Castelo-Branco, Barwani, and Shawqi notwithstanding,
closer examinations of the texts and repertoires cultivated among Baloch in various
communities in Oman's Batinah region with a more explicit engagement with
counterparts in Makran and Bashkard would be of immense benefit to extending a
scholarly awareness of the scope and nuances of the cultural milieus of Baloch and
neighboring localities.
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As ever, today's children will become adults and geopolitical dynamics will
shift and notions of cultural meaning will evolve. Unforeseen crises will erupt as
some of the most harrowing predicaments of the present moment inevitably
subside. Some hearts will harden while others soften. Current habits will be altered
by new technological possibilities and ecological constraints. The world of today
may no longer be recognizable in the surfaces of tomorrow. And so my current
agenda remains provisional—a steady stream of activity whose course may be
altered gradually or suddenly. I expect further studies to grow out of this one as I
continue to focus on the cultural performance spheres of Baloch and their partners
in Muscat, Manama, Doha, and al-'Ain, in Minab, Sirik, Jashk, Bushehr, Kong, and
Lengeh, in Stockholm and Yolöten.
With the present work, I hope to have clearly demonstrated that a reasonably
open and objective gaze upon the expressive arts and social experience of Baloch
communities of the cities of the peninsular Gulf states cannot help but take into
account circuits of mobility both historical and contemporary, and diverse nodes of
fluid integration with non-Baloch neighbors. These spacious dimensions provide
strategic depth for the pursuit of an enlarged, empowered, and unconfined Baloch
participation in the world. They also speak to the personal perspectives of
individuals and communities who often have to advocate vigorously for themselves
in order to have their own urgent concerns taken into account in a region beset by
economic competition and geopolitical friction in which they are targets for cultural
suppression and negation.
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Discography

Baloutchistan: Bardes du Makran, recorded by Jean During, Musiques du Monde,
1996, compact disc.
Baloutchistan: La Tradition Instrumentale: Sorud, Benju, Doneli, recorded by Jean
During, Ocora, 1997, compact disc.
Baloutchistan: Musiques d'Ecstase et Guérison, recorded by Jean During, Ocora, 1995,
compact disc.
Music of Makran: Traditional Fusion from Coastal Balochistan, recorded by Anderson
Bakewell and Sabir Badalkhan, Topic Records, 2001, compact disc.
Regional Music of Iran 9: Qalandari Music of Baluchistan, recorded by Jean During,
Mahoor Institute of Culture and Art, 2005, compact disc.
Regional Music of Iran 23: Music of Balochistan—Shir Mohammad Espandar, dōnelī,
recorded by Mohammadreza Darvishi, Mahoor Institute of Culture and Art,
2000, compact disc.
Regional Music of Iran 35: Music and Trance—Music of Balochistan, recorded by
Mohammadreza Darvishi, Mahoor Institute of Culture and Art, 2012, two
compact discs.
Regional Music of Iran 36: Great Masters of Baluchi Music—Music for Joy, Pain, and
Ecstasy, recorded by Jean During, Mahoor Institute of Culture and Art, 2012,
compact disc.
Mūsīghī-ye Balochistān (Music of Balochistan), recorded by Mohammad Eftekhari,
Anjuman-e Mūsīghī-ye Īrān, 1375/1997, six cassette set.
Surizehi, Abdorahman, "Balochi Gowati o Damali Zeymol: Instrumental Love songs
and Trance Music from Balochistan." Kongsberg, Norway: Etnisk Musikklubb,
2006, two compact discs.
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Videography
Catlin-Jairazbhoy, Amy, and Nazir Ali Jairazbhoy. 2004. The Sidi Malunga Project:
Rejuvenating the African Musical Bow in India. DVD. Van Nuys: Apsara Media
------. 2006. From Africa… to India: Sidi Music in the Indian Ocean Diaspora. DVD. Van
Nuys: Apsara Media.
Mirzai, Behnaz A. 2007. Afro-Iranian Lives. DVD.
------. 2012. The African-Baluchi Trance Dance. DVD.
Murer, George. 2020. Her Bijî Granî. Unpublished Digital Video Documentary.
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